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Abstract
Zeitoper – those jazz-infused operas of Weimar Republic Germany, where cars and trains
drive across the stage while characters listen to radio, talk on phones, and sing arias in bathtubs
about the joys of hot running water – is generally considered a short-lived and inconsequential
genre of opera. In this dissertation, I propose that Zeitoper endured beyond its supposed
expiration date in modified forms and as a major influence on other genres of opera and music
theater. I focus on the genre’s supposed expiration date around 1930. I argue that when the
optimism of the Weimar Republic’s heady middle years evaporated, composers and their
collaborators continued to pursue topicality, but their operas after optimism necessarily reflected
their changed views of the present-day. I analyze discourse from the Weimar Republic that
reveals competing ideas about topicality: While some thought airplanes, gramophones, and
flappers to be the source of topicality, others considered these mere side effects of a deeper,
structural topicality. I then analyze five works. Ernst Toch’s Der Fächer and Ernst Krenek’s
Leben des Orest demonstrate how surface topicality lost its luster but structural topicality
remained a driving concern. Erwin Schulhoff’s opera Flammen and jazz-oratorio H.M.S. Royal
Oak demonstrate how surface topicality influenced other genres of opera and new genres of
music theater for radio, and Hanns Eisler’s Die Massnahme shows the influence of structural
topicality on the new genre of the Lehrstück.
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Chapter 1
How Surface Topicality Lost its Luster:
Zeitoper and the Discourse of Surface and Structural Topicality

Zeitoper is a difficult word to translate. Perhaps “opera of the times,” in a clear reference
to the Hegelian Zeitgeist, or spirit of the times. Or perhaps “topical opera,” which captures
something of Zeitoper’s up-to-date quality. Although less idiomatic, “now opera” has something
of Zeitoper’s pithiness. The genre of Zeitoper emerged during the heady middle period of the
Weimar Republic, and its connection to the “now” is and was largely understood through two
closely related characteristics. First, through the prominent use of “modern” elements of modern
life, like everyday characters with modern jobs and values, present-day settings filled with the
latest technologies from radios and phonographs to cars and zeppelins, and the latest in popular
music: jazz. Second, the use of these elements was motivated by and refracted through the
optimism of the times, the belief that modernization was making life better and would continue
to do so into the foreseeable future.
Of course, this optimism didn’t last. Although the German economy had taken a number
of hits over 1929, the American stock market crash in October of that year dealt the hardest
blow, and as Germany’s economy collapsed, it dragged the country’s political stability down
with it. As the story is usually told today, the appeal of Zeitoper evaporated alongside the spirit
of optimism. This narrative, however, relies on a superficial understanding of Zeitoper’s
connection to the present day that emerged out of the reception of Zeitoper, primarily in the
popular press. The composers credited with inventing Zeitoper – Ernst Krenek and Kurt Weill –
rejected an understanding of Zeitoper based on characters, settings, props, or facile citation of
jazz. They argued instead that these elements of their work were mere side effects of how their
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work really related to the present day. Similar arguments informed debates in the specialist press,
where advocates of new music pressed for “true” Zeitoper that embodied the present day on a
deeper, structural level.
Critics and composers, however, often talked past each other, each using the terminology
of topicality to refer to different elements of opera. Some observers noted this inconsistency in
usage and proposed new vocabulary to clarify the situation, but while their proposals generally
agreed on the broadest levels, there was significant variation in the details. I introduce the terms
surface topicality and structural topicality to capture and analyze this distinction in the discourse
of the time. I do not intend these terms as rigid categories into which we can assign works, but
rather as different lenses through which we can read Weimar era operas and their reception. Seen
through the lens of surface topicality, we focus on present-day settings and characters, and
modern technology and jazz bands on stage. Seen through the lens of structural topicality, we
focus on the ways that music and dramaturgy sought to capture the experience of modern life,
whether this “surface” is factories and flapper dresses, or temples and togas.
I argue that this distinction is essential to understanding the fate of Zeitoper at the end of
the Weimar Republic. In the spirit of optimism, surface and structural topicality easily, from a
certain perspective almost necessarily, coexisted. Just as composers and their collaborators
expressed the optimism of the times in their operas from the mid to late 1920s, their operas after
optimism embodied their new outlook, whether it be cynical, pessimistic, escapist, or some
combination of these. Without optimism, however, the surface and structural approaches to
topicality became increasingly difficult to reconcile. I read the fate of Zeitoper in the ways these
two approaches diverged.
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On the one hand, Zeitoper endured in modified forms. While interest in surface topicality
in Zeitoper evaporated, some composers and their collaborators continued to pursue structural
topicality in their new works. Because this included their critical views of the present-day, “side
effects” like characters, settings, and props no longer celebrated the present. Instead, the present
was either shown as broken and twisted, or it was eschewed in non-present day settings that
allegorized the present’s perceived problems. In both approaches, although most obviously in the
latter, mimesis gave way to allegory. Composers nevertheless understood themselves to be
continuing the same aesthetic agenda of structural topicality as in their earlier, optimistic
Zeitoper. This is best evidenced in the music and writings of the two composers whose works
were received by the public and popular press as the original Zeitopern: Ernst Krenek and Kurt
Weill. I address this trend in Chapter 2. I focus on Krenek’s Leben des Orest [Life of Orest], a
major work composed in 1928-29 and premiered in 1930 that demonstrates how Krenek
continued to pursue what was, in his mind, a consistent aesthetic of structural topicality.
On the other hand, Zeitoper also endured as a major influence on other genres of opera
and music theater as composers and their collaborators drew on the techniques developed in
Zeitoper to express either surface or structural topicality. In Chapter 3, I will use two works by
composer Erwin Schulhoff to demonstrate how composers drew on the ways surface topicality
was expressed in Zeitoper in order to infuse works in other genres, in this case the Expressionist
opera Flammen [also known by the Czech title Plameny; both translate to Flames] and the jazzoratorio for radio H.M.S. Royal Oak, with Zeitoper’s relevance and popularity. In Chapter 4, I
turn to Hanns Eisler and Bertolt Brecht’s Die Massnahme [most commonly known in English as
The Measures Taken] as an unrecognized example of the way that structural topicality could be
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applied in other genres. I argue that Eisler refunctioned the structural topicality of Zeitoper to
revolutionary proletarian ends.

Topicality and the Definition of Zeitoper
Topicality, the idea that Zeitoper had a strong connection to its present-day, has been
central to the understanding of the genre since its origins in the Weimar Republic. But skeptical
modern readers may ask, just as some critics of the time did: Isn’t all music necessarily the
product of its time? Doesn’t all opera reflect the social conditions in which it is created? Lully’s
operas served to represent the glory of the French monarch on stage, Mozart’s Figaro and Don
Giovanni and Beethoven’s Fidelio are set in the near-present of their composition and engage
major social and political topics of their day, French grands opéras were historical allegories of
current political debates … the list goes on and on. A similar argument can be made about
composers’ attempt to capture the sound of their time – jazz – in Zeitoper. Opera has long made
use of the popular dance and song styles of its day, from the minuet and waltz in the 18th- and
19th-centuries to the rock and hip-hop operas of today.
So what is it that makes Zeitoper’s connection to its time so special? First and foremost,
the Weimar Republic was a period of intense cultural preoccupation with the now and what it
meant to be up-to-date and of the times. While modern scholarship tends to emphasize the
continuities between the Weimar era and its past and future, Weimar-era observers were focused
on how their present was radically new and different than what had come before.1 Part of this
1

Peter Gay, who as we will see later has profoundly shaped the way Weimar culture is understood, is a prototypical
example of a historian who emphasizes the continuities between Weimar and its past. He argues that most of the
early Weimar’s Expressionist art continued trends already well established before the First World War: “There can
be no doubt: the Weimar style was born before the Weimar Republic. The war gave it a political cast and a strident
tone, and saddled it with a deadly quarrel; the revolution gave it unprecedented opportunities. But the Republic
created little; it liberated what was already there.” Peter Gay, Weimar Culture: the Outsider as Insider (New York:
Norton, 2001), 5-6.
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was a continuation of the modernist preoccupation with being modern, but the prevailing sense
of a historical break reflected the trauma of World War I. In its aftermath, the world seemed
fundamentally changed. New technologies, new forms of government, new modes of living and
of organizing society and labor: these were all culturally processed as radically new historical
developments. Artists and musicians were determined to create new forms of art suited to these
new times.
Zeitoper played an important role in this history. Opera not only occupied a position of
high prestige in the worlds of music and theater, but a successful opera could reach, as some of
the leading Zeitopern did, a total number of viewers rivaled only later by major blockbuster
films. Given the prestige of opera and its massive popularity, Zeitoper became a major topic in
the extensive musical discourse of the Weimar Republic. Most major newspapers had robust
cultural coverage, and Germany had no lack of specialist music periodicals. Opera was always an
important topic, but as the 1920s drew to a close, Zeitoper became the example par excellence
about which to debate the latest trends in new music. In any discussion of Zeitoper, the topic
almost always boiled down to Zeitoper’s relationship to the now.
Zeitoper exploded into the popular consciousness with the spectacular success of Ernst
Krenek’s Jonny spielt auf [Jonny strikes up the band] in 1927. Jonny rapidly swept the stages of
Central Europe, with nearly 50 productions in less than three years at nearly every major
German, Austrian, and Czechoslovakian opera house, reaching as far as east as Leningrad and
Kharkov in the Soviet Union, and as far west as the Metropolitan Opera in New York City. The
work’s popularity was impossible to ignore, and both its admirers and its detractors agreed that
its success guaranteed that other composers would follow in Krenek’s footsteps. The term
“Zeitoper” emerged out of the reception of Jonny, and critics were soon inundated with new
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works to which they could apply this label. To name just the most successful, Kurt Weill’s Der
Zar lässt sich fotografieren [The Tsar has his photograph taken] was premiered in 1928,
followed by Max Brand’s Maschinist Hopkins [Engineer Hopkins] and Paul Hindemith’s Neues
vom Tage [News of the Day], both premiered in 1929. Meanwhile, critics began to reinterpret
some works from before Jonny as early or proto-Zeitopern, like Weill’s Royal Palace.
Zeitoper was never a well-defined genre, nor did it emerge from a well-organized or
unified artistic movement. As Susan Cook noted in her 1988 book Opera for a New Republic, the
first monograph devoted to Zeitoper, the term emerged out of the popular reception of Jonny
spielt auf.2 Drawing on a survey of many of these reviews, Cook proposed a list of characteristics
with which to define Zeitoper:
The libretti were set in the present; characters were typically everyday people or were
presented as recognizable modern stereotypes. The action takes place in locales
considered either modern or everyday: office buildings, elevators, train stations, cabarets,
and private family dining rooms. Along with the modern setting, composers also relied
on theatrical properties of the age: characters talk on the phone, play gramophones, take
pictures, and shoot movies. The staging relied on up-to-date theatrical and cinematic
techniques as composers tried to depict modern life on the stage.3
Cook uses two terms to describe these qualities in Zeitoper, topicality [Aktualität] and
Alltäglichkeit (or everyday-ness; she uses the German word), and she emphasizes the important
role of the connection in the German imagination of all of these elements to America as the
modern nation par excellence.
2

While Cook’s monograph is the foundational book-length study on the subject, perhaps the oldest postwar
scholarship on Zeitoper still regularly cited is Hermann Danuser’s brief treatment of the genre in his history of
twentieth-century music, Die Musik des 20. Jahrhunderts. His description of Zeitoper as “the comic opera of the
Neue Sachlichkeit” mixes elements of surface and structural topicality without distinguishing between the two: from
“everyday banalities” [“alltagsnahe Plattheit,”] and the “entertainment sphere” [“Unterhaltungssphäre,”] to
“rejection of psychological foundation of action” [Verzicht auf eine psychologische Begründung der Geschehnisse”]
and “unburdened music making” [“unbeschwerten Musizierens”]. Hermann Danuser, Die Musik des 20.
Jahrhunderts (Laaber: Laaber Verlag, 1984), 182.
3

Cook, Opera for a New Republic (reprinted: Rochester: University of Rochester Press, 2010), 4
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Scholars typically use the German term Amerikanismus to describe this specifically
Weimar German fascination with America across cultural media, and it has been studied
extensively in recent years. Zeitoper is a frequent topic, and Jonny spielt auf serves as the
paradigmatic example of it. While the authors of these studies are focused on how Jonny and
other Zeitoper referenced America, their focus rarely extends beyond the elements identified by
Cook, like onstage jazz bands, technology associated with America, and stereotyped African
American characters, but rather provides thicker historical context of their use.4
This modern narrative belies the robust debates of the time about what it meant to
compose an opera of the times. A major reason why this central debate has tended to go
unnoticed or under-appreciated by modern scholars is likely the inexact language that was used
to conduct it. A commonly used word to capture Zeitoper’s connection to the present day was
Aktualität, or topicality. But writers in the Weimar period were far from unified in the way they
used this word. For some, Zeitoper’s topicality was rooted in the way it translated elements of
everyday life onto the stage: present-day settings, everyday characters, modern technology, and
on-stage bands playing the latest popular music, jazz. This understanding dominated the popular
reception of Zeitoper and, as we just saw, has tended to play an outsized role in modern
scholarship on the genre.
Critics in the specialist press, as well as a number of composers associated with the
genre, however, rejected this understanding of Zeitoper as superficial. They argued instead that
4

See for example Eckhard John, “Jonny und Jazz: Die Rolle des schwarzen Musikers auf der Bühne der zwanziger
Jahre,” in Aspekte des modernen Musiktheaters in der Weimarer Republik, ed. Nils Grosch (Münster: Waxmann,
2002); Andreas Eichhorn, “Amerika als Wunschbild zukünftiger Gesellschaft? Zur Rezeption von Ernst Kreneks
Oper Jonny spielt auf,” in Amerikanismus — Americanism — Weill: Die Suche nach kultureller Identität in der
Moderne, ed. by Hermann Danuser, et. al. (Schliengen: Edition Argus, 2003); Michael von der Linn, “Jonny,
Mahagonny, and the songs of Tin Pan Alley,” in Amerikanismus — Americanism — Weill, 160-170; Joseph Auner,
“‘Soulless machines’ and Steppenwolves: Renegotiating masculinity in Krenek's Jonny spielt auf,” in Siren songs:
Representations of Gender and Sexuality in Opera, ed. Mary Ann Smart (Princeton: Princeton University Press,
2006); and Jonathan Wipplinger, “Performing Race in Ernst Krenek’s Jonny spielt auf,” in Blackness in Opera,
edited by Naomi André, et. al. (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 2012).
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Zeitoper’s connection to the time was based on the way its music and dramaturgy reflected the
experience of modernity and engaged the major issues of the day on a structural level. For them,
the present-day settings, modern technology, and other elements so prized by popular critics
were mere “props” that emerged as side effects of true Zeitoper’s deeper engagement of the
times. I say “true Zeitoper” because this discourse often distinguished between so-called true
Zeitoper that engaged the times on a structural level, and false Zeitoper, whose topicality did not
extend beyond superficial “props.” To clarify between these two different historical usages, I
distinguish between surface topicality and structural topicality.
Surface topicality is an up-to-date quality that can be based on current events, even
ripped from the headlines, or on the everyday-ness [Alltäglichkeit] Cook discussed. This includes
the use of modern technology on-stage, like cars, radios, and telephones, as well as those
elements of plots that necessitate present-day settings, like night clubs, film sets, or factories.
Surface topicality includes what modern scholars sometimes refer to as Zeitoper’s fashionability
and triviality, or the way it embodied the latest trends, enjoying their brief popularity and then
following them into obscurity, in the words of Peter Tregear, “the built-in obsolescence of
Zeitoper.”5 While surface topicality was often criticized for being superficial, I do not use the
adjective ‘surface’ to negatively connote superficiality. Rather, many composers saw it as one of
many tools in their modern-opera tool box. Critiques of its superficiality came from specialist
critics when they detected no deeper, structural engagement of modernity, and from composers
who almost universally lamented the way that popular fixation on surface topicality eclipsed
recognition of the other ways they sought to create modern art.6
5

Peter Tregear, Ernst Krenek and the Politics of Musical Style (Lanham: The Scarecrow Press, 2013), 25

6

Holly Watkins has written on the connection of metaphors of depth in German Romantic music and music theory.
While the aesthetics of structural topicality certainly bear traces of this thinking, it is important to note that they
were in large part tied to a rejection of this kind of Romantic thinking, specifically a rejection of music as a vehicle
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Structural topicality refers to the ways that composers and their collaborators sought to
embody modern times and the modern condition in their work beyond the “props” of surface
topicality. Here Zeitoper becomes tied up in the broader aesthetic agenda of the Neue
Sachlichkeit in order to represent the experience of the present day as fast-paced and jarring.7 On
the level of narrative, this included a particular sort of turn to realism (magical realism,
surrealism, parody), de-emphasis of psychology and dream, and an emphasis on the “objective.”
On the level of form, this included a collage or montage-like organization of scenes and
juxtaposition of musical styles, instead of continuous organic development. This rejection of the
supposedly organic unity of elements was also part of a larger, anti-Wagnerian opera-aesthetic
agenda: music, drama, and staging were treated as separate elements of the work (i.e.
dismantling the Gesamtkunstwerk). The sense of time was accelerated on the micro and macro
levels, in both music and dramaturgy. Where surface topicality seems to give Zeitoper a “built-in
expiration date,” structural topicality was central to the seemingly contradictory approach that
composers took towards their works’ relevance to the future: that by embodying their very
specific time and place, they could create art that achieved universal, timeless relevance.8
Surface and structural topicality were not necessarily mutually exclusive, and especially
in the first Zeitopern, they easily co-existed. I argue that this coexistence was possible because of

of expressing “deeper” philosophical or ideological meaning. Metaphors of depth in German musical thought: from
E. T. A. Hoffmann to Arnold Schoenberg (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2011).
7

The most detailed exploration of the music and music theatrical aesthetics of the Neue Sachlichkeit is Nils
Grosch’s Die Musik der Neuen Sachlichkeit (Stuttgart: Metzler, 1999). On the theater of the Neue Sachlichkeit, see
John Willett, Art and politics in the Weimar period: the new sobriety, 1917-1933 (New York: Pantheon Books,
1978). Cook (27-33) also considers Zeitoper in the context of the Neue Sachlichkeit.
8

“Built in expiration date” comes from the title of Martin Willenbrink’s essay on Boris Blacher’s post-WWII
operas, which he argues continue the tradition of Zeitoper: “Opern mit einkomponiertem Verfallsdatum: Der
Zeitopernkomponist Boris Blacher,” in Boris Blacher 1903-1975: Dokumente zu Leben und Werk, ed. Heribert
Henrich, (Berlin: Henschel, 1993).
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the optimism that prevailed in the years when Zeitoper emerged.9 Under the regime of optimism,
composers and their collaborators sought, in the words of Weill, “to photograph the times,” that
is, to present them uncritically on stage. It was therefore unproblematic to put surface-topical
elements of everyday life on stage as, in effect, props. As optimism faded, however, composers
and their collaborators became critical of the times, and, in the words of Weill, sought instead “to
hold up a mirror” to society.10 It thus became increasingly difficult to present elements of
everyday life as neutral props. In a critique of the present-day, such topical elements had to be
presented as examples of either positive or negative aspects of modern society, or eschewed by
turning away from direct portrayal of the present day.
In his 1999 book on Die Musik der Neuen Sachlichkeit, Nils Grosch specifically argues
against using topicality [Aktualität] as a criterion to understand Zeitoper, linking it to
“misunderstandings” that have troubled the genre’s reception since Jonny spielt auf.
Used as a buzzword, the term ‘Zeitoper’ immediately calls forth associations with
topicality [Aktualität], whether it concerns the staging, the characteristics of the figures,
props, or musical styles. It appears problematic, however, to derive truly convincing
criteria for the new genre from such an understanding. At best, it draws on symptoms,
without admitting statements on the artistic structure and effectiveness of the works.11
9

Observers began contrasting post-inflation and pre-crash Weimar as a period of optimism, and post-crash Weimar
as a period of pessimism already in Germany in the early 1930s. See, for example, Franz von Papen’s “Speech to the
Lausanne Conference, June 16-July 9, 1932,” reprinted in The Weimar Republic Sourcebook, ed. Anton Kaes, et al.,
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1994), 81: “What an abyss between the glowing optimism of those days
and the pessimism and despair of today!” This distinction is, of course, an oversimplification, and most modern
scholars both draw on and problematize this dichotomy to understand the Weimar Republic. c.f. Peter Gay; Detlev
Peukert, The Weimar Republic, trans. Richard Deveson (New York: Hill and Wang, 1992); and Rüdiger Graf, Die
Zukunft der Weimarer Republik: Krisen und Zukunftsaneignungen in Deutschland 1918-1933 (Munich: Oldenbourg
Wissenschaftsverlag, 2008). Others have proposed alternative categories through which to view the period, like
Peter Sloterdijk and cynicism (Kritik der zynischen Vernunft, Frankfurt: Suhrkamp, 1983).
10

Kurt Weill, “Aktuelles Theater.” Melos 8/10 (Oct 1929): 526; “… man will die Zeit fotografieren, anstatt ihr den
Spiegel vorzuhalten.”
11

Grosch, Die Musik der Neuen Sachlichkeit, 177; “Schon der als Schlagwort gebrauchte Begriff ‘Zeitoper’ ruft
unmittelbar die Assoziation von Aktualität hervor, ob sie nun die Schauplätze, die Charakteristik der Figuren, die
Requisiten oder die musikalische Stilistik betrifft. Es erscheint allerdings problematisch, aus einem solchen
Verständnis wirklich triftige Kriterien für das neue Genre abzuleiten, fördert es doch allenfalls Symptome zutage,
ohne jedoch Aussagen über die künstlerische Struktur und die Wirkungsweise der Werke zuzulassen.”
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These misunderstandings and limitations, however, are exactly what I seek to clarify by
distinguishing between surface and structural topicality. These terms provide us a means of
discussing topicality in terms consistent with the discourse of the time, whether drawn from the
writings of composers, from the popular press, or from specialist criticism. Indeed, Grosch’s
condemnation of the term topicality stems from the fixation on surface topicality in the popular
press of the Weimar era and modern scholarship.12 Surface topicality as an guiding concept,
however, can help to explain the “symptoms” that the popular press obsessed over, while
structural topicality helps us understand how composers and their collaborators connected
musical and dramatic structures to their times.
Grosch takes a different approach to defining Zeitoper based on what he calls its
“mediality.”13 Grosch devotes substantial attention to Zeitoper as “the clearest … concrete
application of the aesthetic ideas of the Neue Sachlichkeit within a musical genre.”14 Grosch
builds on the standard understanding of the music of the Neue Sachlichkeit as a reaction against
Expressionism’s focus on individual subjectivity, which was seen as an intensification of
Romantic interiority and subjectivity. This focus was thought to be a major factor in the growing
isolation of modern music from audiences, and one of the motivations of the Neue Sachlichkeit
in music was to develop a new aesthetics that emphasized popular accessibility, relevance, and
appeal without sacrificing artistic or technical standards.
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Grosch, 178, cites extensively from the writings of Krenek and Weill to make this point, but these quotes are all
drawn from these composers’ clarifications that the Aktualität of their works is not to be found in topical “props.”
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Grosch (102-103) borrows this term from Peter Wicke’s theory of popular music. Wicke, “‘Populäre Musik’ als
theoretisches Konzept,” PopScriptum 1 (1992): 6-42.
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Grosch, Die Musik der Neuen Sachlichkeit, 101; “Mit dem Schlagwort ‘Zeitoper’ wird bis heute am deutlichsten
die konkrete Umsetzung der ästhetischen Ideen der Neuen Sachlichkeit innerhalb eines musikalischen Genres
bezeichnet.”
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As regards Grosch’s definition of Zeitoper, however, the crucial element is the “medial”
strategy of pursuing these goals. By this, Grosch argues that composers drew on a variety of
musical techniques and styles based on the associations their (mostly musically untrained)
audience would have with them in order to imbue their operas with both popular appeal and
another level of meaning. Grosch further argues that Zeitoper must therefore be understood in a
communicative context from the perspective of its reception, and thus reception history plays a
significant role in this dissertation. In order to understand what audiences heard and understood
as jazz, or as kitsch, or as any other idiom, genre, or reference, I rely on published reviews from
the time, while remaining aware of their limitations.
Within the context of my argument, “mediality” is a useful concept to understand how
topical references in Zeitoper work, but it does not necessarily allow us to distinguish between
surface and structural topicality. This can be seen clearly in Grosch’s two main examples: Jonny
spielt auf, an exemplar of surface topicality, and Aufstieg und Fall der Stadt Mahagonny [Rise
and Fall of the City of Mahagonny], which as I will discuss in Chapter 2, is an example of how
structural topicality endured in new operatic forms.
Because no consistent definition of Zeitoper existed at the time and no consensus has
been found on one in modern scholarship, a number of operas from the mid to late 1920s stand at
the generic margins of Zeitoper, included in the genre by some, and excluded by others. While it
is not the focus of my dissertation, delineating between surface and structural topicality can also
help to clarify how the works both relate to and diverge from Zeitoper. This is especially true of
works by composers of older generations and associated with other musical styles, who began
producing works in the late 1920s that shared key elements of Zeitoper. Eugene d’Albert’s Die
schwarze Orchidee [The Black Orchid] (composed 1927, premiered 1928), Reznicek’s Satuala
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(1927) and Benzin [Gasoline] (1929), Franz Schreker’s Christophorus (long discussed as
forthcoming, but not performed in the Weimar era), or even Schoenberg’s Von heute auf morgen
[From today to tomorrow] (1930, to a twelve-tone score) had plots and music that drew on
Zeitoper’s surface topicality, but these works were widely seen as structurally bound to the older
aesthetics with which their composers were associated.15 Generic borders continued to be fuzzy
when critics looked back in time. Works by older composers associated with other musical
styles, like Wozzeck or Strauss’s Intermezzo, confounded efforts to construct a straightforward
account of Zeitoper’s origins.
Similarly, generic uncertainty loomed over the perceived end of the genre in the early
1930s and has persisted into modern scholarship. The framework I propose in this dissertation
provides a map to these murky borders. 1930 was the critical year. In addition to the spiraling
economic woes and political upheaval following the October 1929 American stock market crash,
a number of works that were widely perceived to be Zeitopern flopped with critics and
audiences, such as George Grosz’s Achtung, Aufnahme! [Lights, Camera, Action!], Karl
Rathaus’s Fremde Erde [Strange Country], and Ernst Toch’s Der Fächer. Meanwhile, major
new works by composers closely associated with Zeitoper seemed to be moving away from the
genre’s conventions, like Kurt Weill’s Aufstieg und Fall der Stadt Mahagonny or Ernst Krenek’s
Leben des Orest. A dearth of works that fit the generally accepted mold of Zeitoper in the
following years (both Weill’s Die Bürgschaft [The Pledge] and Schreker’s Der Schmied von
Gent [The Smith from Ghent], for example, were generally seen as further steps away from the
model of Zeitoper) has led modern scholars to describe 1930 as the end of Zeitoper.
15

On d’Albert, for example, see Charlotte Pangels, Eugen d’Albert. Wunderpianist und Komponist. Eine Biographie
(Zürich: Atlantis, 1981), 399-401, and Wilhelm Raupp, Eugen d’Albert - Ein Künstler- und Menschen-Schicksal
(Leipzig: Koehler und Amelang, 1930), 350. We will return to Schreker in Chapter 2, and Schoenberg and Reznicek
in Chapter 3.
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This end date figures prominently in Cook’s monograph. Seen through Cook’s lens of
surface topicality, Zeitoper was indeed short lived” and “without … a lasting influence,”16 and it
did fizzle out in 1930. Cook’s arguments have shaped much work on Zeitoper since. Even as
scholars have proposed alternative definitions of the genre, her periodization has remained
largely accepted.17 This acceptance is likely largely due to its correspondence to the
periodization of the overall culture of the Weimar Republic standardized by Peter Gay’s
massively influential Weimar Culture: The Insider as Outsider.18 Gay divides the culture of the
Weimar era into three major periods: Expressionism from 1919 to 1924, the rise of Neue
Sachlichkeit from 1925 to 1929, and the fall of Neue Sachlichkeit from 1930 to 1933. In Gay’s
memorable imagery, this trajectory traces Expressionism as the “revolt of the son,” Neue
Sachlichkeit as a time of stabilization and retrenchment, and the post-1930 decline as the
“revenge of the father.”19 Although Gay doesn't discuss music with the detail he does other
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Cook, 6 and 183.
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The most notable exception is Heinz Geuen’s dissertation Von der Zeitoper zur Broadway Oper: Kurt Weill und
die Idee des musikalischen Theaters, published in 1997. Geuen, however, accepts the 1930 end date for genre, while
arguing to push the invention of the genre forward from Krenek’s Jonny spielt auf in 1927 to Krenek’s 1924 Sprung
über den Schatten, which as we will see, brings the genre even more inline with Peter Gay’s periodization of the
culture of the Weimar Republic.
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First published in 1968, the book remains influential to this day. As Walter Frisch commented in 2005: “Peter Gay
is far more than an éminence grise in German cultural-historical studies; he might justly be called the éminence
platinée, so authoritative have been his achievements and insights.” Walter Frisch, German Modernism: Music and
the Arts (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2005), ix, emphasis Frisch. Tellingly, when the book was reissued
in paperback in 2001, Gay (vi) saw no need to change any of the content.
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“The time from November 1918 to 1924, with its revolution, civil war, foreign occupation, political murder, and
fantastic inflation, was a time of experimentation in the arts; Expressionism dominated politics as much as painting
or the stage. Between 1924 and 1929, when German enjoyed fiscal stabilization, relaxation of political violence,
renewed prestige abroad, and widespread prosperity, the arts moved into the phase of Neue Sachlichkeit - of
objectivity, matter-of-factness, sobriety. And then, between 1929 and 1933, the years of disastrously rising
unemployment, government by decree, decay of middle-class parties, and resumption of violence, culture became
less the critic than the mirror of events; the newspaper and film industries ground out right-wing propaganda, the
best among architects, novelists, or playwrights were subdued or silent, and the country was inundated by the rising
tide of Kitsch, much of it politically inspired.” Gay, 120. Chapter 5 is on Expressionism, called “The Revolt of the
Son”, while Chapter 6 is “The Revenge of the Father.”
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media, Michael Kater explicitly brought Gay's ideas to bear on the music of the period in a 1992
article telling titled “Revenge of the Father.”20
In this dissertation, my main argument is that Zeitoper endured beyond its generally
accepted expiration date of 1930 in modified forms and as a major influence on new genres of
music theater that emerged at this time. The distinction between surface and structural topicality,
and the increasing incompatibility of these two kinds of topicality are central to this argument.
For from the perspective of a popular critic for whom topicality meant surface topicality, the
genre did indeed largely disappear in 1930. Composers who understood their goals in terms of
structural topicality, however, could set aside the surface topical elements of their earlier
Zeitoper without feeling that they had radically changed their agenda or aesthetics. They
continued to pursue structural topicality. As their outlook on the times became less optimistic,
their opera after optimism reflected this change of perspective. The pursuit of Aktualität in music
theater further endured in Zeitoper’s influence on other genres of opera and other genres of
music theater that emerged around this time. This influence is best understood through the
divergent impulses for surface or structural topicality.
Topicality was manifested in Zeitoper through a variety of elements. In this dissertation, I
will focus primarily on how composers used jazz to infuse their work with topicality on a
musical level. Jazz lends itself particularly well to this function. It is one of the best known
characteristics of Zeitoper and played a central role in the understanding of the genre at the time.
It was used as an element of both kinds of topicality, and those critics who differentiated
between them in Zeitoper often turned to the ways jazz was used as an example of their
argument. In the discourse of the time, jazz was the sonic signifier of modernity par excellence.
20

Michael Kater, “Revenge of the Fathers: The Demise of Modern Music at the End of the Weimar Republic.”
German Studies Review 15/2 (May 1992): 295-315.
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Used surface-topically, jazz was presented as an element of real life in the modern world
transported onto the stage. Integrated into the non-diegetic music of the opera, jazz could also
contribute a work’s structural topicality.
This dissertation has four chapters, each of which focuses on specific works that
exemplify how Zeitoper endured beyond the end of the fad for topicality. The specific works
investigated here were chosen both for their efficacy as examples, but also because they have all
tended to be overlooked in modern scholarship. This is not to say that the works I analyze are
some kind of “forgotten masterworks,” but rather that they illustrate aspects of the reception of
Zeitoper that can easily slip through the cracks when one remains narrowly focused on the same
four examples (i.e. Jonny spielt auf, Der Zar lässt sich fotografieren, and Neues vom Tage as
conventional Zeitopern, and Aufstieg und Fall der Stadt Mahagonny as a kind of atypical late
work).
In the remainder of this chapter, I investigate the discourse surrounding topicality in
Zeitoper and how it was divided between surface and structural topicality. I then briefly consider
the fate of Ernst Toch and Ferdinand Lion’s opera Der Fächer, whose on-again, off-again
composition began as early as 1926, but was not completed and premiered until 1930. The work
took many different shapes over its long compositional history, but as it finalized, it took a shape
not unlike Jonny spielt auf: an underlying dramatization of tensions between modernization and
tradition that was obscured in the eyes of critics by the sheen of its surface topicality. Virtually
all of the critical discourse around Der Fächer focused on how its surface topical elements had
lost their luster. Yesterday’s next big thing was today’s old news. This discourse exemplifies the
end of surface topicality in Zeitoper.

16

The discursive divide over Aktualität
Zeitoper’s turn to Aktualität was part of a broader trend in the Neue Sachlichkeit. The
Neue Sachlichkeit was, as Jost Hermand notes, not a “movement” like the other “isms” of the
time, Expressionism or Dadaism. It was, he writes, “never really viewed as one” and “remained
an incomplete concept.”21 As Stephen Hinton noted in his philological investigation in the
Handwörterbuch der musikalischen Terminologie, Neue Sachlichkeit evolved “within a few
years from a vague stylistic label [to] a slogan, and finally to an all-encompassing label for the
era.”22 The label itself was invented by the art dealer Gustav Hartlaub as the title for an
exhibition focused on recent developments in painting in 1923. The term quickly caught on
outside of painting and was used to describe contemporary developments across the arts in the
second half of the 1920s. Hinton traces the use of the term in musical discourse to 1926 and
writes that from this point, “Neue Sachlichkeit served as a buzzword to summarize a variety of
trends in music.”23
From its origins, Neue Sachlichkeit has been understood as oppositional to
Expressionism, and although certain continuities can be traced between them, their differences
were decisive in musicians’ and critics’ understanding of the new quasi-movement. Where
Expressionism focused on the individual and their subjectivity, Neue Sachlichkeit was oriented
towards society with a detached, objective perspective. We will explore a number of the musical
consequences of this shift throughout this dissertation as they concern specific composers and
21

Jost Hermand, “Unity within Diversity? The History of the Concept ‘Neue Sachlichkeit,’” trans. Peter and
Margaret Lincoln, in Culture and Society in the Weimar Republic, ed. Keith Bullivant, (Manchester: Manchester
University Press, 1977), 167.
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Stephen Hinton, “Neue Sachlichkeit,” in Handwörterbuch der musikalischen Terminologie, vol. 4, ed. Hans Heinz
Eggebrecht, et. al. (Wiesbaden: Steiner, 1989), 1; “Aus einem vagen Stilbegriff wurde binnen weniger Jahre ein
Schlagwort, schließlich ein allumfassender Epochenbegriff.”
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operas, but two related aspects of this turn are worth introducing here because they clarify the
aesthetic rationale for the turn to topicality. Expressionism not only stressed the individual’s
subjectivity, but this intense focus on the individual was thought to be tied to its growing
isolation from audiences. The turn to society was thus double, both to present-day society as
subject but also to present-day society at large as the ideal audience.24 These were all driving
concerns in Zeitoper, which has always been understood as a self-conscious turn both to the
present day and to mass appeal.25
The label “Zeitoper” emphasizes how central Aktualität was to the critical and popular
understanding of the genre. The term emerged out of the critical discourse around some of its
first exemplars, but at first, it was only one of several terms critics used to try to describe what
critics perceived to be a radically new kind opera. One term that was briefly bandied about was
Gegenwartsoper, or present-day opera. Another early option, “jazz opera” [Jazzoper], carried
some of this sense, as jazz was used (more so in early Weimar) as a descriptor for anything
modern and new. (Unlike Gegenwartsoper, “jazz opera” would continue to occasionally crop up
in later discourse as well.) Even rarely used suggestions, like “Americanized opera”,26 connected
works to defining features of what was thought to be modern about the modern day.27 The word
“Zeitoper” carried in it this sense of the present-day as well, as well as associations with already
24

C.f. Matthias Schmidt, “Ernst Krenek, Paul Bekker und die 'gesellschaftsbildende Macht' der Oper,”
Musiktheorie, 16/1 (2001): 59-72. When one thinks of Neue Sachlichkeit, one also thinks of Gebrauchsmusik. While
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comes to the fore, and thus will be treated in those moments. On Gebrauchsmusik, the standard work is Stephen
Hinton’s The Idea of Gebrauchsmusik (New York: Garland, 1989). Matthew Pritchard’s article “Who Killed the
Concert? Heinrich Besseler and the Inter-War Politics of Gebrauchsmusik,” is one of the most detailed recent
studies of the subject that incorporates Hinton’s arguments and intervening interventions.
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well-established terms used to describe modern theater, like the Zeittheater of Erwin Piscator,
which was characterized by its explicit leftist politics and multi-medial experimentation.28
Discourse coalesced around the word Zeitoper for many reasons. Certainly its pithiness
compared to the longer Gegenwartsoper contributed to its appeal in a period obsessed with speed
and efficiency, and unlike “jazz opera,” it captured the broader implications of the operas’
modernity beyond a single feature. The prefix “Zeit” also connected it to another watchword of
the day, Tempo der Zeit [Tempo of the times, or perhaps more idiomatically, Pulse of the times],
used to refer to the general sense of life speeding up, its pace increasing as it became more
streamlined, efficient, rationalized, and objective. Zeitoper thus encompassed a specifically
Weimarian way of thinking about topicality already in its name. In an essay in the conservative
musical periodical Zeitschrift für Musik on opera’s relationship to the time period of its
composition, critic Hans Tessmer described Jonny spielt auf, Der Zar lässt sich fotografieren,
Hindemith’s Hin und Zurück [There and back], and Ernst Toch’s ironic take on the fairy tale Die
Prinzessin auf der Erbse [The Princess and the Pea] as being composed “from the Tempo der
Zeit, from its ever changing topicality [Aktualität].”29 Neither the prefix Zeit nor the expression
Tempo der Zeit, however, necessarily specified what elements of Zeitoper connected it to the
times. This connection was the focus of much of the discourse around Zeitoper, and topicality
[Aktualität] became a contested term describe to this connection.
For some observers, Zeitoper’s topicality lay on the surface. In a 1928 book on modern
music, critic Kurt Westphal wrote that in Jonny, Royal Palace, and Hin und Zurück, “the topical
28

The standard English-language monograph on Piscator’s work for the theater remains John Willett’s The theatre
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[Aktuelle] becomes content.” His examples clarified that he was referring to the topical elements
of these works: “All the accomplishments of the era of technology are portrayed in it: cars,
express trains, radio, trains.” In becoming the content of the opera, these modern technologies
supplant music, which “no longer governs the whole.”30 Writing in Die Musik in late 1927, while
Zeitoper was still quite new and sensational, critic Adolf Weismann celebrated the “victory of
the machines” in the modern era and what it meant for modern music. He argued that machines
represented a new way of life, and incorporating them into music brought “de-Romanticizing”
changes from the real world into the world of art. For Weismann, modern technology was
inherently anti-Romantic. The airplane, for example, “epitomizes topicality,” for “the machine
that covers distances in shorter and ever shorter time is obviously against all Romanticism,
which lives only from distance and even creates it artistically.” He connects surface topicality to
usefulness [Zweckmäßigkeit] and business, and ties all three in an infinite network in which each
elements necessitates the other two.31
For those who located topicality on the surface, there was no need to bother with further
nuances of the term or the concept of structural topicality. Within popular criticism of the time,
this surface-topical understanding dominated the discourse around Zeitoper, but it was
30
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challenged by very composers it celebrated – Weill and Krenek – as well as by some specialist
critics, especially those associated with the journal Melos. It is within these challenges that the
concept of structural topicality emerges. Advocates of structural topicality argued that a focus on
the surface variety was superficial and confused props with content. Their constant need to
reiterate these arguments, however, suggests that they had little impact on the popular
understanding of Zeitoper.
Surface topicality so dominated the popular understanding of topicality in music and
opera that Melos devoted an entire issue to Aktualität in October 1929, in order to advocate for
structural topicality. Each contributor had their own nuanced take on how exactly structural
elements could be topical. In one of the lead editorial articles, Hans Mersmann recommended
abandoning the term Aktualität to advocates of surface topicality and proposed the term
Gegenwärtigkeit, or contemporaneity, in its place.32 His argument is worth quoting at length:
The term aktuell is judged negatively in this final division between Aktualität and
Gegenwärtigkeit. This should not be shied away from, but instead reiterated with full
clarity. For with us it is a question of Gegenwärtigkeit, not Aktualität. The misuse [of
Aktualität] that is practiced with the term Zeitoper provides us a clear example. In view
of the overvaluing of certain operas of recent years, it is perhaps necessary to say once
again that cars, planes, and modern-day characters on the stage can perhaps be aktuell as
a problem for the plot (even if this is achieved in only the rarest cases today), but that
they do not provide a work even the slightest claim to Gegenwärtigkeit. This is even
more necessary [to reiterate], when in such cases the expression of external, superficial
Aktualität comes with a fundamentally backwards-looking artistic orientation.33
32
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“Gegenwärtigkeit,” Mersmann explains later, “is an attitude, an inner relationship to the leading
questions [Lebensfragen] of the times.” Against Jonny spielt auf as the exemplar of Aktualitätas-surface-topicality, Mersmann praises Stravinsky’s Oedipus Rex for elevating its “ancient,
impersonal story … to the strongest symbol of Gegenwärtigkeit.”34 Finally, Mersmann reinforces
claims that surface topicality was (or should be) a side effect of structural topicality:
“Gegenwärtigkeit and Aktualität stand in a logical, perhaps even temporal relationship to each
other: the one follows the other.”35
Kurt Weill also contributed an article on “Aktuelles Theater” to this issue of Melos. Like
Mersmann, Weill divides topical theater into two camps, which, with slight differences of
nuance, also break down along lines of surface and structural topicality. For surface topicality,
Weill uses the term “Metropolis-Topicality,” after Fritz Lang’s film. “It borrows certain
superficial props [Requisiten] from life today,” he writes, “but embarrassingly holds onto
[Wagnerian] ideologies of the past.” This “cheap topicality” includes “everything we have
experienced in the last years under the labels ‘rhythm of the machines,’ ‘tempo of the
metropolis,’ ‘melody of the skyscrapers,’ and similar phrases.”36 Weill remains skeptical, but
letzten Jahre ist es vielleicht doch nötig, noch einmal zu sagen, dass Maschinen, Flugzeuge und Menschentypen
unserer Zeit auf der Bühne vielleicht als stoffliches Problem aktuell sein können (wenn dies auch heute nur noch in
seltensten Fällen gelingt), aber dadurch noch nicht den geringsten Anspruch auf Gegenwärtigkeit haben. Umso
nötiger, wenn in solchen Fällen immer wieder die Betonung äußerer stofflicher Aktualität mit einer im Grunde ganz
rückwärts gerichteten künstlerischen Gesinnung zusammenfällt.”
34
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sees more potential in in a different kind of structural-topical theater “that takes its material from
the happenings of today” and then “shows … the larger relationships” behind those happenings.
Critical engagement of these “larger relationships” is central to Weill’s agenda. Rather than
merely “photograph the times,” he calls for theater to “hold up a mirror to them.”37
This distinction between surface and structural topicality was also made by composers
and observers outside of the Melos-circle. One example is the way Weill’s sentiments were
almost exactly anticipated in an article by the composer Karol Rathaus in the May issue of the
magazine of the Berlin opera companies. At the time he wrote the article, Rathaus was in the
process of composing his Zeitoper Fremde Erde about the experience of Eastern Europeans
immigrating to America that would be premiered in Berlin in 1930. In this article, Rathaus
declares that “the greatest enemy of opera is the ‘Tempo [der Zeit]’, the addiction to [surface]
topicality, to the sensations of the moment.” Looking at recent opera production, he criticizes
recent attempts at creating topical opera that “unfortunately do not show an understanding of the
problems of our times,” but that “want to succeed by means of props [Requisit] of the times.”
Among these props, he lists jazz, radio, planes, silent film, and, more recently, sound film.38
While Rathaus calls for composers to free themselves from the “Romantic sludge” of the
nineteenth-century, he also demands that they not just show “the [surface] topicality of a
ähnlichen Phrasen in den letzten Jahren erlebt haben, gehört hierher. … Im Grunde ist diese ganze Richtung noch
fest im Wagnerschen Ideenkreis verhaftet.”
37
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particular way of life … but its ethical background,” or in terms that more explicitly foreground
the divide between surface and structural topicality, that they not seek to dazzle the public with
“props” [Requisist] of the time, but to show “the collective suffering and longings of the
times.”39
For advocates of structural topicality in Zeitoper, the main example of an undesirable
Zeitoper based on surface topicality was Jonny spielt auf. Given Jonny’s undeniable popular
success at the time and prominent position as the paradigmatic Zeitoper in modern scholarship,
this is perhaps unexpected. In the specialist discourse of the time, however, Jonny’s popularity
worked against it. Jonny had become so closely associated with the popular understanding of
Zeitoper based on surface topicality, what Hans Mersmann described in Melos as a “monstrous
overestimation of plot elements,” that it became an index for this definition among advocates of
structural topicality.40 In a collaborative review in the January 1928 issue of Melos, Hans
Mersmann, Hans Schultze-Ritter, Heinrich Strobel and Lothar Windsperger lamented that “it is
necessary, once again, to address [Jonny spielt auf], for it is seen as the typical Zeitoper par
excellence … by the largest part of all theater visitors.” Their discussion focuses, as always, on
how the opera’s topicality is based on superficial props, not a deeper connection to the present
day.41 As before, this discourse was driven by, but not exclusive to the Melos circle. Adolf
39
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Weissmann, for example, compared Krenek’s surface topicality unfavorably to the structural
topicality of Hindemith. In the November 1929 issue of Auftakt, he criticized Krenek for using
jazz, hotels, trains, cars, cinema, radio, and an African American character merely as a
“concession to the general public,” and for having “not sworn off a Romantic conception” of
opera.42
Jazz played a central role in the way critics discussed topicality in Zeitoper. Composers
made use of its multivalent associations with modern life to infuse their work with topicality, and
critics and audiences latched on to the transgressive novelty of hearing this popular music in the
opera house. Depending on how composers made use of jazz, however, it could manifest either
aspect of topicality. This treatment of jazz exemplifies the way many other key characteristics of
Zeitoper were discussed, including the expanded use of the chorus and the integration of film
into the stage action and of filmic techniques (often under the term “montage’) into musical and
dramaturgical structures.43
A surface-topical use of jazz is most evident in scenes with onstage jazz bands playing
diegetic music, heard by the characters on stage exactly as it is by the audience. In some cases,
these onstage jazz bands provide music for characters onstage to dance, and in others, jazz
provides a break in the onstage action while the characters enjoy the performance of a jazz song.
In this category I also include those moments when jazz seems to emerge from (or actually
comes out of) a radio or phonograph on stage. While the use of technology in this way, like when
42
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an actual phonograph plays on stage in Der Zar lässt sich fotografieren, does move in the
direction of structural topicality by creatively imagining how integrating of technology into
opera might open new ways to configure the relation of music to stage action, no Zeitoper pushes
this use of technology beyond the conventions of onstage diegetic music within an opera. That is,
seen dramaturgically, there is not much difference between the phonograph in Zar and an
onstage band in a nineteenth century opera.44
Jazz could, however, signal structural topicality when it was neither heard by the
characters onstage, nor intended to transport the audience to a present-day locale, but instead
served to remind audiences of their extra-musical associations of jazz with the experience of
modern life. Tellingly, critics who looked for structural topicality in Zeitoper frequently
dismissed onstage jazz in Zeitoper as cheap imitations of what one could hear in any bar, and
they criticized composers who only used jazz topically for using music reminiscent of Puccini,
Strauss, or another scion of late Romanticism in the rest of their operas.45 On the other hand, they
praised composers who sought to integrate jazz elements into their overall musical language
throughout their operas, and thus imbued their entire work with the positive elements of
modernity that jazz was thought to signify sonically.
While the popular press remained mostly fixated on the mere fact that jazz was heard in
Zeitoper, discussions in the specialist press increasingly explored the different ways jazz was
44
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used. For those who fixated on Zeitoper’s surface topicality, the use of jazz in Jonny was yet
another element to praise. In the February 1928 issue of Die Musik, Erik Reger asked “What is
behind the success of Krenek’s Jonny spielt auf?” He answered: “The milieu, the stage
machinery, the jazz, naturally.” “Jazz,” he wrote, was a “symbol of the times” [Zeitsymbol].46 A
few months later, in the July issue of the same magazine, however, Siegfried Günther
distinguished between the surface topicality of Krenek’s use of “pure situation music, that was
based on … Schlager,” or jazzy commercial popular music, and the structural topicality of Weill,
whose progressive integration of jazz into his musical language more and more with each new
work showed “a decisive creative will.”47 Similarly, Heinrich Strobel praised Weill’s integration
of jazz into his overall musical language in Zar, writing that “from jazz … Weill found a Buffoidiom of the greatest flexibility.”48
Manfred Bukofzer captured many of these points in an article on “Sociology of Jazz” in
the July 1929 issue of Melos. Bukofzer writes that “Zeitoper came at the right moment to clear
the way for the reception of jazz in opera.” He continues that “Jonny spielt auf and the
Dreigroschenoper [Three Penny Opera] are always listed together as jazz operas,” but in his
view, “only the latter correctly.” In Jonny, Bukofzer argues, jazz is “a photograph of a blues, that
is transposed into otherwise mostly late-Romantic music.” In the Dreigroschenoper, on the other
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hand, jazz is “transformed, that is, incorporated according to its nature.” Bukofzer further links
the use of jazz in both operas to the broader discourse of topicality by linking jazz in Jonny to
“the telephone, radio, car, train, all the comforts of the present day.” “They are,” he writes, “all
just props.” Jazz in Weill’s work, however, is not an “accessory,” but “has a meaningful
function: to emphasize the incisive text and hammer it home to the audience.”49 Weill
emphasized this distinction in his own statements. In an interview given in connection to Zar, he
was quoted: “For me, jazz elements are not illustrative of modern life, but are absolute means of
musical expression. Where I employ them I wish to conjure up an effect attainable only through
their use.”50
This dichotomy of Krenek and Weill was common among critics who distinguished
between surface and structural topicality, but especially after the premiere of Neues vom Tage,
Hindemith was also sometimes brought in as a positive example of structural topicality against
Krenek’s Jonny as a negative example of surface topicality.51 In their collective review of
Hindemith’s opera, the Melos critics Mersmann, Schultze-Ritter, and Strobel drew “a sharp and
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explicit line” between Neues vom Tage and “pieces that are presented as Zeitopern and are set in
a facile parallel to Hindemith’s opera.”52 Although Jonny spielt auf goes unnamed here, anyone
who regularly read their reviews would recognize how Neues vom Tage was being praised for
eschewing all the elements for which Jonny was regularly condemned. The critics write that by
taking stylization [Stilisierung] of the times to the point of parody, Hindemith elevates his opera
“over the realm of merely topical [aktuelle] material and into the realm of artistic
contemporaneity [Gegenwärtigkeit – recall these critics’ earlier distinction between surfacetopical Aktualität and structural-topical Gegenwärtigkeit].”53 Here, they write, “[surface] topical
sensations and props” are not the basis of the opera’s claim to topicality, but are rather, as they
should be, mere consequences of the work’s structural topicality.54 They single out Hindemith’s
integration of jazz as an example of the work’s structural topicality: “Jazz affects the overall
form of the music to a greater degree than one realizes on first hearing. It does not appear
topically [lit: as a material, als Stoff], but as a foundational element [Substrat] … above all in the
subtle syncopation of the rhythm.”55
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Ephemeral Surface Topicality, Enduring Structural Topicality
Two elements of Zeitoper’s topicality that were and continue to be topics of debate
around the genre, and that will come up as related issues throughout this dissertation are
Zeitoper’s supposedly deliberate ephemerality and its ambiguous relation to the political
discourse of the time. In both cases, distinguishing between surface and structural topicality
provides greater clarity.
Zeitoper has been tied to ephemerality since the genre’s origins. Critics at the time
frequently noted how even the most popular Zeitopern disappeared from opera programs within
a few seasons, and scholars today often describe the genre’s ephemerality as one of its defining
features. Surface topicality necessarily had an ephemeral quality; today’s latest sensations were
tomorrow’s old news. Conservative critics, who believed that true art had eternal relevance,
focused their critiques of Zeitoper on its short-lived surface topicality. By 1930, this had become
a standard refrain. In a negative review of Leben des Orest, Paul Schwers wrote in the
Allgemeine Musikzeitung: “One does not know if his [Krenek’s] talent is sufficient to create a
single work of true and lasting artistic value. His opera production of the last four years speaks
only to the present, is seasonal wares; just look at Jonny!”56 Rabidly national-conservative and
anti-Semitic critic Paul Zschorlich dismissed Krenek’s music as “seasonal articles”
[Saisonartikel] and further described Krenek as a “music factory” [Musikfabrik] and labeled
Leben des Orest, Krenek’s opus 60, his “model 60.”57
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The composers of Zeitoper, however, expressed a more nuanced understanding of their
project. On the one hand, they espoused the deliberate ephemerality of their work, linking it to
popular musical revues of the time, which were composed for a single season. On the other hand,
they argued that rather than deliberately composing for the future, the true path to creating works
of enduring value was to focus on capturing the very specific conditions of the time, place, and
needs of a work. An important early example in this developing discourse in new music is an
article titled “Gegenwärtigkeit,” by Erich Doflein in the July 1927 issue of Melos (two years
before the issue which would set up the Aktualität/Gegenwärtigkeit distinction). Doflein notes
that composers have recognized “the necessity of … being of the times [Gegenwärtigsein]” in
their work, but that “this recognition immediately links itself to the awareness of the fleetingness
and surpass-ability of all typical present-day values.”58 He argues, however, that “the enduring
[überzeitliche] value of a deed … has always emerged from the, at the time, most intensive
contemporaneity.” As he explained, this required a return to an earlier model of composition:
“The times provided the material for the timelessness [Überzeitlichkeit] of a form or a style.
Only when the artist once again stands naive and naturally in the real life of his times, writing for
the day and for a purpose, will the possibility of a real timelessness emerge and develop again.”59
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***
Concerns over the short-lived appeal of topicality often blended with those over the
encroachment of explicit politics into theater. In a 1931 article in the Blätter des Hessischen
Landestheaters, Heinrich Reuss, who had been a Thuringian prince in the Kaiserreich and
remained a very wealthy patron of music and theater after the war, broke down modern opera
into three catchy categories: active, activist, and topical [aktuell, playing on the alliteration in
German]: “Activist theater is political theater. Topical theater is theater of the moment, theater of
the sensation of the day. Active theater is the living theater par excellence, that encompasses all
the productive, important elements of the topical and activist.”60 He believes that modern theater
was in a transitional phase, and that therefore one should temporarily tolerate topical and activist
theater, as artists try to find a new kind of active theater appropriate to modern times.
Politics had been entwined with Zeitoper since its origins, but Reuss’s attempted
intervention is symptomatic of the way this relationship changed after 1930. The political or
social message in pre-1930 Zeitoper tended to be a vague and widely interpretable affirmation of
the present day. As Peter Gay, John Willett, and others have demonstrated, creating a work of art
in the Weimar Republic that celebrated (or even represented) the present day was an inherently
political act.61 For many on the political right, the modern elements of the present-day focused
on in Zeitoper were detestable foreign influences: American (and French) democracy, American
technology and industrial practices, American fashions and morals, American popular music, etc.
Well-established tropes comparing German Kultur to Western European (and now American)
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Zivilisation were easily applied to these new conditions, and any reference to Africans or African
Americans (i.e. through jazz) drew explicitly racist scorn. The highly politicized reception of
Zeitoper along these lines has been especially well documented in the case of Jonny spielt auf.62
Labor, industrial practices, and a general cultural trend to collectivism (and away from
Romantic and Expressionist focus on the individual) were further charged by the fear of
Communism. This can be seen quite strikingly in the reception of Max Brand’s Maschinist
Hopkins. Many critics, especially the politically and aesthetically conservative, described the
work as collectivist, Socialist, and/or Communist, while others argued the work had no political
or social message; rather, the machines and labor themes were just facile translations of the fairy
world of German Romantic opera to the modern day. The Fascist potential of the work, which
modern productions have brought out, was not part of the historical perception of the opera.63
Meanwhile, Communist critics like Hanns Eisler were also quick to attack Zeitoper’s celebration
of the present day as an insidious means of perpetuating the status quo of bourgeois social and
political power.64
There is a long historiographic tradition of criticizing the art of the Neue Sachlichkeit,
including Zeitoper, for its vague, indecisive politics. In 1970 Helmut Lethen notoriously labeled
the Neue Sachlichkeit “White Socialism” to characterize what he saw as the trend’s Leftist
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veneer over cultural products that ultimately reinforced capitalism and the status quo.65 Lethen’s
thesis was especially influential among Western leftists and 68ers, but the idea that the Neue
Sachlichkeit served to bolster the status quo can also be seen in Peter Gay’s work. In Weimar
Culture, Gay argues that the Neue Sachlichkeit was not just a period of stabilization, but also
stagnation. Where Expressionism (and Dadaism) had sought to radically re-envision the world,
the Neue Sachlichkeit accepted the world as it was and even celebrated it as such.
After 1930, Zeitoper and other genres influenced by it became more explicitly political.
To return to Weill’s excellent turn of phrase, as composers shifted their focus from
photographing the times to holding a mirror up to them, their work took a more explicit stance on
social and political issues, even if it did not necessarily take a party-specific stance. In his article
on “Aktuelles Theater,” cited above, Weill linked topicality and politics. Weill argues that
political engagement in theater is a particularly good way to achieve structural topicality, for
“political material can only be portrayed in its greater context.” Weill singles out the Zeittheater
of Erwin Piscator for praise. Piscator illustrates how one can move beyond the topicality “of
specific questions of the day that are forgotten within a year,” and “the major political questions
of the time: war, capitalism, inflation, revolution.”6 6 Meanwhile, in the early 1930s, the press
became increasingly politicized, which, as critics like Karl Blessinger lamented, increasingly
politicized music criticism as well.67
As we will see in the following chapters, this political turn manifested itself in all the
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ways Zeitoper endured beyond 1930. In the case of Weill, Krenek, and the ways Zeitoper
endured in modified forms, social and political critique became central elements of new operas.
In the case of Schulhoff, the vague and open politics of Zeitoper’s surface topicality became a
way to advance a “Red” message under the guise of an apolitical celebration of the present day.
Finally, in Eisler’s work social and political engagement becomes party politics. Eisler
refunctioned Zeitoper’s structural topicality in a deliberate attempt to apply Zeitoper’s
connection to the present day to an explicitly Communist agenda.

The End of Surface Topicality: Ernst Toch’s Der Fächer
In order to better understand the way surface topicality lost its appeal at the end of the
Weimar Republic, the case of Ernst Toch and Ferdinand Lion’s Der Fächer is instructive.
Premiered on June 8, 1930, Der Fächer was one of the last optimistic Zeitoper that made
prominent use of surface topicality to be staged.68 It was also a spectacular flop from a composer
considered one of the leading exemplars of the Neue Sachlichkeit in music. The opera’s failure
was largely attributed to its prominent use of props of the present day, which was roundly
criticized both as derivative of Jonny spielt auf and as coming three years too late to still hold
any appeal. Reexamining the sources of the opera’s composition and published reviews, I argue
that it was not just surface topicality, but the use of surface and (largely unnoticed) structural
topicality to express a naively optimistic view of modernity that sank Der Fächer.
The comparison to Jonny is instructive, because Toch’s writings indicate he intended a
major theme of Der Fächer to be the opposition and reconciliation of Old and New, Traditional
and Modern, with the added allegory of East and West. As we will see in Chapter 2, this
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opposition was a driving concern for Krenek in Jonny spielt auf, and the reconciliation of it was
his central concern in Leben des Orest. Toch’s idea of reconciliation, however, was different
than Krenek’s. Krenek imagined this reconciliation as a true synthesis of Old and New, and he
evolved from optimistically believing that this synthesis would occur naturally at the time of
Jonny to pessimistically believing the New was sweeping away valuable elements of the Old at
the time of Orest. Toch’s version of this reconciliation in Der Fächer, however, is still very
optimistic. In Toch’s creative imagination, the Old accepts its replacement by the New, and the
Old remains, at most, a cherished memory, while Krenek sought a true synthesis of the two.
In Der Fächer, Toch thus sets out after a goal somewhere between Krenek’s in Jonny and
in Orest, but with means very similar to those of Krenek in Jonny. Still functioning under the
regime of optimism, Toch pursues his vision of structural topicality, with the opera’s hefty dose
of jazz, airplanes, and radios as an unavoidable side effect. Toch was less outspoken about his
approach to structural topicality than composers like Krenek or Weill, but his letters and
published statements indicate that his ideas about structural topicality resembled those of his
neusachlich colleagues. While critics read Toch’s opera as old fashioned because of its surface
topicality, their reviews notably also criticize Toch’s facile moral of the New “fanning away” the
Old. It was not just the surface topicality, then, but also the optimistic relationship of surface and
structural topicality that struck them as out of touch with the present-day. Optimism was no
longer topical.
***
Der Fächer was based on a Chinese fairy tale that struck librettist Ferdinand Lion
(perhaps best known as the librettist of Hindemith’s Cardillac) as particularly well suited to
music theatrical treatment. In the original version, a young wife is caring for her sick, older
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husband. As his death becomes imminent, she swears to him that she will never love another
man, but he knows a new love is inevitable and wants her to be happy. So he rejects her oath,
and instead she swears to remain true to him only until the ground over his grave dries. After his
death, she quickly falls in love with a new suitor, and in order to be with him, she obtains a
magic fan that allows her to instantly fan dry the ground over her late husband’s grave.
Toch’s relatively few works of music theater in the 1920s belie his intense desire to write
for the theater. He spent considerable time looking for suitable texts, and he encountered Lion’s
scenario in 1926. Originally, he thought the idea best suited for a marionette play with music, but
the idea was set aside as other projects took priority. Toch returned to the idea as the material for
a short, one-act opera in late 1927, but as his search for a scenario for an evening-length opera
kept turning up empty, he then turned to the idea of expanding Der Fächer. Toch and Lion, with
significant input from Toch’s publishers, Schott, agreed to include a present-day angle to add
length and depth to the scenario. How exactly this was best achieved was a topic of heated
disagreement, and difficulties over the plot, structure, and especially the ending delayed the
work’s completion substantially. The original plan of a late 1929 premiere was dashed, as was
the fallback of early 1930. In the end, Toch and Lion were barely able to finish the work in time
for a premiere at the summer festival of the Allgemeine Deutsche Tonkünstlerverein in
Königsberg (present day Kaliningrad, Russia) on June 8, 1930.69
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The final version preserves the basic structure of the original fairy tale. The young
widow, Tsing, swears the same oath to her dying husband, Wang (see Image 1.1). While caring
for him, she breaks her fan and obtains a new one from a passing fan dealer. She then falls in
love with an actor, Li. She also has a friend, Chung, who has studied in Berlin and become
thoroughly Europeanized with a love of all things modern. To distract Tsing from her dilemma,
Chung takes her to the “Club Berlin” in a scene overflowing with surface topical elements
including an onstage jazz band, telephone conversations, and a radio. While there, Tsing
encounters the fan dealer who suggests that “nothing is better for drying than a fan” [Nichts
trocknet so wie ein Fächer]. Inspired, Tsing goes off to fan her husband’s grave dry. While she is
fanning, a film crew arrives to shoot a scene in the cemetery in which Li is playing the lead role.
Tsing hides behind Wang’s tombstone, where Wang’s ghost appears to her, blesses her love for
Li, picks up her fan, and fans the ground dry. Tsing then runs to be with Li, surprising the film
crew mid-shot (See Image 1.2). The fan is left, forgotten, on the grave, and the opera closes with
the fan dealer returning to reclaim it, singing of the natural and inevitable changing of the times:
“An invisible fan rules the world, blowing out the old and in the new.” [Ein unsichtbarer Fächer
beherrscht die Welt und haucht Altes hinweg und Neues zu.] (See Image 1.3)
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Image 1.1: Tsing’s oath, Act I, Königsberg production.
Stadtarchiv Mannheim, Hanns Schüler Papers, 38/1969, Item 312, pg. 12.

Image 1.2: Tsing and Li at Wang’s grave with the film crew, Act III, Königsberg Production.
Stadtarchiv Mannheim, Hanns Schüler Papers, 38/1969, Item 312, pg. 18.
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Image 1.3: The Fan Dealer in the Final Scene, Königsberg production.
Stadtarchiv Mannheim, Hanns Schüler Papers, 38/1969, Item 312, pg. 11.

Toch’s correspondence with his publishers allows us to trace many aspects of the
protracted compositional history of Der Fächer, and Heiko Schneider has reconstructed much of
this history.70 I return to these sources to understand how surface and structural topicality came
to play the roles they did in the final version of the opera. Toch’s letters reveal that he and his
publishers were interested in pursuing a neusachlich aesthetic of modern opera in which
structural topicality would play a decisive role shaping the work. Consistently across the mid to
late 1920s, Toch emphasized rapid alternation of highly contrasted elements, which brings his
ideas into discourse of the time on collage, montage, and film as reflections of the jarring,
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disorienting experience of modern life. Once Toch and Lion settled on New/Old as one of the
contrasting themes in the work, surface topicality was necessarily part of the work as well.

Contrast and Change as Structural Goals
Toch’s correspondence with his publishers reveals that from the beginning he had
planned a work that closely aligned with the aesthetics of the Neue Sachlichkeit. Toch’s search
for an opera scenario in 1926 began as a collaboration with Ludwig Strecker on a Lysistrata
opera fizzled.71 Looking to the future, Toch’s publishers urged him to consider a “modern
comedic scenario” [Lustspielstoff]. Their rationale points to several of the driving concerns of the
Neue Sachlichkeit and Zeitoper: “We have to give the audience what it wants and reestablish by
some means the relationship between modern art and the people.” At the time, late November
1926, Jonny had been announced for performance in Leipzig, which they reference: “as much as
I know, Krenek is following the same goals with his new opera (Jonny spielt auf).”72 Toch
agreed, and he sought this connection between art and audience through topicality. His
correspondence with his publishers about Der Fächer reveals two major ways that he imbued the
opera with an underlying structural topicality from which surface topicality would emerge: first,
his understanding of the work as a “capriccio,” and second, his attempt to build the work around
revue- or collage-like rapid alternation between strong contrasts.
Toch labeled Der Fächer an “Opera Capriccio,” but the idea for the label was not his
own. It came relatively late in the compositional process when Hans Schüler, Intendant at the
71
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Königsberg opera house slated to premiere the work, referred to the opera as a capriccio in a
letter.73 Toch immediately latched on to the word, writing his publishers that he found the
“subtitle ‘opera capriccio’ certainly more correct, better suited, and also more original than
‘opera comedy’ (or ‘opera burleske’).”74 Schüler’s suggestion also gave Toch a word to describe
an essential quality he was aiming for in the work: what Toch from this point on began referring
to as its “capriciousness.”
For Toch, capriciousness captured his goal of an amusing, ironic blend of comic and lyric
elements that actively worked against sentimentality and Romanticism. It created a modern,
objective sensibility inline with a neusachlich approach to theater. In a letter from April 1930, as
Toch and Lion struggled to finalize the opera’s ending, Toch vented to his publisher that no one
seemed to understand “the capricious element” of the work: Lion “has created a laughable
apotheosis of the fad for [surface] topicality,” while his publishers feedback showed that they
“feel the ‘Opera Capriccio’ is a ‘lyric opera.’” To clarify, he cites examples of especially
“capricious” moments, like when the Romantic trope of the starry sky is subverted by a plane
skywriting an advertisement for Persil, when characters looking for music on the radio instead
find a broadcast of cooking recipes from Dresden, or the line “only he who is free of feeling can
reach the goal.”75
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Toch’s discussion of this quality with his publishers and Schüler points to another
element of the capricious that brings the opera in line with the aesthetics of the Neue
Sachlichkeit in music. As part of a broader turn to Gebrauchsmusik, composers of the Neue
Sachlichkeit became interested in writing music whose function was the enjoyment of playing
music, or musizieren. The emphasis here was on the actual activity of playing, not on the
emotional response to it or on the communication of any extra-musical, ideological message. In
music theater, this concept expanded to include the idea of spielen, or the enjoyment of
experiencing a play or opera being performed. The emphasis was on entertainment that was at
once light and entertaining, but also well-crafted — refined, but not pretentious. We will explore
this idea in more detail in Chapter 2, because Krenek wrote about it extensively. Toch, on the
other hand, struggled to find words to describe this “capricious” quality.
Toch also frequently described the opera as a play of contrasts. Notably, after Toch’s
publishers wrote that Gustav Brecher at Leipzig was uninterested in premiering the work because
its use of jazz bands and modern technology were now too old fashioned, Toch responded by
shifting the focus to the many contrasts in the work that he believed made the work lively and
entertaining: “The text does have an original element, namely in its connection of the presentday with the timeless.”76 Toch goes on to list other contrasts, like “seriousness and play, lyricism
and burlesque.”77 In other letters, Toch added more contrasts to this list, like “fairy tale and
reality, the present-day and timelessness, [and] Orient and Europe.”78 He also points to the way
he creates contrast on a structural level: “the allotment of musical mass and weight does not fall
76
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with those of the text,” which “for the sake of contrast will have a pleasant and refreshing
effect.”79
Toch had consistently emphasized structural contrasts as a goal in both his absolute
music and his theater music since at least 1926. In his correspondence with Ludwig Strecker on
their Lysistrata collaboration, Toch reveals a desire to integrate formal elements of the musical
revue into the work’s text and identifies natural affinities between his musical style and the form
of the revue: “The revue-like [Revue-artigen] thus appeals to me more, as I (in my absolute
music always) love short movements (scenes) that are contained in themselves, lined up with
strong contrasts between them.”80 As many observers have noted, the musical revue was one of
several major influences on Zeitoper and the music theater of the Neue Sachlichkeit.81 The revue
as a series of independent scenes lined up one after the other appealed to the composers of the
Neue Sachlichkeit both as a way out of Wagnerian Romantic/Expressionist ideas of unified,
organically developing music and drama, and as a reflection of the accelerated pace and jarring
experiences of modern life.82
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Among all of these contrasts, one of the most consequential was the deliberate contrast
between Old and New. This was added to the work sometime in the fall of 1928, as Toch, Lion,
and the Strecker brothers at Schott worked out how to expand Lion’s short scenario into an
evening length work, discussing a number of ideas that did not make it into the final work (like a
trip to the underworld to meet Wang’s spirit83). In a letter from late December 1928, Toch wrote
his publishers with an idea that did hold through to the final version of the work. Some female
friends of the main character, Tsing, would be replaced with “a young Chinese girl, who has just
ended her studies in Berlin, become a proper Berlin Girl, and brings the spirit and present-day of
Berlin.” Here Toch also introduces for the first time in his preserved correspondence the idea that
alongside the opera’s love story, another major theme of the work will be the “connection and
reconciliation … of the present-day and timelessness”84 Through his correspondence over the
next year and a half as the collaboration with Lion strained and the work’s composition dragged
on, Toch consistently emphasized that he intended the opposition and reconciliation of the Old
and New to be a major theme of the work. One of Toch’s recurring complaints to the Strecker
brothers was that Lion was struggling to work out the opposition as strongly as Toch would
like.85
Toch’s emphasis not just on contrast, but also “reconciliation” prompts a reconsideration
of the conclusion of Der Fächer, which hardly seems like much of a reconciliation. The Old
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contentedly allows itself to be “fanned” away as Wang’s ghost gives his blessing to Tsing’s new
love and dries the ground over his grave himself. As the fan handler sings at the end of the opera:
“An invisible fan rules the world, blowing out the old and in the new.” Toch’s image of
reconciliation is not synthesis or coexistence, but rather the Old accepting its replacement by the
New. The opera thus expresses an overall message of optimism, that is, that modernization was
an inevitable, positive natural process.
Der Fächer did, however, reflect how Weimar German’s relationship to modernization
had changed over the late 1920s in a number of key ways. Most importantly, it flipped the usual
geographic referents for Old and New, in a clear allegory of the modernization Germany
experienced in the 1920s and its resultant cultural tensions. Where most Zeitoper (and Weimar
German culture generally) located the modern and new in America and the traditional and old in
Europe, Der Fächer places the old and traditional in China and portrays the new and modern as
European imports. Zeitoper always had an exoticist element regarding the African American
origins of jazz, but now Orientalist tropes of China in text and music became allegories for
German traditional values and ways. Meanwhile, technology, jazz, night clubs, and liberal
morals about marriage are all presented as so integrated into European culture as to be seen by
the Chinese characters as European, not American. This doubly reinforces the optimistic
portrayal of modernity: first, because the modernization of China after the European model is
portrayed as a positive development, reflecting colonialist thought of the time, and second,
because this positive portrayal of China’s modernization reinforces that the assimilation of
modern elements into European culture was a good thing.
Even three months after the premiere, while discussing ways to cut or adapt the work to
try to revive interest in it, Toch refused to cut the surface-topical elements because it would
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undermine “the side plot ‘Old-China — New-China’ that runs alongside the main plot [the love
story].”86 Toch’s objection here points to the critical aspect of surface topicality in Der Fächer
and other early Zeitoper. It is only a side effect of this Old-New contrast in the work, but it is
nevertheless an indispensable element if the Old-New contrast is to be part of the work.

Surface Topicality in Der Fächer
The contrast of Old and New, and its by-product surface topicality came late in the
planning phases of Der Fächer. In fact, Toch and his publisher’s correspondence in the early
phases of the project suggest that they were actively trying to avoid a scenario that would
necessitate surface topicality. Although there is little direct evidence of why their ideas about
surface topicality evolved, the success of Jonny spielt auf seems to have played a significant role.
After Toch and Strecker dropped their Lysistrata project in late 1926, Toch began
looking for new opera scenario and librettist with the assistance of his publishers. Their search
indicates that while they were interested in an up-to-date text, surface topicality was not one of
their criteria. Toch reached out to a number of leading theater authors, including Brecht, Döblin,
and Klabund (a pseudonym for Alfred Henschke).87 Schott also forwarded a number of scenarios
to Toch, almost all of which they labeled “weak,” including one they referred to as the “Liftboy
Libretto” and another involving European travelers marooned among cannibals.88 They
suggested the latter could maybe be adapted as a “satire on jazz and negro dances,” at the end of
which the Europeans would return to Europe and “find what the experiences among the
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cannibals reflected and copied in modern society.”89 Toch shared his publishers’ dubiousness of
the scenarios and rejected them all.
As Toch and Schott searched for a suitable scenario, preparations were underway for the
world premiere of Jonny spielt auf. Initially, they saw Krenek’s opera as an interesting step in the
right direction, but not a model to follow. After studying Jonny’s libretto in December 1926, still
before the work’s premiere, the Streckers predicted that Jonny’s would likely do well enough to
recover costs, but not more. Nevertheless, the brothers described the “attempt, to grapple with
problems of the present day with opera” as “the way and the task.”90 As Toch and his publishers
saw their first Zeitopern, their impressions were largely negative. Toch attended the premiere of
Jonny on February 10, 1927 and also watched the dress rehearsal, and reported back to Schott
that the experience was primarily of value in order “to know what things one must avoid.”91
Shortly after, the Streckers saw and wrote of their dislike of Weill’s Royal Palace, a transitional
work with many elements of Zeitoper.92
In the spring of 1927, Toch wrote a short opera sketch (Toch labeled it a Musikmärchen,
or music fairy tale) for the Baden-Baden new music festival in the summer of 1927, Die
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Prinzessin auf der Erbse, a highly ironic take on the classic fairy tale.93 This work bears many of
the hallmarks of the Neue Sachlichkeit but without the prominent surface topicality of Jonny or
Hindemith’s Hin und Zurück. Like many of the composers associated with the Neue
Sachlichkeit, Toch admired the writings of Ferrucino Busoni, and like Busoni, Toch also praised
and sought to associate himself with the model of Mozart.94 Both Busoni and Toch held up the
Magic Flute specifically as a model for modern composers, and its seems likely that Toch saw
fairy tales, treated with an ironic, objective, and modern sensibility and with unsentimental
music, as a path for modern opera that avoided the surface topicality of Jonny spielt auf.
It is thus no coincidence that shortly after completing Prinzessin, Toch returned to the
idea of setting Lion’s Fächer original scenario based on a Chinese fairy tale and still without
surface topical elements. In May 1927, Toch wrote to Schott, mentioning previous telephone
conversations, about the possibility of reviving the Fächer project, now as another one act opera
to pair with Prinzessin.95 He was likely inspired by the success Weill was having with the pair
Der Protagonist and Der Zar lässt sich fotografieren.96 When Toch proposed this return to Der
Fächer, it was as another short project before turning to full-length opera whose text still needed
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Hindemith and the festival organizers had called for operas that were as short as possible. In addition to Toch’s
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On Busoni, Mozart and the Neue Sachlichkeit, see Heinz Geuen, “‘Zurück zu Mozart!’ Mozart als Modell für das
Musiktheater der Neuen Sachlichkeit,” in Mozart im Blick: Inszenierungen, Bilder und Diskurse, ed. Annette
Kreutziger-Herr (Cologne: Böhlau, 2007). On Mozart and Busoni’s influence on Toch, c.f. Schneider, especially 1718, 67, 91 and 248, and Miriam Zach, The Operas of Ernst Toch (MM Thesis, University of Florida, 1990),
especially 18-29. Toch cites Mozart as in influence in multiple letters, c.f. Letter, Toch to Schott, 25 Sep. 1926, SA
Item 21400. The Mozart-Busoni connection also came up in the reception of Der Fächer, c.f. A.v.B., “Ernst Toch
Der Fächer. Uraufführung beim Königsberger Tonkünstlerfest,” Mainzer Anzeiger (23 Jun. 1930). For other writings
by Toch on Mozart and references to Mozart in reviews of Toch’s music from the 1920s, see Klaus Wolfgang
Niemöller, “Ein ‘rheinisches Jungtalent:’ Ernst Toch im Rheinland der 1920er Jahre,” in Spurensicherung: Der
Komponist Ernst Toch (1887-1964) – Mannheimer Emigrantenschicksale, ed.Hermann Jung (Frankfurt: Peter Lang,
2007), especially 70-71 and 74.
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c.f. Hinton, Weill’s Musical Theater, 92.
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to be found. As this text never appeared, Fächer gradually morphed into the full-length project
and the idea of a companion piece to Prinzessin disappeared.
At the same time, Toch and his publishers gradually became more open to the idea of
integrating surface topicality. Notably, their evolution on the topic coincided with Jonny spielt
auf’s sweep of Germany’s opera stages. Toch was captivated by a production of Prinzessin in
Darmstadt in October 1927 that set the fairy tale in the present day, and he wrote Schott to ask
that the rental material include this as a staging suggestion for future productions.97 Few traces of
the early conversations about how to expand Der Fächer into an evening length work have
survived (much of it was discussed in person, not by letter), but preserved letters from the
summer of 1928 contain references to ideas like “Der Fächer in the subway,” which suggest that
by this point, all parties were agreed that the work would include prominent surface-topical
elements.98
Almost immediately after this decision was made, though, it seems that Toch and his
publishers found themselves trying to minimize the work’s surface topicality and reign in Lion’s
enthusiasm for superficial elements from the present-day. In a letter to Schott from September
1929, Toch writes that he is sending them a revised draft of the libretto in which he has tried to
pare down the surface topical elements: “If the ‘topicalities’ in the copy … remain, it is only an
oversight. Almost all of them are coming out.”99 Meanwhile, Schott continued to push Toch and
Lion to make surface topical references as broadly understandable as possible. In a letter from
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Letter, Toch to Schott, 23 Oct. 27, SA Item 21464.
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Letter, Schott to Toch, 19 Jun. 1928, ETP Box 31, Folder 3, Item 67; “Ich habe daher das Gefühl, dass die dritte
Möglichkeit ‘der Fächer in der Untergrundbahn’ die richtigere Mischung gibt.”
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Letter, Toch to Schott, 12 Sep. 1929, SA Item 21549; “Nun noch zum Text: Wann die ‘Aktualitäten’ in dem
Exemplar, dass ich Ihnen geschickt habe, stehen geblieben sind, so ist das nur ein Versehen. Sie kommen ziemlich
alle heraus.”
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January 1930, as Toch and Lion struggled to find an acceptable ending to the opera, Schott
cautioned against “these no longer new topical moments [that] spoil more than improve. …
There are plenty in the middle act [i.e. the night club scene].”100 The text of the airplane
skywriting advertisement, for example, needed to be a single brand name, not a slogan. Ideally,
this brand would be well known throughout Germany, or even better, internationally, like Ford,
and it would not be controversial, an objection they raised to a reference to the Ullstein
publishing house.101 Alternatively, the Streckers suggested leaving the brand open, and allowing
directors to pick local brands. Similarly, a reference to a tennis match was considered of too
limited interest, and Schott suggested a more popular sport “in the direction of soccer or
boxing.”102
Toch also expressed frustration in his letters to Lion over Lion’s inclusion of ever more
surface topical elements in his revisions of the opera’s final act: “In all cases, one more pressing
request: avoid any more ‘topicalities,’ (for which, I believe, there is not more room in the new
version). In any case, one has had one’s fill of them already in Act 2.”103 Finally in early March
1930, Toch could write his publishers that he had an acceptable text for the final act and could
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Letter, Schott to Toch, 29 Jan. 1930, ETP Box 32, Folder 5, Item 120; “Im allgemeinen gesprochen glaube ich,
dass man mit diesen nicht mehr neuen Aktualitätsmomenten mehr verdirbt als gutmacht. … Es bleibt im Mittelakt
hinreichend übrig.”
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Ullstein was the largest and most powerful book publisher in Weimar Germany, but also had a bad reputation for
being merciless and heartless in business. For the Ford suggestion, see Letter, Schott to Toch, 8 Feb. 1930, ETP Box
32, Folder 5, Item 124.
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Letter, Schott to Toch, 29 Jan. 1930, ETP Box 32, Folder 5, Item 120; “Baden-Baden zweites Tennistournier’ ist
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Letter, Schott to Toch, 22 Feb. 1930, ETP Box 32, Folder 5, Item 126; “Auf alle Fälle noch eine dringende Bitte:
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complete the music: “The third act is saved; the part tasteless, part cramped chain of topicalities
has become a truly stage-worthy dramatic situation.”104
Toch’s attempts, supported by his publisher, to minimize surface topical elements in the
work demonstrate that he understood them as a by-product of his larger goals in the work.
Perhaps the strongest evidence is a letter he wrote to his publishers in September 1929, in which
he speculated that the sparing use of them might impede the works’ popular success: “[The
work] often seems to be too fine for a broad popular success, and I have in any case no great
illusions of one, but then I also cannot think that it is really only possible any more to have
success with seasonal wares with popular songs and hits.”105 The opera’s reception, however,
proved Toch’s comments to be hopelessly naive.

Surface Topicality and Optimism in the Reception of Der Fächer
Despite Toch’s efforts to the contrary, reviews of Der Fächer were mostly negative and
focused their critique on the prominent use of surface topicality. Many critics complained of the
use of a jazz band, radio, and telephones, of the skywriting plane and the filming scene in the
graveyard.106 (See Image 1.4)
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Letter, Toch to Schott, 7 Mar. 1930, ETP Box 32, Folder 5, Item 130; “Der dritte Akt ist gerettet, aus der teils
faden, teils verkrampften Kette von Aktualitäten ist wirklich bühnenmässige dramatische Situation geworden.”
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Letter, Toch to Schott, 12 Sep. 1929, SA Item 21549. “Oft erscheint es mir zu fein für einen breiten
Publikumserfolg und ich gebe mich daher auf alle Fälle keine großen Illusionen für, aber dann wieder kann ich mir
nicht denken, dass wirklich nur mehr die Saison-Ware mit Song und Schlager Erfolg haben kann.”
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C.f. Alfred Einstein. “60. Tonkünstlerfest in Königsberg. II. Die musikalischen Veranstaltungen.” Württemberger
Zeitung, Stuttgart (12 Jun. 1930).
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Image 1.4: “Club Berlin” scene at the Königsberg production.
Stadtarchiv Mannheim, Hanns Schüler Papers, 38/1969, Item 312, pg. 13.

The reviewer of the Münchener Neueste Nachrichten described the opera as “overburdened with
used up and shallow superficialities,” while Max Marschalk used the language typical of
Zeitoper reception to refer to “props [Requisiten] of the present day.”107 While these elements
had always attracted controversy in Zeitoper, now they were dismissed, not as unworthy of
opera, but as passé. Relatedly, comparisons with Jonny spielt auf were common, as in Erich
Hertzmann’s review, in which he labeled the work “a late offshoot of Jonny spielt auf by the
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No Author, “Das deutsche Tonkünstlerfest in Königsberg,” Münchener Neueste Nachrichten (n.d.); “… mit
abgebrauchten und oberflächlichen Äußerlichkeiten überladen.” Max Marschalk, “Das 60. Tonkünstlerfest des
ADMV,” Der Tag, Berlin (10 Jun. 1930); “Requisiten der heutigen Zeit.”
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much more talented Ernst Krenek.”108 Critics made similar dismissive comparisons to a number
of earlier Zeitopern that made similar use of jazz, modern technology, and present-day
sensations: Die schwarze Orchidee, Maschinist Hopkins, Transatlantic, Dreigroschenoper, and
Neues vom Tage.109 The impression was a general fatigue with surface topical opera. In the eyes
of Klaus Pringsheim, “the success of this failure … is the recognition, that this kind of jazzrevue-opera that is concerned with surface appearances is over (it was already over after
Krenek’s Jonny).”110
This is not to say that Toch’s efforts at structural topicality were completely lost on
critics. Critic A.v.B. was one of very few critics to praise the opera, and he based his positive
assessment on many of the elements Toch described as key to his aesthetic of structrual
topicality. A.v.B. praised, for example, the effective contrasts in the work: “The interlocking of a
world trapped in tradition and one that breaks its dams, the interplay of fairy tale distance and
present-day nearness, the alternating tone of dark seriousness and light play.”111 Elsewhere he
lauded Toch’s embrace of “theater in the sense of Mozart and Busoni” and “elevated Spiel,”
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Erich Hertzmann, “Der Fächer. Von Ernst Toch. Uraufführung im Königsberger Opernhaus,” Generalanzeiger
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Krenek.”
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Klaus Pringsheim, “Das Tonkünstlerfest in Königsberg. Uraufführung: Der Fächer,” Vorwärts, Abendblatt (10
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A.v.B: “Ernst Toch Der Fächer. Uraufführung beim Königsberger Tonkünstlerfest,” Nordhäuser Zeitung und
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referencing the neusachlich aesthetic of spielen.112 A.v.B. was alone among critics in his
interpretation that “the use of present-day props throughout the work” was a secondary result of
Toch’s goals.113 Other critics picked up on the revue and film like formal organization of the
work, but this was not always seen as a good thing. The unidentified review for the Deutsche
Musikzeitung dismissed the opera as a “piece for amusement, the lies between comic opera,
operetta, and revue,”114 and Herbert Gerigk panned the opera as “a kind of opera-colportage,” in
which one does not feel like one is at the opera, “but has, in all honesty, the feeling of a cinema
presentation.”115
A handful of other reviewers picked up on the elements of Toch’s structural topicality,
but they generally felt these laudable characteristics were overwhelmed by the work’s crass
surface topicality.116 Erwin Kroll, for example, lamented that if “Toch wanted to write a musical
fairy tale … then all the vast, revue-like parts of his work, all the commotion over newspapers
and airships … glamorous dances and filmmaking, needed to fall away.”117 Kroll found much to
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A.v.B., “Ernst Toch Der Fächer. Uraufführung beim Königsberger Tonkünstlerfest,” Mainzer Anzeiger (23 Jun.
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No Author, “Das Königsberger Tonkünstlerfest. Oper Wozzeck von Alban Berg und Der Fächer von Ernst
Toch,” Deutsche Musikerzeitung (21 Jun. 1930); “Nennen wir es lieber ein modernes Amüsierstück, das zwischen
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Herbert Gerigk, “Das Tonkünstlerfest in Königsberg;” Westfällische Landeszeitung, Münster (18 Jun. 1930);
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Erwin Kroll, “Tonkünstlerfest des Allgemeinen Deutschen Musikvereins. Uraufführung im Königsberger
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like in the first act of the opera: “the charming chinoiserie of the prelude, indeed, the whole first
act with its bouncing, witty, grotesque conversation music … all of this is Toch in true and best
form.”118 Kroll even praised the love scene that opens the second act before all the characters go
to the Club Berlin. But the club scene and the final act “are too reminiscent of Jonny,” and
Toch’s jazz is “overwrought” and “bloodless.”119 Kroll’s appreciation of certain structuraltopical elements of the opera did not, however extend to Toch’s idea of the “capricious.” He
points to one of Toch’s examples of a “capricious element” in the opera, the radio broadcast of
cooking recipes, and asks “is that ‘capricious’?”120
The idea that “capriciousness” referred, in part, to a neusachlich aesthetic of spielen or
musizieren was picked up in Heinrich Strobel’s review, in which he also praised the first act of
the opera before lamenting “if only [Toch] had stayed in the realm of the capricious, of the witty
play [des geistreichen Spiels].”121 In his review, Strobel links his critique of the opera to his
criticisms of topicality and Zeitoper explored earlier:
The worldwide success of Jonny has kept Ernst Toch up at night. Three years after
Krenek, he has come out with a new piece that transplants superficial elements of the
present-day onto the opera stage in a similar way. It was clear from the beginning in
Jonny, that the topical bluff [Aktualitätsbluff] had nothing to do with true Zeitoper. The
type of Jonny is long expired. Radio and sound film, dance club and telephone no longer
impress. The intelligent Toch should have recognized this.122
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Ibid., “Die entzückende Chinoiserie des Vorspiels, ja der ganze erste Akt mit seiner federnden, geistreichen,
grotesken Konversationsmusik, … weiterhin das gelegentliche Aufblühen der Musik, wenn Wang vom alten China
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Heinrich Strobel, “Der Neue Toch in Königsberg: Chinamärchen mit Tonfilm,” Frankfurter General-Anzeiger
(13 Jun. 1930); “Er nennt den Fächer ein Operncapriccio. Wäre er nur im Bereich des Kapiziösen, des geistreichen
Spiels geblieben.”
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Ibid., “Der Welterfolg des Jonny hat Ernst Toch nicht schlafen lassen. Drei Jahre nach Krenek kommt er mit
einem Stück heraus, das in ähnlicher Weise die äußeren Erscheinungen der Gegenwart auf die Opernbühne
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If Strobel detected any structural topical elements in the opera, he did not mention them in his
review. Considering that Strobel found none in Jonny spielt auf, it seems unsurprising he also
found none in an opera in which, according to him, the “props of the time [Zeitrequisiten] …
seem even more put-on than with Krenek.”123 Strobel’s critique was echoed by the unidentified
critic of the Deutsche Musikerzeitung, who wrote that “the work is not a Zeitoper in the strictest
sense - just as little as Jonny.”124
No critic explicitly framed it as such, but a notable undercurrent permeates this reception
and points back to my thesis about the fate of Zeitoper: The surface and structural topicality of
the opera worked together to create an optimistic message about modernity and modernization,
one that by June 1930 would not just have seemed old-fashioned, but also overly facile and out
of touch with recent economic and political developments. Indeed, most critics accepted Toch
and Lion’s association of the modern with Europe and Germany, and of the traditional with
China without comment.125 Max Marschalk was exceptional in drawing attention to the fact that
by “European culture,” Toch and Lion meant things like “telephone, bobbed hair, women’s
clubs, radio and sound film.”126 If critics and audiences, even those who objected to jazz on the

verpflanzt. Man war sich beim Jonny von Anfang an darüber klar, dass dieser Aktuatlitätsbluff nichts mit wirklicher
Zeitoper zu tun hat. … Der Typus Jonny ist längst erledigt. Radio und Tonfilm, Tanzbar und Telephon imponieren
nicht mehr. Das hätte der kluge Toch einsehen müssen.”
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Ibid., “In diese dürftige Märchenhandlung werden die Zeitrequisiten gezwängt. Sie wirken noch mehr aufgesetzt
als bei Krenek.”
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Interestingly this critic also dismissed Aufstieg und Fall der Stadt Mahagonny as not a Zeitoper, but held up
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stage, found the allegory of Germany’s own transformation unremarkable, then the message of
optimistic acceptance of modernity was sure to fall flat.127 Indeed the very spirit of the festival
seems to have been against the opera; many reports on the festival begin with extended
considerations about the place of new music and new music festivals in the conditions of the
depression.
***
Toch and Lion’s Der Fächer thus illustrates the fate of Zeitoper as it was understood by
mass audiences and critics in the popular press. For them, Zeitoper had always been about
surface topicality, but what had titillated in the mid and late 1920s was growing stale by 1930.
For Toch, like other composers of Zeitoper, surface topicality had only ever been a side effect of
his structural topical goals in the work. As in Jonny spielt auf, however, the structural topicality
of the work was largely lost on audiences and critics, even those in the specialist press. With near
unanimity, critics from the popular and specialist press rejected Der Fächer as both derivative of
Jonny and evidence that the fad for present-day sensations had lost its luster. The work’s failure
was total; Schott brothers couldn’t even give the opera away when they offered it with no fees in
the hope that a new staging could save the work and generate new interest.128

Tonfilm, das ist Ersatz des Fächers durch die Jupiterlampe; und General, Mandarin und Priester des alten
chinesischen Reiches werden Börsianer, Manager und Filmregisseur!”
127

Here, consider also the sarcasm (clear in the exclamation points) with which Erich Urban paraphrased the final
aria: “Was bleibt dem toten Wang übrig, als zu erscheinen und der tapferen Tsing zu sagen: Geschenkt das mit dem
trockenen Grab! Liebt euch! Laßt blöde Fächeln! Wer ist stärker als ich! Neues China stärker als altes! Film stärker
als Laotse!” Erich Urban, “Film-China in der Oper. Der Fächer von Toch in Königsberg,” B.Z. Am Mittag (10 Jun.
1930).
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Letter, Schott to Toch, 23 Mar. 1931, SA Item 21567 There are reports in some secondary literature of
productions of Der Fächer in preparation and then shut down when the Nazis seized power in 1933. These
productions are not corroborated by any historical documents, which all indicate that there was no interest in Der
Fächer after the disastrous reception of its premiere. These reports seem to be based on the recollections of Toch’s
widow decades later and may confuse concert performances of the opera’s overture, which did have a semisuccessful run as a stand-alone piece, with productions of the opera itself.
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In the following chapters I will argue that around at this key moment around 1930,
composers and their collaborators reconfigured their approach to topicality and rebalanced its
surface and structural elements. Their previous Zeitoper had looked at both the present and
future optimistically, and thus had sought to portray the present-day on stage, perhaps with
parody or irony, but not with focused criticism. In these works, surface and structural topicality
could exist side by side unproblematically in the same work (even if composers wished that
audiences and critics in the popular press paid less attention to surface topicality and more to
structural topicality). For some, this optimism began to fade even before the financial crash and
resulting depression catalyzed a broader cultural shift. In their opera after optimism, composers
continued to pursue topicality in their works, but now to critique the present-day. Surface
topicality either fell away or became part of the critique and lost its previous superficial quality.
In Chapter Two, I investigate how defining Zeitoper based on structural topicality instead
of surface topicality reveals ways that Zeitoper endured beyond its supposed expiration date,
using the example of Ernst Krenek’s Leben des Orest, his next evening-length opera after Jonny
spielt auf. Krenek rapidly came to lament the way that critical discourse about Jonny focused on
the work’s topicality and missed what Krenek thought of as the work’s structural topicality. In
the intervening years, Krenek clarified his ideas about topicality in a series of articles and
interviews. At the same time, however, his optimism about the direction modernization was
taking society soured. In Orest, Krenek continued to pursue structural topicality in much the
same way he had in Jonny spielt auf, but following his loss of optimism, he abandoned the
previous work’s topicality. Orest retold the ancient Greek Orestes saga, set in ancient Greece but
with numerous musical and dramaturgical markers connecting the action to the present. I argue
that when Krenek’s stated intentions in Orest are viewed alongside the work of Kurt Weill from
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this same time (Aufstieg und Fall der Stadt Mahagonny, Die Bürgschaft), we can see how the
output of both composers throughout the mid to late Weimar period was characterized by a
consistent pursuit of structural topicality refracted through their outlook on modernity. Their
work thus constitutes a distinct development in late Zeitoper that has been overlooked in
historical investigations focused on topicality.
In Chapter Three, I turn to some of the ways that Zeitoper endured as an influence on
other genres of opera and other genres of music theater that emerged at this time. I investigate
two major works by the Czech-Jewish composer Erwin Schulhoff: his evening-length opera
Flammen (also known by its Czech title, Plameny) and his jazz-oratorio H.M.S. Royal Oak. For
most of the Weimar period, Schulhoff was considered a leading composer of jazz-inflected
modern art music, so-called Kunstjazz, and would seem an obvious candidate to have become a
Zeitoper composer. I examine the compositional history of Schulhoff’s works for music theater
and his aesthetic pronouncements on music and opera to show why Schulhoff was disinclined to
embrace Zeitoper. Most importantly, Zeitoper emerged out of the larger aesthetic concerns that
came to be known as the Neue Sachlichkeit in music, including a turn away from the idea of the
autonomous artwork and towards a new kind of ‘functional’ art. Schulhoff, however, never fully
embraced this turn and remained committed to music as autonomous art. Nevertheless, he
incorporated certain elements of Zeitoper’s topicality into Flammen and Royal Oak in ways that
were consistent with his own aesthetic outlook and that he (incorrectly) hoped would contribute
to the popular success of each. Flammen continued a model of Expressionist opera focused on
exploring characters’ subconscious psychology, but in three key scenes, the jazz and realism of
Zeitoper break through, providing brief moments when the real world seems to (at least partially)
penetrate the dream-like state in which most of the opera takes place. H.M.S. Royal Oak,
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meanwhile, was labeled a “jazz-oratorio,” but in fact composed for performance on the radio. It
thus participated in a larger set of experiments in the late 1920s in creating music theater
specifically for the radio. The way Schulhoff drew on elements of Zeitoper in this work serves to
exemplify how Zeitoper influenced this emerging new genre of music theater.
In Chapter Four, I examine a very different way that Zeitoper influenced other genres of
music theater that emerged in the late 1920s. Using Hanns Eisler and Bertolt Brecht’s Die
Massnahme as an example, I argue that Zeitoper exerted a profound but under-appreciated
influence on the genre of the Lehrstück. Bertolt Brecht developed his theory of the Lehrstück as
an interactive, didactic genre of music theater over the course of the late 1920s, and it generally
accepted that Die Massnahme represented the closest he came to realizing his theory in practice.
Hanns Eisler, meanwhile, had been developing his own unique idiom of revolutionary
proletarian music, Kampfmusik, over this same time period, and he regularly praised Die
Massnahme as the ultimate realization of his Kampfmusik aesthetics in the realm of music
theater. Central to both Brecht and Eisler’s aesthetics was the concept of “refunctioning.” I
reexamine Eisler’s writings from the period to argue that Die Massnahme was a refunctioning of
Zeitoper to revolutionary proletarian ends. Where the composers of Zeitoper understood their
project as a rejection of function-less, autonomous music, Eisler argued that all music, whether
autonomous or not, always already served a social function. He argued that the music of the
Neue Sachlichkeit continued to serve the same bourgeois social function as the autonomous
Expressionist and Romantic music it sought to supplant. Nevertheless, Eisler was drawn to the
same discourses about modernity and modern life as embodied sonically in jazz, and he also
shared the growing lack of optimism in the present as the 1920s drew to a close. I argue that
Eisler drew on jazz and the discourses around it in a way comparable to the structural topicality
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of Zeitoper, but that he simultaneously refunctioned these influences, putting them to
revolutionary proletarian use.
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Chapter 2
From Surface to Structure:
How Zeitoper endured in Modified Forms

In 1930, cultural developments and world historical events aligned, and Weimar culture
turned away from optimism. As opera composers like Toch experienced, this meant that earlier
Zeitoper’s optimistic confluence of surface and structural topicality was no longer relevant or
appealing to modern audiences. For those whose understanding of Zeitoper focused on surface
topicality, this was the end of the genre. But for those whose understanding of Zeitoper rested on
structural topicality and for whom surface topicality had only ever been a side effect produced by
structural elements, Zeitoper endured. As composers and their collaborators sought to reflect
their new, un-optimistic outlook in their operas on a structural level, their use of surface
topicality necessarily shifted as well. In the absence of optimism about the present-day, surface
topical elements either fell away or were presented so as to expose the shortcomings of modern
society. Artists diagnosed modernity’s ills differently, and their operas embodied these diverse
diagnoses. Where early Zeitoper was a politically vague endorsement of the status quo, these late
Zeitopern were a political (but not necessarily party-political) critique of the status quo and what
should be done to resolve it.
Historical critics who identified Zeitoper with surface topicality viewed these later
Zeitopern as separate from the Zeitoper phenomenon, while advocates of a structural-topical
approach argued that these works represented “true” Zeitoper. Similarly, these operas occupy a
marginal position in modern scholarly literature on Zeitoper because they challenge definitions
of the genre based on the surface-topical characteristics of early Zeitoper. The most
representative examples of this kind of late Zeitoper were penned by the same composers who
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unintentionally invented Zeitoper in the first place: Kurt Weill and Ernst Krenek. This is not
surprising: the distinction between surface and structural topicality in Zeitoper emerged in the
disconnect between the stated intentions of early Zeitoper composers, and the ways audiences
interpreted their operas. While historical and modern critics looking for surface topicality
perceived a break between Weill and Krenek’s earlier and later operas, both composers
emphasized the continuity of their output.129 Delineating between surface and structural
topicality in Zeitoper clarifies the situation.
In the case of Kurt Weill, my argument is compatible with the main ways his late Weimar
music theater is understood.130 One line of scholarship on Weill and Zeitoper distinguishes
between Weill’s mid-Weimar era works, Royal Palace and Der Zar lässt sich fotografieren, and
later works beginning with the Brecht collaborations. In this line of analysis, a similar distinction
is made between Krenek’s Jonny spielt auf and Leben des Orest, with the one-acters (Der
Diktator, Das geheime Königreich, and Schwergewicht) awkwardly divided between the halves.
In the case of Weill, this line divides narrative from epic dramaturgy, and music from before and
after the development of his so-called Song-style. In the case of Krenek, this line divides presentday settings from historical settings, with little to no difference in musical style. This
historiography again privileges surface as opposed to structural topicality as the defining feature
of Zeitoper. Seen through the lens of surface topicality, it makes perfect sense to divide Weill
and Krenek’s work in this way, but seen through the lens of structural topicality, similarities
emerge.
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Typical of this approach is Cook, Opera for a New Republic (Rochester: University of Rochester Press, 2010),
145 for Weill, 112 for Krenek, and the work of Peter Tregear, c.f. “‘Stadtluft macht frei’: Urban Consciousness in
Weimar Opera,” in Music, theatre and politics in Germany: 1848 to the Third Reich, ed. Nikolaus Bacht (Aldershot:
Ashgate, 2006), 239.
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Here, I disregard casual and inexact use of the term Zeitoper to describe Weill’s late Weimar works in broad
surveys or scholarship focused on other periods/locations making passing reference to Weill or Weimar.
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Stephen Hinton’s Weill’s Musical Theater is the most recent and most detailed of another
line of Weill scholarship that has sought to distance Weill from the Zeitoper phenomenon
entirely.131 The basis of this argument are Weill’s writings from the time, in which he sought to
distance himself from Zeitoper, or more accurately, the popular understanding of Zeitoper and
the fad it became. Weill’s comments closely parallel those critics who complained that surfacetopical elements of Zeitoper were mere props and who argued that true Zeitoper needed to
express a connection to the times in both music and dramaturgy. In an article titled “Zeitoper”
for the journal Melos, Weill described these props as “charms [Reize] that serve to transplant the
by-products of everyday life onto the stage.” He argues that “they should not be underestimated,”
but he also clarifies that “they are charms, nothing more.”132 Hinton builds on Weill’s writings in
his analysis of Der Zar lässt sich fotografieren, arguing that while the opera contains elements of
“the clichéd notion of Zeitoper,” these elements are, in fact, “much more” than the mere
topicality of Zeitoper, and by extension, that Zar is much more than a mere Zeitoper.133 As we
will see in this chapter, Krenek made tellingly similar arguments about Zeitoper and how he felt
Jonny spielt auf was misunderstood by critics and audience members who couldn’t see past the
“props” of everyday life. His arguments about his intentions and his vision for music theater bear
many key parallels to those of Weill, and both saw their work across the late Weimar-period as a
consistent pursuit of these aims.
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Steven Hinton, Weill’s Musical Theater: Stages of Reform (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2012), on
Weill and Zeitoper: 58 and 131, on Zar and Zeitoper: 90.
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Kurt Weill, “Zeitoper,” Melos 7/3 (1928): 106; “Die starken Reize, die die Verpflanzung von
Begleiterscheinungen des täglichen Lebens auf die Bühne in sich birgt, sollen nicht unterschätzt werden. Aber es
sind Reize, weiter nichts.”
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Hinton, Weill’s Musical Theater, 90.
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Where Hinton argues that Weill’s eschewal of topicality in Zeitoper separates him from
the genre, I assert that Weill and Krenek both consistently pursued structural topicality – what
they understood to be true topicality – from the middle to late Weimar period. While their
optimism about the present day allowed their early Zeitoper to share a similar approach to
topicality, their diagnoses of society’s ills diverged substantially. Social critique and politics had
been central to understanding Weill’s works from the late Weimar period, especially the Brecht
collaborations and the later Bürgschaft. As I will demonstrate in this chapter, Krenek pursued a
remarkably similar aesthetic of socially critical music theater, but refracted through the lens of a
very different political agenda.
While recent scholarship has emphasized the fundamental continuity of Weill’s works,
Krenek’s late Weimar-era operas require a more substantial reappraisal. In the late 1920s,
Krenek composed three one-act operas (Der Diktator, Das geheime Königreich, and
Schwergewicht) and two evening-length operas (Leben des Orest and Kehraus um St. Stephan).
All of these works evidence Krenek’s continued pursuit of his idiosyncratic vision of topicality,
and their engagement of social issues tracks his growing ambivalence with modernization. Of
these works, Leben des Orest stands out as the most revealing example of a late Zeitoper
grounded in structural topicality. Its divergences from and similarities to classic Zeitoper are the
most striking, and its popular success resulted in a robust historical discourse about the opera and
its genre.134
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As will be quoted later, the three one-act operas were well received, but simply didn’t generate the interest that
Orest did, nor did Krenek publish much about them. Der Diktator and Schwergewicht have obvious connections to
classic Zeitoper, but Das geheime Königreich was a fairy tale opera, another genre that attracted attention from
composers of the Neue Sachlichkeit (the most notable other example being Toch’s Die Prinzessin und die Erbse).
The second full-length opera, Kehraus um St. Stephan, was unperformed until 1990, and therefore never participated
in the historical discourse around Zeitoper. It could also be productively analyzed in this context.
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The nature of structural-topicality in Zeitoper necessitates a focus on a single work.
Whereas early Zeitoper represented a nexus of artistic and social concerns, late Zeitoper emerged
as this nexus broke down. One must therefore investigate their creators’ own unique approach to
topicality and loss of optimism. Krenek further recommends himself for close investigation
because he was such a prolific writer. Over the late 1920s, he published extensively on music
(his own and in general), society, and their relation to one another. He also frequently discussed
these topics in his correspondence, much of which has been preserved. In his later
autobiographical writings, Krenek emphasized the continuities in his style and politics during
this period, and this emphasis has carried over into Krenek scholarship. His writings from the
time, however, track his evolving thoughts on music, society, and politics. A major driving force
behind changes in Krenek’s thinking was his growing disillusionment with modernity. In the mid
1920s, Krenek had hoped that modernization would revitalize timeworn values, but by the late
1920s he perceived modernization to be sweeping them away. Krenek’s ideas about how to
reflect modern social conditions in opera, however, remained constant. Krenek combined his
unique approach to Zeitoper and his disillusionment in the modern world in Leben des Orest.
In his writings about Jonny spielt auf, Krenek had argued that the opera staged the
collision of the Old and the New, with the character Max, the embodiment of the Old, choosing
to embrace the new and riding a train into the future. Krenek’s writings from the period he
composed Leben des Orest reveal that his optimism in modernity was fading rapidly in the final
years of the 1920s. His critique of modern society coalesced around the dichotomy of the Vital
and the Spiritual [Geistig], and Leben des Orest allegorically staged a dialectic synthesis of these
two forces. While his representations of the positive of the Vital and negative of the Spiritual
remained close to the arrangement of the New and Old in Jonny, respectively, he introduced new
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ideas and musical representations of the negative of the Vital and the positive of the Spiritual.
The former drew on discourses of collectivization as a negative force in society, and Krenek
connected it to mob violence and his critique of commercial popular music (as opposed to
authentic African American jazz). The latter represented an early phase of Krenek’s turn to a
specifically Austrian identity and nostalgia for Austria’s imperial past, represented musically
through allusions to Schubert, that would profoundly shape his music, writings and politics
throughout the 1930s.
The bulk of this chapter will investigate how this critique is expressed in the opera’s
musical and dramatic structure. Because Krenek’s critique came from a centrist-conservative
(but at this point, not party-specific) perspective, it provides an alternate view to the leftist
orientation of Weill and his collaborators Brecht and Neher, whose political inclinations in
relationship to their work have been well documented. This chapter will also consider the
reception of Leben des Orest, in which competing ideas about Zeitoper, many of them different
from the composer’s, came to the fore. While critics debated whether the ways that Orest
diverged from earlier Zeitoper represented progress or regression in modern opera, production
teams often interpreted the work as if it were an early Zeitoper, staging it so as to explicitly tie
the opera’s narrative to modern times. In doing so, the political potential of Krenek’s social
critique was also necessarily heightened, drawing the work directly into the turbulent political
discourse of Germany in the early 1930s.135
***
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Krenek was living in Austria at the time, and as we will see, Austria and Austrian-ness were very important
themes for him in the work. In the period, however, the work was only staged in Germany, so its reception took
place within Germany-focused discourse.
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After the astronomical success of Jonny spielt auf, critics, audiences, and producers were
all waiting with baited breath for Ernst Krenek’s next opera. His three one-act operas of 1929,
Der Diktator, Das geheime Königreich, and Schwergewicht, had been well received, but hardly
the next ‘big thing.’136 The ‘big thing’ came in 1930 with Leben des Orest. And big it was: The
opera clocked in at four and a half hours, and called for a full orchestra enlarged by piano, banjo,
accordion, expanded percussion, and a massive chorus. Its subtitle, “Grand Opera in 5 Acts (8
Scenes),” was a fitting and deliberate reference to the massive spectacle-operas of Meyerbeer,
Auber, and Halévy.137 While Orest fell short of Jonny’s blockbuster status, it was nevertheless
another major success for Krenek. It was produced by thirteen German opera houses in the
approximately two years between its premiere and the Nazi seizure of power, which effectively
ended the performance of any of Krenek’s works in Germany.138 Several opera houses even
produced the work in multiple seasons.
Leben des Orest announced its divergence from the expectations of surface-topical
Zeitoper already in its title. It is set in ancient Greece, and the libretto, which Krenek wrote
himself, adapts multiple ancient Greek sources on the life of Orestes and his family into a single
story. Krenek preserved the general outline of the saga, but intervened freely to focus the diverse
source stories into a single narrative and create a happy ending. He also attempted to modernize
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C.f. Karl Holl, “Leben des Orest. Die neue Oper von Ernst Krenek,” Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung (20 Jan.
1930); “Die drei Einakter ... konnten da nur als Zwischenlösung, nur als weiteres Versprechen gelten. Die
musikalische und vor allem die theatralische Welt erwartete den ‘großen’ Wurf.” These three one-act operas play
virtually no role in this chapter, while Jonny spielt auf is repeatedly drawn on as a comparison with Orest. This is
not to deny the value or importance of these works in Krenek’s oeuvre or development, but rather reflects their
relatively small impact on the discourse of Zeitoper and Krenek’s relatively few public remarks about them.
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Cf. John Gabriel, “Ernst Krenek’s Leben des Orest and the Idea of a Meyerbeer Renaissance,” in Meyerbeer
and Grand opéra from the July Monarchy to the Present, ed. Mark Everist (Turnhout: Brepols, Forthcoming).
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On Krenek’s somewhat unusual position among modernist composers in the Third Reich (he was not Jewish and
an Austrian citizen), see Michael Kater, The Twisted Muse: Musicians and their Music in the Third Reich, 125-27
(New York: Oxford University Press, 1997).
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the characters’ motivations and provide rational explanations for some of the ‘divine’
interventions in the source material.139
Krenek’s version begins with Agamemnon’s desire to lead the Greek people in the Trojan
War. The Greek people are reluctant, knowing that they will bear the brunt of the suffering. To
prove that he, too, is willing to suffer losses, Agamemnon (at the secret urging of his advisor
Aegisth) declares his intention to sacrifice his son, Orest. Agamemnon’s wife, Clytemnestra,
foils this plan by secretly sending Orest away, accompanied by his nanny, Anastasia. When
Orest cannot be found, Agamemnon decides to sacrifice his daughter Iphigenie instead.140 This
sacrifice is foiled by seemingly divine intervention, and Iphigenie is whisked away to the Land
of the North.141 Meanwhile, Orest and Anastasia arrive in Athens during the annual fair. In the
excitement, Orest is separated from his guardian and forced to join a group of traveling
entertainers.
Ten years pass, and Agamemnon returns to Mycenae with his army from the Trojan War.
Despite their victory, he and his soldiers are emotionally broken. In the meantime, Aegisth, who
has ruled in Agamemnon’s stead, has become both Clytemnestra’s lover and a beloved,
benevolent leader. The people fear Agamemnon’s return means a return to his tyranny, and
Aegisth and Clytemnestra fear he will discover their affair. Only Elektra is happy at his return.
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Krenek describes the world as “de-godded (seemingly de-godded!).” Ernst Krenek. “Der ‘entlarvte’ Orest,”
Frankfurter Zeitung (22 Mar. 1930); “Ich wollte im Leben des Orest die Unbeirrbarkeit und Sicherheit des
begnadeten Menschen, auch in schlimmster Wirrnis und entgötterter (scheinbar entgötterter!) Welt, zeigen.” Krenek
shows the audience how explicable (or human magic) actions explain events that are attributed by the characters to
the gods, but he leaves open some sort of divine power behind these explicable events. Krenek’s use of the term
“entgöttert” was likely influenced by music critic Adolf Weissmann’s 1928 book, Die Entgötterung der Musik,
which focused on topical topics like sports and machines.
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In the original sources, Orest was never intended for sacrifice. Agamemnon intended to sacrifice Iphigenia from
the start to ensure good winds for his army’s sea journey to Troy. The character of Anastasia is also an invention of
Krenek’s.
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The libretto leaves this event’s cause ambiguous. It seems both the result of divine intervention and the magical
experiments of King Thoas.
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Aegisth arranges for her to serve her father poisoned wine and then has her imprisoned for
Agamemnon’s murder. Agamemnon’s funeral is a great celebration, and at just this moment,
Orest returns home. When he discovers what has happened, he kills his mother and Aegisth, and
claims the crown for himself. In her dying words, Clytemnestra curses her son. The people,
fearing a return to his father’s tyranny, drive him out and brutally murder Elektra.
Orest flees to the ends of the world, tormented by his guilt, where he discovers his sister
Iphigenia living in the “Land of the North” with King Thoas and his daughter Thamar. The four
characters quickly become two romantic couples.142 Thoas offers to let Orest remain in the Land
of the North, but Orest declares that the only way he can find peace is to return to Greece and
seek judgment before the Aeropage in Athens. All four characters travel to Athens, where Orest
is also reunited with Anastasia. Orest’s trial becomes deadlocked. Twelve judges vote using
white (for innocent) and black (for guilty) balls, and the vote is tied six-six. During the vote, a
child finds a white ball under a statue of Athena, the same ball that played a role in Orest
becoming separated from Anastasia and that Anastasia the left as an offering to the goddess
Athena ten years before. While playing with it, the child accidentally throws the white ball in
with the twelve balls of the judges. This is taken as a divine sign, Orest is declared innocent, and
the opera ends with a celebratory chorus.

From the Roaring Twenties to a Roaring Arcadia
The ancient Greek setting of Leben des Orest placed it at the front lines of the debate
between surface and structural topicality in Zeitoper. For critics and audience members who had
enjoyed the surface topicality of Jonny spielt auf, the setting of Orest was baffling. As one critic
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The character of Thamar and the romantic couplings are an invention of Krenek’s.
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of the Leipzig premiere wrote, “After Krenek himself elevated topicality of the plot to a principle
in his own stage works, now Orest leads us back to the most ancient antiquity.”143 Krenek
responded to this confusion by expanding an argument he had consistently made since the
premiere of Jonny: that the surface topicality of Jonny spielt auf had been a mere side effect of
its structural topicality. Leben des Orest, Krenek explained, embodied this same structural
topicality.144
Inevitably, Krenek also had to address why Orest, based on ancient Greek plays, could
still be conceived as topical. His answer to this question holds the key to his transition from early
to late Zeitoper. Krenek’s loss of optimism about modernity led him from thinking about opera
as an uncritical representation of society to a critical commentary on it. He nevertheless
remained committed to an understanding of accessibility that valued naive experience over ironic
detachment. The acerbic representations of the present-day pursued by Weill and Brecht, for
example, were therefore out of the question. Instead, Krenek used the ancient setting of Orest as
both an idealized model for modern society and a comfortably abstract allegory of its
shortcomings, and his use of structural topicality took the work out of the “classic” or “neoclassic” typical of operas on ancient themes and into the present day.
Krenek’s main concern in his writings about Orest was to emphasize the consistency of
his ideas since Jonny spielt auf. As a result, he downplayed the evolution of his ideas about
opera, society, and their relationship to one another. But during these years Krenek wrote
143

J.A. Schumann, “Die Oper der Krise. Zur Leipziger Uraufführung von Kreneks Leben des Orest,” Neue Leipziger
Zeitung (21 Jan. 1930); “Nachdem die ‘Richtungen’ der modernen Kunst und Kunstkritik seit Jahren bewiesen zu
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Krenek, “Von Jonny zu Orest,” originally published Leipziger Neueste Nachrichten (11 Jan. 1930), reprinted in
Ernst Krenek, Zur Sprache gebracht: Essays über Musik, ed. Friedrich Saathen (Munich: Albert Langen, 1958), 7678.
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extensively for newspapers as well as for specialist periodicals. Taken together, Krenek’s
writings from this period reveal a network of interrelated ideas about music and society that
shaped his musical output and his transition from early to late Zeitoper.
The critical reception of Orest points to a number of ways the opera continued to develop
elements of Zeitoper’s topicality, or the ways that Krenek made antiquity relevant and
appealing.145 Numerous critics saw in Krenek’s ancient subject matter and use of a chorus to
introduce and comment on each scene a nod to Stravinsky’s opera-oratorio Oedipus Rex, which
critics who supported the Neue Sachlichkeit also held up as a model for creating topical music
theater.146 Some critics also connected the use of chorus specifically to Weill’s Zeitoper, Der Zar
lässt sich fotografieren.147 Another common trope was the opera’s film-like dramaturgy, an
analogy that could be pushed to compare the chorus to a silent film’s intertitles.148 These
comparisons are quite fitting and open angles to explore topicality in Orest. In this chapter,
however, I will focus primarily on Krenek’s own understanding of those elements that made an
opera topical and on his intentions in Orest.
***
Leben des Orest was premiered in Leipzig on January 19, 1930. A week before, Krenek
published an article outlining his journey “From Jonny to Orest” in the daily newspaper
Leipziger Neueste Nachrichten. His first topic was to reiterate his by this time well-established
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C.f. Schrenk, “Kreneks Leben des Orest. Staatsoper am Platz der Republik,” Deutsche Allgemeine Zeitung (5
Mar. 1930); “It is a brave attempt to aktuell-ize the saga of Orest.” (“Es ist ein kühner Versuch, den Sagenkreis um
Orest zu ‘aktualisieren.’”)
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C.f. Karl Schönewolf, “Kreneks Orestie in Leipzig,” Dresdner Neueste Nachrichten (21 Jan. 1930).
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C.f. No Author, “Leben des Orest. Große Oper in 5 Akten (8 Bildern) von Ernst Krenek. Westdeutsche
Erstaufführung in Duisburger Stadttheater,” Duisburger Hamborner Anzeiger (28 Apr. 1930). Schönewolf, above,
was one of several critics who similarly compared Orest to the Dreigroschenoper.
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C.f. Karl Holl. “Leben des Orest. Die neue Oper von Ernst Krenek,” Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung (20 Jan.
1930).
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argument against interpretations that prioritized the topicality of Jonny spielt auf.149 For him,
topical elements like present-day settings and characters or telephones, radios, and automobiles
were merely props [Requisiten] necessitated by the plot and therefore secondary concerns.150
Elsewhere, Krenek had even argued that jazz was just another prop in Jonny spielt auf. The
character Jonny was an African American jazz musician, and therefore the music associated with
him was either jazz or jazz-influenced.151
Krenek sought to supplant the popular focus on surface topicality with his own ideas
about structural topicality. One of his most concise definitions of topicality appeared in an article
titled “Opera Experience” that he wrote while completing Leben des Orest. Originally published
in the trade journal Anbruch, this article was later digested in the programs of several
productions of Orest.152 In it, he again used the prop argument to claim that “the question that is
so frequently aired today about the ‘topicality’ of the modern opera story [is] irrelevant.”153 What
mattered instead, Krenek argued, was that “the external motivations and means have to be topical
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That Krenek still needed to repeat this argument, however, demonstrates how pervasive the idea of topicality was
in the opera’s reception.
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Krenek, “Von Jonny zu Orest,” 33; “Ich brauche wohl heute nicht mehr darauf hinzuweisen, dass die technischen
‘Wunder’ im Jonny wahrhaftig keine Wunder sind, sondern lediglich Gegenstände unseres normalsten Alltags
(Telefon, Lautsprecher, Lokomotive) und als solche nicht weiter als Requisiten, die zur Förderung einer Handlung,
die dem Alltag der Gegenwart entwächst, notwendig sind. Nirgends treten sie als Eigenwerte oder Symbole in
Erscheinung, sondern nur als Vehikel einer dramatischen Aktion, die sie freilich aus inneren und äußeren Gründen
nicht entbehren kann.”
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Krenek, “Jonny spielt auf,” lecture given at the Kulturbund in Vienna, January 1928, reproduced in Krenek, Im
Zweifelsfalle: Aufsätze über Musik, (Vienna: Europaverlag, 1984), 29; “Die Jazzelemente sind also zunächst nur auf
Grund der dramaturgischen Erfordernisse des Buches in das Werk eingeführt, etwa so wie die Walzerelemente im
Rosenkavalier.”
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Ernst Krenek, “Opernerfahrung,” originally published Anbruch (Jun. 1929), reprinted in Zur Sprache gebracht:
58; “Damit wird auch die heute so gern ventilierte Frage nach der “Aktualität” des zeitgemäßen Opernstoffes
irrelevant, da sein innerster Wesenskern, eben seine Leidenschaftlichkeit, etwas von der Zeit Unberührbares ist,
während die äußeren Anlässe und Vehikel vor allem für den Schöpfer aktuell zu sein haben im Sinne der
Unmittelbarkeit der Begegnung, auf die es allein ankommt.”
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[aktuell] for the creator.”154 In other words: in the inspirations drawn from the modern world
(“external motivations”) and in the musical materials and narrative structures used (“means”).155
This dual nature of topicality was critical to Krenek’s evolution. His loss of optimism
was reflected in his “external motivations,” which in turn affected his “means.” Krenek took a
dialectical view of the world around him, and over the late 1920s, he gradually clarified his
language into a single driving opposition of the Spiritual [das Geistige, but sometimes also
Spirituelle] and the Vital. In line with mainstream discourse of the time, Krenek associated the
Vital with both modernization and the primitive. The Spiritual, on the other hand, referred to an
idealized set of traditions and values associated with the nineteenth century German tradition of
Bildung, like aesthetic appreciation, critical thought, and value judgments.
In Jonny spielt auf, Krenek optimistically viewed modernity and modernization as a
much needed infusion of the Vital into Central European society, which had become mired in the
Spiritual. The work ends with the character Max, who embodies the Spiritual, choosing to
embrace the Vital, represented by the character Jonny. How the synthesis of Vital and Spiritual
works remains unresolved: Max and his love, Anita, board a train, but we never see them arrive
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Krenek, “Opernerfahrung,” 58: “Damit wird auch die heute so gern ventilierte Frage nach der “Aktualität” des
zeitgemäßen Opernstoffes irrelevant, da sein innerster Wesenskern, eben seine Leidenschaftlichkeit, etwas von der
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potential to go against both his intentions and his understanding of structural topicality.
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at their destination.156 Looking back in a newspaper article from 1930, Krenek wrote that this
was “because at the time that I wrote it, I did not know.”157
I argue that this is symptomatic of Krenek’s optimism in the mid 1920s. He did not need
to imagine how a synthesis of the Spiritual and Vital would work, because he optimistically
assumed that as modernization continued, society would naturally integrate the Vital into the
Spiritual and achieve a synthesis. Thus, in a lecture he delivered introducing Jonny spielt auf in
Vienna, Krenek could claim his intention in Jonny had been “to represent the world, as I see it,
as it is, without political agenda [Tendenz], without criticism, without moral.”158 Krenek’s
supposedly apolitical opera was in fact an optimistic endorsement of the status quo, bringing to
mind the famous quip of Krenek’s contemporary, Bertolt Brecht, that supposedly apolitical
theater actually “taught [audiences] to see the world as the ruling classes wanted it to be seen.”159
As the 1920s waned, Krenek’s optimism faded as he watched modernization take a
different path.160 Instead of rejuvenating the Spiritual, the Vital was sweeping it away. As his
outlook soured, he was no longer content to merely “represent the world” in his operas. In an
interview published in the Leipziger Abendpost after the premiere of Leben des Orest, Krenek
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In the 1927 article on his intentions in Jonny spielt auf, Krenek wrote about this ending: “the question mark
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was quoted saying that he wanted “to contribute to the resolution of contemporary cultural
problems,” and describing the work’s perspective on modern life as “critical and cautionary.”161
Influenced in part by his disappointment in the reception of Leben des Orest (to which we will
return later), Krenek argued in a 1932 newspaper article “that an apolitical or politically
neutralized, indifferent art is impossible.”162
Leben des Orest exposed the flaws of an excess of the Vital, both for the individual and
for society. In the reality of the late 1920s, Krenek believed the lost values and traditions
associated with the Spiritual needed to be rediscovered, but again, he did not advocate a return to
the overly Spiritual. Instead, he advocated a synthesis, between the two, a reactionary turn
common in the cultural discourse of the time. In Krenek’s narrative “From Jonny to Orest,”
Leben des Orest picks up where Jonny spielt auf left off. Orest is a “bridge from Jonny to
Max,”163 whose journey mirrors Krenek’s social critique, taking him from the purely Vital, “his
awful murder,” to a new unity of Vital and Spiritual, “his acceptance into the pure circle of
spiritual humanity.”164 Krenek went on to explain that representing this bridge necessitated the
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ancient setting: “In the present-day, I see, for the time being, more chasms than bridges, and in
order to show the bridge, I therefore had to leave the present-day.”165
For Krenek, the appeal of an ancient setting was not only that it allowed him to represent
a synthesis of the Vital and Spiritual, but also how it allowed him to do so.166 In addition to
structural topicality, Krenek also believed in the importance of naivety in opera, both in the work
itself and in the attitude of the audience. For Krenek, naivety ruled out irony or parody. His
treatment of the material was, as he wrote in an introduction to the work in Anbruch, a “naive
realism.”167 In a newspaper article clarifying his intentions in Leben des Orest a few weeks after
its premiere, Krenek wrote that he was “perplexed … that some parts of Leben des Orest could
be understood as parodic,” and he bemoaned the inability of audiences “to view a work …
naively.”168 Like his frustration with audiences’ obsession with topical “props,” this had needled
Krenek since Jonny spielt auf. Introducing the earlier opera in Vienna, Krenek clarified that “one
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can not misunderstand me more decisively as when one says that one saw the entire drama
around Max ‘ironically.’”169
The ancient setting allowed Krenek to express his “critical and cautionary” message
about modern life while remaining true to his belief that modern opera needed to be naive.
Unlike the modern-day settings of Brecht and Weill’s collaborations from this time that were
intended to shock and shame bourgeois audiences, Krenek’s ancient Greece could alternate
between an idealized model for modern society and a comfortably abstract allegory of its
perceived flaws.170 Additionally, Krenek had not yet attached himself to any concrete partypolitical agenda, and the ancient setting allowed the opera’s social critique to remain similarly
unattached.171
Krenek’s concern with naivety can be understood as part of his broader understanding of
the accessibility of his work. Like topicality, accessibility was a major concern of composers
associated with the Neue Sachlichkeit in music. These two categories were frequently linked in
the discourse of the time. For many observers, Zeitoper’s topicality was central to its
accessibility and, by extension, its popularity. This made the setting of Leben des Orest even
more confounding. In his memoirs, Krenek recounts that Hans Heinsheimer, who was
169
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responsible for opera at Krenek’s publisher, Universal Edition, first responded to Krenek’s idea
for Orest by asking: “Who the devil cares about Agamemnon?”172 Krenek dismissed
Heinsheimer’s concern for surface topicality, and Krenek’s confidence in the ancient setting was
rooted in his belief that his opera’s structural topicality would guarantee its accessibility and thus
pave the way for its popular success.
For Krenek, the link between (structural) topicality and accessibility was not just naivety,
but also the closely related concept of immediacy. In his article “Opera Experience,” cited above,
Krenek linked topicality with “the immediacy of the experience.”173 Krenek’s concern with
immediacy was a continuation of the goal of early Zeitoper to craft modern stories that appealed
to modern audiences, and it informed how Krenek changed and adapted his source material in
Leben des Orest. In his Viennese lecture on Jonny spielt auf, Krenek had argued that ancient
mythology was a difficult source for modern composers. Composers in the eighteenth century
could expect their “primarily aristocratic opera audiences” to be familiar with ancient
mythology. In the present, however, “everything mythological … is an educational experience
[Bildungserlebnis], hardly understandable without commentary.”174 In this light, we can
understand many of Krenek’s interventions in the plot of the Orest saga in order to make the
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ancient material “understandable without commentary” (or with minimal commentary by the
choir) as elements of the work’s structural topicality.
This began already with Krenek’s decision to combine the entire Orestes saga into a
single work. All of the opera’s events are explained within the storyline of the opera, and no
knowledge of other myths or ancient plays is required.175 Getting through all of this action in a
single evening required a rapid pace (and even then, the original version lasted four and half
hours). This accorded well with other modernizing aspects associated with the plots of classic
Zeitoper: what was frequently referred to as their “film-like” organization, driven by action and
dialogue, with few moments devoted to extended emotional reflection, and with many
(relatively) short scenes as opposed to long acts.176
Other modifications were also primarily motivated by the desire to make the story more
immediately understandable to modern audiences. First, Krenek sought to modernize the
motivations of the characters. As Krenek described in a postwar essay, their “mythological
motivations … were interpreted in light of modern psychology.”177 This did not, however, mean
a return to Wagnerian or Expressionist psychologism; rather, he removed motivations that would
require explanation to a modern audience, like ancient honor codes. Furthermore, characters’
psychology is developed only in so far as it molds them into a ‘type.’ As Krenek argued in an
essay for the trade journal Anbruch outlining his views about modern opera written shortly after
completing Jonny spielt auf, “no one is interested anymore to any great degree in the subtle
175
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motivations of an interesting single case, but rather to represent the typical and general through a
single case.”178 Agamemnon, for example, is a power hungry tyrant who in the desolation left
after the war sees the emptiness of his quest for power.
The ancient setting also allowed music to play a more sophisticated role than it had in
Jonny spielt auf. In his memoirs, Krenek described his approach to music during the period he
composed both Jonny and Orest in language that closely mirrors his ideas about the synthesis of
the Spiritual and the Vital. He sought “to rejuvenate the old [musical] vocabulary, and to give it
back its old vitality and novelty through a new, original experience.”179 Jazz and romantic idioms
mapped more or less directly onto the Vital and Spiritual, respectively, and jazz was one way to
revitalize the early romantic idiom Krenek valued.180 Krenek’s effort in both operas to blend
elements of jazz and early nineteenth-century German music, parallels the evolving role of jazz
in Weill’s late-Weimar operas; for both composers, jazz became less a separate idiom to be cited
and more a set of techniques and musical elements that they sought to integrate into their overall
musical style.181
Accessibility remained a key motivation for Krenek. Shortly after completing Jonny
spielt auf, Krenek wrote an article for Anbruch outlining his views about modern opera. In it,
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Krenek linked his argument about apolitical opera with his ideas about accessibility, arguing that
“the theater is not an institution for the propagation of any kind of ideology, be it moral or
political or least of all, music-specialist.”182 Here we come up on the core relation between
Krenek’s ideas about accessibility and the non-specialist audience, and Grosch’s idea of
mediality in Zeitoper. Writing specifically on Leben des Orest, Grosch argued that because Orest
was intended to have “a very direct effect on a not-necessarily-specialist audience, it is not by
accident that it eschews … organic, homogenous organization as the primary criteria of musical
style in favor of a more open, heterogeneous quality.”183 That is, because Krenek was aiming to
be understood by a broad audience, he drew on a diverse range of musical styles, seeking to draw
on the associations audience members would have with each one. But as Matthias Schmidt has
noted, Krenek’s naïve approach to the musical idioms he drew on differed from the ironic
approach of other composers associated with the Neue Sachlichkeit, like Hindemith.184
Because these idioms were no longer ‘props’ of certain characters or locales in Orest,
Krenek could use them for a more nuanced exploration of the oppositions and intersections of
the Vital and Spiritual. In Orest, neither Vital nor Spiritual is characterized as entirely positive or
entirely negative. Depending on the needs of the scene, different musical idioms come to the
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fore. Many critics lambasted Leben des Orest for a perceived lack of stylistic unity.185 This
eclecticism, however, was a key discursive link between the stage action and Krenek’s social
critique.186 Peter Tregear calls this effect in Jonny “musical montage, and Wolfgang Rogge
connects Orest to the montage effects of Zeitoper with the term “Colportage” [Kolportage], a
description that has been picked up by modern scholars but is used only rarely in the discourse of
the time.187
The relationship of Leben des Orest’s setting and Krenek’s social thought can be seen in
the compositional history of the work. When Krenek began thinking about what would
eventually become Leben des Orest in late summer 1927, his first ideas involved transporting the
action of the ancient saga into the contemporary world. Iphigenia would be magically transported
to modern America, where she becomes a fashion model. Orest would also eventually come to
America in his years of wandering and become a dishwasher and gas station attendant. A bra
advertisement featuring Iphigenia would be the vehicle of their reunion, and they would live
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happily ever after in the United States.188 As in Jonny, jazz would be used as a prop, this time as
a kind of couleur locale for the scenes set in America.189
When he began serious work on the opera in 1928, Krenek quickly abandoned this idea.
In addition to his “bridge” argument cited above, Krenek also explained this move as an attempt
to preempt the public fixation on modern “props” that had plagued Jonny.190 I argue that Krenek
must have also found it impossible to reconcile the journey to present-day America with his
reconfigured view of the Vital and Spiritual in modern society. An excess of the Vital was now
the starting point, and his source material meant the starting point had to be Greece. Orest’s
journey needed to take him to the Spiritual, which present-day America could not embody.
Orest’s destination thus became the “Land of the North.” Musically, the opera had to be
reorganized as well. Jazz as the sound of the Vital could no longer be a “prop” of a present-day
American setting, but instead had to be tied to ancient Greece. This meant that jazz could no
longer appear in the opera diegetically or as couleur locale.
Krenek’s desire to explicitly portray a synthesis of the Vital and Spiritual further
complicated these binaries. Krenek believed this synthesis was achievable in the present-day real
world. Therefore in the opera, the synthesis is found in Greece and not some third location (as in
Jonny which ends in a train station with Max departing for an America we will never see). Just
as Greece models present-day society’s excess of the Vital in the early acts of the opera, so too
does it model the synthesis present-day society Krenek hopes modern society will find in the
188
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final act. Hope, here, is a key word, for Krenek’s synthesis is not nearly as well articulated in the
opera as he claimed. This is typical of Krenek throughout this period. In his writings, Krenek
often claimed his proposed solutions to modern society’s problems were concrete, but in reality,
they rarely ventured out of the facile and abstract.191 Leben des Orest’s setting allowed Krenek to
continue this conceit. Ancient Greece models the synthesis of Vital and Spiritual in an allegorical
realm, so that Krenek does not have to show how it would look in a world of radios, airplanes,
and train stations – the very conundrum he couldn’t solve at the end of Jonny spielt auf.
The ancient setting and socially critical allegory removed Leben des Orest from a
definition of Zeitoper based on surface topicality. Nor did these elements automatically
guarantee that the work would conform to a definition of Zeitoper based on structural topicality.
The following sections will demonstrate how Krenek realized his ideas about structural topicality
in the work, and how the work thus embodies Zeitoper as Krenek understood it. As we saw
above, there were two sides to structural topicality for Krenek: motivations and means. In this
case, Krenek’s motivation was his socially critical message about the Vital and Spiritual. The
second was in the means used to express that message, and his means were the ways he deployed
music and narrative structure to realize his socially critical message.
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Vitality and Jazz between Primitive and Modern
Krenek’s treatment of the Vital and Spiritual in Leben des Orest loosely mapped on to a
Nietzschean North/South dichotomy he used to construct the opera’s symbolic geography.192 The
North is cold, rational, and detached from real-life, while the South is warm, emotional, and lives
in the moment.193 The opera opens with a choral paean to Greece as the “Land of the South,” and
this label is repeated throughout the opera. Meanwhile, Iphigenia is whisked away to an
otherwise unnamed “Land of the North,” where Orest is eventually shipwrecked and reunited
with her.194 In one of his changes to the original source material, Krenek relocates this “Land of
the North” much further north than the Tauris/Scythia of the original saga, calling for a wintery
setting of ice and darkness.195
In the symbolic scheme of Leben des Orest, the Vital is expressed by the people of
ancient Greece and their way of life, and the most recognizably jazz-influenced music occurs in
scenes that bring this vitality to the fore. In Krenek’s social critique, the Vital was linked to
modernity and modernization. When Krenek described his ideas about how to modernize society
and music, he used language like “revitalize” or “rejuvenate,” but when he described the actual
modernization he was witnessing around him, he used metaphors of deadening and numbing. In
Leben des Orest, the ancient Greeks embodied both sides of this divide. On the one hand, their
192

This is similar to the geographic dichotomy of Europe/America in Jonny spielt auf. In Jonny, however, we never
see the characters in America and the actually-existing references (Europe and America) precluded some of the
symbolic slippage of Orest that will be discussed below.
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The Vital/Spiritual dichotomy maps onto a dichotomy of nearness to life and farness to life. This second
dichotomy is used by several scholars to understand the opera, including Wolfgang Rogge. Rogge, 84.
194

Krenek described his idea of the South as “all light, under the free sky, colorful, loud, distinguished, decisive,
even garish and violent,” while the North was characterized by “clouds, innuendo, interiority, dim colors, and brown
twilight.” Krenek, “Leben des Orest.” Anbruch 12/1 (Jan. 1930): 3; “…alles hell, unter freiem Himmel, farbig, laut,
profiliert, entschieden, ja grell und heftig, so herrscht im Nordland Nebel, Andeutung, Interieur, schummerige
Farben, braune Dämmerung, …”
195

Tauris was on the Crimean Peninsula, technically north of Greece, but hardly the snowy climate of the “Land of
the North.”
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way of life embodies the Vital qualities that Krenek hoped modernization could bring to
contemporary society. On the other hand, a surplus of the Vital drives many of the tragic and
violent events in the opera, and the way these events unfold incorporates key elements of
Krenek’s critique of modern society.
By locating the Vital in ancient Greece, Krenek was drawing on the dual nature of the
Vital as both primitive and modern. Krenek’s formulation was largely a direct adoption of the
common association of modernization with both a move into the future as well as the return of
certain qualities associated with the primitive. Jazz was an ideal signifier for modernity’s dual
nature. As the product of African Americans, it was linked to the primitive via colonialist ideas
about Africa and ideas about African American culture largely drawn from American
minstrelsy.196 At the same time, it was also connected to ideas about urban America, with all the
most modern fashions, technology, and values.
Krenek had helped shape this discourse with the African American character of Jonny in
Jonny spielt auf. His characterization reinforced the association of African Americans with racist
tropes about supposedly primitive people and cultures: he is highly sexualized, speaks an errorridden blend of English, German, and French, and sings of his rural home on Swannee River in
Alabama.197 Krenek’s statements about the opera, however, describe Jonny as “part of the
196

We will explore jazz’s racial and class associations in more detail in Chapter 4, when we examine how Hanns
Eisler played on these nuances. Here, Krenek is painting with much broader strokes. For a basis of Weimar German
perceptions of race and jazz, see J. Bradford Robinson, “Jazz Reception in Weimar Germany: In Search of a
Shimmy Figure,” in Music and performance during the Weimar Republic, ed. Bryan Gilliam (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1994), especially 116: “Jazz, for Weimar Germany, was a white dance music based on
but entirely superseding some colorful black musical traditions.” The enduring image in Germany of the minstrel
and its influence on portrayals of jazz musicians has been investigated at some length in connection with Krenek’s
portrayal of Jonny. C.f. Jonathan Wipplinger, “Performing race in Ernst Krenek's Jonny spielt auf,” in Blackness in
opera: How race and blackness play out in opera, edited by Naomi André, et. al. (Urbana: University of Illinois
Press, 2012).
197

N.B. The fact that the Suwannee River runs through Florida and Georgia, but not Alabama is an excellent
example both of the unimportance of basic fact to the primitivist imagination and of the basis of Krenek’s portrayal
of America in this imagination.
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technical mechanical side of the world.” As Krenek explains, Jonny “reacts just as easily,
joyfully, exactly, and amorally as a well constructed machine.”198 A machine can only function
the way it was built and has no capacity to think, reflect, or evolve.199 Jonny-as-machine is a kind
of organic machine whose actions are similarly determined by instinct, basic biological need
(like his sex drive), or other “practical necessities” of life that Krenek associated with the
Vital.200
In Leben des Orest, the Greeks embodied the primitive qualities of the Vital. Krenek
cited the influence of Johann Jakob Bachofen’s writings on his portrayal of ancient Greek
society.201 In the late 19th century, Bachofen proposed a theory of social development in which
primitive societies are based on matriarchal power structures and civilized societies are based on
patriarchal power structures. For him, the transition from matriarchy to patriarchy marks the key
step from primitive to civilized society, and he read the Orest saga as a representation of this
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Krenek, “Von Jonny zu Orest,” 33: “Jonny ist in diesem Sinn geradezu ein Teil der technisch-mechanischen
Weltseite, er reagiert ebenso leicht, erfreulich, exakt und amoralisch wie eine dieser wohlkonstruierten Maschinen.”
199

Jonny spielt auf and the character Jonny are perhaps best known today as the target of racist attacks by the Nazis,
which sometimes leads one to forget how racist the work and the character of Jonny are themselves.
200

In an interview promoting Orest before the premiere, Krenek described the opera as an exploration of “the
fundamental problem of the tension between the spiritual and purely vital, technical-practical necessities and
questions of life today.” E.L., “Gespräch mit Krenek,” 9; “…das wesentliche Problem der Spannung zwischen den
geistigen und rein vitalen, technisch praktischen Bedürfnissen und Fragen des Lebens von heute.” See also,
Tregear’s reading of Jonny and the ancient Greeks through idea of the Ur-mensch. Tregear, Ernst Krenek and the
Politics of Musical Style, 59-60.
201

In his article introducing the work in 1930 in Anbruch, however, Krenek clarifies his nuanced approach to
Bachofen’s interpretation of the Orest material. He calls it “wonderful and convincing” (“großartig und
überzeugend”) especially the idea about the transition from “the primitive original position of matriarchy to the
higher, civilized level of patriarchy,” but he specifies that this is only the intellectual background, not the driving
symbolism of the opera. (Ernst Krenek, “Leben des Orest,” Anbruch 12/1 (Jan. 1930): 2: “… für ihn ist sie der
Ausdruck des Überganges der griechischen Kultur aus dem primitiven Urzustand des Mutterrechtes zu dem einer
höheren Stufe angehörigen, zivilisierten des Vaterrechtes.”) Krenek reiterated this influence with less nuance in his
post-war memoirs (In Atem der Zeit, 692; “Circling my Horizon,” in Horizons Circled: Reflections on my Music, ed.
Ernst Krenek (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1974), 42). Peter Tregear speculates that Krenek came to
know Bachofen’s work via the publication of some key selections of it under the title Urreligion und antike Symbole
in 1926 (Tregear, Ernst Krenek and the Politics of Musical Style, 62).
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transition in ancient Greek society.202 Mirroring Bachofen, Krenek described Orest on a journey
of discovery that takes him from the “his awful murder,” i.e. Bachofen’s overthrow of the
primitive matriarchy, to “his acceptance into the pure circle of spiritual humanity,”203 i.e.
Bachofen’s achievement of civilized patriarchy. Notably, a certain F.L., writing about the
Mannheim production of Orest, credited Bachofen’s influence with giving Krenek special insight
into the “wild side” (“die wilde Seite”) of ancient Greece.204
***
The positive side of the Vital, its potential for revitalization, is most directly revealed in
the third scene of the opera, the Athenian fair (Jahrmarkt). Fairs have long been popular in
opera, but for the avant-garde of the 1920s, the fair was a particularly meaningful reference point
alongside the circus and the revue show. Such venues shared a degree of popularity, immediacy,
variety, and improvisation, as well as irreverence for and subversion of convention and authority
that appealed to a modern artists across a wide range of movements fed up with the
Kunstreligion and l’art pour l’art of the long nineteenth century, and the Neue Sachlichkeit was
no exception.205 Here, the Vital in ancient Greek civilization is expressed by its entertainment,
which embodies key elements of Krenek’s ideas about how to revitalize and reform modern
202

Bachofen published extensively, but his first complete articulation of this theory came in 1861 with Das
Mutterrecht: eine Untersuchung über die Gynokratie der alten Welt nach ihrer religiösen und rechtlichen Natur.
203

Krenek, “Von Jonny zu Orest,” 34; “Seine wüste Mordtat an der Mutter und an Ägisth, der dumpfen und
inhumanen Niederung der Blutrache entstammend, war der Ausgangspunkt, seine Freisprechung durch die Gnade
des Himmels und damit seine Aufnahme in den reineren Kreis geistiger Humanität der Endpunkt der Entwicklung.”
204

F. L. “Zu der heutigen Première im Nationaltheater. Ernst Krenek und sein Leben des Orest,”
Kunst/Wissen/Leben: Beilage der “Volksstimme,” Mannheim 313 (19 Nov. 1931).
205

This was especially the case for the visual artists who laid the foundations for the Neue Sachlichkeit (see below
for references to the idea of the fair in early cinema and its relevance here). Within the context of music, Carl
Dahlhaus has emphasized the importance of the fair and circus for proponents of functional art and functional music,
i.e. proponents of the Neue Sachlichkeit. Carl Dahlhaus, “Musikalischer Funktionalismus,” in: Carl Dahlhaus:
Schönberg und andere (Mainz: Schott 1978), 66-67. Juliane Vogel has connected the fair scene in Leben des Orest
to the interest in fairs and similar entertainments amongst surrealist artists at the time. Juliane Vogel, “Gerettete
Atriden. Zu Ernst Kreneks Das Leben des Orest [sic],” 285.
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theater and opera, including an emphasis on performance, immediacy of experience, and naive
enjoyment.206
Krenek’s extensive and detailed instructions for the stage action underscored this aspect
of the fair. In addition to specific roles for prostitutes (singers) and acrobats (their leader must
sing, the rest are dancers), he calls for the chorus to fill the stage, representing “vendors of fairkitsch and toys, sword swallowers, fire breathers, and similar types.” A promotional article for
the Leipzig premiere describes a rehearsal for the Jahrmarkt, including “snake charmers, body
builders, sword swallowers, and acrobats.”207 The scene presumably includes regular fairgoers as
well. He also calls for choristers dressed as musicians, but in a telling divergence from early
Zeitoper, he did not write any onstage instrumental music.208 The choristers-cum-musicians and
the rest of the on stage actors are warned to make “no sound except those specified in the
score.”209 After the various mini-performances, Krenek calls for “some applause,” but even then
clarifies “no cheering.”210 Only the trumpet fanfare that announces the arrival of the acrobats at
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Krenek, “‘Materialbestimmtheit’ der Oper,” 25; “Das Theater … ist direkte Gestaltung des lebendigen Lebens,
sein Sinn und Zweck nichts anderes als, ganz banal gesprochen, einen Abend von hundert Mitwirkenden und
tausend Zuschauern zu füllen, zu gestalten, zu einem Erlebnis zu machen. In diesem Sinne besteht jedes
Theaterwerk aus einem vorher festgelegten Teil, Textbuch, Partitur und dergleichen, und aus einem von Mal zu Mal
neu arrangierten, fast improvisierten, der Aufführung. Die Aufführung ist in diesem Fall ein wesentliches Ingrediens
des Werkes, …” The fair’s resemblance to Krenek’s ideals about modern opera can also be seen in the ways that the
fair resembles Leben des Orest as a whole, especially the stylistic diversity, rapidly shifting scenes, and emphasis on
spectacle.
207

No Author. “Auf der Probe zu Ernst Kreneks Oper Leben des Orest. Uraufführung am 19. d. M. in der Leipziger
Oper.” Neues Wiener Journal (12 Jan. 1930); “Schlangentänzerinnen und Kraftmenschen, Schwerttänzer und
Artisten.”
208

This is the case throughout the opera, with the exception of an accordion player in Act I. The lack of on stage
instrumental music, especially in this scene were on stage instruments would have been diegetically justified and
where jazz plays such a central role, is notable given the important role that on stage jazz bands assumed in popular
definitions of Zeitoper.
209

“Chor in Bewegung auf der Bühne. Verkäufer von Jahrmarktsschund, Spielzeug, Messer- und Feuerschlucker
und ähnliche Typen. Auf der Erhöhung etwa zwei oder drei Musikanten. Kein Laut außer den in der Partitur
vorgeschriebenen.”
210

Die Menge klatscht stellenweise ein wenig Beifall. Keine Ausrufe.”
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Rehearsal 650 is on-stage.211 The rest of the music, with all its jazz inflections, is for the
audiences’ ears only. That is, it is not heard or perceived by the characters on stage. Krenek is
not suggesting that his ancient Greeks play or dance to jazz (despite what some critics
suggested); instead, jazz provides associations for the audience alone.212
Krenek’s stage directions reveal the simultaneously primitive and modern nature of the
fair’s entertainments. Krenek calls for the acrobats (i.e. ballet dancers) to put on “diverse,
primitive entertainments.”213 In the score, Krenek lays out an elaborate choreography involving a
prostitute, soldier, and vendor for how Orest is to steal money from the vendor. After describing
the action, Krenek adds, “the short pantomimic action should be played in the style of such
scenes as those in a Harold Lloyd film.”214 The Athenian fair also demonstrated theater’s
potential for political critique. After an entertainer reveals a ball throwing game that gently
mocks the Trojan War, an angered group of young men demand “is he allowed to mock our holy
war like that?” to which another group responds, “oh let us Athenians have this fun.”215

211

The full score (pg. 230) indicates the trumpet is “auf der Szene” while the piano vocal score (pg. 119) indicates
“hinter der Szene.”
212

This holds true throughout the opera, with the odd exception of an on-stage accordion player at the end of Scene
1. Perhaps because of this incongruity, some productions consigned the accordion to the pit. (Cf. Dr. K., “Ernst
Krenek: Das Leben des Orest. Erstaufführung in Mannheimer Naitonaltheater,” Mannheimer Zeitung,
Mittagsausgabe (20 Nov. 1931).)
213

“Während bedeutendere Vorführungen scheinbar vorbereitet werden, macht eine Gruppe von Equilibristen am
Rand der Erhöhung verschiedene primitive Kunststückchen vor. [Ballet.]”
214

“Der kleine pantomimische Vorgang muß in der Art verwandter Szenen etwa eines Harold-Loyd-Films [sic]
gespielt werden.” Krenek’s connection of fairground hijinks with silent film is reminiscent of Tom Gunning’s
description of early silent film as a “cinema of attractions,” in which narrative structures were subordinate to, if
present at all, a focus on spectacle, moving the viewer from one “attraction” to another, much like the experience of
roaming aimlessly through a fairground. Admittedly, however, Gunning is primarily describing films well before
Harold Lloyd’s quite narrative silent films. Gunning, “The Cinema of Attractions: Early Film, Its Spectator and the
Avant-Garde,” Wide Angle 8/3-4 (Fall 1986): 63-70. Once again, for a more detailed consideration of filmic formal
structures in Zeitoper, see Alexandra Monchick, Silent opera: the manifestations of film in opera during the Weimar
Republic (PhD dissertation, Harvard University, 2010).
215

“Ist’s erlaubt, so zu spotten unsres heiligen Krieges?” -- “Ach, lasst doch uns Athenern diesen Spaß!”
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Krenek uses a rich variety of musical styles to create a lively and diverse setting for the
Athenian fair, and jazz influences can be found in almost all of this scene’s music. These
influences are most recognizable in moments that step back from individual entertainments and
comment on the fair as a whole, as in the introduction of the scene and moments when the chorus
comments on how much fun they are having. The influence of jazz becomes much less
prominent when the various entertainments take center stage, reinforcing the notion that the
ancient Greek characters do not hear or play jazz. That is, at those moments the audience is most
likely to assume that the characters on stage are hearing and dancing to the same music the
orchestra is playing, the influence of jazz is diminished.
Before the curtain rises on this scene, there is a brief choral introduction that describes
the intervening off-stage action.216 The chorus begins by singing about Orest and Anastasia’s
flight from Mycenae, and their music follows the model for these choral openings in the rest of
the opera: bright, widely spaced major chords, spiced up with 7ths and 9ths, that are
harmonically static, more prolongation than progression. When the chorus’s narration reaches
the characters’ arrival at Athens, however, the music abruptly halts and a voice shouts (through a
megaphone): “There is the fair!”217 The music then resumes with motives from before, but
Krenek also adds jazz figures in jazz instrumentation.218 The first new motive is in a secondary
rag rhythm (3+3+2 in the melody over 4+4 in the accompaniment) played by muted trumpets in
mm. 412-13. (See example 2.1)
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Every scene has such a choral introduction. These introductions are often labeled an epic or Brechtian element in
the opera, but as Nils Grosch counters, the choral introductions only serve to advance and clarify the dramatic
action, not to disrupt or comment on it. They draw the audience into the action instead of distancing them from it.
Grosch, “Zeitoper, Stilpluralismus und episches Theater in Ernst Kreneks Leben des Orest,” 101.
217

“Dort ist Jahrmarkt!”

218

Notably, the score does not call for a saxophone.
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Example 2.1: Secondary rag motive in Trumpets, Act II, mm. 406-14.219

This motive is followed by a break-like figure in the clarinets (supported by bassoon) in mm.
414-15. (See example 2.2.)

Example 2.2: Break-like motive in Clarinets and Bassoons, Act II, mm. 414-15.220

In the consequent phrase, this pattern is repeated by the (muted) first trumpet, with the E-flat
clarinet and flute. After one repetition, the figure’s rhythm is modified. The final two beats (the 2
in the 3+3+2) is expanded to three beats, so that it no longer follows the model of a secondary
rag. The association, however, has already been established and remains because of the
instrumentation (eventually muted trombone is added to the mix). The break-like figure is
inverted (rising instead of falling), but it retains its jazz associations as well, again through
instrumentation. (See example 2.3.)
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Krenek, Ernst. Leben des Orest. Grosse Oper in fünf Akten (acht Bildern): op. 60 (Vienna, Universal Edition,
1930), 202.
220

Krenek, Ernst. Leben des Orest. Grosse Oper in fünf Akten (acht Bildern): op. 60 (Vienna, Universal Edition,
1930), 202-203.
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Example 2.3: Modified Secondary Rag motive in Trombone (muted) and Tuba,
with modified break-like motive in Piccolo and Trumpet (muted), Act II, mm. 432-37.221

All of this music occurs before the curtain goes up. Within the scene, Krenek alternates a
variety of styles and motives depending on which character or which fair performer is at the
center of the action. The most recognizably jazz-influenced style comes to the fore whenever the
crowd or the characters comment on the fair itself. The curtain rises to dramatic chords, but once
the scene begins and while the audience is acquainting itself with the vendors, sword swallowers,
and fire-breathers, a solo violin plays a melody whose virtuosic writing replete with rhythmic
figures and modal mixture lend it a recognizably jazz sound. (See example 2.4)

Example 2.4: Jazz-inflected Melody in Violin 1, Act II, mm. 508-513.222

Over the next 32 bars, this melody and similarly jazzy lines are passed back and forth between
solo instruments whose timbres heighten the association with jazz.223
This same melody is picked up by Orest shortly after arriving at the fair with Anastasia.
After his first fleeting encounter with the prostitutes, he uses it to express his feelings about the
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Krenek, Ernst. Leben des Orest, 204.

222

Krenek, Ernst. Leben des Orest, 212.

223

The solo violin was also a staple of the German jazz band at the time, and its use here would have carried the
same associations.
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fair: “Finally I am free. I have wanted this for so long, and I will remain so for the rest of my
life.”224 (See example 2.5)

Example 2.5: Jazz-inflected Melody sung by Orest, Act II, mm. 569-73.225

Until the chorus enters in bar 627, Orest sings about his newfound freedom at the fair, and
eventually he is joined by Anastasia. His music remains similarly jazz-inflected, and he repeats
to this melodic passage and these words when Anastasia enters. Her music lacks strong jazzinflections in rhythm or mode, but her singing has little to do with the fair or the Vital. Instead,
she sings of her age, exhaustion, and worry for Orest.
When the chorus enters, they sing a unison refrain about the nature of the fair: “That is
the Athenian fair. Everyone finds joy there. Someone is the fool, the vendor tricks his customers,
women [trick] men, and men [trick] women. For this, it was invented.” Their melody has only a
few syncopations and some modal mixture to suggest jazz, but the first four bars of the orchestral
accompaniment cite Orest’s jazz melody from before (highest notes in the first three bars of the
piano accompaniment in the example) before proceeding into a foxtrot. (See example 2.6.)

224

“Endlich bin ich frei, das hab’ ich so lang schon mir gewünscht.” Krenek, Leben des Orest, 218-19. Orest is
doubled by the clarinet, reinforcing once again the jazziness of the melody.
225

Krenek, Ernst. Leben des Orest, 218-19.
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Example 2.6: Chorus accompanied by jazz-inflected melody (top notes of the piano part in the reduction)
and then foxtrot in accompaniment. Act II, mm. 627-42.226

Although the fair itself positively represents life in ancient Greece, Orest’s actions at the
fair demonstrate the dangers of a purely vital way life, unregulated by the capacity for judgment
and self-control provided by the Spiritual. Orest, young and freshly escaped from home, is
utterly unprepared to deal with the freedom the Vital way of life affords.227 His belief that he is
“finally free” and therefore can do whatever he wants (“I now want to live as the son of a king
226

Krenek, Ernst. Leben des Orest. Grosse Oper in fünf Akten (acht Bildern): op. 60. Klavierauszug (Vienna:
Universal Edition: 1929), 117-18.
227

As will be discussed later, Krenek reframed the themes of Orest (and his other Weimar-era operas) in his postwar writings as an exploration of the meaning and responsibilities of freedom.
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and follow no one, only myself alone.”) leads to a series of unfortunate encounters with
prostitutes and street performers.228 An attempt by Anastasia to separate Orest from the
prostitutes leads him to accidentally knock over a human pyramid built by a team of acrobats.
Later, the same acrobats display a mechanical game mocking Agamemnon and the Trojan War.
Incensed, Orest breaks the game, and when the acrobats recognize him from before, they respond
by kidnapping him and forcing him into indentured servitude until he has worked off the cost of
the damages to their equipment.
Here, at the end of the scene, the jazz motives from the beginning return, although the
intervening action gives them an irony that reinforces the risks of a purely Vital way of life. As
Anastasia and Orest sing of their distress, the chorus’s refrain “That is the Athenian fair…”
returns. As before, the orchestra begins with the same melody Orest originally used to revel in
his newfound, but now lost, freedom before transitioning to a foxtrot. The chorus’s lines about
the trickery inherent in the fair now take on a new meaning, and the misfortune is made more
poignant by Anastasia, who breaks up the chorus’s lines with a prayer to Athena to protect Orest
now that she has lost him.
Published images of different productions of Orest from the period all reinforce the
overwhelming character of this scene, with stages full of characters engaged in a variety of
acrobatic activities. This is true across even in productions that sought to modernize or abstract
the setting. Image 2.1, for example, is from the Berlin production, which brought surrealist
abstraction to the setting. Here, Orest is playing the acrobats ball throwing game. Images 2.2 and
2.3, from Mannheim and Darmstadt respectively, were modern, abstract productions. We will
return to both later. In the image of the Darmstadt production (2.3), you can see the characters in
228

“Endlich bin ich frei, … Als Königssohn will ich leben jetzt, keinem folgen als nur mir allein.” This sentiment
has a certain similarity to the title character in Weill’s Der Zar lässt sich fotografieren.
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modern clothing, and the ancient setting established by a projection of the agora in the
background.

Image 2.1: The Jahrmarkt in the Berlin production of Orest.229

229

Wienbibliothek, Konvolut, bestehend aus 100 Ausschnitten aus Zeitungen und Zeitschriften - Berlin, Darmstadt,
Dresden, Duisburg, Frankfurter a.M. u.a. ; 1929-1931 und 1947 über die Oper “Leben des Orest,” Folder 3, no
source.
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Image 2.2: The Jahrmarkt in the Mannheim production of Orest.230

Image 2.3: The Jahrmarkt in the Darmstadt production of Orest.231

230

Uncredited photo in the newspaper article: K. “Ernst Krenek: Das Leben des Orest. Erstaufführung im
Mannheimer Nationaltheater.” Mannheimer Zeitung (20 Nov. 1931).
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***
The dangers of an excess of the Vital are most evident, however, in scenes in which the
Greek people get carried away in the moment and lose their ability to think rationally about the
consequences of their actions. These mob-mentality scenes draw on another facet of Krenek’s
Spiritual/Vital dichotomy: individualism and collectivism. Here again, Krenek was drawing on a
broader cultural and discursive trend that linked modernization with collectivization. In the Neue
Sachlichkeit, this trend was, in part, reflected in an emphasis on communal reception and
community building over the individual, subjective experience central to Romantic ideas of art.
In his interview in the Leipziger Abendpost, Krenek discussed this tension between individualism
and collectivism as an important secondary theme of Leben des Orest. He was quoted saying “I
am mounting a protest against collectivism,” and that Orest “does not endorse the inclination to
collectivism.” He also argues that collectivism “is only useful as a solution to purely practical,
economic problems,”232 directly relating his critique of collectivism to his linkage, cited above,
of the Vital with the “technical, practical necessities of life.”
Within the category of the Vital, Krenek’s critique of collectivism was linked to his
critique of mechanization. For Krenek, the mechanization of everyday life led to the
mechanization of the individual, which was the basis of collectivism. As he was completing
Leben des Orest in early 1929, Krenek contributed an article to Anbruch bemoaning the situation
of “the average person of today,” who is “overwhelmed by a dismal mechanized commotion
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Wilhelm Reinking, Spiel und Form: Werkstattbericht eines Bühnenbildners zum Gestaltwandel der Szene in den
zwanziger und dreißiger Jahren (Hamburg: Christians, 1979), Plate 29.
232

E.L., “Gespräch mit Krenek,” 9; “Ich erhebe Protest gegen den Kollektivismus. Er ist nur zur Lösung rein
praktischer, wirtschaftlicher Probleme zu gebrauchen. Er ist kein Glückszustand und kann kein Glückszustand sein.”
… “Er bestätigt nicht den Hang zum Kollektivismus.”
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from the morning newspaper all the way to their bedroom.”233 Even the morning newspaper was
part of the problem: “The person of today, that is the general public, is smothered by a mass of
information and impressions. Their excessive quantity disorients him, and their content raises in
him a hunger for facts [Tatsachenhunger] and kills his imagination.”234 The modern individual
was thus trapped in a vicious cycle, constantly over-stimulated yet simultaneously craving ever
more external stimulation.
This diagnosis recalled another Anbruch article from 1928, as Krenek was beginning
work on Orest, in which he described the modern individual as “a serial person.”235 Krenek’s
image was the modern, mechanical correlate of the primitive, organic machine of Jonny: one
small machine working mindlessly within the larger machine of modern society. This image
directly linked Krenek’s critique of the effect of an excess of the Vital on the individual to his
critique of collectivization. It also connected this critique to Krenek’s ideas about the modern
entertainment music industry, which, as we shall see, informed his use of music in the scenes of
crowd violence.236
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Krenek, “Operette und Revue,” originally published in Anbruch (Mar. 1929), reproduced in Zur Sprache
gebracht, 53-54; “Die komplette Phantasielosigkeit des heutigen Durchschnittsmenschen, herbeigeführt durch seine
sinnlose Überbelastung in einem vom Morgenblatt bis ins Schlafzimmer verödeten mechanisierten Betrieb…”
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Krenek, “Neue Humanität und alte Sachlichkeit,” originally published Neue Schweizer Rundschau April 1931,
reprinted in Zur Sprache gebracht, 112; “Der heutige Mensch, also die Allgemeinheit, ist erdrückt von einem Wust
von Informationen und Eindrücken. Deren unmäßige Anzahl macht ihn zerstreut, ihr Inhalt erzeugt in ihm einen
sinnlosen Tatsachenhunger und ertötet seine Phantasie.”
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Krenek, “Schubert,” originally published Anbruch (Jan. 1929), reprinted in Zur Sprache gebracht, 40;“An die
Stelle ist der Serienmensch getreten, der auf dem laufenden Band erzeugt wird und von ebenso hergestellten
Produkten bedient sein will.”
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Notably, this nexus of Krenek’s critiques of the Vital and collectivization also figured prominently in Krenek’s
critique of certain elements of the Neue Sachlichkeit, which was another way he sought to distance his operas from
the popular, topical understanding of Zeitoper. In a critique of the production of Gebrauchsmusik by composers
Hindemith, for example, Krenek wrote: “It is correctly attempted to create a new class of amateurs [Dilettantentum],
but unfortunately it is done in such a way, that one descends to the deteriorated level of the person of today.”
Krenek, “Neue Humanität und alte Sachlichkeit,” 118; “Es wird mit Recht versucht, ein neues Dilettantentum
heranzubilden, leider aber so, dass man auf das herabgekommene Niveau des heutigen Menschen hinabzusteigen
trachtet.”
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Krenek explored the moral and social implications of this reduction with the crowd
violence of Leben des Orest. As an imagined primitive people, the ancient Greeks also lack the
qualities of self-control and individual responsibility, and the result is a tendency to devolve into
a collective mob mentality.237 Krenek took up the issue of individual versus collective
responsibility in earnest in his writings and correspondence shortly after he completed the opera.
In a letter to his friend and editor Friedrich Gubler in 1931, Krenek attacked what he described as
a sociological (i.e. Leftist) approach to social problems: “Laying all the blame for the problems
of the time on an abstract system [i.e., society] is a fatal mistake that will be accompanied by the
worst consequences. … The system, as bad as it may be, does not prevent free choice between
Good and Evil.”238 In the final act of the opera, Orest exemplifies Krenek’s understanding of
individual responsibility: Orest explains his crimes as the result of his spoiled and turbulent
upbringing, but then accepts personal responsibility for his actions. By taking responsibility,
Orest can be forgiven and welcomed back into society. The close correlation between the action
in Leben des Orest and Krenek’s later formulations suggests that Krenek was working through
many of his own formative ideas on this issue in the opera.239
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Fear of the mob was a well-established trope in opera, politics, and sociology since the mid-19th century, closely
connected to the rise of “modernity” in the Benjaminian sense. On the sociology of the mob from postRevolutionary France to Weimar Germany, see Christian Borch, The Politics of Crowds: An Alternative History of
Sociology, chapters 1-3 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2013). C.f. Elias Canetti, Masse und Macht
(Munich: C. Hanser, 1994), and Siegfried Krakauer, “The mass ornament,” in The Mass Ornament: Weimar essays,
trans. and ed. Thomas Y. Levin (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1995). On how this trope was expressed in
nineteenth century opera, see Anselm Gerhard, Die Verstädterung der Oper (Stuttgart: J.B. Metzler, 1992).
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Der hoffnungslose Radikalismus der Mitte, 183; “Es ist ein verhängnisvoller Fehler, der von den schlimmsten
Folgen begleitet sein wird, alle Schuld an den Übelständen der Zeit einem abstrakten System anzulasten, weil
dadurch das Individuum von jeder persönlichen Verantwortung enthoben wird. Es ist ein Freibrief für alle
Verbrecher. Wäre das System wirklich so zwangsläufig, wie es hier dargestellt wird, so müssten ja automatisch alle
Fürsorger Verbrecher sein. Wie ist es aber dann zu erklären, dass es doch tatsächlich immerhin solche gibt, die keine
sind? Das System, so schlecht es als solches sein mag, verhindert also nicht die freie Wahl zwischen Gut und Böse.”
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This also helps explain why Krenek, in his postwar writings, reframed the opera in terms of freedom and
individual responsibility, replacing the Spiritual/Vital dichotomy with one of “freedom from” versus “freedom to,”
or in the terminology of modern social theory, negative and positive liberty, respectively. See, for example,
Krenek’s autobiographical writings, for example, Selbstdarstellung, 23-24, and Im Atem der Zeit, 687-93. There was
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In the opera, jazz, as a musical representation of the Vital, plays a central role in the
portrayal of the mob mentality that drives the Greek people to violent action. The Greeks’ (or at
least the men’s) eventual decision to join Agamemnon in the Trojan War is the first example of
this in the opera, but the example that captivated audiences and critics was the so-called “bloodorgy” at Agamemnon’s funeral at the end of Act III, when the people drive Orest into exile and
tear Elektra limb from limb. In this scene, the disconnect between the violence of the crowd’s
actions and the effervescent jazz-inflected music creates a grotesque effect that conveys the
danger of collectivism as an excess of the Vital.
In Krenek’s version of the story, Agamemnon was a tyrant whom the people hated, and
Aegisth, who seized power in his absence, a kind of enlightened despot whom the people loved.
During the sixth scene, Agamemnon’s funeral, the people sing a chorus of Schadenfreude: “Go
to hell now! You won’t mistreat us anymore, won’t plague us anymore, you evil spirit!”240 The
chorus and main accompanying instruments (piano, banjo, and accordion) hammer out the same
dance-like rhythmic pattern over and over. Its exact repetition underscores associations between
jazz and machines that we will explore in greater detail in Chapter 5 and the machine-like nature
of the collective. (See example 2.7)

much discussion of the nature of freedom in the interwar period, and the terms “freedom from” and “freedom to”
were, for example, two of the five kinds of freedom discussed by Heidegger in his lectures, first published in 1929,
Schellings Abhandlung über das Wesen der menschlichen Freiheit (1809). This distinction also maps onto Isaiah
Berlin’s concept of positive and negative liberty. C.f. Isaiah Berlin, Two concepts of liberty, an inaugural lecture
delivered before the University of Oxford on 31 October 1958 (Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1958). Krenek may have
been thinking in these terms when he wrote Orest, but none of his writings from 1927-1930 foreground this
terminology. Building off of Krenek’s postwar writings, many scholars have used this framework of freedom to
understand Krenek’s prewar operas, including Orest. C.f., Matthias Schmidt. “Ernst Krenek, Paul Bekker und die
'gesellschaftsbildende Macht' der Oper.”
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“Fahr’ du zur Hölle jetzt, wirst uns nicht schinden mehr, wirst uns nicht plagen mehr, du böser Geist.” The
recurrences of this chorus begin with these lines, but then vary, depending on their length. Usually, the following
lines in some way reference Agamemnon leading soldiers to their death in war.
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Example 2.7: Steady, driving rhythm in chorus and orchestra, Act III, m. 900-903.241

The Vital as purely instinctive, uninhibited behavior is further emphasized by Krenek’s stage
directions, which call for “orgiastic behavior,” and specify that “much wine is carried around and
drunk.”242 As the crowd descends into a bacchanalian celebration of Agamemnon’s death, the
grotesqueness of the scene is heightened even more by Aegisth, who plotted Agamemnon’s
death but now tries to return some solemnity to the funeral.
Orest returns during this drunken debauchery, is reunited with Elektra, and murders
Aegisth and Clytemnestra. He then claims the kingship for himself, but the people, having
witnessed him murder his own mother and their beloved Aegisth, fear that he represents a return
to the tyranny of his father, so they drive him out with the threat of violence and kill Elektra.
This pushes the already wild crowd over the edge, and the stage directions instruct: “The crowd
is seized by bloodlust and paroxysm. A wild dance begins.”243 The crowd is so overwhelmed that
they can no longer sing, but rather shout in unison. As before, they once again repeat a (new)
241

Krenek, Leben des Orest. Klavierauszug, 203.
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“Orgiastisches Verhalten.” ... “Aegisth und Klytämnestra (schon etwas betrunken) treten auf. Ununterbrochene
rhythmische Bewegung des Chors, vom Ballett unterstützt, zeremoniösen Charakters. Es wird viel Wein
herumgetragen und getrunken.”
243

“Blutrausch und Paroxysmus bemächtigen sich der Menge. Ein wilder Tanz beginnt.”
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short rhythmic pattern over and over with the orchestra accompaniment either in rhythmic unison
with them or playing downbeats. What had been earlier in the scene a drunken, orgiastic dance
has become, in the crowd’s own words, a “dance of death.” (See example 2.8.)

Example 2.8: Act III, mm. 1388-91.244

The driving, straight rhythms of these choruses place them in the gray zone between what
was called jazz in Germany at the time and what most modern observes would recognize as jazz
from the late 1920s. This is further reinforced by the straight-forward I-IV-ii-V7-I harmonic
progressions that drive most of the music in these sections. Although Krenek could claim a
certain ignorance of American jazz when he composed Jonny, he had become much more
familiar with American and Western European jazz by the time he was composing Leben des
Orest. He could thus exploit the difference between a more “authentic” (African-)American-style
jazz and more “commercial” German popular music. These two categories were often included
under the umbrella term jazz, but that specialist critics familiar with American and Western
European jazz distinguished between jazz and Schlager or Gassenhauer (terms for popular, hit
songs). While most critics of the time noted the jazz influence in Agamemnon’s army’s
departure and Agamemnon’s funeral, Paul Pisk and Adolf Aber distinguished between the jazz
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Krenek, Leben des Orest. Klavierauszug, 262-63.
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of the Jahrmarkt and the Gassenhauer of the funeral.245 Fritz Stege even claimed to have heard
the melody of a Gassenhauer of the time: “Ich hab kein Auto, ich hab kein Rittergut.”246
This distinction was deeply embedded into Krenek’s larger artistic agenda. In order to
understand it, let us briefly look ahead to Krenek’s ideas about Schubert. In a 1928 article for the
Schubert anniversary year, Krenek emphasized Schubert’s “close relationship to folk music.” He
claimed that Schubert wrote in folk idioms, but in doing so elevated them to the level of art
music: “To write eight bars of a Ländler, that everyone recognizes as such, and at the same time
remains unique, irreproducible, original, and unmistakably Schubert, that is admirable.” Krenek
continues to praise Schubert’s folk dance idiom, in which “every one of his dances … could fit
into his sonatas or symphonies” and “almost every one of his Scherzos or Trios [in the sonatas
and symphonies] could be used” for dance music at a social gathering.247 Here, Krenek echoes a
number of ideas common in the Neue Sachlichkeit about Gebrauchsmusik and writing dance (or
other functional) music with a level of artistry and craftsmanship that it is both functional and
“art.”
While other composers and critics of the Neue Sachlichkeit more frequently pointed to
Bach dance suites or Mozart’s minuets, Krenek’s emphasis on Schubert’s folk dance is revealing
in light of Krenek’s use of jazz. Krenek delineates between two kinds of jazz: an “authentic”
African-American folk music (a common trope in Weimar-era discourse) and mass-produced
245

Paul Pisk, “Auf dem Wege zur neuen Oper,” Arbeiter Zeitung, Vienna (23 Jan. 1930): 8; Adolf Aber, “Zwei
Neue Krenek-Werke. Uraufführung in Leipzig. Leben des Orest,” Die Musik 22/6: 441-43.
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Fritz Stege, “Krenek-Premiere bei Kroll. Das Leben des Orest,” Der Westen (5 Mar. 1930). Stege’s review was
thoroughly negative, and he meant this observation as a strike against the opera. He did not specify where in the
opera he thought he heard this tune.
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Krenek, “Schubert,” 37-38; “… acht Takte Ländler zu schreiben, die jeder als solchen erkennt, und dabei doch
einmaliger, unwiederholbarer, origineller und unverwechselbarer ganzer Schubert zu bleiben, das ist
bewundernswert. Dabei könnte wohl jeder seiner Tänze, die er vielleicht zu einer gesellschaftlichen Unterhaltung in
Atzenbrugg oder sonstwo improvisiert haben mag, in einer seiner Sonaten oder Symphonien stehen, während fast
jedes ihrer Scherzi oder Trios dort hätte verwendet werden können.”
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commercial jazz. Krenek had long found artistic value in what he understood to be AfricanAmerican jazz, as he explained in a defense of his use of the idiom in Jonny:
Anyone who knows what unprecedented power of expression lies in the spirituals and
folk songs [Heimatgesänge] of the American Negro, in which the entire naive and
unbroken feeling [Empfindungskraft] of a strong and tragic people is expressed in all of
the shades of feeling possible in a human being, that person [who knows this power] will
see more in jazz than humorous entertainment.248
Krenek connected the music of the Athenian fair - and thus, the positive side of the Vital - with
this side of jazz music with syncopations, blue notes, and foxtrot rhythms.
The music of the funeral scene – and thus, the negative side of the Vital – is largely
devoid of these kinds of jazz elements. Instead, it features pounding straight rhythms and bright
major mode harmonies and melodies of German Schlager.249 If its pounding rhythms reminded
many observers of the sounds of factories, Krenek condemned it for its Fordist style of
composition. In Krenek’s analysis, published in a newspaper article from 1931, the popular
entertainment industry had responded to the needs of the “mass of distracted, unimaginative, and
overworked consumers” by rationalizing production of popular music. The production of popular
music was now “achieved on a conveyer belt” with specialists for hooks, melodies, harmonies,
and lyrics.250
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Krenek, “Jonny spielt auf,” 30; “Wer aber weiß, welche unerhörte Ausdrucksgewalt in den Spirituals und
Heimatgesängen der amerikanischen Neger liegt, in denen sich die ganze naive und ungebrochene
Empfindungskraft eines starken und tragischen Volkes in allen dem Menschen möglichen Gefühlsschattierungen mit
geradezu niederschmetternder Intensität ausspricht, der wird in der Jazzmusik mehr als eine witzige Unterhaltung
sehen.”
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For more on the connection of this music to the Schlager of the times, see Rogge, 92-93.
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Krenek, “Neue Humanität und alte Sachlichkeit.” 112-13; “Gleichzeitig wird er zu immer größeren äußeren
Bedürfnissen gezwungen und muss, um kaufen zu können, immer mehr und immer zweckloser arbeiten. Wir haben
es also im Durchschnitt mit einer Masse zerstreuter, phantasieloser und überarbeiteter Käufer zu tun. … Nun hat die
Zeit auf dem Gebiet der Musik ihre durchaus adäquate Kunst gefunden: den Schlager. Er entspricht, was Herstellung
und Verbrauch betrifft, vollkommen den sonstigen Erzeugungs- und Vertriebsprinzipien der Gegenwart. Die
Herstellung erfolgt auf dem laufenden Band…”
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In his Schubert article, Krenek also emphasized that the audiences who so appreciated
Schubert’s art-folk music were “highly cultured bourgeoisie.”251 Krenek praised this audience as
ideal, because of their “individualist” approach to art and tradition of Bildung.252 Indeed, in his
Schubert article, Krenek bemoaned the disappearance of this audience and its replacement by
“the mass-produced person ... who is created on the conveyer-belt and wants to be served by
products produced in the same way.”253 At the same time, Krenek romanticizes a connection to
the “homeland” as expressed in rustic folk culture, even as he and Schubert’s urban bourgeois
listeners had little to no exposure to or experience of life and culture in the Austrian Alps.254 We
will return to this contradiction in the next section, but let us conclude here by considering how it
clarifies Krenek’s use of jazz. Krenek’s ideas about Austrian folk music open a space in which
his ideal audience can appreciate other folk musics to which they have little to no direct
connection, only a romanticized, imagined image, which he, from his “highly cultured”
perspective, can appreciate and elevate. This is precisely what happens in the Jahrmarkt, which
draws on Krenek’s imagination of the supposedly authentic folk music of African-Americans
with its syncopations and dotted foxtrot rhythms.
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Krenek, “Schubert,” 40; “die hochkultivierte Bourgeoisie.”
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Krenek is also quite clear that Schubert’s music and his ideal audience could only exist within a small, closed
circle, and that Schubert’s music becomes universal because its creation is so focused on this small circle. He seems
not to see any contradiction between this claim and his own goals of restoring this mode of creation and reception
via works intended to have mass appeal and for mass reception.
253

Krenek, “Schubert,” 40; “An die Stelle [of the bourgeois listener] ist der Serienmensch getreten, der auf dem
laufenden Band erzeugt wird und von ebenso hergestellten Produkten bedient sein will.”
254

This is perhaps most evident in Krenek’s paean to the Schubertian folk idiom, his Reisebuch aus den
österreichischen Alpen. The cycle is a setting of texts that Krenek wrote himself while traveling through the Alps
with his wife to experience for the first time something of the Austrian folk culture he so strongly identified with.
Notably, the cycle opens with the line “I set off to discover my homeland” (“Ich reise auf, mein Heimat zu
entdecken”).
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The Spiritual between Restoration and Rejuvenation
Krenek’s representation of the Spiritual in Leben des Orest disrupts the easy alignment of
the dichotomies North/South and Vital/Spiritual. Unlike the Vital, the Spiritual is divided across
the symbolic geography of the opera. Greece not only embodies both the positive and the
negative aspects of the Vital, but also the positive aspects of the Spiritual. Meanwhile, the
negative aspects of the Spiritual are consigned to the “Land of the North.”255 The musical
portrayal of the Spiritual was similarly divided. The shortcomings of the Spiritual drew on the
same late-Romantic and Expressionist allusions that Krenek had used to criticize an excess of the
Spiritual in Jonny spielt auf. The benefits of the Spiritual, on the other hand, expressed a new
network of associations that emerged in Krenek’s writings as he was working on Orest. Krenek
located the lost, positive Spiritual values in a specifically Austrian past that combined folk
elements with an idealized vision of Biedermeier and Vormärz culture. For Krenek, the life and
music of Franz Schubert embodied the best of Vienna’s Biedermeier and Vormärz bourgeois
society of Vienna, and Krenek used Schubert as a model for the musical representation of the
positive side of the Spiritual in Orest.
***
Krenek’s dialectic approach to the Vital and the Spiritual necessitated the inclusion of a
critique of the negative side of the Spiritual. While a critique of the Spiritual had been a major
element of Jonny spielt auf, it played only a minor role in the broader social commentary of
Leben des Orest. Unsurprisingly, then, the scenes in the Land of the North struck many critics as
unsubstantial, both on their own and within the larger context of the opera. As one reviewer
noted: “This inner opposition [between North and South] will not be as important to the listener
255

Krenek, “Leben des Orest.” Anbruch 12/1 (Jan. 1930): 3; “Nebel, Andeutung, Interieur, schummerige Farben,
braune Dämmerung, viel zwischen den Zeilen zu Lesen. Verhaltenheit.”
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as it was to the composer in the development of the story, because more of the story takes place
and musically much more happens in the South.”256 Notably, Krenek eventually made a number
of cuts to scenes in the North, but he preserved key moments that presented the Northern
characters and their position in his Vital-Spiritual scheme. Instead, when pushed to trim
unnecessary elements, he mainly cut from scenes involving Iphigenie, the least worked out
element of the North-South, Vital-Spiritual dialectic.257
Krenek’s critique of the Spiritual was located in his characterization of the Northerners.
Reflecting Krenek’s understanding of the Spiritual as individualism taken to the unhealthy
extreme, the North lacks the crowds that fill the opera’s Greek scenes. Instead, there are only two
Northern characters: Thoas, the King of the North, and his daughter Thamar, another character
invented by Krenek. Drawing on Krenek’s association of the Spiritual with the legacy of the
nineteenth century, Thoas and Thamar each embody a different aspect of the legacy of
nineteenth century opera. Thoas had many obvious similarities to Klingsor, and his music
references Wagnerian chromaticism pushed to an Expressionist extreme.258 Thamar, on the other
hand, is a coloratura role, but her music is also chromatic. In a review of a post-war production,
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H. “Leben des Orest. Ernst Kreneks Oper in Duisburger Stadttheater,” Abend (n.d. Apr. 1930); “Dem Hörer aber
wird dieser innere Gegensatz durchaus nicht so wichtig wie er dem Autor aus dem Werden des Stoffes sein musste,
denn im Süden passiert bei ihm mehr und ist auch musikalisch mehr los.”
257

Krenek authorized a number of cuts. In Act 2 he made a number of minor cuts in Thoas’s long introductory aria.
In Act 4, all of which takes place in the North, he made deeper cuts, 374 of the original 1392 measures. Most of the
cut measures (332 of the 374 measures) involve Thamar, Thoas, and Iphegnie singing about how nothing has
changed in the meantime in the North. (These are written on a sheet attached to the original manuscript copy of the
score, Wienbibliothek MH-15318, titled “Verzeichnis der auf Grund der Erfahrung der Uraufführung vom
Komponisten vorgenommenen Striche.”)
258

On Thoas’s connection to Parsifal, see Rogge, 89-90. This connection to Wagner is further notable in the context
of Zeitoper, because Krenek both admired Wagner and assigned him (and even more so, Wagner’s imitators) a key
role in the Spiritual becoming a dead end for artistic production in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century.
Krenek, “Opernerfahrung,” 61. In interviews and essays, Krenek often described Thoas as “Faustian,” raising
fascinating connections both to Goethe and to modernizations of the Faust legend that leapfrogged over Goethe and
the Romantic legacy, like Busoni’s opera Doktor Faust. Krenek, however, never developed this idea in his writings,
not was it picked up in the critical discourse around the work, which focused on his similarities to Klingsor.
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Hans-Heinz Stuckenschmidt referred to her coloratura flourishes as “expressionistic
vocalises.”259 These qualities were reflected in the setting of the North as well. In his
introduction to the opera in Anbruch, Krenek listed the characteristics of the North: “fog,
suggestion, interiority, dim colors, brown twilight, … restraint.”260 (See image 2.4.)

Image 2.4: North and South in the Leipzig production of Orest:
Thoas and Thamar on the left, Orest and Iphigenie on the right.261

Thoas and Thamar are trapped in the North and in a rut of an excess of the Spiritual, and
each in his or her own way is trying to break out. As Thoas summarizes in his introductory aria,
“In [Thamar] an old nature [Art] wants to express itself in pure sound once again, while I use
magical mirrors and astrological devices to try to understand [that part of] the world, where
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Hans Heinz Stuckenschmidt, Unsourced review of a production in Frankfurt in 1951 reproduced in Oper in
dieser Zeit. Europäische Opernereignisse aus vier Jahrzehnten (Velber: Erhard Friedrich, 1964), 42; “…zu denen
sich im nördlichen Turm des Thoas die expressionistischen Vokalisen seiner Tochter Thamar gesellen.”
260

Krenek, “Leben des Orest.” Anbruch 12/1 (Jan. 1930): 3.
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Leipziger Neueste Nachrichten (26 Jan. 1930): 8, photo credited to Pieperhoff.
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things are different than they are here.”262 Ultimately, neither is able to break out on their own.
Orest’s arrival provides the needed disruption, and he leads them all to Greece where they find
that element of the Vital they so desire. Iphigenie’s dramatic ineffectiveness in the opera can
largely be explained by how little of a role she plays in this schema. Her arrival causes tension
between Thoas and Thamar, but leads to no confrontation or change in either character.
Similarly, she experiences no development as a character until Orest arrives.263 Critics were
rightly confused about what her character was supposed to contribute to the drama, beyond
balancing the final romantic pairings.264
As the King of the North, Thoas most directly expressed Krenek’s critique of the
Spiritual. Thoas exemplifies the trope of the Romantic dreamer, withdrawn from the everyday
world and longing for some distant object or dream. Krenek had already drawn on this trope in
the character of Max in Jonny spielt auf. Max embodied the composer mired in the Spiritual. His
critical flaw was his commitment to the idea of l’art pour l’art. He was disconnected from the
world and from his audience, and he preferred to spend his time communing with glaciers.
Rejection of this idea was a central tenet of the Neue Sachlichkeit in music that Krenek shared.
In an exegesis of the character Max, Krenek explained, “the idea that the artist creates because he
262

“In dir will noch einmal alte Art sich in reinem Klang offenbaren, während ich in Zauberspiegeln, mit
astrologischem Gerät die Welt zu begreifen suche, wo sie anders ist, als hier.”
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Critics were virtually unanimous in finding the final two acts of the opera the weakest. C.f. Karl Schönewolf,
“Kreneks Orestie. Uraufführung in Leipzig,” Kasseler Post (n.d.); W. K. “Antike mit Jazz. Kreneks Oper Leben des
Orest,” Berlin Lokalanzeiger (20 Jan. 1930). W.K. singled out Act IV for especial criticism: it “becomes almost a
family melodrama.” (“… wird zu einem fast spießigen Familienrührstück.”) Alfred Einstein shared this criticism
and expanded it to include the “boring” (“langweilig”) scenes with Iphigenie. Alfred Einstein, “Kreneks Leben des
Orest. Uraufführung an der Leipziger Oper,” Berliner Tageblatt (21 Jan. 1930).
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The same was true of Thamar. While Iphigenie necessarily had to be present, following the source material,
Thamar seemed added purely to give Orest a love interest. And as critics noted, the neat formation of the romantic
pairs after Orest’s arrival is so sudden and unprepared (except in the case of Thoas, who has been pursuing Iphigenie
since her arrival in the North) that it is comically unbelievable. C.f. Karl Schönewolf, “Kreneks Leben des Orest.
Uraufführung in Dresden [sic]. Draht-Vorbericht unseres Mitarbeiters,” Kasseler Post (n.d.); and Carl Krebs,
“Leipzig: Leben des Orest,” Der Tag, Berlin (21 Jan. 1930).
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must and doesn’t need to concern himself with whether he finds an ear that wants to hear his
music is so foolish and tacky that it isn’t even worth refuting.”265
Just as Max had his glaciers, Thoas rules over a realm of ice in which he is also
disconnected from the world around him.266 He ignores his kingdom and instead spends his time
in his tower trying to use magic and astrology to learn of the Land of the South with its sunlight
and warm weather. His music references a number of techniques associated with Expressionism
and dissonant counterpoint, although Krenek tones down the harmonic adventurousness in the
name of accessibility and immediacy. Thoas’s aria opens with a highly transparent texture of
woodwinds and harmonium, reflecting the barren landscape.267 Voices move polyphonically
through non-functional chord progressions that, while dissonant, remain within the realm of
diminished harmonies, sevenths, and ninths. (See example 2.9.)

Example 2.9: Act II, mm. 77-83.268
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Krenek, “Jonny spielt auf,” 18; “Die Phrase, dass der Künstler schafft, weil er muss, und sich nicht darum zu
kümmern hat, ob er ein Ohr findet, das ihn hören will, ist so töricht und billig, dass es sie zu widerlegen gar nicht
lohnt.”
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For more on the Max-Thoas musical connection, see Rogge, 84.
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As in the glacier music in Jonny.
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Krenek, Leben des Orest, 177
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As the scene progresses, the woodwinds and strings alternate in this quasi-dissonant polyphonic
writing.
This texture dominates while Thoas sings of himself and the Land of the North (he is
briefly interrupted by the stirrings of Thamar in her magic sleep), but when his words turn to
how he imagines the Land of the South, the woodwinds, strings, and brass join in a richer, more
homophonic texture. The harmonies remain largely as before, non-functional progressions
involving diminished chords, sevenths, ninths, and some polytonal chords, referencing the
extreme chromaticism and polytonality associated with late Romanticism and Expressionism.
Notably, Thoas’s lines about the South end on E-flat major harmonies, suggesting the pleasant
and consonant quality of the Land he longs for in his dissonant home. (See example 2.10.)

Example 2.10: Act II, mm. 131-32. As Thoas sings of the South, where it is “different” than the North, there is a
loud, dramatic E-flat major chord on “different.”269

***
In Leben des Orest, Krenek was more concerned with advocating a rediscovery of the
positive aspects of the Spiritual that had been lost in society’s overeager embrace of the modern
and Vital than he had been in Jonny. Krenek cited bourgeois culture of early nineteenth century
Vienna as a model for a healthy predominance of the Spiritual. In an article published in Der
Scheinwerfer, an important organ for the Neue Sachlichkeit in theater, just after the premiere of
269

Krenek, Leben des Orest. Klavierauszug, 93.
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Leben des Orest, for example, Krenek described the “Vormärz or Biedermeier period” as an “era
of spiritual [geistiger] and cultural bloom of great concentration in Vienna.” The withering of
this bloom came in “the second half of the century … with the increasing industrialization …
liberalism … [and] the rationalization of the economy and spirit [Geist],” all elements Krenek
linked to the negative side of the Vital.270
For Krenek, the music of Franz Schubert embodied the positive, Spiritual characteristics
of early nineteenth century Vienna. We have already seen how Krenek constructed an image of
Schubert and Austrian folk music that bolstered his artistic goals, but this was only one aspect of
Krenek’s project to closely tie Schubert to his early nineteenth-century Austrian context:
“Schubert created intuitively and spontaneously for the world into which he was born, so small
and limited as it was, without ever having to painfully experience the pang of aiming-abovehimself.”271 That is, Schubert had not deliberately composed for eternity or the entire world, but
by applying his genius to creating the best quality music for his own setting and his own time, he
created true art with eternal and universal value.
Krenek had been attracted to Schubert’s music for some time. In his postwar memoirs,
Krenek described his style from roughly Jonny spielt auf to Leben des Orest as “Romantic.”
Unlike other composers of the Neue Sachlichkeit, who were interested in “returning to the
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Krenek, “Ein Paar Worte über Johann Strauss,” Der Scheinwerfer, 3/11 (Feb. 1930): 3; “Die Zeit vor diesem
Wendepunkt [1848], als Vormärz oder Biedermeierzeit bekannt, war in Wien eine Epoche geistiger und kultureller
Blüte von großer Konzentration. … Die zweite Hälfte des Jahrhunderts bringt entscheidende Änderung mit sich. Mit
der zunehmenden Industrialisierung dringt der Liberalismus vor, d.h. die Rationalisierung von Wirtschaft und
Geist.” Regarding Krenek’s idealization of the early nineteenth century and looking forward to his later politics, it is
worth noting that in this same article, Krenek also praised Metternich’s authoritarian politics and censorship (which
ended with the revolutions of 1848) for “freeing” people from worries about politics and allowing them to focus
fully on the arts (3).
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Krenek, “Schubert,” 36; “Schubert schuf unmittelbar und spontan für die Welt, in die er hineingeboren war, so
klein und begrenzt sie sein mochte, ohne jemals den Krampf des Über-sich-hinaus-Wollens schmerzhaft erleben zu
müssen.”
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seventeenth century,” Krenek turned to “the early romanticism of Franz Schubert.”272 Even as
Krenek idealized Biedermeier Vienna, he never sought to recreate that past in the present, and he
recognized that the intervening years could not be erased. As he wryly noted in a 1932 article
titled “Music as World View,” for example, “as desirable as living in the Biedermeier era might
be to some, no one can realize this wish by, for example, canceling his telephone service.”273
Accordingly, in his Schubert-inspired music of the late Weimar-period, he “occasionally touched
up with dissonant spices and Italianizing Pucciniesque vocal exuberance.”274
Krenek used Schubert and Schubert’s music as a symbol for Austria, and by writing
music that recognizably referenced Schubert, Krenek claimed an identity as an Austrian and as
an Austrian composer. This identification was taken to another level of abstraction in Leben des
Orest, where Krenek’s Schubertian idiom becomes a symbol not for Krenek’s homeland, but for
Orest’s, that is, Greece. In doing so, Krenek connected Greece to the positive aspects of the
Spiritual that he associated with Austria and Schubert’s Vienna.275
The Schubertian influence in Leben des Orest comes most prominently to the fore in the
5th scene, where Orest is wandering aimlessly in the mountains north of Greece and pondering
what to do when winter comes. He hears a shepherd sing a folk song about birds who fly away in
272

Krenek, “Circling My Horizon,” 25-26.
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Krenek, “Musik als Weltbild,” Arbeiterzeitung (15 Sep. 1932); “So wünschenswert es vielleicht für manchen
wäre, in der Biedermeierzeit zu leben, so kann doch niemand diesen Wunsch für sich dadurch verwirklichen, dass er
zum Beispiel sein Telephon abbestellt.”
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In the eighteenth- and nineteenth-centuries, German nationalists had often drawn comparisons between Germany
and ancient Greece. This analogy remained current into the Weimar period. It played a major role in the writings of
Friedrich Meinecke, one of the Republic’s leading historians, and Bryan Gilliam has traced its influence in Hugo
von Hoffmansthal’s libretti on ancient Greek subjects for Richard Strauss. Gilliam, Rounding Wagner’s Mountain
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2014), 187, 196-200. While these ideas are certainly present in Krenek’s
writings about devolving Germany’s political unity into smaller states or Austria taking on a leadership role in a
new, polyglot international order, his reference point was more Catholic/Hapsburg universalism as opposed to
ancient Greece, and he does not seem not to have been playing off of this trope in Leben des Orest.
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summer and return home in winter, and is inspired to return home himself. (This decision leads
him back to Agamemnon’s funeral where he murders his mother in Scene 6.) Orest’s music was
frequently described as both Schubertian and one of the highlights of the opera, while the
Shepherd’s music was based on a song Krenek overheard a local man singing while on holiday
in the Swiss Alps.276 Both connect Orest’s longing for home to Krenek’s own recently fulfilled
longing to return to Austria, via the interrelated ideas of Krenek’s own upbringing in Vienna, his
imagination of Schubert’s Vienna, and his imagination of a timeless folk tradition in the Austrian
Alps.277
Orest’s opening aria is a Lied-like musing on his life since the Jahrmarkt. He has
bounced from vocation to vocation, getting by modestly, and free to do what he wanted to go
where he would. The opening of the song is in a clear D major, with a rocking 12/8 pattern that
repeats in every measure and evokes Schubert’s accompanimental style. (See example 2.11.)
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Most critics praised Orest’s aria in this scene as the highlight of the entire opera. C.f. Alfred Einstein, “Kreneks
Leben des Orest. Uraufführung an der Leipziger Oper,” Berliner Tageblatt (21 Jan. 1930). F.L., writing about the
Mannheim production, positively connected it to Schubert, while Karl Holl, writing for the Frankfurter Zeitung, was
one of the very few critics underwhelmed by the aria, calling the reference to Schubert during “Orest’s Winterreise”
“embarrassing.” F.L. “Ernst Krenek und sein Leben des Orest.” Beilage der Volksstimme 313, Mannheim (19 Nov.
1931); Karl Holl, “Leben des Orest. Die neue Oper von Ernst Krenek,” FAZ.
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This became a major theme in Krenek’s song cycle Reisebuch aus den österreichischen Alpen, composed shortly
after completing Orest and premiered in Leipzig the day after Orest. C.f. Karin Marsoner, “Ernst Kreneks
Liederzyklus Reisebuch aus den österreichischen Alpen. Eine Auseinandersetzung mit dem ‘Phänomen’ Franz
Schubert,” in Ernst Krenek, ed. Otto Kolleritsch (Vienna: Universal Edition, 1982). For a discussion of Schubert,
Austria, and the idea of homecoming in the Reisebuch from the time, see Adolf Aber, “Zwei Neue Krenek-Werke.
Uraufführung in Leipzig. Leben des Orest,” Die Musik 22/6 (n.d.): 443-44.
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Example 2.11: Act III, mm. 540-545.278

Orest’s Lied continues for about 40 measures before a dramatic modulation to G-flat major. The
Lied reaches its climax on a high G-flat, before winding down on an unaccompanied A. At this
point, the strings and woodwinds that had been accompanying Orest drop out and he is joined by
humming in the choir, meant to represent the sound of nature. Orest’s thoughts turn to his own
mortality, and he wonders what he should do next, tonally making his way back to a final,
unaccompanied D. For listeners familiar with Schubert Lieder, the similarity of this motion from
D major through the keys rooted on each component of its tonic triad (G-flat = F#, A) to the
kinds of modulations in Schubert would be familiar.
At this point, Orest is interrupted by the Shepherd’s song, introduced by banjo and a
noodling flute melody that references the folk instruments. (See example 1.12.)
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Krenek, Leben des Orest. Klavierauszug, 196.
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Example 2.12: Act III, mm. 660-62.279

The melody of the Shepherd’s song is based on an actual folk melody that Krenek heard a sleigh
driver singing in Switzerland while on holiday there in 1928.280 Krenek accompanies the melody
with a similarly Schubertian triple-meter, rocking pattern. (See example 2.13.)

Example 2.13: Act III, mm. 663-68.281

***
As we have seen, Krenek’s claims that a synthesis of Vital and Spiritual was achievable
in the real world never really produced a convincing, concrete image of what this synthesis
would look like. Instead, they remained idealistic and abstract. Similarly, Krenek claimed that
Leben des Orest showed this synthesis of Vital and Spiritual at the end of the opera. Orest’s
synthesis, however, left few critics convinced. Tellingly, few of Krenek’s contemporaries found
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Krenek, Leben des Orest, 359.
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Krenek noted the source in the score: “Ruf eines Schlittenkutschers auf Chanterella (Graubünden), Dez. 1928,”
and he described the scene in Switzerland in detail in his memoirs. Krenek, Im Atem der Zeit, 648.
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the final synthesis at the end of the opera convincing.282 Critic L.P. of the Mannheim production
even described the opera as shaped by the “strongly dialectical” (“stark dialektische”) nature of
Krenek’s thought, but found that while the South is compelling portrayed, the North was not,
leading to a “highly problematic final resolution.”283 Many critics suggested cutting the final act
(or even the final two).284 When Orest was produced at the Kroll Opera in Berlin in March 1930,
one of the many cuts conductor Otto Klemperer wanted to make was to excise most of Orest’s
final aria, which articulates the key themes of the synthesis — accepting personal responsibility
and reconciliation — but which does so in a summary, un-dramatic manner. In a letter to his
publisher, the UE, Krenek complained that Klemperer found the aria conveyed nothing new,
which Krenek felt missed the point.285
Like Orest’s aria, audiences at the time also found the extended monologues and
deliberations of the Athenian judge about judgment and forgiveness more ponderous than
engaging. The closest Krenek came to a strong, compelling musical statement of synthesis are
the choruses that close Acts IV and V. These expansive, homophonic choruses continue the
tendency for Zeitopern to end with large choral finales, a characteristic traceable back to the
282

Critics noted the failure of the synthesis either in their critiques of the last act in general (see below) or by
specifically noting the failure of the conclusion of the opera. C.f. No Author. “Kreneks ‘Orest’ muss umgearbeitet
werden,” Neues Wiener Journal 13,002 (1 Feb. 1930). Oskar Bie specifically noted that the “contrast of North and
South” was not effective in the final acts. Bie, “Oper am Platz der Republik. Leben des Orest,” Berliner Börsen
Courier, Abendausgabe (5 Mar. 1930), while Alfred Baresel insightfully asked whether the synthesis was so
complete that Thoas and Thamar were able to integrate into Greek life. Baresel, “Die Neue Krenek-Oper. Leipziger
Uraufführung des Leben des Orest,” Nürnberger Zeitung (22 Jan. 1930).
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L.P., “Leben des Orest. Erstaufführung im Nationaltheater,” Neues Mannheimer Volksblatt (20 Nov. 1931);
“…zur höchst problematischen Schlußlösung.”
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Many critics, like Schrenk (who disliked the work) and Nora Pisling-Boas (who was more balanced but also
generally underwhelmed) called for cuts in the final two acts after the premiere in Leipzig. Schrenk, “Kreneks Leben
des Orest,” DAZ; Nora Pisling-Boas, “Ernst Krenek: Das Leben des Orest. Uraufführung im Leipziger Stadttheater,”
8 Uhr Abendblatt (20 Jan. 1930). Even after Krenek authorized cuts, however, some critics continued to call for
more after the Berlin production. C.f. Hermann Springer, “Krenek: Leben des Orest. Erstaufführung in der KrollOper,” Deutsche Tageszeitung (5 Mar. 1930).
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Ernst Krenek - Briefwechsel mit der Universal Edition (1921-1941): Teil II, ed. Claudia Maurer Zenck (Cologne:
Böhlau, 2010), 533: Letter 731, Krenek to Heinsheimer, 2 Feb. 1930.
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choral finale of Jonny spielt auf, which was and is often considered a key element of Zeitoper’s
goal of using opera to create community (gemeinschaftsbildend). Krenek was less interested in
building community than in the powerful theatrical effect of such finale choruses. In his essay
Opera Experience, cited earlier in the discussion of Krenek’s intentions in Orest, Krenek pointed
to Mozart and Verdi as models of handling large ensemble numbers, and he specifically praises
Mozart’s finales as “tempo accelerating and plot fulfilling elements.”286
These final choruses also offer the closest musical link between the positive sounds of the
Vital and the positive sounds of the Spiritual. As Wolfgang Rogge notes: “The Northerners are
first capable of a Lied-like song as they set off for Greece,” at the end of Act IV and beginning of
Act V. Here, Thoas’s pseudo-Expressionist and Thamar’s chromatically inflected coloratura
make way for the Schubertian references of Orest’s Scene 5 aria as they join him on another
return to the longed for homeland. The company arrives in Greece and encounters a chorus of
foxtrot-singing street entertainers on the way to the court. The entertainers sing in hopes of
Orest’s pardon, and their music embodies the positive Vital energy of jazz. Finally, after Orest is
pardoned, the four main characters and the chorus on stage break into a “Vaudeville” finale “in
Schubert rhythms.”287 (See example 2.14.)
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Krenek, “Opernerfahrung.” 62; “Als Aufenthalt und spannungserhöhender Vorhalt an entscheidenden
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Example 2.14: Act V, mm. 623-29. The beginning of the final chorus Rogge describes as Schubert-like.288

Before this final chorus, however, Krenek builds a Mozartian finale, with individual or
small groups of characters coming to the fore in verses to sing short lines about the happy
conclusion to their portion of the plot, with choruses in between. A choir provides the upbeat
chorus that begins with the lines “And the laurels and olives bloom, and the grape vines in the
mountains,” with a slightly different conclusion with each iteration, one of which expresses the
musical synthesis of Vital and Spiritual: “And cries of jubilation from valley to valley, and dance
music sounds in the quiet forest, making known this great joy.” (See example 2.15.)
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Krenek, Leben des Orest. Klavierauszug, 378.
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Example 2.15: Act V, mm. 521-534.289

Krenek’s choral finale (and the smaller scale choral finale to Act IV) only won over a handful of
critics.290 As we will see in the conclusion, this contributed to decisions by producers and
directors to stage the work in ways that decisively moved the opera away from Krenek’s
attempts to synthesize the Vital and the Spiritual and back towards an understanding of Zeitoper
based on mere surface topicality.
289
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Critics were especially divided over the quartet at the end of Act IV. Alfred Einstein, for example, dismissed it as
“academic,” and W.K. wrote that it “doesn’t grab” the audience’s interest. Alfred Einstein, “Ernst Krenek: Leben
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Conclusion: Staging Orest as a Topical Opera
Because Krenek failed to express his desired synthesis of the Vital and Spiritual in a
concrete, compelling, and convincing way, many critics and audience members did not pick up
on the driving role that the tension between Vital and Spiritual was supposed to play in the work.
Krenek’s intentions in the work were further occluded by the enduring “misunderstanding” of his
goals in Jonny spielt auf. By this time, Krenek was inextricably linked to the popular, topical
understanding of Zeitoper, and Orest was interpreted by many through this lens. These
expectations contributed to a handful of productions that staged Orest specifically so as to draw
out its topical elements. Most obviously, this meant using the staging to directly connect
Krenek’s allegory to present-day references. In order to be recognizable, however, these
references had to be so specific that Krenek’s deliberately vague, non-party political social
critique became explicitly party-political.291
The two productions of Leben des Orest that took this topical approach furthest were in
Darmstadt and Mannheim. Darmstadt was the location of the Hessian State Theater, and the
production was designed by the notorious director/designer team Arthur Rabenalt and Wilhelm
Reinking. Rabenalt and Reinking were well known for modern productions that communicated
specific interpretations and reinterpretations of works in modernist, stripped down stagings. A
production of La Muette de Portici, for example, eliminated much of the opera’s love story and
radically cut and rearranged content (even re-texted some scenes) in order to draw out the work’s
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Although it goes beyond the scope of this chapter, the surrealist production of Orest at the Kroll opera in Berlin,
designed by leading French surrealist Giorgio de Chirico, can be understood as the flip side of this phenomenon:
stripping the opera of all of its coincidental topicality and deliberately placing it in a timeless, dreamlike space.
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revolutionary storyline. Theater historians refer to their collaborations in Darmstadt as essential
to the early development of modern Regietheater.292
Rabenalt and Reinking’s Darmstadt production of La Muette de Portici is revealing in
context with their later production of Leben des Orest. In Muette, Rabenalt and Reinking sought
to draw out the Leftist and pacifist potential of the opera, bringing it in to the present day with
present-day costumes and projected images.293 Their approach to Orest was similar. As Hans
Redlich noted in a review of the production, the whole action seemed to be relocated to a
“modern Balkan state.” Agamemnon, the power hungry tyrant, was costumed like Mussolini.
When he and his army sailed off to the Trojan War, images of modern naval exercises were
projected on the back of the set. When they returned, the soldiers were dressed in the uniforms of
German soldiers from the end of the First World War. Against this clear anti-war, anti-fascist
framework, the pacifistic, conspiring, king-killer Aegisth was costumed as Lenin.294 As Redlich
noted, the political message of including Lenin in this way did not entirely fit the larger political
message of the production, and unsurprisingly then, other critics interpreted the Lenin mask as
that of a stereotypical film villain.295 Other references to concrete, present-day figures that
muddled the productions political message included Aegisth’s advisors wearing the distinctive
caps of the city senators of Hamburg, the Greek folk in straw “Girardi” hats, and Orest in the
costume of a wandering craftsman in his journeyman years. (See image 2.5.)
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Against this backdrop, the realistic ancient Greek setting that Krenek aimed for was also
lost. The abstract sets paired with projected images destroyed the illusion that was so central to
the premiere in Leipzig that Krenek found exemplary. Frankfurt critic Karl Holl, for example,
complained that the “mountain landscape with southern vegetation and a view of the Greek sea”
for Orest’s Scene 5 aria was replaced with “wooden slats painted light green on a stage that looks
like a [children’s] slide.”296 The chorus in the scene that hums the “voice” of nature, originally
hidden in the orchestra pit, was made visible by projecting an image of them singing back stage.
Meanwhile, in the Jahrmarkt scene and then later in Athens in Act V, street entertainers were
costumed like the modern nightclub entertainers, with tuxedos and walking sticks they swirled to
choreography. While the jazz continued to be played from the pit, and not onstage, the characters
now fit the music, and when they danced to it, the audience could understand that the characters
on stage were hearing the same sounds that they were hearing in their seats. (See image 2.6.)
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Holl, “Aus dem Opernlaboratorium.” “Sie bringt statt einer Berglandschaft mit südicher Vegetation und Ausblick
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einer Rutschbahn aussieht.”
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Image 2.5: Photo of the Darmstadt Production of Leben des Orest, 1930.
A picture of the Agora is projected behind the abstract set, and Aegisth, on the right, visibly resembles Lenin.297

Image 2.6: Photo of the Darmstadt Production of Leben des Orest. Orest and the Shepherd in Scene 5 on an abstract
set of mountains and nature. In the back left, one can make out the image of the “invisible” choir singing.298
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The Darmstadt production of Orest premiered in May 1930 amidst the flurry of initial
productions of the work. The National Theater in Mannheim produced the opera in November
1931, the final new production of Orest until after WWII. Between May 1930 and November
1931, Germany’s political situation had become much more polarized, and the Mannheim
production similarly sought to topical-ize Krenek’s opera by equating Agamemnon with
Mussolini, “even more so than the Darmstadt references” according to Karl Holl, adding
projected images of il Duce and Fascist militaristic propaganda.299 Other projections included
film of modern naval ships and images from the First World War. Promotional material for the
opera portrayed Greek soldiers dressed as Nazi partisans.300
Unsurprisingly, critics who saw Leben des Orest as a positive step away from the
topicality and ephemerality of early Zeitoper harshly criticized the Darmstadt and Mannheim
productions. In Mannheim, critic L.P. described these topicalizing elements as “an evil
derailment,” that “strongly contradicts the intentions of the author.”301 Critic Karl Holl reviewed
both productions. His review of the Darmstadt production was his third time viewing Orest, and
he focused his attention on the way the Berlin and Darmstadt productions especially, in his
opinion, went against Krenek’s intentions in the work. Holl saw Orest as an attempt to revive
“the grand tradition of the genre of opera” (“die große Tradition der Gattung Oper”), and he
condemned the Darmstadt production for going against this revival with “fanaticism of rational
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Sachlichkeit” (“Fanatismus rationaler Sachlichkeit”).302 The Mannheim production similarly
“weakens, even eliminates” Krenek’s “Grand Opera” intentions.303 Holl’s reviews, however,
reveal the trap in which Krenek found his work caught: In rejecting the topical approach to Orest
taken in Darmstadt and Mannheim, Holl also downplayed the work’s deliberate connections to
the present-day and Krenek’s idea of structural topicality in the work, connecting it instead to a
timeless tradition.
Before the Mannheim production, Krenek gave a lecture to introduce the work to local
audiences. This lecture, and the article “Freiheit des menschlichen Geistes” (Freedom of the
Human Spirit) that Krenek later published based on it, are key documents in the artistic crisis
that Krenek was going through. It demonstrates Krenek’s ever-greater disillusionment in the
Vital and his development of a concept of the Spiritual that could stand alone as the basis for
music. Krenek describes recent artistic production as coming from a competition between the
“purely practical and the spiritual [geistig].”304 This competition, however, has been reshaped by
the recent events (i.e. the financial crash) that have put an end to interest in “practical” elements
like bank accounts and stocks. Krenek nevertheless continued to argue that art needed to be
connected to its time and society, and that “an apolitical or politically neutral, indifferent art is
impossible.”305 Rather than find that connection in the practical, everyday Vital, however, now
he locates it in a turn to “humanity” [“Humanität”], expanding on his ideas about the “freedom
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to” chose between Good and Bad, and adding an expanded and explicit religious component to
his thought.
In his musical style after Orest, Krenek turned away from the popular-orientation of his
jazz-inflected neo-Schubertian style and his near alignment with the aesthetics of the Neue
Sachlichkeit. Instead, he began to formulate a new approach that valued the creation of music not
for the masses, but for a specialist audience who had the background and would take the time to
contemplate and understand high art music. This approach would lead Krenek to embrace the
twelve-tone technique, but in Mannheim, he attempted, at odds with the hyper-topicality of the
production, to explain Orest as a timeless exploration of universal human characteristics, a goal
more clearly at the heart of his then in-progress Karl V.306 Despite Krenek’s explicit claim that
he was not advocating a withdraw from the times or from social engagement, Mannheim critic
K.L. perceived it as exactly that: “In this Krenek wants nothing more than to draw back
somewhat from the problems of the times.”307
***
With Jonny spielt auf, Krenek played a central role in the establishment of Zeitoper as a
major trend in Weimar-era modern opera. The popular understanding of Jonny spielt auf, and
thus of Zeitoper, however, contradicted key elements of Krenek’s own understanding of what he
was trying to achieve. A central component of this misunderstanding was the role of jazz,
modern technology, and other topical elements of the opera. Like many specialist critics, Krenek
argued that these were mere “props” in Jonny, serving only to set the scene in the present day.
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Truly modern opera, Krenek argued, reflected the key elements of the times on a structural
instead of a superficial level. In Jonny, this was expressed in the dichotomy of the characters
Jonny and Max, who represented the tension between Vital modernization and Spiritual tradition.
Jonny had left the tension between these two forces unresolved, because it was written at
a time when Krenek was still optimistic about the way society was modernizing. This allowed
him to believe that society would naturally progress to a synthesis of the two. As the 1920s drew
to a close, however, his optimism faded, and he increasingly felt that modernization was erasing
valuable elements of society and life that were worth preserving. This change in outlook shaped
Leben des Orest, which lost topical elements like Orest journeying to present-day America and
became an allegory of modern times set entirely in the ancient world. Krenek structured the
opera around a Vital/Spiritual dichotomy, this time attempting to show how a synthesis of the
two might be achieved. Krenek matched musical language to elements of the Vital and Spiritual
based on the associations he (and he believed his audiences) had with specific idioms:
supposedly authentic, African American jazz with the positive of the Vital; commercial, jazzinflected dance music with the negative of the Vital; Schubert with the positive of the Spiritual;
and Expressionism with the negative of the Spiritual.
Krenek’s synthesis, however, was lost on many critics and audience members. Some,
particularly those who saw the Darmstadt and Mannheim productions, notably fixated on the
surface-topical potential of certain elements of the opera, interpreting it through the lens of early
Zeitoper. While some critics and directors proposed cuts that would have eliminated Krenek’s
Vital/Spiritual dichotomy, other directors staged the opera in ways that drew out its topical
potential. In doing so, they made the opera’s allegories very concrete, and the opera took on a
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specific, at times party-political political stance, far from Krenek’s expressed intentions and
deliberately vague social commentary.
Krenek’s operatic output from Jonny to Orest has tended to be understood as remarkably
static, both in terms of his aesthetic goals and his outlook on society. I have argued that this only
the first half of this assumption is true. In Leben des Orest, Krenek continued to pursue the same
aesthetic agenda that drove Jonny spielt auf, but reflected through his waning optimism about
modernity. This new way of seeing Krenek’s work demonstrates parallels Kurt Weill’s
development. Weill similarly felt that popular understandings of Zeitoper grasped only the most
superficial elements of his own early Zeitopern, and he continued to pursue a highly consistent
approach to opera and music theater throughout the late Weimar period. Like Krenek, his works
turned away from the popular, topical understanding of Zeitoper as his optimism about modern
times faded. Weill, however, diagnosed society’s ills from a different political perspective, which
determined the direction taken by his operatic output. Put together in this way, Krenek and
Weill’s early and late Zeitopern demonstrate how Zeitoper continued beyond its conventional
end-date, albeit in modified forms. In doing so, Zeitoper continued to participate in the robust
social and political discourses of the time, and the success that both composers achieved belie
received notions about late Weimar being a time of artistic stagnation or retrenchment.
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Chapter 3
Transferring Zeitoper’s Topicality to other Genres:
Erwin Schulhoff’s Flammen and H.M.S. Royal Oak

The idea that an opera could become ‘topical’ through the use of jazz, present-day
settings, everyday characters, or modern technology impacted opera production beyond the genre
of Zeitoper. These “props” of the genre appealed to composers and their collaborators who were
interested in pursuing other artistic and aesthetic ends than those of the Neue Sachlichkeit, but
nevertheless wanted their work to comment on the present day and appeal to a broad audience.
This category provides a framework to discuss the topical characteristics of a number of operas
from the late Weimar period that are not based on the aesthetics of the Neue Sachlichkeit, like
the late works of Franz Schreker,308 Die ägyptische Helena and the libretto of Arabella,309
Bohuslav Martinů’s “film-opera” Les trois souhaits,310 or even Lulu.311 The transfer of surfacetopical elements of Zeitoper is also an essential piece of the history of so-called Zeitoperetten
(like Herzogin von Chicago, Blume von Hawaii) that replaced waltzes with jazz but otherwise
stuck to the fin-de-siècle model of operetta, as well as many different experimental works of
music theater specifically composed for performance on radio.
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In this chapter, I illuminate the way composers drew on the surface-topical conventions
of Zeitoper in other genres of music theater by examining two works by the Czech-Jewish
composer Erwin Schulhoff: his evening-length Expressionist opera Flammen (composed 192329, revised and premiered 1932) and his jazz-oratorio for radio H.M.S. Royal Oak (composed
1929-30, premiered 1931). These works and their composer recommend themselves as research
subjects because of their unique proximity to, but clear distinction from the Zeitoper
phenomenon. Jazz plays a crucial role here. In Flammen, jazz creates moments of realism in the
otherwise psychological-symbolist opera, briefly pulling the dream-like action towards, but
never quite into the real world. As an up-to-date reference to the real world, jazz further grounds
the opera in the present-day, establishing it as a psychological portrait of a modern person. In
Royal Oak, jazz similarly sets the opera in the present-day, but it also obscures the Communist
politics of a libretto, foregrounding instead Zeitoper’s vague politics in support of the status quo.
The compositional history of each work further reveals how Zeitoper’s popular appeal –
thought to be rooted in its topicality – encouraged composers working in other genres to borrow
from it. Both Flammen and Royal Oak played a major role in Schulhoff’s efforts to secure a
lucrative publishing contract from either Universal Edition or Schott. In their correspondence
with Schulhoff, his publishers made clear that they would only offer him the contract he desired
if he wrote music that could turn a profit. To do this, Schulhoff needed to write successful music
theater, and the model for successful music theater was Zeitoper. Schulhoff responded by
playing up the ways that both works-in-progress resembled Zeitoper through the use of jazz, and
in the case of Royal Oak, through a surface-topical plot as well. When he sent his publishers the
completed score of Flammen, however, they expressed disappointment at how little the work
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resembled a Zeitoper. Neither house published the work, and Schulhoff’s hopes of a contract
fizzled.
Royal Oak was originally conceived as an operetta that drew on the surface topical
elements of Zeitoper. Unlike the genre of Zeitoperette that simply transplanted jazz and other
surface topical elements into the mold of turn-of-the century waltz operettas, Schulhoff imagined
his operetta as an elevation of the genre to the level of art. But after the Flammen debacle,
Schulhoff had to reshape Royal Oak into a form he could more effectively promote without the
support of a publishing house: as a work for radio that also lent itself to amateur performances.
Music theater for radio and amateur performance were also key areas of interest for composers
of the Neue Sachlichkeit, and these composers drew on the model of Zeitoper in their works for
radio. Royal Oak demonstrates how Zeitoper also influenced the music theater for radio by
composers outside of the Neue Sachlichkeit.
In scholarship on Zeitoper, Flammen and Royal Oak are frequently mentioned as music
theater works that make use of jazz, but only in passing, as neither lies within the recognized
framework of Zeitoper. In the case of Flammen, the conventional understanding is that Flammen
is unrelated to Zeitoper because it has “neither a through-going realistic stage action, nor a
setting that references [surface] topicality,”312 and because “jazz serves not as the representative
of a modern … way of life, but as the musical signal of the sick psyche of Don Juan.”313 While I
312
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do not argue that Flammen is a Zeitoper (it most certainly is not), my analysis will show that
moments of realistic stage action and jazz are linked in the opera in ways that closely resemble
surface topical portrayals of modern life in Zeitoper.
Meanwhile, Royal Oak as a jazz-influenced oratorio is usually treated as a parallel, but
separate phenomenon to Zeitoper – from the perspective of the surface-topical definition of
Zeitoper – as jazz-influenced opera. Returning to the composition history of the work, I argue
that Royal Oak exemplifies the way that Zeitoper and these “parallel” genres – in this case
operetta, oratorio, and radio play – were all connected in a cycle of mutual influence.
Flammen and Royal Oak also occupy a marginal position within scholarship on Schulhoff
and his music. Schulhoff was generally recognized in the Weimar era as one of the leading
proponents of the integration of jazz into art music on the basis of his chamber music, and
modern scholars have tended to focus on this portion of his oeuvre. Indeed, Flammen and Royal
Oak were not popular successes in their time, which may contribute to the dearth of modern
scholarly interest. Their lack of success, however, is evidence of my argument that in order to
succeed, topical music theater after 1930 had reflect the new, unoptimistic spirit of the times. In
the case of Flammen, Schulhoff’s sparing use of surface-topical jazz only highlighted how
outmoded his otherwise Expressionist work was. In the case of Royal Oak, Schulhoff’s use of
surface-topical jazz through the entire piece played a central role in its rejection by multiple
radio stations for whom the optimistic embrace of modernity connoted by the music and plot was
no longer marketable.
My historical analysis of these works also revises conventional narratives of Schulhoff’s
political and musical evolution. Because Schulhoff enthusiastically embraced jazz as an
influence on his music, he is usually thought of as part of, or in close proximity to the Neue
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Sachlichkeit in music. Flammen and Royal Oak, however, are both excellent examples of how
Schulhoff’s ideas diverged from those of the Neue Sachlichkeit. Because he did not share the
composers of the Neue Sachlichkeit’s optimism about the present-day, he did not follow their
rejection of the concept of the autonomous artwork and or their embrace of Gebrauchsmusik.
This played a key role in how he conceived his music theater and deployed jazz within it.
This observation and the example of Royal Oak also revise our understanding of
Schulhoff’s later compositional trajectory. Shortly after completing Royal Oak, Schulhoff
embraced Socialist Realism. This change has been understood as a radical stylistic break, but in
fact, there are many continuities between Schulhoff’s earlier aesthetics and those of his later,
Socialist Realist works. On the one hand, Royal Oak demonstrates how Schulhoff was already
experimenting with ways to integrate explicitly political meanings into his music before he
turned to such projects as his cantata on the Communist Manifesto. On the other hand,
Schulhoff’s turn to Socialist Realism can be understood as a continuation of his longstanding
commitment to the idea of the autonomous artwork and to creating music that was connected to
the needs of the present-day and the desires of mass audiences.

The Expressionist Dreamscape of Flammen
As an Expressionist opera completed in 1929 and premiered in 1932, Flammen could not
avoid criticism that it was behind the times. Expressionism had bloomed in the years preceding
World War I and then found new relevance as a way to culturally process the trauma of the war
in the years immediately afterwards, but cultural observers in the mid 1920s already noted that it
was being supplanted by the emerging Neue Sachlichkeit. From its beginnings, the Neue
Sachlichkeit was understood as being opposed to Expressionism, and in the discourse of the
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Neue Sachlichkeit, Expressionism lost much of its modernist credibility. Instead, Expressionism
was understood as broadly continuing the legacy of Romanticism with a focus on the subjectivity
of the individual who was usually alienated, sick, or otherwise isolated from society at large.
The libretto of Flammen played into all of these tropes, but when it was written in 1923,
Expressionism and its fascination with the subconscious were still current. As Schulhoff noted in
his diary in April 1924 regarding the Don Juan project, “now is the era of psychoanalysis, thus
everyone (except me) is [i.e. claims to be] a psychopath, in order to have his sexuality
analyzed!”314 The psychologism of the plot and its episodic structure is also reminiscent of early
Weimar Expressionist film, which also featured largely independent scenes with relatively few
cuts, clearly separated by fade-in and fade-out effects, as in The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari of 1920.
One critic of the 1932 premiere even commented on this similarity to “a film drama, a chain of
phantom images, like those from the time the text was written (1922).”315 This is a notable
difference from the discourse of Zeitoper as “film opera.” Zeitoper was compared to the film of
the late 1920s, which were more realistic and driven by characters’ actions (not psychological
processes) and which featured rapid cuts and changes of camera angle within scenes.
Schulhoff met librettist Czech poet Karel Beneš, through their mutual acquaintance Max
Brod, who knew that Schulhoff was looking for an opera subject and that Beneš was working on
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a dramatic poem on the Don Juan story.316 The two agreed to collaborate on an opera based on
Beneš’s poem, and together they developed Beneš’s drafts into a libretto that also drew on the
Faust legend, Mozart’s Don Giovanni, and elements of the commedia dell’arte.317 The driving
theme was an exploration of the linked subconscious sex and death drives, and the action takes
place in a dreamscape that blurs the lines between real and supernatural, conscious and
subconscious.
Over the intervening six years it took Schulhoff to complete Flammen and through the
subsequent revisions in the years after that, he remained close to the original libretto. What
follows is a brief summary of the opera’s plot in order to clarify just how Expressionist the
libretto was. The text consisted of a loosely connected series of scenes, and versions preserved in
the Schulhoff archive at the Czech Museum of Music (České Muzeum Hudby, ČMH)
demonstrate that Schulhoff’s changes consisted of mainly of reordering scenes or swapping out
some scenes for others. For the purposes of this investigation, the changes from the first to the
final version are largely irrelevant with the exception of the content of the third scene, which will
be discussed in detail later. For clarity’s sake, I summarize the version of the libretto used in the
newly published score, which was based primarily on version of the score Schulhoff prepared for
the opera’s premiere (and only production during Schulhoff’s life) in 1932.318
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The first scene, “Nocturne,” features a house shrouded in darkness and surrounded by
dancing shadows. Don Juan enters the house, followed by La Morte, a female figure of Death,
and we hear the “passionate cries” of a woman. In the second scene, “Song of Fire,” a woman
and Don Juan share a passionate moment. This scene introduces the imagery of sexual desire as a
red flame (as a lighting effect) that recurs throughout the opera and gives the opera its title.
Scene three, the “Midnight Mass,” takes place in a convent. Juan enters and is approached by a
lustful nun. Other nuns join them, and La Morte enters. At the end of the scene, Juan has a
revelation and decides to reform his ways. Scene 4, “Chimera,” sees him trying to climb a cliff, a
metaphor of him trying to overcome his uncontrollable sex drive. Three women (presumably
from his past) appear, accuse him of deception, and he falls.
In Scene 5, “Gallery,” Juan finds himself in a gallery of statues of his ancestors, and he
considers his position in the legacy of his family. In Scenes 6 and 7a (7a was added later), Don
Juan finally falls in love with a woman, who in Scene 6 rejects him, but in Scene 7a has
acquiesced. She is named Margarethe, drawing from the Faust legend. In a fit of jealousy, La
Morte arrives and pulls Margarethe into the underworld. In Scene 7, the final scene in the first
act, Don Juan sings to the sea of his loss and begins to think that he might desire death.
The second act begins with Scene 8, “Carnival.” Don Juan and Donna Anna attend
Carnival in costume as their namesakes from Mozart’s Don Giovanni. Characters from the
commedia dell’arte appear and force Don Juan to duel Donna Anna’s husband, who is dressed as
the Commendatore. Don Juan kills the Commendatore, who transforms into a giant figure back
stage, but Juan only mocks him. In Scene 9, Juan and La Morte finally confess their desire for
each other, but the statue of the Commendatore appears in the background. La Morte announces
the work as Plameny, but in the 1990s, the work was performed, published, and recorded in Germany as Flammen.
Most scholars writing in English and German use the title Flammen, and I follow this convention.
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that for his crimes, Don Juan has been condemned to live forever, never knowing true
fulfillment. The final scene, “Nocturne,” repeats the action of the first scene, showing how Juan
is trapped in a never-ending cycle.
Sketch material does not exist to reveal Schulhoff’s initial ideas for the opera’s music. He
later claimed that when he returned to the opera in earnest in 1927, he threw out all his
preexisting sketch material.319 Even if the final version contains only concrete musical ideas
from 1927 and later, Josef Bek, Albrecht Dümling, Miriam Weiss, and others have shown that
the musical language for the bulk of the opera follows an Expressionist model of extended
tonality and free chromaticism, suggesting that Schulhoff largely stuck to the musical language
that was current when the opera was conceived.320
Schulhoff connects the individual scenes of the libretto with long orchestral passages that
blur the divisions between them and portray continuous psychological development. While late
Expressionist operas like Wozzeck or Cardillac prominently featured formally closed musical
numbers, Schulhoff harkens back to the model of earlier Expressionist works like Schoenberg’s
Die glückliche Hand that eschewed large formal structures based on fixed forms. A connection
to Die glückliche Hand is further strengthened by the inclusion of detailed directions for abstract
set designs with specific color lighting in the score of Flammen. Josef Bek, meanwhile, links
Schulhoff’s extended interludes to the model of Debussy’s Pelleas et Melisande.321
Schulhoff’s biggest change to his original conception of the work seems to be his
reappraisal of Wagner while writing the opera. Wagner’s influence is the main topic of
319
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Schulhoff’s only published writing on the opera, an introductory essay he wrote to promote the
work’s premiere in Brno in 1932.322 Following Schulhoff, modern scholars including Dümling
and Weiss have explored the influence of Wagner in Flammen.323 In the context of this
dissertation, the connection is notable because the discourse of the late 1920s and early 1930s, a
return to Wagner that focused on organic development and character’s psychology was
necessarily reminiscent of neusachlich critiques of Expressionism as a continuation of Romantic
aesthetics, and Zeitoper and the Neue Sachlichkeit were broadly understood not just as rejections
of Expressionism, but also of Wagnerian aesthetics.
Flammen’s thoroughly Expressionist character with a strong Wagnerian influence thus
seems to lead us very far from Zeitoper and the Neue Sachlichkeit. Indeed, my analysis is
focused on four fleeting moments in the opera in which jazz pulls the opera from its dreamscape
towards, but never fully into reality. The equation of jazz with reality in the opera in these scenes
underscores that while the opera may all take place in the main character’s head, this character is
a modern individual living in the present day. Here, the music reinforces the visual cue provided
by Schulhoff’s indication in the score that Don Juan is to be dressed in a modern tuxedo.
Archival documents and published writings related to the opera further allow us to
understand how Schulhoff selectively drew on two key elements of the surface topicality of
Zeitoper to construct these jazz scenes. The first was surface topicality’s role in Zeitoper’s
portrayal of real world, which in Flammen was filtered through Schulhoff’s idiosyncratic ideas
about the use of jazz to represent the real world. The second was Schulhoff and his publishers’
navigation of Zeitoper’s aesthetics that prioritized popular accessibility, relevance, and appeal.
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Jazz and the Creation of Near-Realistic Stage Action
Jazz’s role pulling the opera towards realistic stage action is most clearly seen in the three
examples of jazz from the second half of the opera, in Scenes 8 and 9. In Scene 8, titled
“Carnival Night,” elements of commedia dell’arte and Mozart’s Don Giovanni combine to create
stage action that hovers at the border between reality and unreality. Two occurrences of on-stage
diegetic jazz provide the music for Don Juan to dance (or try to dance) with Donna Anna, while
other nameless characters dance in the background.
In this scene, Don Juan and Donna Anna (who is unnamed in the dialogue, but in early
versions of the libretto and score was called Elvira) enter a carnival scene. They are costumed for
Carnival; Don Juan is in “traditional costume with sword and pointed beard.”324 They are
accompanied by a troupe of onlookers in carnival masks. Don Juan and Donna Anna join the
others in dancing a foxtrot. As Don Juan tries to kiss Donna Anna, the characters of the
commedia dell’arte appear and pull Juan and Anna apart. In the style of the commedia dell’arte,
Harlequin announces a “midnight scene:” Don Juan will fight Donna Anna’s husband (!) who
will be costumed as the Commendatore. In their fight, Donna Anna’s husband announces that he
is “not simply a man in mask” before Don Juan kills him. Don Juan then grabs Anna, the onstage jazz band plays a tango, and he tries to force Anna to dance with him. She attempts to flee,
but is trapped. A towering stone figure of the Commendatore rises to fill the back of the scene,
but Juan only mocks it. Rather than submit to Don Juan, Donna Anna kills herself with the same
sword he used to kill her husband.
The first appearance of jazz emerges out of the scene’s relatively realistic opening. A
chorus of onlookers cheers the arrival of Don Juan and Donna Anna to non-diegetic orchestral
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music. After Juan and Anna arrive, the jazz band enters suddenly, and the stage fills with
dancing couples, including Don Juan and Donna Anna. The band is behind the scene and
therefore not visible, but it is still aurally separate from the sounds of the orchestra in the pit, and
the effect is that of diegetic jazz provided for dancing as part of Carnival.
This effect pulls the opera toward realism, but it does not achieve full realism. The jazz is
audibly “off,” as if we do not hear the music as it is being played on stage, but rather through
Don Juan’s ears and his twisted psyche. The effect is clearest in the dance’s distorted rhythmic
pattern with clashing duple and triple meters. While this kind of juxtaposition was quite common
in the melodic voices of jazz pieces of the time, the underlying meter always remained solid, for
both dancing and appreciation of the rhythmic play in the other voices. Schulhoff’s rhythm
section here (piano, banjo, and percussion), however, play rhythmic patterns that hold a steady
beat but do not project a steady meter.325 (See Ex. 3.1)

Ex. 3.1: Flammen, Scene 8, 6 measures before Rehearsal 25.326
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While we are close to realism and the conscious surface here, the commedia dell’arte
characters and the supernatural Commendatore are never far away. Earlier versions of the libretto
and score make clear the commedia dell’arte characters are elements of Don Juan’s
subconscious. Originally, this scene was supposed to open with them emerging out of the ocean,
a standard metaphor for the subconscious that Beneš and Schulhoff drew on in Scenes 6 and 7.327
The foxtrot has an AAB form, and the A is danced without singing. In the B section, Don
Juan sings to Donna Anna. Schulhoff’s stage directions clarify, “Don Juan seems to sing the
refrain of the dance number.”328 Don Juan’s vocal line, however, hardly fits the jazz orchestra’s
part. While not exceptionally discordant harmonically, at key points its rhythm has no relation to
the rest of the music. Weiss has compared Don Juan’s vocal line here to an operatic love aria and
read the clash of jazz and aria as a reflection of Don Juan’s desire for true fulfillment (aria) but
constant search for it in fleeting sexual encounters (jazz).329 Juan’s line, however, is brief and has
no harmonic support to suggest a love aria. Nor does Juan not sing as if he were part of the jazz
band. The band may be providing diegetic music, but he is not part of the diegetic orchestra. In
contrast, some Zeitopern featured diegetic jazz with diegetic singers whose vocal part is fully
integrated into the jazz. Here, on the other hand, Juan is simply dancing with Donna Anna and
singing along in his own way, the “quasi” in Schulhoff’s instructions, to the music to seduce her.
After the foxtrot, there is a sudden change of musical source and style as the jazz band
cuts out and the orchestra returns as the commedia dell’arte characters appear on stage, pull Juan
and Anna apart, and announce their play. The action takes on a surreal quality. The characters
327

See the earliest versions of the libretto (České muzeum hudby, Prague, Schulhoff Archive [Hereafter ČMH],
S173/310) and score (ČMH S173/414). The original translation of the libretto to Czech (ČMH S173/308) also
included these characters rising from the sea.
328

“Juan singt quasi den Refrain des Tanzschlagers.”

329

Weiss, 334-36. She further relates this disconnect to the Carnival attendees wearing masks in this scene.
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“play” their namesakes from Mozart’s opera, blurring the line between real and play-within-aplay (and Don Juan’s subconscious). Pace Weiss, there is no return to reality when the
Commendatore declares “I am more than a play, more than a man in mask.”330 His true identity
is still a mystery, he continues to speak in “riddles” (“Kill me and all will be clear to you”), the
commedia dell’arte characters are still taking part in the main action, and there is no marked
change in the music.
A change in music only comes when the Commendatore dies. Once again, the orchestra
suddenly stops just as the off-stage jazz band reenters playing a tango.331 The main action also
returns to more realistic patterns and the music is again clearly heard as music by the characters
on stage. Masked participants of Carnival dance the tango, and Don Juan “sways to the tangorhythm.”332 Don Juan tries to seize Donna Anna, but he is stopped by the regular participants in
Carnival. The commedia dell’arte characters are nowhere to be found in the stage directions.
Where the earlier foxtrot ended abruptly with the intrusion of the commedia dell’arte characters,
the tango slowly fades out while the orchestra gradually reenters, the final moment of transfer
marked by a dramatic harp glissando.333 It is clear we are back in the realm of the
fantastic/subconscious 26 measures later, when the statue of the Commendatore appears. The
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Commendatore: “Ich bin mehr als ein Spiel, keine Maske bloß.” … Commendatore: “ Töte mich, und alles wird
dir klar.” Don Juan: “Deine Rätsel tun weh.” C.f. Weiss, 338: “Der Komthur jedoch macht aus dem Spiel Ernst …
und in diesem Moment kippt die zuvor etablierte Theater-auf-dem-Theater Szene wieder um in die normale
(Bühnen-)Realität.”
331

The band’s instrumentation has changed slightly, but not enough to imply it is a different ensemble; it has lost its
soprano sax and trumpet and gained a violin and tenor sax.
332

“Juan, mit dem Rapier in der Faust, wiegt sich lachend nach dem Tangorhythmus.”

333

While the opening foxtrot set the stage of a realistic encounter, the tango mid-scene and its accompanying brief
return to quasi-realism do little to advance the drama. Tellingly, handwritten notes in the Czech version of the
libretto suggest that the tango may have been shortened or cut entirely for the Brno production, though none of the
reviews speak specifically about jazz in the opera to say for certain. C.f. ČMH S173/308, the Czech libretto, has no
tango, and ČMH S173/309, the German libretto, has “Tango zkrátit!” (Czech for “Cut Tango,” which can mean
either cut entirely or shortened) written next to the text of Scene 8.
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tango here is not just a moment of realism, but also of Schulhoff using jazz in line with Grosch’s
analysis of “mediality” in Zeitoper. As Weiss notes, in early Zeitoper (Jonny spielt auf, Royal
Palace, and Der Zar läßt sich photographieren), the tango is always associated with seduction,
and here, Don Juan is trying to seduce Donna Anna.334
The foxtrot returns briefly in Scene 9. The vast majority of this scene is unreal. First Don
Juan first sings longingly to the dead body of Donna Anna (which responds with motion, but
without words), then the ghosts of naked women appear and he attempts to seize them, and
finally he has a long dialogue with La Morte. Don Juan realizes that what he truly desires is
death’s embrace, and La Morte confesses her desire for him. But then the giant statue of the
Commendatore reappears, and La Morte announces that Don Juan has been condemned to live
forever, always seeking but never finding the true fulfillment of death. In distress, Juan seizes a
revolver and tries to shoot himself, but at the moment he pulls the trigger, the scene instantly
changes to a night club with couples dancing to jazz. Don Juan realizes his fate, “runs in despair
towards the audience” and sings “So must I exist, forever!”335
Don Juan’s scene in the dance hall is the most realistic in the entire opera. After a
dramatic build-up in the strings, the gunshot suddenly silences the orchestra and seemingly
wakes us and Juan from the dream of the rest of the scene. The jazz band enters out of near
silence, and the scene change is “immediate.” The printed score describes this scene “in a bar, in
whose background a jazz band is playing,” but the manuscripts for the Brno production phrase
this direction in a critically different way: “in a dance hall, in whose background a playing jazz
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To the extent that violently seizing here counts as seduction. Weiss, 338.

335

“(Er rennt verzweifelt gegen den Zuschauerraum) So muss ich weiter, weiter sein!”
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band [is] … visible.”336 That is, the band is no longer behind the scene. We see the band in the
context of a dance hall and hear them play recognizable jazz.
Even here, though, we do not achieve full realism. The band is on-stage, but the music it
plays is identical to that of the foxtrot of Scene 8, including the rhythmic distortions. The band
plays the first A section, about half of the second before it fades out (again with a sweeping harp
glissando at the moment of change) and the orchestra reenters. Don Juan, who was silent,
“standing, as if in shock,” while the jazz band played, now sings his final line (“So must I be, on
and on!”) to full orchestral accompaniment, and there are more than 100 more measures of
orchestral, subconscious music before the end of the scene.337 This moment with the jazz band,
then, pulls us nearly into reality. We see, through Juan’s eyes, a realistic scene like out of a
Zeitoper with couples dancing, but we hear, filtered through Juan’s psyche, a distorted jazz to
which we cannot dance – a fitting metaphor for Juan’s fate.

Jazz as Real-World, “Medial” Referent in Don Juan’s Psyche
The final example of jazz in Flammen comes from the third scene of the opera, where
jazz and religious music sound against each other, dramatizing the clash of sexual freedom and
sexual repression. In this scene, jazz is not marked as strongly as diegetic music as in Scenes 8 or
9. It is, however, worth considering in some detail because Miriam Weiss uses jazz in this scene
as a particularly poignant example of how Schulhoff’s use jazz in Flammen is antithetical to the
way jazz was used in Zeitoper. But this is only part of what is happening in Flammen. Jazz is
336

Compare the published score, pg. 501: “Sofort nach dem Schuß schnelle Verwandlung in eine Bar, in deren
Hintergrund eine Jazzband spielt. In der Bar lachende und scherzende Paare,” and ČMH S173/417, page 122:
“Sofort nach dem Schus [sic] schnelle Verwandlung der Szene in einem Ballsaal, in dessen Hintergrund eine
spielende Jazzband und tanzende lachend-scherzend Paare sichtbar sind.”
337

This stage direction is not in the published score, but is in the manuscript sources for the Brno production: “Juan
steht wie erstarrt.” (ČMH S173/417, pg. 122)
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certainly associated with Juan’s pathologically insatiable desires, but so is most of the music in
the opera.338 What changes here is the way this insatiability is portrayed. In this scene, jazz pulls
the opera out of the dream-like, symbolist action and psychologically driven music, and into a
space where elements of real-world action and associations with concrete, real-world referents
come into play.
The third scene of Flammen opens with the first extended use of music that recognizably
references a real-world genre of music beyond the Expressionist idiom. It is not jazz, but a
chorus of woodwinds, all playing low in their range, moving in slow, step-wise parallel motion.
The reference is to Gregorian chant, and after a brief interruption by a sweeping string gesture,
the reference is reinforced by the addition of voices. An alto soloist intones a chant-like melisma
in the Dorian mode in alternation with a chorus of women singing a simple melody in parallel
fifths, invoking medieval organum. (See example 3.2.)

Example 3.2: Flammen, Scene 3, Rehearsal 29 and following.339

The passage lasts only the first twenty-two measures of the scene, but it solidly sets the locale: a
convent, where Don Juan’s arrival will unleash a wave of nymphomania among the nuns.
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This is, in fact, a major part of what Schulhoff sought in his turn to Wagner in the opera.

339

Schulhoff and Beneš, Flammen, 63. Used with permission of Schott Music, Mainz.
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In this scene, jazz is juxtaposed against another referent to religious music: the organ,
playing a chant-like melody harmonized with (mostly) perfect intervals and moving in parallel
motion. Schulhoff’s treatment of the two idioms here parallels his description of Berlin Dada
collage techniques. In an article from 1924, titled “Der mondäne Tanz,” or “Glamorous Dance,”
Schulhoff discussed the use of jazz in Stravinsky’s oeuvre, including L’histoire du soldat.340 He
draws an analogy between the incorporation of jazz into modern art music and the collage
techniques of painters of the time, “in which the painter fixes objects to the canvas instead of
paint.” For Schulhoff, taking real dances from the present and integrating them into music, like
gluing found objects, represented the greatest form of realism.341
Instead of found objects pasted to a canvas, Flammen has sounds: the real-world idioms
of jazz and organ chorales, and the art-music of Expressionism with all its associations of
psychological music.342 The effect is Grosch’s “mediality” in Zeitoper: Jazz references carnal
and uninhibited sexuality, while chant and organ chorales reference for religiosity and religious
regulation of sexuality; and Expressionism for the subconscious confrontation of the two.343
340

Schulhoff, “Der mondäne Tanz,” originally published Der Auftakt (April 1924): 73-77, reprinted in Schriften, 2327, here 26-27.
341

Schulhoff, “Der mondäne Tanz,” 23; “Man sieht also im Tanze den Ausdruck der Zeit und ihres Geschehens nur
allzudeutlich, die Zusammenhänge lassen sich nie verleugnen. In der bildenden Kunst macht sich der Realismus am
stärksten geltend, speziell in der Malerei, der Maler anstatt Farben Gegenstände auf der Leinwand befestigt
(Klebetechnik).”
342

Mikulaš Bek, without citing Schulhoff’s writings on collage, describes the juxtaposition of musical idioms in this
scene a “vertical montage,” building off of his description of the episodic scene structure (cited above) as a
horizontal montage. Mikulaš Bek, “Erwin Schulhoffs Opera Flammen — eine Entstehungsgeschichte,” in “Zum
Einschlafen gibt’s genügend Musiken”. Die Referate des Erwin Schulhoff-Kolloquiums in Düsseldorf im März 1994,
ed. Tobias Widmaier (Hamburg: von Bockel Verlag, 1996), 103.
343

Reading this scene through Zeitoper and mediality allows us to refine existing readings of this scene. Miriam
Weiss has read the use of jazz here as an opposition of jazz and religious-art music (332). In the discourse of the
time, religious music – chant, chorales, etc. – was discussed as a kind of Gebrauchsmusik. While some religious
music had made the leap from the realm of use to the realm of art, like Bach’s b-minor mass (see Schulhoff quote
below), compositions for liturgical use, like much of Bach’s output, were usually held up as a model for the modern
composer of Gebrauchsmusik. In this context, Schulhoff’s use of organ is especially telling. In addition to its close
association with functional religious music, its distinctive timbre sets it off from the rest of the orchestra. While
there is some orchestral repertoire with an organ part, in this context, an organ playing a chant-like melody
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Grosch’s concept is especially useful here, because pace Schulhoff’s earlier writings, Schulhoff
added a spoken prologue for premiere in Brno in which he clarified that the jazz in this scene
was only heard in Don Juan’s head. Whether quasi-realistic as in the original version or imagined
as in the revision, mediality provides a framework within which to understand how Schulhoff’s
collage technique here retains an element of the realism he so admired in collage art.
After the references to Gregorian chant set the scene, the opera returns to its more
characteristic idiom as Don Juan arrives at the convent and is surreptitiously approached by a
lustful nun emerging from the shadows. They sing of their desire for each other and collapse in
an embrace. La Morte emerges from the shadows, steps to the organ and begins playing what is
labeled a “Gloria” in the score. Regardless of whether the audience recognizes the music as a
Gloria, the held notes with slow, step-wise, parallel motion continues the earlier reference to
organum. (See Ex. 3.3.)

Ex. 3.3: Flammen, Scene 3, 5 measures after Rehearsal 44 and following.344

The organ plays for eight measures, before dropping out and being replaced by alto saxophone
and muted trumpet (in the pit), marked in the score as “Jazz-Orchestra” with the instruction
“jazz-orchestra and organ always coming out more” (“Jazz-Orchester und Orgel stets

harmonized with (mostly) perfect intervals and moving in parallel motion is more likely referencing liturgical music
than religious music qua art music.
344

Schulhoff and Beneš, Flammen, 101. Used with permission of Schott Music, Mainz.
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hervortretend.”). These two instruments, marked mp, however are just a lead in; the rest of the
orchestra continues much as before for another eight measures.
Suddenly, everything changes. Four measures before rehearsal 47, the tempo changes to
an “Allegro di fox,” the full jazz orchestra enters (still playing from the pit), and the organ
returns. The regular orchestra continues as well with its characteristic, static “sound carpet”
background. (See Ex. 3.4.)
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Ex. 3.4: Flammen, Scene 3, 3 measures before rehearsal 47 and following.345
345

Schulhoff and Beneš, Flammen, 105. Used with permission of Schott Music, Mainz.
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The effect is a general cacophony of juxtaposed sounds from different idioms. Timbre is
essential to the effect: the conventional orchestra of strings, woodwinds, horns, and un-muted
trumpet can be aurally isolated from the saxophones, muted trumpet, banjo, and piano of the jazz
orchestra, which can be aurally isolated from the organ. Characteristic rhythms reinforce the
difference. The foxtrot of the jazz orchestra is rhythmically pronounced and driven by near
steady eighth note beats in the banjo and percussion, while the organ’s long tones are dragged
out longer than before to accentuate the difference. The string and woodwinds’ running eighth
notes continue, always moving but projecting stasis. While the idioms themselves clash, the
effect is not one of total chaos, at least at first, as all the levels more or less retain a center around
d minor.
In Schulhoff’s original version of the opera from 1929, this scene was a dramatic moment
of self-realization, as Don Juan discovered La Morte’s lust for him and spurned her, setting off
her jealous retribution against Don Juan’s lovers in future scenes. The entry of the first two jazz
instruments, soprano sax and muted trumpet, coincides with the final words of his rejection: “No,
you are ugly, skin and bones, but I am Juan and know what tastes better.”346 When the full jazz
band returns with the organ, Juan then sings to a chorus of his ex-lovers of the emptiness in his
life that he sought to fill with their embraces. (This is partially visible in the “Ossia” part in
Example 3 above.) Notably, Don Juan’s vocal part aligns with none of the three levels
specifically; it neutrally runs between them all. In this version, the source of all this music is
mysterious: the jazz band is in the pit and the organ “sounds mysteriously”, that is, no one is
visibly playing it.347 The stylistic clash builds and builds until it is finally broken by a crash on
the gong. The jazz band and organ cut out, and only the traditional orchestra is left, as Don Juan
346

“Nein, du bist hässlich, hässlich bist du, Haut und Knochen. Aber ich bin Juan und weiß was besser schmeckt.”

347

ČMH S173/310, Libretto to Flammen.
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declares himself ready for the “new life” that he journeys towards over the next two scenes
before finding his true love in Margarethe in Scenes 6 and 7. This is a key moment in which Don
Juan consciously processes his subconscious Eros-Thanatos conflict. Accordingly, the
subconscious elements which before were relegated to the Klangteppich of the orchestra came to
the fore in consciously recognizable, realistic form: jazz and organ chorale.
In the version of the opera adopted for the premiere in Brno in 1932 and published by
Schott in 1994, however, Don Juan’s lines before, during, and after the Allegro di Fox were cut.
This change is notable, because it seems to have been motivated by a desire to lessen the realism
of the scene. Years earlier, Schulhoff’s ballet Ogelala had been slated for performance in Brno,
but the local clergy had objected to its primitivist pagan and sexual elements, and succeeded in
having the performance canceled.348 It is unclear if Schulhoff’s changes were preemptive or in
response to complaints, but in addition to cutting Don Juan’s lines in this scene, he added a
prologue to the work that specified that in a fit of madness Don Juan “believes he hears a
frenzied foxtrot instead of a religious Gloria.”349 The presentation of the music reinforces this: In
this version, La Morte plays the organ, so we see that this is ‘real’ sound, but the jazz orchestra
remains aurally relegated to the pit, the realm of Don Juan’s subconscious. It is unclear if
Schulhoff was fully committed to these changes, as his stage directions in this version include
the note shortly before the entry of the organ: “La Morte … begins to play a ‘Gloria’ that is soon
becomes a parody.”350 Either in this version or the earlier version, the clash of these two musical
348

C.f. Schulhoff’s letter to the UE, 29 Sep. 1928, about Ogelala’s failure in Dessau and Brno, ČMH S173/214. The
ballet was a primitivist work set pre-Columbian America featuring Aztec battles, human sacrifice, and romantic
intrigue with music clearly modeled after Stravinsky’s Sacre du printemps.
349

ČMH S173/311, cited in Weiss, 332; “Dieser Don Juan, der im Wahn anstatt des kirchlichen Gloria einen
rasenden Foxtrot zu hören vermeint. Meine Damen und Herren, begehen Sie nicht den Irrtum, dieses Wahnerlebnis
als Lästerung aufzufassen, das verzweifelter Aufschrei des Verdammten ist.”
350

“La Morte … beginnt ein “Gloria” zu spielen, welches alsbald zur Parodie wird.”
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style is presented so as to be recognizable referents to real-world music, as in Grosch’s model of
“mediality.”
While this scene’s genesis and evolution cannot be completely reconstructed, the
preserved libretti, sketches, scores, and piano reductions show that this is one of the scenes that
Schulhoff struggled with the most; there are multiple versions, changes to text, re-orderings, and
cuts.351 Much of this struggle focused on that portion of the scene that involves the jazz band,
and it is notable that as Zeitoper’s realism and “medial” techniques of musical reference were
being developed, Schulhoff was actively trying to find a way to structure this scene, one of the
few that fulfilled his claim to his publishers that the opera “used jazz dramatically,” which he
assured them would make Flammen a “stage hit.”
***
Flammen was finally premiered in Brno in on January 27, 1932 by the Czech National
Theater. The libretto had been translated into Czech, and Schulhoff made cuts and composed
some new transitional music to arrange the scenes in two acts instead of three. 352 The Brno
theater had a tradition of supporting new music, but never truly overcame its provincial status in
the eyes of German or Czech critics, and especially given the turbulence in Germany at the time,
the premiere of Flammen escaped the notice of most of the major periodicals of the time. The
most detailed review appeared in Der Auftakt, the German language music magazine published
in Prague, by Erich Steinhard, a long-time advocate of Schulhoff’s music. While measured in its
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Reconstruction is impossible largely because Schulhoff’s editing process involved physically cutting and pasting
musical material, as well as marking cuts by completely blacking passages out. Cf. ČMH S173/308-310, 413-418,
500.
352

And as Schulhoff noted in a letter to the UE, with more financial support from the publisher up-front, he might
have finished the work in time to organize a premiere in the 1929-20 season. See Letter, Schulhoff to UE, 22 Jun.
1929, ČMH S173/240.
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praise, his mostly positive review nevertheless confirms that the work was primarily
psychological and Expressionist in character, but it also points to the influences from Zeitoper.
Steinhard begins by telling his readers that they must adjust their preconceptions of
Schulhoff as a composer, because the opera is far from Schulhoff’s famous Kunstjazz.353 Turning
to Schulhoff’s experience writing for the stage, Steinhard claims that Schulhoff only used jazz in
his earlier works (Ogelala) because of the “exoticized setting,” whereas Flammen was a
“Symbolist fantasy … that offered almost no opportunity for glamorous dances.”354 Steinhard
frequently describes the work as Symbolist, fantasy, or Expressionist, and emphasizes the lack
of realism in the work.355 The only exception seems to have been the “geometric” set design of
Zdeněk Pešánek, who Steinhard calls “the only constructive thinker, the only cerebral creator in
this flood of poetry and sound.”356 Indeed, the surviving images of the set design confirm a
geometric approach, although it is unclear from the images how the geometric forms of the set
went beyond the abstract geometric forms that populate the visual language of Expressionism
and are referenced in the stage directions of the opera. (See Images 3.1 and 3.2.)
353

Steinhard, 78; “Man hatte schon ein festes Bild von der Art Erwin Schulhoffs gewonnen, vom sensitiven (ein
wenig lüsternen) Modemusiker, von dem man ein wenig umlernen müsste. Er ist zwar noch immer kein Philosoph
geworden, … er hat nur für die Vitalität und die in ihm lodernden Sinne einen anderen Weg der Auswirkung
gefunden und dabei den Boden eines ausgesuchten und verfeinerten Raffinements nicht verlassen.”
354

Steinhard, 79; “Aber es war doch nur die exotisierende Bühne, die ihn zum Jazz reizte, die der Zerstreuung diente
und auf Effekt bedacht war. Deswegen war man neugierig, zu hören, wie der Künstler sich zum symbolistischen
Phantasien verhalten werde, die zu mondänen Tänzen nahezu keine Gelegenheit bieten.”
355

This lack of realism is not in itself a problem in Steinhard’s eyes, it is simply the style of the work, although he
worries that Schulhoff’s music never goes beyond mere “decoration.” In fact, Steinhard found the idea of the opera
to be quite modern, “a transfer of the Don Juan problem into the present day,” especially in the “skeptical, ironic”
portrayal of Don Juan. (79; “Und es ist zugleich eine Übertragung des Don-Juan-Problems in die Gegenwart. … ein
skeptischer, ironischer Don Juan rennt durch das Stück.”) On Expressionism, Steinhard, 79: “Er ist, das weiß man,
ein wirklich phantasievoller Musiker, dessen Einfälle allerdings nicht sehr tief gehen. Aber was er zu sagen hat, sagt
er ungemein kultiviert, dekorativ und glänzend;” or 80: “Eine phantastische Angelegenheit, diese Suite von farbigen
Musikbildern, ein Geschenk für ein soigniertes Großstadtpublikum des Westens, dem Musik Dekoration bedeutet.”
356

Steinhard, 80; “Von jeder Opernilliusion ‘befreites Theater’ zeigte der Bühnenarchitekt Pešanek: Hartes
geometrisches Treppensystem und primitive Formen. Er war der einzige konstruktive Denker, der alleinige zerebrale
Erfinder in dieser Flut von Dichtung und Klang.”
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Image 3.1: Photo of Plameny set model.357

Image 3.2: Photo of Plameny set model358
357

ČMH, S173/976

358

ČMH, S173/974
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In this context, it is telling how Steinhard describes the scenes in which jazz was used. In
a work so full of dreamlike scenes and fantastic elements, jazz is a “discrete” occurrence in
“realist settings.”359 The linkage of jazz with reality helps to anchor the action in the present,
despite the dream-like sequences largely seeming to pass outside of time. This is a clear, if facile,
connection of jazz to topicality, a là Zeitoper, like Schulhoff’s instructions (which Steinhard
notes) to dress “Don Juan in tails” (“Don Juan im Frack”), a characterization that played on the
catchphrase “Hamlet in tails” (“Hamlet im Frack”) used to describe any attempt to reset older
plays in the present. In a prologue written for the Brno production, Schulhoff even described the
opera as, in part, an attempt to reset Mozart’s Don Giovanni in the present and “corresponding to
our time, he must be dressed in tails and also corresponding to our time he obviously must dance
to jazz instead of to the minuet.”360 This emphasis on the work’s topicality may seem to overplay
the opera’s actual connection to the present day, but as we will see, emphasizing, and even
exaggerating the work’s topicality was one of Schulhoff’s main strategies to promote Flammen.

Jazz and Theatricality in the Conception of Flammen
The total influence of Zeitoper in the final version of Flammen may be limited to four
discrete moments, but the aesthetics of popular accessibility, relevance, and appeal behind
Zeitoper also played an important role in the completion of the work. Schulhoff’s publishers
hoped for a popular success to redeem their long running investment in Schulhoff as a composer,
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Steinhard, 80; “Auch in der Karnevalsnacht und beim Bankett wird gejazzt, das gehört sich, wenn es so diskret
betrieben wird wie in diesem realen Rahmen.”
360

Cited in Mikulaš Bek, 104; “… gemäß unserer Zeit im Frack gekleidet sein muss, auch gemäß unserer Zeit
anstatt nach dem Menuett nach Jazzmusik begreiflicherweise tanzt.” For more on the opera’s relationship to
Mozart’s, see Josef Bek, 104-106.
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and Schulhoff hoped for a popular and critical success that would secure a more lucrative
contract with a publisher and establish him as a leading composer.
In their correspondence about the work (1927-29), Schulhoff and his publishers discussed
the goals of the work in terms that clearly revolve around the then-booming fad for Zeitoper.
While the work was being composed, their focus was on the inclusion of jazz, but after his
publishers saw the libretto and piano-vocal score, their discussions shifted focus to a more
general concept of theatricality. Schulhoff’s publisher’s argued for an approach the emphasized
lively and engaging stage action, which closely paralleled the theatrical ideas of the Neue
Sachlichkeit like Krenek’s idea of spielen that we saw in Chapter 2. Schulhoff rejected these
aesthetics based on his association of his publishers’ ideas with Zeitoper. Schulhoff countered
with a vague description of the kind of theater he was going for that mostly consisted of a
critique of the supposed superficiality and short-lived appeal of Zeitoper.
After beginning work on the opera in 1923, Schulhoff almost immediately set it aside. In
a diary entry from April 1924, he refers to the Don Juan project as a “dramatic suite,” not an
opera. In what would be a refrain throughout the compositional history of the opera, financial
pressure seems to have been a major factor. Schulhoff repeatedly told his publishers that in order
to produce large scale works, he needed extended periods of time when he could focus
exclusively on composition. In a letter to the UE from 22 June 1929, for example, Schulhoff
wrote: “After the expiration of my contract I hope for a new one, but with such terms as would
allow me to devote myself more to my production and – last not least - to live. By this, I mean,
not to be forced by continual concertizing to break my creative activities, because I have to
secure the financial means to be able to compose at all.”361 Because he had no independent
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Letter, Schulhoff to UE, 22 Jun. 1929, ČMH S173/240; “…dass ich nach Ablauf meines Vertrages einen neuen
erhoffe, jedoch mit solchen Bedingungen, welche es mir ermöglichen, mich meiner Produktion mehr widmen zu
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financial means or private patrons, he required a regular allowance from a publishing house, like
Weill and Krenek received from UE, or Toch and Hindemith from Schott362
In addition to whatever personal commitment he felt to completing the opera, by 1927 the
situation had changed, and practical considerations were now a significant motivation to finish
the work. Schulhoff had ‘priority agreement’ with UE wherein he offered all his compositions to
them first. If UE turned down a work, he was free to offer it to other publishers, and he always
went to Schott next. During this period, Schulhoff stuck to these two houses for reasons of
prestige and in the hope of working up to a contract with living allowance at one of them.363 His
contract with the Universal Edition was running out, and he hoped to either renew it with more
favorable terms or sign a new contract with Schott that would include provision for a regular
allowance.364 Schulhoff’s correspondence with both publishers reveals that he was under
pressure to produce more profitable music, which meant stage works.

können, und von dieser auch - last not least - leben zu können, womit ich meine, nicht gezwungen zu sein, durch
dauerndes Konzertieren die Schaffenstätigkeit unterbrechen zu müssen, da ich mich dadurch finanziell sichern muss,
um überhaupt komponieren zu können.”
362

As we saw with Toch, publishers’ motivation to give these allowances was as an investment. They hoped that
after a brief period of financial support, the composer’s work would develop and find an audience, eventually
earning the publisher back their investment plus a profit. Once the composer’s works began earning money, the
composer could live off of the royalties and no longer need an allowance. As with any investment, risk was
involved. In the cases of Weill and Krenek, Universal Edition made a lot of money. In the case of Toch, Schott lost
money.
363

That is, from the early 1920s to around 1931. Some of his early works from the 1910s and all of his works after
1931 were published with other houses. Notably, the Zimmermann publisher in Leipzig, one of Germany’s leading
publishers of jazz and jazz-related materials, reached out to him about publishing some of his Kunstjazz piano music
when they knew his contract with UE was coming to an end. Schulhoff responded he was only interested if they
would take on his complete oeuvre. The publisher passed. C.f. correspondence, ČMH S173/131-32.
364

Schulhoff’s troubled relationship with his publishers plays a large role in every account of Flammen’s
compositional history. For more on Schulhoff’s relationship with UE beyond Flammen, see Tobias Widmaier,
“‘Kein anderer Komponist wurde bisher von der Universal-Edition so berücksichtigt wie Sie…,’” in “Zum
Einschlafen gibt's genügend Musiken.”

.
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Tellingly, UE used their priority agreement to take the few larger scale works Schulhoff
did produce. It is thus all the more understandable that the pressure for profitable stage works
came mainly from Schott, who was losing more money betting on the chance that Schulhoff
would eventually make it big. Regarding a wind trio that Schulhoff sent them in 1927, for
example, Schott responded: “Are you able to offer us, for once, works that are more rewarding to
us as a publisher? … It is less possible than ever to operate successfully with chamber music.”365
In early 1929, presented with another chamber work, Schott wrote Schulhoff: “Our final decision
on publication is dependent on the prospects you can give us about future works. … Above all
we would like to know … what plans you have for larger works. How does it look with stage
works?”366 Even without this prodding from publishers, Schulhoff was well aware that a
successful opera could make both him and his publisher a sizable amount of money in a way no
other genre could. As he wrote in a letter to Emil Hertzka, the director of the UE, about a year
into the spectacular popular success of Jonny spielt auf: “From your own experience, you
certainly know well … none of your artists (except perhaps Krenek) is a millionaire.”367
For Schulhoff, however, finishing Flammen was only half the battle. Neither of his
publishers was under any obligation to accept the opera. He therefore exaggerated elements of
Zeitoper in Flammen as part of a broader campaign to whet his publisher’s interest. His letters to
365

Letter, Schott to Schulhoff, 13 Jul. 1927, ČMH S173/162; “Aus diesem Grund möchten wir zunächst einmal um
Beantwortung folgender Fragen bitten: … 2) Sind Sie in der Lage, uns gelegentlich auch einmal verlegerisch
dankbarere Werke zur Verfügung zu stellen und welches sind Ihre Pläne in nächster Zukunft? … Es ist weniger als
je möglich, mit Kammermusik erfolgreich zu operieren. …”
366

Letter, Schott to Schulhoff, 11 Mar. 1929, ČMH S173/169; “Unsere endgültige Entschliessung zur Herausgabe
ist tatsächlich von den Aussichten, welche Sie uns wegen weiterer Werke machen können, abhängig. … Voraus aber
wüssten wir gerne, ‘ob Ihr Herzchen wieder frei ist’, wie es im Schlager von der ‘Madame’ heißt, d.h. ob Sie z. Zt.
über Ihr Schaffen beliebig verfügen können und vor allem welche Pläne Sie für die Zukunft auch an größeren
Werken haben. Wie steht es mit Bühnenwerken?”
367

Letter, Schulhoff to UE, 19 Mar. 1928, Wienbibliothek, UE-Briefe, Schulhoff [Hereafter WUE], Item 237; “Aus
bester Erfahrung werden Sie, sehr geehrter Herr Direktor Hertzka, wohl wissen, dass keiner Ihrer Künstler (außer
möglicherweise jetzt Krenek) Millionär ist.”
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his publishers about Flammen mention jazz only sparingly, but in each case, he tantalizingly
seems to reference the commonplace association of Zeitoper with “jazz opera” and with jazz as
the reason for Zeitoper’s popularity. In a letter from late June 1929, for example, Schulhoff
wrote Universal Edition: “But I want to tell you that you can also expect a ‘stage hit’ from me as
a composer. Possibly it will already come with my evening-length tragicomedy Flammen, which
uses and expands on jazz dramatically…”368
A related strategy Schulhoff pursued was to tempt his publishers with evidence that
leading opera houses were already interested in the work. His evidence, however, ranged from
vague claims of “one of the most important German stages” having accepted the work for
premiere,369 to later expressions of “interest” from figures with varying degrees of influence at
their respective houses.370 In the end, however, none of these promising leads ever materialized,
368

Letter, Schulhoff to UE, 30 Jun. 1929, ČMH S173/214; “…doch will ich Ihnen sagen, dass Sie auch von mir als
Komponisten den “Bühnenschlager” erwarten können. Möglicherweise wird es schon meine abendfüllende
Tragikomödie “Flammen”, welche den Jazz dramatisch verwendet und ausbaut.” Four months later, as part of his
ongoing effort to hook his publishers, he reminded them “that in this opera, jazz is used dramatically.”
Wienbibliothek: “UE-Briefe. Schulhoff.” Item 391. Schulhoff to Kalmus, 28 Oct 1929: “Es dürfte Sie übrigens auch
interessieren, dass in dieser Oper der Jazz zum ersten Male zu dramatischer Verwendung kommt.”
369

Letter, Schulhoff to UE, 22 Jun. 1929, ČMH S173/162; “Dies sage ich Ihnen aus bester Erfahrung, da ich nun vor
kurzem die Partitur des ersten Akts meiner zweiaktig-abendfüllenden Tragikomödie Flammen beendete, deren
Komposition längst fertig vorliegt. Die Uraufführung des Werkes habe ich für die Spielzeit 1930/31 einer der
bedeutendsten Bühnen Deutschlands vergeben.”
370

Schulhoff made use of a trip to Frankfurt to play on the radio to meet with functionaries at the Frankfurt City
Opera, and seems to have successfully aroused the interest of musikalischer Oberleiter Steinberg, but he did not
manage to meet the more influential members of the administration. Letter, Schulhoff to UE, 14 Oct. 1929, WUE
Item 389; “Er dürfte Sie interessieren, dass ich hier in Frankfurt bezüglich der Uraufführung meiner Oper
“Flammen” in der nächsten Spielzeit 1930/31 mit dem Intendanten Turnau heute verhandeln werde;” and Letter,
Schulhoff to UE, 28 Oct. 1929, WUE Item 391; “Antwortlich Ihrer Anfrage bezüglich meiner Oper “Flammen” teile
ich Ihnen mit, dass weder Herr Prof. Turnau noch ich anläßlich meines Frankfurter Aufenthalts Zeit hatte,
eingehendere Verhandlungen zu pflegen. Lediglich der Frankfurter musikal. Oberleiter Herr H.W. Steinberg
wünscht die Uraufführung des Werkes, welche ich ihm auch aus freundschaftlichen Gründen zusagte und ich
zweifele auch gar nicht an der Frankfurter Uraufführung des Werkes.” While waiting for copyists to finishing
copying the score so he could produce a piano reduction, he also sent vague claims of interest from Erich Kleiber at
the State Opera in Berlin. Letter, Schulhoff to Kalmus, 17 Jan. 1930, WUE Item 408; “Ferner teile ich Ihnen mit,
dass die Partitur meinen zweiaktigen abendfüllenden Oper “Flammen” beendet vorliegt und dass ich den
Klavierauszug am 15. Februar beendet haben werde. Die Partitur befindet sich bereits bei meinen Kopisten (sie ist
400 Seiten stark) der Klavierauszug kommt sofort nach Beendung zur Abschrift. Von Kleiber erhalte ich Nachricht,
dass er sich für das Werk sehr für Berlin interessiert. Wegen Vergebung der “Ur” kann ich bis heute noch nichts
genaues sagen. Vor Anfang März kann ich unmöglich mit Kleiber confereieren…” It probably did not encourage his
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and Schulhoff’s vague and evasive language suggests that there was a certain degree of bluff in
his letters.371 Either way, the prevarication by opera houses to accept the work for premiere adds
credence to the decision by both UE and Schott to pass on the work, especially if Schulhoff
pursued a similar strategy with the opera houses that he did with his publisher: emphasizing how
the work resembled a Zeitoper and then presenting them with a very different kind of opera.
Both publishers were disappointed in the work, and their rejection letters to Schulhoff are
variations on the theme that the work lacked the lively, action-driven theatricality of genres like
Zeitoper and was instead driven by psychological processes that were hard to translate to
compelling stage action. Already in June 1929 (the music would not be finished until December),
Schulhoff sent the libretto to Ludwig Strecker at Schott, who read the text “with a certain
disappointment” and found the text unsalvageable: “I have even more concerns [about the
libretto], that I would rather not say, as your work ultimately is finished and nothing more can be
changed.”372 He also deflected Schulhoff’s promotional strategy, writing: “The fact that several
stages are snapping at the premiere should unfortunately not be overvalued. I am sure, I could

publisher when they received a letter six months after the first letter about Kleiber that claimed “in confidence” that
“one of the Berlin State Opera houses is interested in the world premiere,” and that Schulhoff was still “unsure,
which stage,” whether in Berlin or not, he “should give the premiere.” Letter, Schulhoff to UE, 26 May 1930, ČMH
S173/253; “Die Uraufführung des Werkes dürfte wohl in der kommenden Theaterspielzeit 1930/31 stattfinden, nur
bin ich mir noch nicht schlüssig, welcher Bühne ich die “Ur” geben soll, doch will ich Ihnen im Vertrauen mitteilen,
dass sich auch eins der Berliner Staatsopernhäuser für die Uraufführung interessiert, weshalb ich auf eine
Entscheidung von Berlin erst warten möchte, da mich Berlin gewiss am meisten hinsichtlich Niveau zeiht.”
371

While many scholars have noted that Schulhoff was clearly a difficult and temperamental correspondence
partner, the tendency has been to take all his claims on face value. There are many places in the correspondence,
however, where it seems like Schulhoff was bluffing, stretching the truth, or otherwise trying to temporarily mislead
his publishers. This will be a major theme in the compositional history of Royal Oak below.
372

Letter, Schott to Schulhoff, 26 Jun. 1929, ČMH, S173/178; “Lieber, verehrter Herr Schulhoff, den mir freundlich
übersandten Text von Flammen habe ich sofort gelesen und wenn ich offen sein darf, mit etwas Enttäuschung.
Abgesehen hiervon habe ich aber auch sonst noch verschiedene Bedenken, die ich aber nicht aussprechen möchte,
da Ihr Werk ja schließlich vorliegt und nichts mehr daran zu ändern ist.” The Schott firm was run by the brothers
Ludwig and Willi Strecker.
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line up 10-15 stages for the world premiere for you, but I think it is questionable that the interest
would still be there, if they were asked to take the 2nd to 15th place.”373
Schulhoff later sent a piano reduction to UE with apologies for its borderline legibility
with the explanation that “for pianistic reasons, it is very sparse [and] musically not much can be
seen.”374 Heinsheimer agreed that “not enough can be said about the music based on the piano
reduction” to make a decision on the work, but, as with Schott, the bigger issue was the libretto.
He was “very, very skeptical about the stage possibilities of the mystic philosophical
psychological plot.” Further: “The action through the whole work … remains in the realm of
thought. It is meditations on a theme, but not a living, stage-worthy treatment of the theme itself.
None of the figures that appear achieve a stage life, they are masks and shadows.” Given all this,
“it is certainly no coincidence that darkness continually reigns over the stage.”375
Heinsheimer continued: “We know from long experience from even the best intended
philosophical-psychological theme becomes dry and uninteresting in the light of the stage.”
Here, Heinsheimer is trying to push Schulhoff towards the realism and theatricality of
373

Letter, Schott to Schulhoff, 26 Jun. 1929, ČMH S173/178; “Die Tatsache, dass sich mehrere Bühnen um die
Uraufführung reißen, darf leider nicht überschätzt werden. Ich bin überzeugt, dass ich Ihnen 10-15
Uraufführungsbühnen verschaffen könnte, halte es aber für sehr fraglich, dass das Interesse Stand hält, wenn man
von ihnen verlangte, an 2. bis 15. Stelle zu treten. Aber das nur nebenbei.”
374

Letter, Schulhoff to UE, 26 May 1930, ČMH S173/253; “Ich muss jedoch vorher darauf hinweisen, dass aus dem
Klavierauszug, der aus pianistischen Gründen sehr spärlich gehalten ist, musikalisch nicht viel zu ersehen ist und
natürlich die Partitur einen gänzlich anderen Eindruck macht, wie dies ja meistens der Fall bei solchen Dingen ist.”
The piano reduction is ČMH S173/416. It is, indeed, virtually illegible, and even if studied closely, reveals only a
vague sense of the music for most of the opera.
375

Letter, UE to Schulhoff, 2 Jun. 1930, ČMH S173/255; “Über die Musik ist aus dem Klavierauszug nicht genug
zu ersehen. Es ist auch furchtbar schwer zu spielen und zu lesen, so dass man nur einen allgemeinen Eindruck
bekommen kann. Aber das scheint mir auch in dem Fall weniger wesentlich als die Frage des Textbuches und da
muss ich Ihnen … nun allerdings sagen, dass ich … über die Bühnenmöglichkeiten der mystisch philosophischen
und psychologischen Handlung sehr, sehr skeptisch bin. Die Vorgänge bleiben das ganze stück hindurch auch dort
wo sich einzelne kräftige Scenen [sic] abheben, ganz im Bereiche des Gedankens. Es sind Betrachtungen über ein
Thema, aber nicht die lebendige, bühnenwirksame Darstellung des Themas selbst. Alle die Figuren, die vorkommen,
gewinnen kein Bühnenleben, es sind Masken und Schatten, nicht nur weil der Autor, das so vorschreibt, sondern
weil wirklich all diese Schatten blasse Gedankenbilder sind und es ist gewiss kein Zufall, dass in dieser Oper
unaufhörlich Dunkel auf der Bühne herrscht, denn vor dem hellen Licht würden die Schemen zerfließen.”
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contemporary and popular styles, of which Zeitoper would have been the most obvious.
Although he does not go into detail on what, in his experience, a successful opera looked like, he
specifically rejects philosophical and psychological themes, and “characters who are symbols for
ideas.”376 Heinsheimer’s portfolio included Schoenberg’s Erwartung and Die glückliche Hand,
and he may have been speaking from the experience of these works, neither of which did well
with general audiences and the latter of which seems a possible reference (“philosophicalpsychological,” “characters who are symbols for ideas,” etc.).
Schulhoff was discouraged by both publishers’ rejection of Flammen, and his responses
to each make clear that he believed the subtext of their rejections was that the work was not
enough like a Zeitoper. Typical of his less-than-diplomatic style, Schulhoff aggressively attacked
Zeitoper, drawing on common critiques like its short-lived success and rapid production. In his
letter to Schott, he wrote that he saw the “score of the work not as a temporary hit, whose life
span is measured in a single theater season,” and that the libretto “is not about topicalities
[Aktualitäten] of today, but only about ‘THEATER.’”377 His letter to UE, written almost a year
later, echoed many of these ideas. Unlike his “opposites at the UE,” he wrote, he does not want
to write the kind of opera that “normally dies after a single season.”378 Attacking Zeitoper rather
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Letter, UE to Schulhoff, 2 Jun. 1930, ČMH S173/255; “Wir wissen aber aus langer Erfahrung, dass auch das
bestgewollte, philosophisch-psychologische Thema im Lichte der Bühne trocken und uninteressant wird und dass
die Figuren, die Symbole für Gedachtes sein sollen, auf den Brettern keinen Schritt ohne die Krücken von
Kommentaren, ohne den begleitenden Gedanken des Zuschauers tun können und dieser Gedanke birgt schon den
Todeskeim für die künstlerische Wirkung in sich. ”
377

Letter, Schulhoff to Schott, 30 Jun. 1929, ČMH S173/179; “Bei Durchsichtnahme des Textes verkennen Sie
jedoch die Tatsache, dass es sich nicht um Aktualitäten von heute, sondern lediglich um ‘THEATER’ dreht, zu
welchem die Partitur ihren Teil beiträgt.
378

Letter, Schulhoff to UE, 4 Jun. 1930, WUE Item 434; “Da nun meine Wege durchaus andere sind wie jene
meiner U.E.-Antipoden, so sieht auch entsprechen die Partitur von Flammen ganz anders aus, wie die jener Opern,
die nach einem Saisongeschäft gewöhnlich sterben.”
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unambiguously, he claimed that his score “has absolutely nothing to do with mass produced
opera” and that it was not “patched together following well-known Sachlichkeit-recipes.”379
Schulhoff’s descriptions of his intentions revolve around this idea of “THEATER” (in his
letter to Schott), or “fantastical theater” (in his letter to UE). Schulhoff does not explain this idea
in any great detail. He first claims that he has no wish to “speak of eternal value,” and then
provides a laundry list of several successful modern opera composers of the time who were not
associated with Zeitoper and seeks to connect his work to theirs. Schulhoff tells Schott that to
learn what he means by “THEATER”, they should read Busoni’s Entwurf einer neuen Ästhetik
der Tonkunst, a text that heavily influenced the early development of the Neue Sachlichkeit and
Zeitoper,380 but also cites two examples of recent composers who fit uncomfortably in the
aesthetic tradition of Busoni: Richard Strauss and Giacomo Puccini.381 Schulhoff also responded
to Strecker’s concern that while Flammen might very well find a stage willing to premiere it,
finding stages willing to mount further productions was unlikely, by pointing to yet another
example of a different trend in modern opera: Berg’s Wozzeck: “It is well known …[that

379

Ibid., “Ihr Todesurteil für meine Oper beruht auf einen kleinen Irrtum, weil Sie es bei meiner Partitur durchaus
nicht mit einem zeitgenössischen Opernfabrikat zu haben, die nach bekannten Sachlichkeitsrezepten
zusammengestoppelt werden.”
380

The Busoni text was widely read, and its influence was hardly limited to the early development of the Neue
Sachlichkeit. The best example of its influence on the development of Zeitoper is as part of Busoni’s profound
influence on Kurt Weill. Cf. Stephen Hinton, Weill’s Music Theater: Stages of Reform (Berkeley: University of
California Press, 2012), especially Chapter 2.
381

Strauss and Puccini are also odd models to call on as Puccini always wrote highly realistic, non-psychological
works, and Strauss had at this point long abandoned the psychologism of Salome and Elektra for more realistic and
action-driven works. Letter, Schulhoff to Schott, 30 Jun. 1929, ČMH S173/179; “Gutes sog[enanntes] ‘THEATER’
hat bekanntlich auch Richard Strauss oder Puccini geschrieben. Was damit gemeint ist, lesen Sie in Busonis ‘Neuer
Aesthetik’ ausführlich. Also wollen wir jedenfalls einmal die Uraufführung von Flammen abwarten und dann weiter
sehen, was los sein wird.”
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Wozzeck] was a bit of a disappointment to the UE, but they are now subsequently pleasantly
surprised by the respectable line of companies to accept the work.”382
Berg and, by extension, Schoenberg seem to be more apt references than Strauss (at least
the Strauss of the 1920s) or Puccini for Schulhoff’s ideas about theatricality in opera. As part of
his brief employment as a music critic in the mid-1920s on Prague, Schulhoff wrote two articles
on Arnold Schoenberg, which included extended praise of Erwartung and Glückliche Hand, and
one titled “The New Opera Style” that prominently featured Wozzeck. While Schulhoff does not
explicitly reference the world premiere of Erwartung in Prague in 1924, “The New Opera Style”
was part of the press lead-up to the premiere, while both Schoenberg articles post-date the
performance.
The elements of these operas Schulhoff praises are revealing in this context because they
point to characteristics of the Expressionist music that dominates Flammen. Schulhoff closely
tied Schoenberg’s music to the expression of inner, psychological processes: “Schoenberg’s
music turns entirely to inner experience, clearly on the metaphysical.”383 Schulhoff writes that
while his generation “wants to live free and enjoy life, … Schoenberg turns to the spirit.”384
Schulhoff never argues that one approach is more valid than the other, leaving the door open for
his own use of both jazz and Schoenbergian idioms depending on his goals: jazz for music that is
connected to everyday life and the modern world, and Expressionism for music that depicts
psychological development and the subconscious.
382

Letter, Schulhoff to Schott, 30 Jun. 1929, ČMH S173/179; “Bekanntlich hatte die U.E. mit Bergs ‘Wozzek’
zuerst eine kleine Enttäuschung und ist jetzt nachträglich recht angenehm überrascht von der hübschen Reihe von
Annahmen.”
383

Schulhoff, “Arnold Schoenberg (1874-1924),” originally published in Národní a Stavovské divadlo, 2/5
(26.9.1924), republished in Schriften, 46-48, here 46; “Denn Schönbergs Musik wendet sich gänzlich an das innere
Geschehen, klar an das Metaphysische.”
384

Schulhoff, “Arnold Schönberg (geb. 1874),” 50; “Die junge Generation will frei leben und das Leben genießen.
… Aber Schönberg wendet sich an den Geist.”
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Schulhoff’s commitment to the Don Juan material and an Expressionist realization of the
opera was likely further reinforced by the Prague premiere of Wozzeck in 1926, which Schulhoff
almost certainly attended. Indeed, Schulhoff was already acquainted with the work, having
written glowingly about it in his 1924 article “The New Opera Style,” highlighting specific
elements later to be found in Flammen, like the use of minimal staging, focus on a single or very
small number of characters, and “decorative-illustrative” music.385

Schulhoff’s Use of Jazz between Autonomous Art and Gebrauchsmusik
Schulhoff’s conception of theatricality becomes more clear when considered alongside
his ambivalent relationship to the aesthetics of the Neue Sachlichkeit. Here, Schulhoff’s
antagonistic relationship to Gebrauchsmusik presents a much more developed parallel case
through which to understand his discounting of the theatricality of Zeitoper in Flammen and his
turn towards it in Royal Oak.
A key term here is Kunstjazz, or art jazz, which emerged in German discourse around
1925 to refer to both art music that integrated recognizable elements of jazz (like harmonies or
rhythmic patterns) as well as efforts to write ‘jazz’ with a level of craft and finesse that raised it
to the level of art music (the common analogy that Schulhoff also used was to Bach writing
dance suites or to Haydn and Mozart including minuets in their symphonies). The label
Kunstjazz was applied to much of Schulhoff’s music, as well as that of composers associated

385

Admittedly, this article does not match one-to-one on Flammen. Schulhoff praises Wozzeck’s closed forms,
Stravinsky, and prophesies a return to opera buffa. Interestingly, though, he holds up Mozart’s Don Giovanni and
Marriage of Figaro as eternal models for opera composers. Schulhoff, “Der neue Opernstil,” originally published in
Czech in the magazine of the National Theater, Národní a Stavovské divadlo 1/35 (25 May 1924), but originally
written in German, manuscript ČMH S173/304. German reproduced in Schriften, 93-95.
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with the still developing ideas of the Neue Sachlichkeit in music, like Hindemith, Krenek, Weill,
and Wilhelm Grosz.386
This connection to the emerging Neue Sachlichkeit reveals some of the paradoxes of the
term Kunstjazz. It was used largely to distinguish ‘artistic’ jazz production from ‘functional’ jazz
or Gebrauchsjazz, that is, commercial jazz composed for dancing and entertainment.387 This
terminology, however, contradicted the developing ideas of the composers of the Neue
Sachlichkeit, who were concerned with producing ‘functional’ music or Gebrauchsmusik, as
opposed to supposedly function-less autonomous art music. Their jazz-influenced
Gebrauchsmusik, however, rarely found its way in to the dance halls of the times. Instead, they
primarily used elements of jazz (harmonies, characteristic rhythms) as part of their musical
language in works intended for other functions. The discursive field is further muddied by the
often-inexact use of the term Gebrauchsmusik, especially in the non-specialist press. Because of
the close association of the composers of the Neue Sachlichkeit with Gebrauchsmusik and jazz,
Gebrauchsmusik was sometimes used as a catchall term for any serious music with audible jazz
influences.
Schulhoff came to these debates with a greater practical background in jazz than many of
his fellow German Kunstjazz composers. From 1920 to 1921, Schulhoff briefly held a position at
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On Kunstjazz, c.f. J. Bradford Robinson, “Jazz Reception in Weimar Germany: In Search of a Shimmy Figure,”
in Music and Performance during the Weimar Republic, ed. Bryan Gilliam (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1994).
387

The term “Gebrauchsjazz” was only used when one needed to distinguish between it and Kunstjazz. Otherwise,
one simply spoke of jazz. The practical need for this term and concept can be seen, for example, in Alfred Baresel’s
Das Neue Jazz-Buch, a pedagogical guide for classically trained musicians who wanted to play jazz. He writes, for
example, that “while art music, and thus also Kunstjazz, achieves particular appeal through the disruption of metrical
schemes, this is less advisable in Gebrauchsjazz out of consideration of the dancers.” Alfred Baresel, Das Neue
Jazz-Buch. Ein praktisches Hundbuch für Musiker, Komponisten, Arrangeure, Tänzer und Freunde der Jazzmusik
(Leipzig: Wilhelm Zimmermann, 1929), 23; “Während die Kunstmusik, und damit auch der Kunstjazz, durch
Abweichungen vom metrischen Normalschema besondere Reize schafft, ist dies dem Gebrauchsjazz aus Rücksicht
auf den Tänzer weniger anzuraten.”
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the Borschein Conservatory in Saarbrücken, which was in the French administered German
province of the Saarland. He was deeply unhappy to be so far away from the major new music
centers of Central Europe, but it had one advantage. As we will explore in more detail in Chapter
4, German reception of jazz was very different than in other Western European countries,
because Germany had limited to access to American or Western European jazz. After its
isolation during WWI, its near-worthless currency then made it an unappealing market for
traveling musicians or record companies. On the French border, however, Schulhoff was able to
listen to French radio at a time when transmitters’ range was still limited and international
listening was therefore a rarity, and he also “traveled out of [his] own interest, in order to hear
for [him]self, imported Negro and mulatto ‘jazz’-bands.”388 While this exposure came at the
beginning of the Weimar era, Schulhoff clearly maintained a high level of familiarity with
Gebrauchsjazz throughout the period. For instance, after the Nazi seizure of power cut of
Schulhoff’s income from concertizing and from the performance and sale of his music in
Germany, he was able to become a successful performer and improviser of Gebrauchsjazz in
Czechoslovakia, and he even published original pieces and arrangements of commercial jazz,
although always under a pseudonym.
Schulhoff produced a substantial amount of Kunstjazz beginning already in the late
nineteen-teens, and he remained a leading figure in the style through the early 1930s. He was
thus automatically associated with the composers of the Neue Sachlichkeit in the ears of many
observers and from a marketing perspective for his publishers. He also participated in a number
of the music festivals at Donaueschingen and Baden-Baden that were central to the development
388

Schulhoff, “Eine Jazz-Affäre,” originally published in Der Auftakt 5 (May 1925): 220-22, reprinted in Schriften,
33-34, here 33; “Da ich aber nun lange im besetzten Gebiete Deutschlands lebte, meistens im Saargebiete, und
dortselbst interessehalber reiste, um mir möglichst viele, von Frankreich importierte, von Negern und Mulatten
gespielte ‘Jazz’-bands anzuhören…”
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of the Neue Sachlichkeit in music. His participation in these festivals, however, was practically
motivated. Although he bristled against their aesthetic agenda, they were an essential venue to
promote his Kunstjazz among leading figures in the new music scene.
Unlike composers of the Neue Sachlichkeit, Schulhoff had little to no interest in
Gebrauchsmusik or in challenging the concept of autonomous art. His writings from late teens
and early twenties reveal that even during the high point of Schulhoff’s involvement with Dada,
he remained unconvinced by that movement’s challenge to “art” qua autonomous art. In an
unpublished essay on Dada, for example, Schulhoff concluded: “Any possibility of eliminating
art is in and of itself impossible.” For Schulhoff, even the turn to machines or noise did not
threaten the nature of autonomous art, instead “even the machine will become a work of art.”389
Schulhoff developed this distinction further in his writings on jazz from the mid-1920s.390
Schulhoff found value in both Kunst- and Gebrauchsjazz, and in being able to compose both, but
his position was irreconcilable with the later synthesis of the two that the composers of the Neue
Sachlichkeit aimed for in their Gebrauchsmusik. Schulhoff maintained that “dance music wants,
above all, to be danced to and must always be able to be danced to (as one could indeed dance a
minuet by Bach or Mozart as if it were a real one). … Dance music may never aspire to be an
artwork.”391 Schulhoff publicly argued about this distinction with the American composer Louis
Gruenberg, who had made a name for himself in Germany as one of the first composers to
389

Schulhoff, “Revolution und Musik,” in Schriften, 11: “Da der Mensch sinnlich ist, … ist ja schon an und für sich
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Schulhoff, “Der mondäne Tanz,” 27; “Diese Tanzmusik will zuerst getanzt sein und muss immer getanzt werden
können (konnte man doch ebenso ein Bach’sches oder Mozart’sches Menuett als solches auch richtig tanzen) …
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integrate jazz into his serious music. In one part of their debate, Schulhoff tellingly called out
Gruenberg for comparing Zez Confrey’s “Kitten on the Keys” to Bach’s b-minor mass, writing
that the accurate comparison would have been between “Bach’s dances and the jazz of today.”392
The cracks between Schulhoff’s aesthetics and those of the Neue Sachlichkeit are more
visible in those idioms about which they disagreed. For example, Schulhoff would later critique
composers like Stravinsky and Hindemith for their stylized re-appropriation of the dances of
Bach. “The current Bach and Handel Renaissance,” he wrote in 1928, “in nothing more than a
sign of impotence that is glossed over with the label ‘Neue Sachlichkeit.’”393 This critique ties
into Schulhoff’s broader critique of Gebrauchsmusik, and it is also consistent with his position
on the value of jazz: dance embodies its time, and thus in order to embody the 1920s, one needed
foxtrots, not Bach’s gavottes.
Another example is the concert of new music for military band at the 1926
Donaueschingen festival. In many ways, military music was a natural idiom for the Neue
Sachlichkeit. It had a long history as a form of light entertainment throughout Central Europe,
and writing high quality, serious music for military band had a similar appeal to writing high
quality, serious jazz. As we shall see in Chapter 5, popular military music and jazz even
intersected in productive ways in the German reception of jazz. In addition to the military bands
stationed throughout the German countryside, there was also a sizable number of amateur
military-style wind bands, linking the Neue Sachlichkeit’s interest in military music to their
interest in music for amateurs. While military music did not remain a particular interest among
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composers of the Neue Sachlichkeit, this first experiment in Gebrauchsmusik for military band at
Donaueschingen attracted submissions by several leading figures in the movement, including
Hindemith, Krenek, and Toch.
In January of 1926 (the Donaueschingen festival was in June), Universal Edition wrote
Schulhoff to encourage him to submit a work for military band. Schulhoff vehemently refused:
“Military music unquestionably has no appeal to me, as my political orientation is too
Red for me to be able to come to such an absurd thought as to fabricate patriotic sounds.
Regarding the form, (as in the Reichs-German model of, for example, the Hindemith
music factory) I do not at all experiment with music, of which the main part is only
‘counterpointed staff-paper’ and simultaneously waste paper.”394
On first glance, Schulhoff seems to miss the point of the project. Hindemith, Krenek, Toch, and
the other composers infused the popular military march genre with rhythmic distortions, pungent
atonal harmonies, and other parodistic elements that represented their modern aesthetic and
undermined the march’s military connotations. But as Schulhoff’s critique of Hindemith’s
aesthetic of musical experiment shows, the fundamental issue here was the same divide as
between Kunstjazz and Gebrauchsmusik. Schulhoff was not interested in music, be it military or
jazz, because of its Gebrauchs- character or potential. If Schulhoff were to write a military
march, it would be one an army could march to, but with a level of craftsmanship and
sophistication that elevated it from mere functional object to art.
This distinction was central to Schulhoff’s understanding of what it meant to use jazz in
larger musical forms and works. Unlike most other figures at the time, Schulhoff distinguished
between chamber pieces that like “Bach’s dances” he believed could be danced to, and his larger
394

Letter, Schulhoff to UE, 21 Jan. 1926, WUE Item 63; “Militärmusik liegt mir fraglos nicht, da meine politische
Gesinnung zu rot ist, als dass ich auf einen derartig absurden Gedanken kommen könnte, patriotische Klänge zu
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scale works that incorporated elements of jazz. He reserved the term Kunstjazz for the former
and described the latter simply as “symphonic music” or whatever genre was appropriate. We
can see this distinction in a letter to Universal Edition about his First Symphony: “Today, I can
say with certainty, that after a few performances, my First Symphony will completely catch on
and possibly that my ‘symphonic style’ will even establish a school of composition. As you can
see, I was the first to create Kunstjazz, and although it is still grumbled over (by some even still
today), this style also caught on.”395
This aesthetic orientation disinclined Schulhoff towards writing a Zeitoper. For him, the
attempt to ‘functionalize’ opera as represented by Krenek’s idea of spielen was antithetical to his
commitment to opera as an autonomous artwork with enduring value, as in his disagreement with
his publishers over the nature of theatricality. In a review of Jaromír Weinberger’s Die Leute von
Poker Flat, Schulhoff similarly attacked the use of surface topical elements without, in his
opinion, any artistic depth beneath that surface.396 As we will see, however, this was not the case
in his understanding of the genre of operetta, the genre in which he originally conceived Royal
Oak.

The Politics and Genre-Journey of H.M.S. Royal Oak
While Schulhoff was working on Flammen and trying to convince his publishers that it
would be a hit, he was simultaneously hedging his bets by telling his publishers of his plans for
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another sure-to-be hit stage work. This project took many shapes before it finally materialized as
the “jazz-oratorio” H.M.S. Royal Oak. While Schulhoff drew on Zeitoper sparingly in Flammen,
Royal Oak shows a much stronger influence. The work’s compositional history is unclear, but it
seems that Schulhoff was originally planning to write a Kunstoperette (art operetta) very similar
to a Zeitoper. When that plan fell through, he then turned to the experimental genre of radio
music theater, using the label oratorio both to emphasize the artistic ambitions of his work and to
open it to performance by the important amateur choir market, all while remaining close to his
original Kunstoperette/Zeitoper plan.
Surface topicality is the key connection to Zeitoper in Royal Oak, in the form of jazz and
plot. The oratorio is constructed of closed numbers, each one a foxtrot, jazz waltz, or tango. It is
scored for a singing narrator, male chorus, and an orchestra that expands on standard German
jazz orchestration of the time.397 The plot is set in the present-day on a British battleship in the
South Seas. The oratorio begins with sailors from the H.M.S. Royal Oak enjoying idyllic shore
leave in Hawaii with jazz and local women. As they prepare to leave they sing of the difficult
conditions of their lives. After an order comes over the wireless from the Admiralty banning
jazz, the sailors’ dissatisfaction grows. As they sail away from Hawaii, they here a local woman
singing a sentimental jazz waltz on shore. This pushes them over the edge, and they mutiny. The
revolt fails, and the mutineers are locked up. In the brig, they sing about their oppression. When
the ship arrives back in England, they discover that their story has caused a popular outcry. The
government has been forced to dismiss the head of the Admiralty and issue new orders allowing
jazz. The ship is greeted by throngs of supporters in harbor, who sing a triumphant final chorus.
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Soprano (doubling clarinet), alto, and tenor (doubling baritone) saxophone; 3 trumpets, 3 trombones, 2 banjos, 2
accordions, 3 violins, piano, mixed percussion, and celesta. There is also one song that calls for a female soprano
soloist.
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Here, jazz embodies the primitive/modern dualism it does in Zeitoper, only the primitive is
transferred from African and African-American culture to the South Seas, while the modern is
the British navy and the battleship. Several Zeitoper drew on the slippery exoticism of jazz as
primitive music to make it not sound of imagined primitive and sexually alluring Pacific
islanders, including Emil von Reznicek’s Satuala and Benzin.398

Image 3.3: Image of a production of Reznicek’s Satuala in Hannover, 1931.399
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Reznicek, born 1860, was of the generation of Mahler and Strauss, and had a number of successful but now
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Moulton-Gertig’s dissertation, “The life and works of Emil Nikolaus von Reznicek, 1860-1945” (University of
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Here we can also include Walter Goehr’s radio opera Malpopita, which also closely resembled a
Zeitoper and will be discussed in more detail below.400
The plot of Royal Oak could even claim a kind of hyper-topicality, as Schulhoff frequently
touted that it was based on a real story that recently swept headlines. In fact, the plot was based
more on exaggeration in the press than reality, but Schulhoff’s version of the events brought the
plot more in line with both Zeitoper and Schulhoff’s political agenda. Schulhoff shifted the focus
from a protocol dispute between high-level officers to a mutiny by regular sailors, but he
diffused this Communist trope with a vague political affirmation of modernity, typical of
Zeitoper.

Kunstoperetta or Zeitoper?
The compositional history of Royal Oak is something of a mystery. A review of the
existing sources, together with a consideration of Schulhoff’s tendency to bluff his publishers,
suggests that Schulhoff was composing music for an operetta without yet having a libretto or
librettist. Schulhoff then dropped the operetta and adapted this music for Royal Oak. This is
significant when considering Royal Oak in the context of Zeitoper because Schulhoff discusses
the goals and aesthetics of operetta in his writings in ways that resemble the discourse about
Zeitoper. In doing so, Schulhoff (probably unintentionally) parallels a strand of the negative
reception of Zeitoper that dismissed the genre as mere operetta. Schulhoff, however,
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In this way, these Zeitoper and related works were typical of popular culture on both sides of the Atlantic. Jazz
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Mabuse plans to found a utopian colony in Brazil.
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distinguishes between operetta as superficial entertainment and Kunstoperette that combines the
craftsmanship and value of art with the accessibility and appeal of operetta.
Schulhoff first mentions the operetta project in a letter to UE on June 22, 1929, as part of
their correspondence about Flammen and his contract. Flammen was not yet completed, but he
was eager to demonstrate that his immediate future held many works of music theater that could
turn a profit. He wrote that he had “long intended to write an operetta (Kunstoperette!),” and
now, after a long search, had “finally (!!!)” found an appropriate subject. He claims to have
“discussed the text” with an unnamed librettist, who will deliver the libretto “in December.”401 In
a letter to Schott from June 24, however, Schulhoff contradicted this claim, writing that he
already had the text in hand. Revealingly, he claims that he cannot send Schott a copy of the text
because he is in the process of setting it. He then offers to send them “sketches of untexted
dance-hits to look through.”402
Once again, Schulhoff was bluffing, this time offering his publisher sketches in the hopes
of securing a contract and finding a suitable text before anyone called his bluff. Schulhoff,
however, got trapped in his own game. After encouraging responses from both publishers about
the operetta project,403 Schulhoff wrote UE that he had “not yet committed to the librettist who
401
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will deliver the operetta-book.” He then proposed that the UE find (or commission) him a text
that conformed to his artistic goals and “in whose immediate popular success the UE believed a
priori.” Schulhoff then suggested that either Hans Heinsheimer come to Prague or UE pay for
Schulhoff to travel to Vienna in order to discuss how best to make a hit operetta out of the
libretto. With such a text and his record of writing Kunstjazz, Schulhoff believed UE could be
sure of such a profit that he even asked UE to finance his costs of living while he first completes
his second symphony, before turning to the operetta.404
In a letter to Schott from the same day, Schulhoff also discussed the libretto, “whose
secret [he] can only air insofar as sharing the name of the author,” Richard Rosenheim.405 I have
been unable to locate any archival evidence of a Rosenheim collaboration, and whether a bluff or
not, Rosenheim’s purported involvement was short lived.406 Four months later, in November
1929, Schulhoff wrote UE that he had “won over the comedy author Carl Zuckmayer for the
Kunstoperette project.” Zuckmayer was a very popular author of theatrical comedies at the time
and is best remembered today for Der Hauptmann von Köpenick. Schulhoff’s claim about
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Zuckmayer’s involvement is almost certainly a bluff.407 It is unlikely the UE was reassured by
Schulhoff’s request “not to mention this affair for now,” specifically not in any of their publicity
materials.408 Nevertheless, UE remained encouraging, but firm that they needed to see the actual
libretto before they could commit.409
After November 1929, the operetta project vanished from Schulhoff’s correspondence,
and in a letter to Schott from April 1930, he announced his new jazz-oratorio, initially titled
H.M.S. Stanford. Unlike the awkward prevaricating with the operetta, he sent a copy of the
libretto along with the letter announcing the new work.410 In the meantime, Schulhoff had been
occupied with the orchestration of Flammen (completed December 10, 1929) and the
composition of the Hot-Sonata for alto saxophone and piano (a radio commission). The HotSonata is another heavily jazz-inflected work, but it seems unlikely that any of the “sketches of
untexted dance-hits” from the operetta project could have been applied to this work, which is a
virtuosic show piece. Unlike Schulhoff’s intention with the dance-hits of the operetta, none of
Hot-Sonata’s movements could have circulated separately as stand-alone numbers on the radio
or in the repertoire of dance bands. There is therefore no intermediate work in which Schulhoff
407
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might have used his pre-existing sketches for the operetta. It thus seems likely that the musical
sketches of Schulhoff’s aborted operetta were his starting point when he began serious work
setting the text of Royal Oak, and that he was motivated to find a subject and help shape a
libretto that would fit the character of this existing music.411
This extended history connecting the operetta project and Royal Oak provides an
important link to Schulhoff’s writings on music theater. Whether or not Schulhoff had “long
intended to write an operetta,” as he claimed to UE, his writings demonstrate an interest in the
genre throughout the early 1920s. Two articles, one from 1919 or 1920 and the other from 1924,
present a view of operetta that closely resembles the goals of the composers of the Neue
Sachlichkeit in Zeitoper, especially accessibility, relevance, and popular appeal. In both articles,
Schulhoff compares operetta to a definition of opera that closely resembles the Neue
Sachlichkeit’s critique of Expressionism as Romanticism, including elements of Expressionist
opera that Schulhoff would use prominently in Flammen. In the first, an unpublished article titled
“Revolution and Music,” operetta is only briefly mentioned. Schulhoff sets up a dichotomy
between the shortcomings of Expressionism and the possibilities of jazz, which in one paragraph
map directly onto opera and operetta. “The operetta is almost always more frequented than the
opera,” he writes, “because [in the operetta] one can enjoy shameless, naked rhythm in the music
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(waltzes, marches, etc.),” while in opera, the pretensions of both the plot and the music prevent
the “normal person” from “experiencing either plot or music, as the one oppresses the other.”412
Approximately four years later, about the same time as Schulhoff temporarily laid aside
Flammen as an opera project, he published an article in Auftakt titled “The Operetta-Mysterium:
A Carnival Prank.” The article’s title is somewhat misleading. It refers its opening gambit: a joke
that bourgeois audiences want music theater to simultaneously be Wagner and operetta, so a
composer should give them the oxymoronic “metaphysical operetta.” While the article often
pushes ideas to an absurd end, Schulhoff also articulates a robust defense of light music and its
“original source”: the operetta. Here, Schulhoff expands his comparison of opera and operetta. In
doing so, he creates new parallels to the developing discourse of the Neue Sachlichkeit, and his
description of the ideal modern operetta comes unmistakably close to the topical-surface
definition of Zeitoper.
Schulhoff begins by claiming that the “the masses are musical,” but they prefer light
music to serious music.413 Schulhoff’s imagined average person takes a functional approach to
music. They want light music full of rhythmic energy to accompany them through their daily
tasks and then to provide them entertainment and relaxation at the end of the day. If a composer
wants their ideas to have an impact, they must write for this audience. “Serious modern music,”
Schulhoff argues, is particularly poor at communicating a message to this audience, because it
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“usually requires a lot of explanation.”414 Operetta and light music, on the other hand, make up
the “only music that makes all explanation unnecessary, it speaks for itself.”415 Unlike the
“longhaired” artists of the late nineteenth-century and the modern composers still under their
influence, Schulhoff praises Mozart and Schubert, who “instinctively recognized [operetta’s]
necessity” and “portrayed their time” in their “operettas.”416 Following their model, Schulhoff
argues that a modern operetta would “de-spiritualize” modern times, would be a “parody” of
them. Although Schulhoff does not mention jazz in this article, in the context of his other
writings, his references to music with “rhythm and tempo” as well as his connection of operetta
to “normal sexual feeling” that “knows no inhibitions” clearly connect operetta and jazz.417
In letters to both publishers, Schulhoff emphasized that his operetta would be a
Kunstoperette. Here, we again encounter that important difference between Schulhoff and the
aesthetics of the Neue Sachlichkeit: Schulhoff had no interest in challenging the status of the
autonomous art work and aspired instead to create art out of everyday entertainment music. He
clarified to Schott “that it is by no means a matter of a banal-everyday libretto, nor of a common
mass produced operetta, but rather a proper Kunstoperette.” Schulhoff connects the work doubly
to his Kunstjazz compositions. He uses the inclusion of his Kunstjazz as a guarantor of the
work’s success, but he also uses his “elevation of jazz” from entertainment to art in Kunstjazz as
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a metaphor for the way he will elevate the genre of operetta.418 In his correspondence with the
UE, Schulhoff pursued a similar argument, promising success based on his use of jazz and that
he was writing “the first Kunstoperette since Die lustige Witwe.”419
Schulhoff’s insistence on this point likely stems from the trend of so-called
“Zeitoperetten,” like Emmerich Kálmán’s Die Herzogin von Chicago or Paul Abraham’s Die
Blume von Hawaii, which were set in the present-day and used the latest jazz dances. Despite
their widespread popularity, reviewers critiqued Zeitoperette for following the same cookiecutter model of earlier waltz operettas (a genre also perceived to be in crisis), just with more
modern popular dance numbers.420 Schulhoff’s later insistence in his correspondence that Royal
Oak was an “oratorio,” not a “radio play” suggests that even after he abandoned the idea of
writing an operetta, he maintained the ambition to create something that had the popular appeal
and resonance of entertainment, but “elevated” to the level of “art.”

From Operetta to Oratorio, via Radio and Amateur Chorus
Schulhoff spent months building up the operetta project to his publishers, but the oratorio
took them both by surprise. In early April 1930, nine months after the operetta project had fallen
418
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out of Schulhoff’s correspondence with Schott, he sent them, without warning, the libretto for a
new jazz-oratorio.421 Although the relationship had grown increasingly strained, Schott was
likely still expecting an operetta. The last they knew, Schulhoff was planning to begin serious
work on the operetta in March 1930.422 The preserved correspondence ends with a letter
acknowledging receipt of the libretto, but no more, so it is impossible to say what came of
Schulhoff’s negotiations with Schott over the work.423
Schulhoff did not even inform UE about the oratorio. He was in frequent contact with the
UE in late 1930 and early 1931 about the performance of his 1925 ballet Die Mondsüchtige at
the 1931 IGNM festival in Oxford, but the first mention of Royal Oak in their correspondence is
in a letter dated March 26, 1931. Heinsheimer at UE wrote Schulhoff that he had heard about
Royal Oak from Erwin Schoen at the Frankfurt radio station and asked Schulhoff to send the
work to UE for review.424 After an extended back and forth, the UE even agreed to take the
work,425 but because they seemed unwilling to invest in printing the score and parts (instead,
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they wanted to have them hand copied for rental), Schulhoff withheld it. He claimed to have a
counter-offer from an unnamed Parisian publisher that was interested in printing the material.426
One copy of the piano reduction has the beginnings of a hand-written French translation, which
may have been for a French performance or for this unnamed French publishing option.427
Nothing seems to have come of this French connection, and Royal Oak remained unpublished
until Schott issued the work as part of a new edition of Schulhoff’s music in 1999.
Several practical considerations likely played a key role in Schulhoff’s decision to switch
from an operetta to an oratorio. Schulhoff promoted Flammen and the unnamed operetta
simultaneously to his publishers as evidence that he was producing works of music theater
capable of making money and that they should therefore offer him a lucrative contract. As the
negotiations over Flammen and the new contract soured, so too did Schulhoff’s hopes of the
publisher’s assistance promoting his operetta to theaters. After his unsuccessful attempts to
secure a stage for Flammen on his own, Schulhoff would have been wary of the difficulties
finding stages for his operetta without the connections and clout of a major publisher.
An oratorio, in contrast, opened two very different doors for performances: radio and
amateur choirs. Schulhoff seems to have conceived the work equally for each of these venues. In
his memoirs, librettist Otto Rombach recounts that already in his first meeting with Schulhoff
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Piano Reduction of Royal Oak, ČMH S173/395. This item is a hand copied piano reduction of the Royal Oak
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written in in green pencil and French translations in regular pencil. There are also minor modifications to the music
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about the project, the work “seemed only conceivable for the concert hall or for the radio.”428
Schulhoff regularly concertized on radio as a pianist and had had several works commissioned
by radio stations.429 He thus had strong connections that he could hope to use to secure
performances of his work. Critics and functionaries generally perceived Royal Oak as a work for
radio, as evidenced by their labeling the work as a musical radio play (Hörspiel), but Schulhoff
repeatedly corrected his correspondence partners that the work was an oratorio.430
At the same time, the Weimar Republic also saw an explosion of amateur choruses, and
composers of all stripes produced new music for this lucrative market. Given the popularity of
jazz, Schulhoff likely hoped that the oratorio would appeal to amateur choruses interested in
modern repertoire. As we will explore later, the ambiguous politics of Royal Oak also seem
cleverly constructed to appeal to two of the main kinds of amateur choruses at the time:
bourgeois men’s’ singing associations, and Socialist and Communist workers’ choruses.431 This
option never played out. Only one group in Mainz seems to have considered the work, but they
turned it down and no other amateur chorus took it up.432
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Finally, a connection to either radio or amateur choruses could also recommend the work
for performance at new music festivals associated with the Neue Sachlichkeit in music, like
those in Donaueschingen and Baden-Baden. These were organized thematically, with regular
categories of music for amateurs and “mechanical music,” which included music for radio as
well as music for phonograph and for film. Additionally, the genre label “jazz-oratorio” allowed
Schulhoff to promote the work as autonomous, ‘art’ music beyond the realm of Gebrauchsmusik,
thus opening the door to performances at new music festivals that welcomed a more diverse
range of styles, like those of the International Society for Contemporary Music (Internationale
Gesellschaft für Neue Musik, IGNM). 433 Schulhoff was unsuccessful in promoting this work in
this context, but his effort shows how Schulhoff was applying elements associated with Zeitoper
and the larger framework of the Neue Sachlichkeit to other contexts.

Royal Oak and Music Theater for Radio
Schulhoff primarily wrote Royal Oak for performance on the radio, and he was one of
many composers who penned music theater specifically for the radio, taking into account the
specific needs, limitations, and advantages of the medium. This was also an interest of many
composers of the Neue Sachlichkeit.434 Just as they incorporated references to radio into their
Zeitoper, they also drew on Zeitoper in their original works for radio. Surface topical subject
433
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Cambridge University Press, 1994).
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matter and use of jazz were particularly important. Although Schulhoff had an ambivalent
relationship to the Neue Sachlichkeit, he was attracted to the medium for some of the same
reasons, and he drew on the surface topicality of Zeitoper in similar ways. Before we consider
how Royal Oak exemplifies Zeitoper’s influence on radio music theater outside the Neue
Sachlichkeit, let us first briefly consider the context of Zeitoper’s influence on the radio music
theater of composers of the Neue Sachlichkeit.
Radio appealed to both Schulhoff and the composers of the Neue Sachlichkeit because it
offered a new, highly effective means of reaching a mass audience. In 1929, composer and
longtime radio music advocate Max Butting was still arguing that “the social connectedness of
music to the people was never as great as today, where it is transmitted by radio,” and that it was
therefore essential for composers to create music suitable for radio.435 But as critics like Heinrich
Strobel reiterated, composers could ‘never forget” that “the radio is neither a concert hall, nor an
opera house.”436 In order to reach the new audiences radio promised, composers needed to write
music that took the specifics of radio into account.
A driving force behind calls like Butting’s and Strobel’s was the perceived lack of quality
in the radio music that had come to dominate the Weimar Republic’s airwaves. Critic Werner
Schöntag, for example, that lamented the poor quality of many of the original music theater
works for radio in a 1931 article in Melos. In his opinion, “only in isolated cases,” did these
“surpass a very sad philistine ideal and Viennese sentimentality.” As an antidote to this operettakitsch, he proposed music in the style of the Neue Sachlichkeit, “a modern radio-operetta in the
435

Max Butting, “Der Komponist über Rundfunkmusik,” Anbruch 11/2 (Feb 1929): 87; “Dann werden sich die
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style of the Dreigroschenoper,” as well as greater emphasis on broadcasting cabaret
performances, which could “in an excellent way, combine the topical [Aktuelles] with
entertainment.”437 Although none of them caught on in quite the same way as the
Dreigroschenoper, composers associated with the Neue Sachlichkeit produced a number of
works of music theater specifically composed for the advantages and limitations of radio
broadcast.
Two major, related topics in the discourse about music theater and radio were how best to
broadcast music theater composed for live, staged performance, and how best to compose works
specifically for the radio. This distinction was important, but not always clear, so that as late as
1932, critic Hanns Gutman proposed new two terms: Opernfunk, or opera broadcast, for “the
simple transmission of a live opera performance from a theater” (broadcasting from a recording
was not technically feasible at the time) and Funkoper, or radio opera, for “the exact opposite …
an art work composed explicitly for the requirements of the radio, so exactly fit to the acousticonly conditions that it couldn’t be performed on a regular stage.”438 Tellingly, Gutman could
only think of one example of true Funkoper, Walter Goehr’s Malpopita. Premiered on the Berlin
radio station in early May 1931, Gutman hailed Malpopita as the first Funkoper ever broadcast.
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In a review of the broadcast of Malpopita, musicologist and critic Ludwig Misch took the
opportunity to reflect on what it meant to compose a Funkoper as opposed to a conventional
opera. In order to illustrate the flaw of drawing inspiration for Funkoper from the stage, Misch
pointed to the shortcomings of Opernfunk.439 Above all, traditional opera relied on the visual
element to clarify characters, actions, and plot, which led Opernfunk producers to add spoken
explanations of what was happening on stage in the breaks between numbers, scenes, and acts.
This brought the works “into the realm of the epic, the oratorio,” which lead Misch to consider
the possibility that “the oratorio – in the history of its development known to be the twin of the
opera free from the stage – may prove itself to be the form most appropriate to the presentation
of a plot set to music on the radio.”440
Misch was hardly the first to come to this realization, although not everyone found the
interpolation of explanations between the numbers of number opera so jarring.441 Critic Richard
Stein had frequently criticized the call for new genres of music theater for the radio for trying to
reinvent the wheel. “A [kind of] radio play [Hörspiel] has already existed for centuries,” he
wrote in 1928, “that is, the oratorio.”442 As he put it, “if one really wants to create a musical
radio play specifically for radio, one must in all cases begin with the secular oratorio; on this
439
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there can be no doubt.”443 Stein’s argument, however, diverges from Misch and the intentions of
most composers interested in radio music when he goes on to claim that in the oratorio, “we
remain indifferent to the entire plot; we only care about what music is made.”444
Contrary to Stein, comprehensibility of the plot was a key concern for many involved in
radio and music theater. Interpolated text to clarify action, whether spoken, as Misch and others
discussed, or sung, as in Royal Oak, was only one aspect of this issue. Another concerned the
musical language and the relationship of music to the text and to the plot. Here, the technical
limitations of sound capture and reproduction technology intersected with more speculative
concerns about the attentiveness of radio listeners. Particularly relevant was an experiment in
1931 by Ernst Schoen at the Southwest German Radio in Frankfurt. Schoen organized a live
broadcast of two short operas, Darius Milhaud’s 1927 La délivrance de Thésée (German: Der
befreite Theseus) and Tomasso Traetta’s late eighteenth-century Le serve rivali (German: Ist die
Katze aus dem Haus?), “for the purpose of revealing the border between the demands of radio
and the scenic demands in the presentation of opera.”445 In an article in Anbruch on the results of
this experiment, Schoen argued that short forms and chamber opera are suited to “the particular
and limited technical means of the radio.”446
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In his article, Schoen connected his experiment to broader discourses about modern
music theater, revealing close affinity between his goals and the larger concerns of the Neue
Sachlichkeit in music. He justified his experiment using language about social engagement
reminiscent of neusachlich composers. “Until recently,” he writes, “opera played an important
role in the construction of society.”447 Because of the various social and economic factors he
claims are driving down opera attendance, radio broadcasts of opera are essential to bring opera
to the homes of listeners. Schoen argued that his experiment not only clarified how to put opera
on the radio, but also revealed essential insights into opera for the modern day: “if there is a
particular form of opera that holds up to the particular demands of the individual or also the
shared means of presentation [stage and radio], and what such an opera should look like.”448
Brevity and smaller ensembles, he writes, “are much more a demand of our times.” Modern
audiences are not interested in complicated and massive forces that characterized music of the
recent past, but instead “demand brevity, simplicity, and comprehensibility.”449
The characteristics for modern opera on stage and on radio that Schoen identifies could
be applied to other genres, but have an affinity to Zeitoper. Misch, a critic who preferred early
nineteenth-century music, for example, criticized Goehr’s music in Malpopita with language
reminiscent of complaints from that perspective about Zeitoper: “The music is, … in essence,
declamation, rhythm, and color.” In it, “the main technique is small-scale work with short
motives, long cantalenas are lacking, closed melodies are limited to the simplest little songs, …
447
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in the place of lyricism, there is at most mood painting.” The instrumentation is based on the
“alternation of different smaller sound groups,” and he makes sure to note the use of such jazzy
instruments as banjo and xylophone. He compares the main number to an “operetta hit”
[“Operettenschlager”] and the text-music relationship to the “newest film accompaniment music
or even that from certain naturalistic ‘machine operas,’” a reference to Maschinist Hopkins.450
These tropes also appear in the reception of radio music theater works by other
composers more closely associated with the Neue Sachlichkeit. Both Paul Hindemith and Walter
Gronostay wrote musical radio plays (Hörspiele) that were described as building on their
Zeitopern (Hindemith’s Hin und Zurück, Gronostay’s In zehn Minuten). In an article on the
composer Walter Gronostay, critic Hans Mersmann directly contrasted Gronostay’s short
Zeitoper In zehn Minuten with his musical radio play Mord. The plot concerns a factory manager
who shoots his wife and her lover, and Mersmann praised the way Gronostay’s music strives “for
the greatest effect on a mass audience and general comprehensibility.”451 In the relationship of
text to music, Mersmann sees something “totally new” in the way Gronostay takes into account
“the uniqueness of radio broadcast that eliminates all optical effect.”452 Mersmann does not
mention oratorio, but his description of the role of the chorus in the work suggests that
450
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Gronostay’s musical radio play certainly had some affinity to it: “[The chorus]
expressionistically whispers and shouts out key words of the story.”453
In his review of Hindemith and author Robert Seitz’s musical radio play Sabinchen,
Heinrich Burkhard emphasized that this was a work of music theater for the radio, “a radio play
created entirely out of music,” instead of a spoken radio play with incidental music.454 “Unlike
the majority of the common radio plays,” Burkhard writes, “music does not appear as a
decorative, mood-giving element or a means of more or less deepening the text, but rather, music
determines the overall form of the work.”455 When Burkhard adds that “the relationship of text
and music is similar to that in opera,”456 he underscores both the difference in his perspective
from that of Misch above, as well as the particular path neusachlich composers were charting in
their experiments in music theater for radio. What Misch, a more conservative critic, found too
decorative for a work labeled opera, Burkhard, an advocate of the Neue Sachlichkeit, found
closer to opera than to incidental music.
The appropriateness for radio of the neusachlich aesthetic that underwhelmed Misch but
satisfied Burkhard is further underscored by the reception of the radio broadcast of Schoenberg’s
opera Von heute auf morgen on the Berlin radio station in March 1930, shortly after its premiere
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in Frankfurt.457 Schoenberg clearly intended to capitalize on the popularity of Zeitoper with a
present-day plot with modern characters exploring the possibility of an open marriage, and
orchestration that included saxophones and guitar. But he also composed the entire opera using
the twelve-tone technique. On stage the work flopped with audiences, and even Schoenberg’s
most ardent supporters had trouble reconciling the musical language with the stage action. For
pro-Schoenberg critics like Arno Huth who disliked the opera’s libretto, the radio transmission
was seen as helping the work: “This separation of music and stage, unlike in most operas, was
not detrimental, but rather increased the effect,” because one heard only music, not music
theater. Thus, in the radio broadcast, one’s “attention could be completely focused on the
score.”458
The Lehrstück was another genre that blended elements of the Hörspiel and the oratorio
in an attempt to create topical music theater, and that, as I will argue in Chapter 5, was
influenced by Zeitoper. Like Royal Oak, it was intended for radio and/or amateur performance.
Schulhoff would have known Hindemith and Brecht’s Lehrstück as well as Hindemith, Weill,
and Brecht’s Lindberghflug from the Baden-Baden festival in 1929. The Lindberghflug
especially has a number of telling similarities to Royal Oak. Both works were inspired by real
events, which could be seen as an extreme kind of hyper-topicality beyond just a present-day
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setting. The music of the Lindberghflug was influenced by jazz, although the influence is subtle,
while Royal Oak is explicitly a jazz-oratorio. The Lehrstück was also a widespread success with
amateur choruses and on the radio, and the Lindberghflug was often labeled a “Sport-Oratorio”
in the press. But here is also the telling difference, and this will be my main argument in Chapter
5. One of the major goals of the Lehrstück was to challenge the traditional relationship between
performer and audience. Lehrstück and Lindberghflug both call for the audience to sing and
perform a key role, either as a commenting chorus in Lehrstück or as the aviator in
Lindberghflug. In the latter, Brecht imagined listeners at home singing along to radio
performances. Zeitoper, on the other hand, like Royal Oak, made little to no attempt to challenge
the distinction between performer and audience.
As a jazz-oratorio, Royal Oak engaged both ideas about the ideal musical language for
radio and debates about music theater forms suitable for the medium of radio. Once again,
Schulhoff’s desire to create art for the radio likely determined his insistence both that Royal Oak
be called an oratorio and that the form of the work hewed close to the traditional oratorio form,
with alternating choruses and sung narration, instead of pursuing experimental forms like
Hindemith, Gronostay, or Goehr. Nevertheless, he shared their interest in radio as a means to
reach a large audience and in the use of surface topical elements to do so. Closer examination of
Schulhoff’s use of surface topical elements, however, reveals that he was also productively using
the optimistic, vague, modernity-embracing politics of Zeitoper to conceal an experiment in
incorporating an unoptimistic, Communist message into his music.
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Parody and Politics in the Conception of Royal Oak
The dual political message of Royal Oak arises from its surface topicality, which is most
evident in its present-day plot and use of jazz. The work’s scenario came from Schulhoff, who
was inspired by a news story he encountered while concertizing in London, and he then worked
with librettist Otto Rombach to develop the story into a libretto. While we have few hints of
Schulhoff’s thought process while composing the work’s music, Rombach briefly mentions his
collaboration with Schulhoff in his memoir, published 45 years later in 1974.459 His account
offers tantalizing hints into the political motivations behind the work, but it should be read with
caution. Rombach was ten years younger than Schulhoff (Rombach was in his mid-twenties,
Schulhoff in his mid-thirties), and he was just beginning a successful career as a journalist and
author of spoken theater and radio plays. While Rombach brought valuable expertise on radio
dramaturgy to the collaboration, his account suggests that he had limited experience with new
music.460 Rombach recounts that they were brought together by Heinrich Burkhard, one of the
main organizers of the new music festivals in Donaueschingen, Baden-Baden, and Berlin.461
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The Schulhoff archive preserves no correspondence with Rombach, and according to an email from the archivist
at the German Literary Archive at Marbach, there seems to be nothing on Schulhoff or Royal Oak in the Rombach
archive (although much of the archive, including 12 boxes of correspondence and 20 boxes of prose have yet to be
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Rombach, for example, finds Schulhoff’s desire to write for saxophone to be quite radical and novel. (Rombach,
95: “Bestimmend für den Prager Neutöner Schulhoff was jedoch, dass er, wie allezeit die Neuland suchenden
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In his memoirs, Rombach doesn’t clarify how he knew Burkhard, but notes that Schulhoff knew Burkhard
through the festivals. Rombach, 94; “ … natürlich war unserer Begegnung durch den gemeinsamen Freund Heinrich
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Rombach recounts that he and Schulhoff met in Berlin to discuss how to expand “the
anecdote, really the scandal, he [Schulhoff] had brought with him from England.”462 He
continues that “although the newly developed work only seemed conceivable for the concert hall
or radio,” they both conceived the work scenically, around “the English battleship H.M.S. Royal
Oak, that lay in harbor at a South Sea isle, with palmed beaches, native huts, and port-side
bars.”463 Schulhoff and Rombach planned an episodic structure, but unlike Flammen, Schulhoff’s
music would preserve the episodic element with “individual songs imbedded like atolls, here a
slow-fox, there a blues.”464 Later, Rombach writes that this episodic structure meant that
Schulhoff “needed temporal space and, as in old number operas, motivic reasons for the closed
forms of the songs and duets.”465 The connection to number opera is notable, for as we have
seen, this structure of closed musical numbers, many announced by the narrator, and all
presented as actually being sung by the characters for reasons arising from the action, closely
resembles some of the strategies, mentioned above, of adapting older number operas for radio
and using number opera as a model for new works.
As a mega-hit with clear potential for the radio, it seems possible that Schulhoff and
Rombach discussed the Dreigroschenoper as a model for multiple aspects of their collaboration
Burkard herbeigeführt worden, den still zähen Mentor der Donaueschinger Neuen Musik.” Although Schulhoff did
have works performed at the festivals, he frequently railed against them in his correspondence, accusing the
organizers of anti-Semitism, or as we saw earlier, distancing himself from their neusachlich agenda. C.f. Letter,
Schulhoff to UE, 30 Jun. 1925, WUE Item 31.
462

Rombach, 94; “Gegenseitig überboten wir uns nun beim Essen, phantasievoll auszudenken, wie man die
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Ibid., 95: “… der in die große Struktur der Handlung einzelne Songs wie Atolle einzubetten gedachte, hier einen
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Ibid., 96: “Vor allem brauchte er jeweils einen gewissen zeitlichen Raum und, wie in alten Nummern-Opern,
motivische Gründe für die geschlossenen Formen der Songs und Zwiegesänge.”
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(recall the quote above, calling for “a radio-operetta in the style of the Dreigroschenoper”).
Rombach brings it up in his memoirs, not as a model, but rather to contextualize what he calls
the work’s “crass irony and parody … musically deliberate and pushed almost to cacophony” for
readers in the 1970s: “After all, we lived in the time of the Dreigroschenoper and its rude Pirate
Jenny.”466 Miriam Weiss reads this line as an unambiguous claim that Royal Oak was modeled
on the Dreigroschenoper, and she bases much of her analysis on this.467 Neither text nor music
of Royal Oak, however, begin to approach the biting irony of the Dreigroschenoper.
Furthermore, while many of Brecht’s music theatrical experiments at this time, including the
Dreigroschenoper, drew on elements of the oratorio as a way to break the illusion of theater,
nothing in Schulhoff’s writings or Royal Oak suggests he sought to force his listeners out of the
“culinary” mode of listening, any more than he was interested in other experiments that
undermined music or music theater’s status as autonomous artwork. His turn to elements like the
use of a narrator between numbers and the use of a soloist and chorus to represent all the
characters is more practically driven: he draws on the historic model of the oratorio and current
practice in radio music theater, as discussed above.468 More fitting is Rombach’s recollection that
the “appearance of exoticism of the songs” was intended to reference “the numbers of the
pleasantly playing jazz bands to which fashionable Berliners danced on hotel roof terraces with
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palm trees in buckets and overgrown and hanging plants became a tropical environment.”469 On
the surface, then, the politics of Royal Oak were much like those of Zeitoper, combining gentle,
self-conscious parody of the present day with a vaguely social, but not party-specific, politics.
This can be seen in the way that Schulhoff and Rombach adapted the source material.
Schulhoff was at pains to emphasize that the work was based on a true story.470 In a letter to the
Berlin Funk-Stunde he wrote:
“By the way, I would like to mention that the grotesque content of the work took place in
total truth in 1928 as part of the British naval exercises in the South Sea Islands at the
times. News of it went through the whole world press, and was much laughed over.
Through connections to the British Admiralty it was possible for me to take some notes
from the files about the exceptional circumstances, although I only obtained those files in
which no names of ships’ officers were named.”471
Schulhoff exaggerates. The actual events had nothing to do with the South Seas, and there was
no actual mutiny of sailors, as takes place in the oratorio.
The so-called Royal Oak mutiny was a media sensation in the UK in early 1928, but
much to the disappointment of the press and the public, once the full details came out, it was not
so exciting after all.472 The whole affair hinged on letters written by the Royal Oak’s captain and
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For a detailed narration of the events, the wild media speculation, and the court martial following the “Royal Oak
mutiny,” see Leslie Gardiner, The Royal Oak courts martial (Edinburgh: Blackwood, 1965).
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one of its commanders protesting the behavior of a rear admiral who was also based on the ship.
The Royal Oak was stationed in Malta, and when the letters were received, the ship was just
about to depart for extended training exercises. Because of this, incomplete reports of the events
reached the UK, and the media seized on the sensational potential of the story. Alleged
insubordination by two senior officers towards an admiral was inflated to a sailors’ mutiny, and
the detail that somehow an incident with a jazz band was involved added extra interest. When the
officers involved were finally court martialed in Gibraltar several weeks later, the affair was
revealed to be a legalistic dispute over the proper wording and transmission of complaints about
the behavior of a superior officer, and popular interest rapidly deflated.
Schulhoff and Rombach’s version was inspired by the press’s fixation on the first of the
events described in the officers’ letters: an incident involving the music at a dance for officers,
their wives, and leading figures of the British community in Malta. The dance was originally
accompanied by the ship’s marine band, which was apparently playing neither repertoire
appropriate for dancing, nor particularly well. The admiral forced the musicians to step off the
bandstand and the ship’s jazz band to replace them. The captain and commander’s complaint
claimed that the admiral inappropriately insulted the band director’s person, while the admiral
countered that he limited his comments to the quality of the performance and the repertoire. Misand partial information about the incident abounded, however, and Schulhoff likely read press
accounts claiming that the admiral had tried to stop the band from playing jazz.
The supposed truth of the story was important to Schulhoff. In June 1929, while
Schulhoff was still trying to interest his publishers in his Kunstoperette project, he wrote Hans
Heinsheimer at the Universal Edition: “You know well that I have neither composed banal jazz
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nor would I have take an everyday, banal story as a text.”473 In the context of the operetta
particularly, the reference to Zeitoper is unambiguous. His claims that the story of the supposed
Royal Oak mutiny “went through the world press,” however, elevated his subject from a banal,
everyday Zeitoper plot to a world-historical event.474
Furthermore, any story about a sailors’ mutiny in this period was sure to be associated
with Communism. German Communists lionized the November 1918 sailors’ uprising in Kiel
for its role in precipitating the German Revolution, and after Eisenstein’s film, Soviet admiration
of the Potemkin mutiny was known around the world. Unsurprisingly, sensationalist press reports
about the original Royal Oak incident suggested a Communist connection. Schulhoff and
Rombach would certainly have known that this subtext would be read into their oratorio. Even
their denouement, in which the Royal Oak returns to England with the defeated mutineers in
chains only to find that popular outcry had forced the Admiralty to reverse its ban and pardon the
sailors, can easily be read through the lens of popular revolution.
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made already in 1928 that supposedly atheist, socialist choirs could sing supposedly religious oratorios because “the
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these.” E. Zander, “Warum singen wir oratorien?” Deutsche Arbeitsängerzeitung 29/3, Supplement: Erstes
Deutsches Arbeitersängerbundesfest Hannover 1928 (März 1928): 25; “Das Oratorium hat mit Kirche, Gottesdienst,
Liturgie insofern nichts zu tun, als es jetzt darin keinen Bestandteil mehr darstellt.”
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This political reading is present throughout the work, but it is tempered by the focus on
the fictitious ban on jazz and the idealization of the South Seas as exotic paradise. The libretto’s
explicit message against cultural conservatism seems not to have been meant as a strong political
statement (any more than Krenek’s use of jazz in Jonny spielt auf), but in the circumstances of
Germany in the early 1930s, such aesthetic decisions were political. In his correspondence,
Schulhoff seems genuinely surprised to encounter so many radio stations that were unwilling to
air the work because it consisted entirely of jazz. In fact, his plot about an attempted ban on jazz
sparking a revolt unintentionally paralleled political reality. In April 1930, the same month
Schulhoff first sent the work’s libretto to Schott, the recently elected, National Socialistdominated state government of Thuringia attempted to ban jazz. The ban was withdrawn within a
year, as a result of both political backlash and, prefiguring later difficulties the Nazis faced, the
practical difficulties of legally defining jazz and implementing a ban on it.475

Jazz, Politics, and Mediality
Schulhoff continued the political double meaning of Royal Oak’s plot in the way he used
jazz within the work. The sailors’ songs revolve primarily around two topics: the social forces
that compelled them into a life of dangerous, demanding labor for low pay, and the fleeting
moments of freedom their profession allows. For the sailors, this freedom means access to the
women of the islands they visit. The Admiralty’s attempt to ban jazz is clearly framed as an
effort to strip the sailors of their access to these women, and thus to the only part of their
profession that brings them joy.
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One could read the Admiralty’s ban as yet another one of the social forces the sailors
describe that trapped them in their current condition. While their mutiny is directly aimed at the
jazz ban, on another level, it is directed against all the oppressive social forces in their life. The
oratorio, however, elides this reading by avoiding any direct link between social forces and the
mutiny. The sailors’ goals and those of their supporters at home are framed only around jazz, the
pursuit of pleasure, and, in the final chorus, accepting the inevitable changes that time brings.
All the music of the work, with the exception of some of the narration, is intended to be
heard as jazz. Three types of jazz dance appear in the work, each tied to a specific character or
characterization: Boston-waltz for the South Sea girls, foxtrots for the sailors generally, and
tangos for the sailors when they have been aroused by the girls. The distinction between genres
is reinforced by instrumentation: the vibraphone and celesta are only used in waltzes, and the
accordions are only used in the tangos. Here, Schulhoff draws on broader associations these
genres carry. The waltzes, for example, are sentimental, and the tangos charged with sexual
desire. This is reminiscent of the surface topical use of jazz and Grosch’s “mediality.”
At the same time, however, the foxtrot, the expression of the sailor’s lives, alternates
between expressing their freedom when they have shore leave in the South Seas and the
drudgery and financial constraints of the rest of their lives. This dichotomy is presented in the
first two songs of the oratorio: the “Hawaian Song” [sic] and the “Home Song.” The “Hawaian
Song” finds the sailors in the “Bay of Hawaii,” where “all the men want to be with the brown
girls.”476 Here the sailors are privileged: “only us, we alone are here.” The colonialist fantasy of
the song is unambiguous, as the sailors sing: “No one can deny us what we want here. For on the
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“Aber nun liegen wir in der Bai von Hawai [sic] … alle Männer möchten bei den braunen Mädchen sein.”
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beach, every thing belongs to me, everything that I find. I have a girl all to myself.”477 The
“Home Song” follows without a break for narration, but the change of mood is palpable. In the
verses, the sailors sing nostalgically of home. The refrains, meanwhile, sing of the brutal realism
of their lives: Life takes its due, regardless of whether one is good or bad.
After these two foxtrots lay out the material situation of the sailors, torn between the
temporary freedom of their shore leave and the drudgery of their lives, the sailors then sing,
again without a break for narration, a Waltz Interlude about native girls sitting on the pier.
Compared with the steady, driving duple meter of the foxtrot and tango, the triple meter Bostonwaltz with its characteristic lilt on the second beat and smoother textures seems disconnected
from the world of the sailors. This dream-like quality is enhanced by the timbre of the celesta
and vibraphone.
Now for the first time since these three numbers have established the sailors’ world,
narration returns, announcing the ban on jazz received on the wireless from the Admiralty. This
precipitates another up-tempo foxtrot by the sailors, this time addressing the unfortunate
circumstances that led them to join the navy and the drudgery of life on the ship. They sing of
growing up in good homes, answering their fatherland’s call to the navy, only now to be living
on starvation wages with no hope for improvement in the future, resulting in their live-for-today
nihilism while on shore leave. This song represents one of the clearest articulation of the leftist
political meaning of the oratorio, and its verses are also the most aggressive and with the most
march-like music. (See ex. 3.5.)
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“Niemand kann uns das verbieten, was uns hier gefällt. Denn am Strand gehört mir alles, alles was ich fand. Hab’
ein Mädchen ich wohl ganz allein.”
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Example 3.5: Straight, driving rhythms in the main theme of the Sailors Song, mm. 30-33. 478

This is balanced by the secondary rag of the choruses and the narration immediately following
the song. (See ex. 3.6.)

Example 3.6: Secondary Rag in the Soloist’s line in the Sailor’s Song, mm. 29-36.479

The captain announces the ban on jazz, using a flurry of stereotypical arguments of the
“philistines” that label him stodgy and pretentious. He calls jazz “Niggerlieder” and dive bar
songs (“Kaschemmensongs”), and speaks of the “honor of the navy,” aligning himself with the
nationalist, militarist mindset that Schulhoff despised.
This is followed by the “South Sea Waltz,” the only song in the oratorio sung by a
woman’s voice. It is the song of a native woman on the pier mourning her husband who died sea.
In the context of the drama, her song – a jazz waltz and also an icon of the exotic locale – stands
for the one pleasure the sailors have in their life, and that the ban would take from them. One of
the sailors then sings the “Tango-Song of the Soul,” drawing on the tangos association with
longing and desire, although the words of the song are of despondency: tears and drinking. This
song represents the lowest point the sailors reach in the action. Accompanied by only banjos and
accordions, it stands out from the rest of the work sonically as well. If the captain just spoke of
“dive bar songs,” now we seem to hear one. Instead of wallowing in their situation, however, the
sailors mutiny.
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Schulhoff and Rombach, H.M.S. Royal Oak (Mainz: Schott, n.y.), 68-69. Used with permission of Schott Music,
Mainz.
479

Schulhoff and Rombach, H.M.S. Royal Oak, 73-74
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The mutiny is portrayed by a “Fox fugato,” combining a chromatic fugue subject with
rhythmic motives reminiscent of the “Sailor Song.”480 (See ex. 3.7)

Example 3.7: Above, chromatic motive from the Fox Fugato, mm. 59-60;
Below: Sailor’s motive from the Sailors’ Song, mm. 30-31.481

The mutiny fails, and the sailors are thrown in the brig to be taken back to England for a court
martial. There, they sing the “Panama-Song,” a song supposedly by forced laborers working the
Panama Canal about their deadly work conditions. The song links capitalist exploitation and
oppression across national, racial, and historical borders, although from a modern perspective,
we could question the equation of British sailors’ experience in the 1920s with the experience of
forced laborers worked to death in horrific conditions building the Panama Canal. The song
blends German, French, and Spanish, and like the other foxtrots for the sailors, combines more
declamatory verses detailing their suffering with a more flamboyant chorus that, like the Hawaii
song, throws in the exotic element of foreign languages. This is the other high point of potential
political provocation, including a listing of evils that rhymes “Panama Canale” with “il
Capitale.”
Once again, though, the political tension is quickly diffused, this time by the finale. As
discussed above, the sailors’ situation is rendered moot by popular outcry in favor of jazz forcing
480

Pointing to the fugue’s association with Baroque religious music, Weiss, 372-73, considers the use of jazz
elements in a fugue and the use of a fugue to represent the mutiny to be doubly provocative. Again, though, while
this may be partially true, Schulhoff was hardly the first to write a jazz fugue, which detracts substantially from the
provocation. Notably Schulhoff praised Milhaud as one of the best composers of serious jazz music, and certainly
knew the jazz fugue in La creation du monde. (C.f. Schulhoff’s article “Saxophon und Jazzband,” reprinted in
Schriften, 28-32.)
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Schulhoff and Rombach, H.M.S. Royal Oak, 142 and 68.
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the Admiralty to reverse the ban. The focus is returned to the message against cultural
conservatism: The admiral is dismissed in shame, and the ship is greeted by a throng of jubilant
citizens who sing a “Spiritual” together, mirroring the choral finales of Zeitoper. The moment
closely resembles the choral finale of Jonny spielt auf, including lines that “all people, from boy
to [government] minister, are beholden to the changes of time. Only the philistine remains
always the same, for he forgets to live out of the desire for comfort.”482
The connection of victorious jazz to the freedom the sailors enjoy on shore in the tropics
is underscored by a brief interruption in the choral singing by a return of the chorus of the
“Hawaii Song.” The chorus continues with its message of following the tempo of the times and
against conservatives who try to stand against it, including a reference to people of all different
skin colors (also referenced at the beginning of the work) to indicate that as in Jonny, jazz truly
has conquered the world. The oratorio ends with resounding Hallelujah. While a Leftist subtext
remains in the unity of people (supposedly from around the world) forcing the powers at be to
accept change, the text unambiguously frames the victory in terms of jazz and anti-philistinism,
diffusing any overt party political reading with the same vague, modernity-affirming politics of
early Zeitoper.

Royal Oak between radio, amateur chorus, and festival performance
Unfortunately for Schulhoff, the supposedly harmless surface-level story of an
unsuccessful attempt to ban jazz was anything but harmless in the context of the early 1930s.
While the message of embracing jazz qua modernity was appropriate to the optimism of the mid
to late 1920s, after 1930, it seemed facile, naïve, and out of touch from the perspective of the
482

“Alle Menschen, vom Boy bis zum Minister, unterliegen dem Wandel der Zeit, ewig gleich bleibt sich nur der
Philister, denn das Leben an sich, das vergisst er aus lauter Bequemlichkeit.”
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early 1930s. Schulhoff’s use of surface topicality in Royal Oak brought it to close to the
optimistic model of early Zeitoper, and his oratorio fell victim to the same political and cultural
backlash. This can be seen in the difficulties Schulhoff had finding radio stations to perform the
work, as the stations objected to the work’s use of jazz.
Royal Oak was not commissioned by a radio station, as is sometimes suggested, but
Schulhoff did use his radio connections at the Southwest German Radio (Südwestdeutscher
Rundfunk) to arrange the work’s premiere and to obtain financial support for the copying of
parts. After the agreeing to premiere the work, the station took on a role not unlike a publisher,
seeking to arrange further performances. In this case, the Southwest German Radio was
interested in finding other stations to simultaneously broadcast the premiere, which would raise
Schulhoff’s total fee while also lowering the individual fee paid by each station. Each working
their own connections at other stations, Schulhoff and the Southwest German Radio failed to find
another partner station for the premiere or a later performance.
Schulhoff’s first preserved communications about Royal Oak with the Southwest German
Radio reveal the importance of personal connections to the work’s acceptance to performance
and interest from the very beginning in finding other stations to also air the premiere. The work
is first mentioned of the work in a letter from September 1930 that also discusses arrangements
for live piano performance by Schulhoff. As the letter makes clear, discussion of a radio
premiere of the work began in conversations between Schulhoff and Ernst Schoen, a
programming director at the station, during the annual festival of the International Society for
Contemporary Music in Liège, Belgium that summer. When the correspondence picks up these
conversations, the two are negotiating fees and other practicalities. Ultimately, Schulhoff
accepted a lower fee, and the radio station agreed to cover the cost of copying the parts from the
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score.483 In his letters, Schoen also provides the first indication that Schulhoff’s optimistic use of
surface topical plot and jazz disinclined other stations to accept the work. He reports that stations
in Cologne and Munich had turned down a simultaneous broadcast based on the “strong anti-jazz
movement in their listenership,” 484 reflecting the conservative turn in German culture and
politics after the heady optimism of the mid to late 1920s.
Schulhoff was also stymied in his efforts to promote the work to his connections at other
stations. The Schulhoff archive preserves substantial correspondence with radio stations
negotiating dates, fees, and programs from Schulhoff’s appearances as a pianist and guest
conductor. In letters to the West German Radio (Westdeutscher Rundfunk) in Cologne and the
Funk-Stunde in Berlin, Schulhoff asked his contacts to consider programming Royal Oak.485
None of these stations took on the work, nor did the Leipzig-based Central German Radio
(Mitteldeutscher Rundfunk), with whom Schulhoff corresponded about the work outside the
context of one of his own performances. No letters explicitly explaining these rejections are
preserved and most stations simply politely ignored Schulhoff’s offer of the work.
The Berlin Funk-Stunde, however, is a notable case because it reveals both how Schulhoff
hoped to leverage radio performance for maximum impact, and how in delaying a potential
performance, Schulhoff found himself thwarted by changes in Germany’s social and cultural
landscape. The Funk-Stunde had previously commissioned Schulhoff’s Hot-Sonata for alto
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Letter, Ernst Schoen to Schulhoff, 19 Sep. 1930, ČMH S173/199; Letter, Südwestdeutscher Rundfunk to
Schulhoff, 28. Nov. 1930, ČMH S173/200; Letter, Südwestdeutscher Rundfunk to Schulhoff, 11 May 1931, ČMH
S173/201.
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Südwestdeutscher Rundfunk to Schulhoff, 28 Nov. 1930, ČMH S173/ 200; “Sowohl Köln wie auch München,
denen wir die Weiterübertragung angeboten hatten, motivieren ihre Ablehnung des Werks mit einer starken AntiJazzströmung in der Hörerschaft ihres Sendebezirks.”
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C.f. ČMH S173/299 (Correspondence with Westdeutsche Rundfunk, Köln); ČMH S173/101, 102, 103, 104, 109,
110 (Correspondence with Funk-Stunde A.G.); ČMH S173/129 and 130 (Correspondence with Mitteldeutsche
Rundfunk A.G.).
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saxophone and piano, and Schulhoff was on close professional terms with their director of the
concert division (Konzertabteilung) Hans von Benda. It seems that the Funk-Stunde was initially
interested in broadcasting Royal Oak in the summer of 1932. Schulhoff, however, objected to a
“Berlin premiere outside of the concert season” unless it was part of “a festival week like last
year’s Neue Musik Berlin 1931.”486
Schulhoff’s concern was twofold. He wanted to conduct the work himself (likely for
prestige, as well as to ensure a quality performance and collect a guest conducting fee on top of
the royalties on the work), but this was not decisive. He also recommended his friend and
colleague Zdenko Chalabala from Brno as an alternative conductor.487 More important was likely
a concern with listenership and the possibility that the radio performance stimulate interest from
choir directors and other functionaries. Schulhoff also notes that an off-season performance
would interrupt his summer vacation. Most musical decision makers would be in a similar
situation, splitting their summers between the many summer music festivals and vacation, when
they would likely not be in the major cities and not following radio premieres as closely.
Almost immediately, the Funk-Stunde seems to have lost interest in the work, and they
must have cited the cultural shift away from optimism and jazz as its sonic signifier played. In
response to an unpreserved letter, Schulhoff wrote: “I must agree with you completely, that the
current situation in Germany makes a performance of my jazz-oratorio H.M.S. Royal Oak
downright impossible.”488
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Letter, Schulhoff to Funk-Stunde, 13 May 1932, ČMH S173/109; “…dass die Absicht besteht mein JazzOratorium “H.M.S. Royal Oak” im Juli in der Funkstunde aufzuführen, womit ich nur insofern einverstanden wäre,
falls es sich um die Aufführung gelegentlich einer Festwoche ähnlich der vorjährigen ‘Neue Musik Berlin 1931’
handelt. Sollte dies aber nicht der Fall sein, so kann ich zu meinem Bedauern mein Einverständnis nicht geben,
zumal ich eine Berliner Erstaufführung außerhalb der Konzertsaison nicht zugeben kann.”
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Chalabala would later conduct the Brno production of Flammen.
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Letter, Schulhoff to Funk-Stunde, 4 Jun. 1932, ČMH S173/110; “Ich muss Ihnen vollkommen beipflichten, dass
die momentane Situation Deutschlands eine Aufführung meines Jazz-Oratoriums H.M.S. Royal Oak vorläufig glatt
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Also of note here is Schulhoff’s arrangement of several of the numbers from Royal Oak as
“Bruchstücke” for orchestral performance, clearly referencing Berg’s “Drei Bruchstücke aus
Wozzeck.” Details are lacking, but Schulhoff mentions their performance under his own baton by
the BBC in several letters to other German radio stations. He did so to promote the original
work, and if the station rejected Royal Oak, he offered the Bruchstücke as an alternative.489 The
Bruchstücke also point to the idea Schulhoff mentioned when originally promoting the idea of an
operetta to his publishers: that the work would be composed of dance-hits that could be
promoted and sold separately. Ultimately, this doesn’t seem to have happened, and the
Bruchstücke were less than successful at attracting performances, generating additional interest
in the oratorio, or producing extra income for Schulhoff.
Schulhoff’s experience promoting Royal Oak to radio stations has many parallels to the
challenges other composers faced finding opera houses to perform Zeitoper after 1930. In the
Weimar Republic, radio stations were, like opera houses, largely a state affair, and they were
under similar pressures to justify public largesse with programming that was edifying but also
appealing to a broad audience. But as Heinrich Strobel lamented in 1930, this did not necessarily
guarantee a niche for new music, which was easily lost between more popular classical fair
(Bach, for example, was popular and well suited for technical limitations of radio at the time)
and commercial entertainment music. Despite all the promise of radio for new music, “evenings
with Schönberg, Stravinsky or Honegger appeal only to enthusiasts and intellectuals.”490 Strobel
unmöglich macht.”
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ČMH S173/101 (Correspondence with Funk-Stunde A.G.); ČMH S173/202 (Correspondence with
Südwestdeutsche Rundfunk A.G., Frankfurt am Main); ČMH S173/129 (Correspondence with Mitteldeutsche
Rundfunk A.G.).
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Strobel, “Zur musikalischen Programmpolitik des Rundfunks,” 179, referring to programming on the Berlin
station; “Die eindeutig auf neue Musik eingestellten Abende, wie sie der Berliner Sender in diesem Winter mit
erfreulicher Planmäßigkeit veranstaltete, diese Abende mit Schönberg, Strawinsky oder Honegger wenden sich
vorläufig nur an die Interessierten und Intellektuellen.”
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then turns his attention to the programming at specific stations. He accuses the Leipzig station,
which rejected Schulhoff, for example, of prioritizing local talent from the past, “particularly
from the previous century.”491 Strobel praises the Southwest German Radio (which broadcast
identical programs from Frankfurt and Stuttgart), the only station to broadcast Royal Oak, for
being open to new music, even working closely with the International Society for Contemporary
Music and broadcasting their concerts. Even here, though Strobel qualifies: “the main interest
here is more on general musical and aesthetic considerations as opposed to those specifically of
the radio.”492
Strobel’s description of the station in Breslau is interesting because it would seem to have
been a natural venue for Schulhoff’s work. Strobel singled it out for “focusing to a considerable
extent with the question of original radio music,” and in line with the ideals of the Neue
Sachlichkeit, “they are working on the creation of an artistic entertainment music.”493 A
particularly fascinating project of the Breslau station were so-called “Hörfolge”: “A sequencing
of purely accustically effective elements without concern for their literary category: news
reports, stories, couplets, songs, dialogue brought together in a substantial unity, often from the
works of different authors.” These Hörfolge were often political works along the lines of Erwin
Piscator’s political Zeittheater, which themselves made extensive use of theatrical montage.494
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Ibid., 180; “Ein akademisch-lokal-patriotischer Zug ist für Leipzig … überhaupt charakteristisch. … nirgends
wird so viel verstaubte Musik hervorgeholt, gerade aus dem vorigen Jahrhundert.”
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Ibid.; “Hier wie in Frankfurt, das jetzt sein Programm gemeinsam mit Stuttgart durchführt, hat man engere
Verbindung mit den Ortsgruppen der Intern. Gesellschaft für Neue Musik gefunden. Häufig werden die Konzerte
der Internationalen übertragen. … Freilich: maßgebend sind hier mehr allgemein musikalische und ästhetische
Überlegungen als speziell funkische.”
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Ibid.; “Der Breslauer Sender beschäftigt sich in besonderem Maße mit den Fragen der originalen Funkmusik.
Man arbeitet an der Schaffung einer künstlerischen Unterhaltungsmusik. Breslau erteilt die meisten
Kompositionsaufträge. Es sucht auch die alltäglichste Veranstaltung fundgemäß durchzuführen.”
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Frank Warschauer, “Was geschieht im Rundfunk?” Melos 9/2 (Feb. 1930): 89; “Die zweite Gattung Hörspiel, die
sich mit Entschiedenheit herauskristallisiert, ist die nur scheinbar mehr formal bestimmte ‘Hörfolge’, die in erster
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Schulhoff frequently performed for the Breslau station as a pianist (playing a mix of his own and
others’ compositions). Unfortunately, the archival traces are lacking to clarify if Schulhoff
sought a performance on the Breslau station, and if so, why it didn’t come to fruition. The
Breslau opera, however, did mount a staged (or possibly semi-staged) production of Royal Oak.
The Breslau opera presented Royal Oak on their Junge Bühne, or opera studio, on February
28, 1932. Like the Breslau radio station, the opera was interested in new music, particularly
Zeitoper and works by the French composers closest to the Neue Sachlichkeit. Although it
suffered from a lack of funding and prestige compared to larger houses in the west, it premiered
several Zeitopern by less well known composers, and they very nearly premiered Von heute auf
morgen and Wilhelm Grosz’s Achtung, Aufnahme! (they lost both to Frankfurt). Honegger,
Milhaud, and Stravinsky’s French works were all regulars on their programs. The Junge Bühne
was a side project of the opera company intended “to promote modern short opera on Sunday
mornings.”495 Notable about the company in this context is that they remained open to
performing and premiering Zeitoper of the earlier, optimistic type throughout the 1930s, like the
revised version of Spuk im Schloss in late 1931.
No archival traces are preserved from the Breslau production of Royal Oak, so that it is
impossible to say how robust the staging was or how the work came to be performed there at all.
Scenic productions of non-scenic works at the Junge Bühne were apparently limited; a review of
their first production, a double bill of L’histoire du soldat and the Lindberghflug, noted that “the
Linie von Bischoff in Breslau entwickelt worden ist; eine Zusammenordnung des rein akustisch Wirksamen ohne
Rücksicht auf die dichterische Kategorie, Reportage, Erzählung, Kouplet, Song, Dialog um eine substanzielle
Einheit zusammengefügt, oft aus Werken verschiedener Dichter; dann entsteht ganz von Selber, ohne lange
Proklamation das sonst so schmerzhaft und meist vergebens ersehnte geistige Kollektiv, oft von Menschen, die sich
gar nicht kennen; aber ihr Werk klingt, richtig eingepasst, zusammen.”
495

Erich Freund, “Das Musikleben der Gegenwart. Oper. Breslau,” Die Musik 23/6 (Mar 1931): 444; “Das
Stadttheater hat sich eine ‘Junge Bühne’ eingerichtet, die die moderne Kurzoper an sonntäglichen Vormittagen
pflegen will.”
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‘scenic premiere’” of the latter “consisted of an airplane model swinging over the choir, who
were holding their music.”496 Press accounts are also lacking. There are a few announcements,
but I am not aware of any detailed reviews.497 Werner Jakob (who was the main set designer in
Königsberg and designed the sets for Der Fächer) is credited as directing the production, and the
credits also include choreographer Aurel von Milloss, a Laban protégé. One particularly
straightforward way to stage the oratorio would be to have the chorus and narrator remain
stationary back stage (as was apparently done with the Lindberberghflug) and have dancers
portray the narrated action. This seems like what happened based on the only comment I have
been able to find on the production in librettist Otto Rombach’s memoirs. He was not present at
the performance, but saw photos of it (now lost) that “show a pyramid of dancing sailors with
exposed arms and naval sweaters in front of the looming bow of their threateningly dark
battleship.”498

Conclusion: From Jazz to Socialist Realism
To conclude, we might consider some of the broader implications this chapter has for
Schulhoff historiography. A recurring point has been that Schulhoff’s ambivalent relationship to
Zeitoper and the Neue Sachlichkeit was his refusal to abandon a traditional understanding of the
autonomous work of art. Thus, he was perennially concerned with “elevated” music and subject
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Ibid., 444-45: “Sie debütierte mit Strawinskijs teuflischer Geschichte vom Soldaten und Weills Linderberghflug,
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Rombach, 94: “Fotos zeigen eine Pyramide tanzender Matrosen mit nackten Armen und Marinesweatern vor dem
scharf aufragenden Bug ihres wie drohend dunklen Panzerkreuzers.”
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matter, and rejected the deliberate ephemerality of Zeitoper. This insight, together with his
treatment of jazz, suggests that we might reconsider Schulhoff’s transition from composing
Kunstjazz to composing in the Socialist Realist idiom in this light. In much Schulhoff
scholarship, his negative experience with publishers and performance venues with Flammen and
especially Royal Oak (the last jazz-infused work he composed besides one movement of the
second symphony) is considered a central element of this transition.
Schulhoff’s politics certainly suggest he would be more open to Socialist Realism than
many other composers of Kunstjazz. Schulhoff’s artistic engagement with Soviet art, aesthetics,
and artistic policy began at the latest in Prague on April 2, 1927, when he visited the Soviet trade
delegation, seemingly for the first time, in order to meet Vladimir Mayakovski. Afterwards
Schulhoff became a regular guest as a musician and participated in activities of Leftist
intellectuals and artists at the Soviet mission.499 Although Schulhoff became an active and vocal
member of the Czechoslovakian Communist Party in the early 1930s, his preserved political
statements before that were few and vague.500 As early as 1916, he labeled himself a “Socialist”
in his diary and railed against both the war and the willingness of artists to create works in
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See, for example, Schulhoff’s diary entry from March 10, 1941, in which he links his new, “third creative period”
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service of the war effort.501 As we saw in letter to the Universal Edition in 1926, Schulhoff later
described his politics as “too red” to compose a military march (one of his examples of
lamentable behavior by artists during the war in the diary entry).502 A more amusing moment
comes in his diary in two adjacent entries separated by almost a year. First, in March 1923, he
complained about a date with a hypocritical young woman who claimed to be “red,” but then
went on to talk about how great it was to own property and nice things. In the very next entry of
his diary, however, dated April 22, 1924, Schulhoff beamed with pride about now owning his
own apartment.503 While in modern American parlance, “red” politics connotes Communism, in
the political discourse of the time (and to this day in a number of continental European
countries), “red” is an ambiguous color, denoting both socialism and farther left-wing ideologies.
This ambiguity may have been deliberate. We can speculate that Schulhoff used the term to
associate his political beliefs with a general idea but to avoid committing to any specific party
politics.504 After 1931, however, any ambiguity disappeared, and Schulhoff became an
outspoken pro-Soviet Communist.505
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in Prague (Rochester: University of Rochester Press, 2006), 332-33.
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Socialist Realism appealed to Schulhoff on multiple levels. He appreciated its intention
of being appealing and accessible to a mass audience. Moreover, as with Kunstjazz, it often
reinforced traditional ideas about the autonomous work of art, although it took themes and
inspirations from the life of Communist workers and farmers. In fact, Socialist Realism offered
Schulhoff the opportunity to take these everyday sources and elevate them to the level of art, as
he had sought to do with jazz. One need hardly mention the additional appeal of the
opportunities for performance offered by Communist Party cultural organizations. His decision
to set the Communist Manifesto as a cantata shortly after completing Royal Oak embodies these
qualities. The Manifesto was no “banality,” but offered the opportunity to raise this
philosophical-polemical text to the level of art.
This view helps to clarify the previous paradox of Schulhoff’s continued engagement for
jazz on a professional level after his supposed ‘conversion’ to Socialist Realist art around
1931/32. The strongest evidence for a radical break are two entries in Schulhoff’s diary
renouncing all his earlier music and describing 1931 as a moment of radical change in his style.
The entries, however, are from March 1941, three months before he was deported to the
concentration camp in Wülzburg, and the last entry before them dates from 1929.506 Perhaps
these entries were made in a charged emotional moment and Schulhoff exaggerates, or perhaps
by 1941 his ideas about Socialist Realism had hardened. But throughout the 1930s, Schulhoff
continued to concertize as a jazz pianist and publish commercial jazz pieces and arrangements
under a pseudonym for money, and as Andrew Wilson’s research has shown, Schulhoff
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C.f. ÖNB, Mus Misc. 127/5, pp, 65-66, diary entry dated 10 Mar. 1941, and pp. 66-67, diary entry dated 12 Mar.
1941. Schulhoff was deported to the concentration camp in Wülzburg not as a Jew, but as an enemy national. After
his efforts to emigrate to the West failed in the late 1930s, he successfully obtained Soviet citizenship, which under
the Hitler-Stalin pact protected him and his family from Nazi racial laws. Schulhoff was still in the process of
arranging to move to the Soviet Union when Germany broke the non-aggression pact in 1941, and Schulhoff and his
family were arrested. In the camp, Schulhoff contracted tuberculosis and died shortly afterwards in 1941.
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combined improvisation techniques from jazz into his work with workers’ music organizations in
the 1930s.507 As Mikulaš Bek notes, in 1936 Schulhoff was still working with Karel Beneš to try
to arrange a performance of Flammen at the Czech National Theater in Prague.508
***
Flammen and H.M.S. Royal Oak are both excellent examples of different ways that
surface-topical elements of Zeitoper were carried forward into other genres of opera and music
theater as classic Zeitoper was beginning to disappear from opera stages. Flammen continues an
Expressionist tradition of opera from Schoenberg, Berg, and Zemlinsky, but Schulhoff drew on
jazz and its “medial” character to give the opera moments of quasi-realism and connect
seemingly out of date libretto to the present day. Despite how fleeting these moments are in the
opera, Schulhoff actively promoted the work to his publishers as using jazz “dramatically,”
knowingly playing on the success and popularity of Zeitoper. H.M.S. Royal Oak is infused with
jazz from start to finish. The work is labeled a jazz-oratorio, but it participates in the many
experiments in the late Weimar era to develop a new kind of music theater specifically for radio.
In its conception, Schulhoff was interested in capturing the popular appeal and elevated popular
entertainment elements of Zeitoper, and he uses the “medial” quality of different types of jazz
dance to create variety and levels of meaning. As case studies, my analyses of these two works
shows how many other works from this period could be productively analyzed as drawing on the
surface-topical elements of Zeitoper, that is, drawing on Zeitoper’s appeal to a mass audience
with realistic portrayals of the present-day with everyday characters and settings, filled with
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referents of the modern world, be they sonic, like diegetic jazz, or scenic, like modern
technology on the stage.
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Chapter 4
Opera to the Beat of a Different Drummer:
Refunctioning of Zeitoper in Die Massnahme

“We killed him. We shot him and threw him in a lime pit.” Three Communist agitators
make this confession after returning to the Soviet Union from China. In a moment of crisis, they
murdered one of their company. At home, they ask a tribunal to hear their story and judge their
actions. The agitators recreate the events leading up to the shooting in a series of scenes, each
followed by a discussion with their assembled comrades.
The year is 1930. On their way over the border, the three agitators had recruited a young
and inexperienced comrade to join them. Misled by his youthful idealism, he repeatedly put
himself, his companions, and the revolution itself in danger. Ultimately, he unmasked himself as
a foreign agent, and he, along with his comrades, were chased out of the city of Mukden.509
Unable to escape their pursuers, the only hope was for the three experienced agitators –-- whose
identity had remained secret –--to abandon their exposed comrade. But how to protect him from
torture and further betrayal of their secrets? The young comrade agreed to his older companions’
proposal: he should be shot and his body thrown in a lime pit to dissolve his flesh and leave his
body unidentifiable.
Back in the Soviet Union, the tribunal deliberates and concludes: These actions were
correct.
***

509

Today the city of Shenyang in Manchuria.
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This is the plot of Die Massnahme, written by Bertolt Brecht and Hanns Eisler in the
second half of 1930 and premiered in the final weeks of the same year. The world of Zeitoper
seems far away. Neither story nor music could be described as a celebration of modernity and
modern life, or an embrace of ephemerality with a witty and ironic sense of humor. Brecht’s text
is a biting, often brutal critique of both society and undisciplined efforts to improve it, and Eisler
reflects this in his music. It is acerbic, frequently minor or Phrygian, and makes extensive use of
dissonance, all over pounding, march-like rhythms, with no saxophones and nary a syncopation.
The optimism of early Zeitoper is nowhere to be found, and its vague politics in support of the
status quo have been replaced by music and text that instruct performers and audience in
methods of the Communist Revolution.
Die Massnahme is a Lehrstück, a kind of anti-opera born of Brecht’s theatrical theories
and political ideology, a thoroughly and sometimes deadly serious genre with an initially leftist
and later Communist didactic function.510 This genre has long been understood as fundamentally
different from Zeitoper. Where Zeitoper reinforced traditional concepts of the musical work and
sought to revitalize the institution of opera, the Lehrstück sought to undermine or even destroy
these concepts and institutions, and to blur the line between performer and audience. Die
Massnahme is arguably the closest that Brecht came to realizing the ideals of the Lehrstück in an
actual work.511 During the late Weimar period, coeval with Brecht’s theorization and practice of
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For an overview of the Lehrstück as a genre from a musicological perspective, but also attuned to a literary
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Brecht’s postwar protégé Manfred Wekwerth claimed that Brecht said this himself. C.f. Peter Schweinhardt, “Der
Weg zur Maßnahme: Zu Hanns Eislers frühen Theaterarbeiten,” in Hanns Eisler. Angewandte Musik (Munich:
edition text + kritik, 2012), 28-29, and Calico, 17. But as Joachim Lucchesi has noted, in its many similarities to the
oratorio and Passions, Die Massnahme paradoxically also more closely resembles traditional bourgeois
entertainment than earlier Lehrstücke that explored the new possibilities of radio and radical reconfigurations of the
theatrical experience. Lucchesi, “‘Das Stück wirkt mit der Musik ganz anders!’” in Massnehmen. Kontroverse,
Perspektive, Praxis. Bertolt Brecht/Hanns Eislers Lehrstück Die Massnahme, ed. Inge Gellert, et. al. (Berlin:
Theater der Zeit Recherchen, 1998), 190.
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the Lehrstück, Eisler was developing his own ideas about a new kind of revolutionary proletarian
music. While Zeitoper aimed to amuse and entertain, Eisler rejected these goals as bourgeois and
sought instead to spur listeners and performers to revolutionary action. Die Massnahme
represents a synthesis of two ideals, one dramaturgical and one compositional, and Eisler’s first
application of his ideas to a unified work of music theater.
In this chapter, I argue that despite all of the differences between them, Zeitoper was an
important influence on the Lehrstück. I focus on Die Massnahme, not only as the most antioperatic Lehrstück and closest Brecht came to realizing his theories in practice, but also as the
only Weimar-era Lehrstück whose composer did not also write a Zeitoper. My analysis is based
on the technique of ‘refunctioning’ central to both Brecht and Eisler’s creative approach at this
time. (‘To refunction’ is admittedly unidiomatic in English, but it is the standard translation in
English language Brecht scholarship of the German term umfunktionieren, which both Brecht
and Eisler used in their writings.) In Die Massnahme, Brecht and Eisler refunctioned the
topicality of Zeitoper to their own revolutionary ends. In doing so, they sought to create music
theater that was revolutionary, but was – like Zeitoper – also accessible, relevant, and appealing
to mass audiences, particularly the working class.
Eisler and Brecht’s refunctioning of the topicality of Zeitoper is best seen in the presentday plot and the use of jazz. The history of the plot and the way Brecht shaped the libretto to
fulfill his radical political and theatrical agenda has been well studied.512 The plot was based in
part on Brecht’s previous libretto to Der Jasager, a Lehrstück with music by Kurt Weill, in part
on the recent history of Communist activities in China, including the first hand account of
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c.f. Günter Hartung. “Lehrstück im historischen Kontext,” in Massnehmen, Klaus-Dieter Krabiel, Brechts
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Das Lehrstück. Brechts Theorie einer politisch-ästhetischen Erziehung (Stuttgart: Metzler, 1972).
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Eisler’s brother Gerhard. The connection to real events lends the plot a kind of hyper-topicality,
as we saw in Royal Oak or Brecht’s earlier Lehrstücke, Der Lindberghflug and Lehrstück, both
based to varying degrees on Charles Lindbergh’s historic flight across the Atlantic. Not only is
the action presented in retrospect, presented to the Control Choir for critical evaluation, but
alienation effects within the libretto also encourage the audience and performers to engage the
events critically.
The focus of my argument in this chapter will be on the ways Eisler refunctioned the
musical symbol of topicality par excellence, jazz, in his score to Die Massnahme. Unlike
Brecht’s refunctioning of topical elements in the libretto, Eisler’s refunctioning of jazz in the
score has gone largely unremarked. Critics and scholars since the work’s premiere have noted
Eisler’s parody of jazz (more accurately: his parody of Kurt Weill’s parody of jazz in the
Dreigroschenoper) in Act V of Die Massnahme (the “Song von der Ware” [Song of the
Commodity]).513 For Eisler, however, refunctioning was more than just parody.
Eisler approached jazz as a set of musical materials. These were valuable not for their
glamour or their metaphorical heft, but for the ways in which they could be refunctioned to rouse
performers and audiences to revolutionary action. Eisler’s refunctioning of jazz in Die
Massnahme represents the maturation of a technique that began in his early proletarian songs and
choruses, as well as his incidental music for theater. Tracing this influence throughout the
musical language of Die Massnahme reveals that jazz exercised a substantial, if subtle and
largely sublimated, influence on virtually the entire score of the work.
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This song was later published and recorded separately with different names. It is also known as the “Song von
Angebot und Nachfrage” [“Song of Supply and Demand”] and the “Lied des Händlers” [“Song of the Merchant”]. It
was also recorded on LP. Eisler himself was music director for the recording, with Ernst Busch singing the main part
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Eisler’s writings lurch between hostility to jazz and receptiveness to its uses. This may at
first seem contradictory, but the attitude is, for the most part, internally consistent. On the one
hand, the critique of jazz and “entertainment music” [Unterhaltungsmusik] was part of a broad
critique of bourgeois music. While he rejected the decadent role jazz played in bourgeois society,
Eisler saw potential to repurpose the musical materials of jazz to fulfill the main functions of
revolutionary proletarian music: agitation and education. Eisler held up Die Massnahme as an
outstanding example of the integration of jazz into proletarian music and used a discussion of
Die Massnahme as the context for his most detailed consideration of the subject.
Because of the idiosyncrasies of jazz reception in Germany, jazz was understood
differently in the Weimar Republic than in the United States or Western Europe. In the operas I
have addressed so far, jazz was used in a way that was recognizable as jazz to both audiences of
the time and listeners today. This is not the case in Die Massnahme. In his refunctioning of jazz,
Eisler drew on characteristics of jazz like a steady, driving beat that were understood by Weimar
Germans to be central to the idiom, but have almost no place in our modern perception of jazz in
the 1920s. In order to understand how Eisler refunctioned jazz, I will therefore investigate the
way that jazz was understood in the Weimar Republic, drawing on specialist and pedagogical
writings from the time.
My claim that jazz permeates Die Massnahme goes against the general image of Eisler’s
proletarian music; jazz in the Weimar Republic is often thought of as silly and superficial, or as
the music of upper class dance club goers, slumming in their evening wear. Eisler’s proletarian
music, on the other hand, is thought of as serious and urgent, as music for, by, and of the
suffering and struggling working class. Additionally, Eisler notoriously panned Jonny spielt auf,
and in 1929 he began but then abandoned a Zeitoper of his own, albeit one with a greater focus
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on social issues and without a love story.514 The same is true for my broader claim that Zeitoper
exerted a substantial influence on the genre of the Lehrstück. I argue that Eisler’s music and the
Lehrstück were in fact more socially and politically engaged than has previously been noted. By
refunctioning jazz in Die Massnahme, Eisler stripped it of its associations with the superficial
and the beau monde. The sounds of the specific elements of jazz he used, however, still carried
their associations with the real world. Thus, Eisler could refunction the rhythmic energy of jazz
or its supposed “montage-like” character to critically engage the social and political discourse of
the day.

Eisler’s Critique of Jazz: From Function to Material
Jazz was two things for Eisler. It was a genre of entertainment music, but also a set of
musical materials. While jazz’s existing social function was politically insupportable, jazz as
musical material was neutral and, if applied to revolutionary ends, could serve a proletarian
function. As Eisler wrote in his “Comments on Die Massnahme”:
“(Nevertheless a rejection of jazz that does not stem from a rejection of its societal
function is a step backwards.) Namely, one must be able to differentiate between jazz as a
set of techniques [Technikum] and the repulsive commodity that the entertainment
industry has made of it.”515
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This distinction arises from Eisler’s self-described “dialectic materialist” approach to music. He
believed that music and social forms were inextricably linked, and the “function of music”516 in
society was his central concern. Music that fulfilled bourgeois functions perpetuated bourgeois
power, whereas music with a proletarian function could actively contribute to social change.
Eisler’s opinion of any music, contemporary or historical, was determined by his beliefs about its
function and its potential to be refunctioned to revolutionary ends.
Eisler labeled the function of music in bourgeois society as “Musikgenuss,” or the
enjoyment of music.517 This critique applied equally to art music and entertainment music [ernste
Musik (E-Musik) and Unterhaltungsmusik (U-Musik)]. Bourgeois art music functions as an
autonomous object that is edifying to listen to and think about. This function was anything but
innocent; Eisler believed that it actively supported capitalism and bourgeois power. In a speech
delivered in Düsseldorf in 1932 (likely in conjunction with the performance of Die Massnahme
there on April 17 of that year), he explained:
“[The bourgeois music of the 18th and 19th century] is able, like no other, to appeal to
individual experience, to the individual’s freely-swaying feelings. It does not force the
listener into a numb state, but rather seeks to excite him, to entertain him, to create
associations for him. This music is in reality the music of free enterprise, the music of the
bourgeois, and it will – as applied in practice – always serve to stabilize capitalist
production methods.”518
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commentary, same volume, pp. 406-407.
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By this, Eisler is referring to the role of bourgeois music in the reproduction of labor
power [Reproduktion der Arbeitskraft], an important component of Marxist thought. Marx
argued that capitalism turned workers’ ability to work, their ‘labor power’ [Arbeitskraft] into a
commodity that they sold to their employer.519 The reproduction of this power, however, is the
responsibility of the worker, and thus contributes to the surplus value that represents the
employer’s profit. As Eisler clarified:
“The sharp division within capitalist means of production between work and recreation
[Erholung] separates all intellectual [geistigen] activities into those which serve work and
those which serve recreation. Recreation is a system of reproducing labor power. …
Recreation is dedicated to the non-producer in the interest of production. Those are the
societal-economic foundations for the specific form of music making in capitalism.”520
Eisler’s critique was directed against more than just bourgeois high-art music; he leveled the
same criticism against bourgeois entertainment music.521 Both musics represented the “easiest
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composers, who more or less sense that they have nothing, absolutely nothing to say, explain: … Music
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enjoyment of music [Musikgenuss],” in which “the function of the pure enjoyment of music … is
transformed … into a pure stimulant [Reizmittel].”522 While all bourgeois music, whether art or
entertainment, has the function of Musikgenuss, entertainment music is more insidious: “[Art
music’s] advantages over entertainment music are clear: it at least forces the worker-listener to a
certain attentiveness, while light entertainment music appeals only to convenience and
laziness.”523
Following three years of composing, performing, and theorizing, Die Massnahme
represented the pinnacle of Eisler’s efforts to develop a new kind of music with a revolutionary
proletarian function. Its musical numbers spanned the genres of Eisler’s Kampfmusik: solo songs,
ballades, and choruses. Nevertheless certain bourgeois desiderata were re-inscribed in Eisler’s
transition from single songs to music theater. For example, he fell back on certain Wagnerian
ways of thinking when he claimed that as a unified piece of music theater, the whole became
more than the sum of its parts. In a 1934 essay on the history of the worker’s music movement,
Eisler described Die Massnahme as a watershed moment:
intelligentesten unter den jungen Komponisten, die mehr oder weniger klar spüren, dass sie nichts, gar
nichts zu sagen haben, erklären: … Musik soll nur ein tönendes Spiel sein, sie soll die Spielfreudigkeit des
Interpreten anregen und dem guten Bürger eine angenehme Zerstreuung verschaffen.]
As we will see in the discussion of montage below, Eisler was not the only Marxist or Communist to reject the Neue
Sachlichkeit as bourgeois. Hinton has partially traced this trend in music historiography from Eisler and Ernst Bloch
to West German Leftist scholarship in the postwar period. See Stephen Hinton, The Idea of Gebrauchsmusik: A
Study of Musical Aesthetics in the Weimar Republic (1919-1933) with Particular Reference to the Works of Paul
Hindemith. (New York: Garland Publishing, 1989), 66-81.
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“The new types of music that had already been developed (like complicated polyphonic
choruses, unison struggle songs, spoken choruses, aggressive chansons and ballades)
received a proper function for the first time in this form. The performance of Die
Massnahme proved the great political effect of the new form and was the center of the
proletariat’s cultural discussions for many years.”524
Die Massnahme is not about Musikgenuss. Rather, it functions as a means of agitating and
educating both audience and performers. Eisler described its function: “to utilize music even
better and more intensively in class struggle.”525 As he explained in his Düsseldorf speech:
“If we – and by ‘we’ I mean the avant-garde of the proletariat, the revolutionary working
class – really want to seize political power, then we must propagate an artistic practice
that relates to the new methods from the daily struggle of the revolutionary working
class, that does not just … reflect the needs and worries of the working class, but that
rather makes the correct methods for seizing power concrete to the broad masses of the
hungry and suffering in Germany.”526
Eisler describes two ways that the musical materials of jazz can be refunctioned to serve as
a means of agitating and educating the proletariat. In his essay “New Methods for Kampfmusik”
from 1932, for instance, he writes that jazz’s inherent rhythmic quality that can be “refunctioned
and made taut and energetic.”527 Eisler’s proletarian music, after all, is famous for its rhythmic
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energy, derived from a driving beat hammered out in repetitive bass figures, and this rhythmic
energy infuses Die Massnahme.
A steady beat is not necessarily something many listeners today would associate with jazz;
claiming that a steady beat is a material of jazz seems, to us, counterintuitive. Instead, Eisler’s
proletarian music is usually characterized as “march” or “march-like.” But specialist writings
from the Weimar Republic make clear that this steady beat was understood to be a defining
feature of jazz, if not its most important characteristic.528 In fact, jazz and the march were seen to
be quite close in this regard, and both functioned as popular music, especially amongst Eisler’s
target audience: the working class. By isolating this beat as a material of jazz and putting it to
new use in his music, Eisler could put its popular appeal and its ability to set people in motion to
the service of his political agenda. This beat was also the key discursive link between jazz and
modernity in the Weimar Republic, especially regarding the mechanization of everyday life and
the rationalization of industry. The use of this beat in his proletarian music and specifically in
Die Massnahme illustrates how Eisler created music that participated in contemporary discourse
and was politically aware.
This beat was only one material of jazz that Eisler sought to refunction to revolutionary
ends. As he explains later in his “Comments on Die Massnahme,” jazz was also the source of
montage techniques that could be similarly adapted: “Bourgeois music was not in the position to
further develop the progressive elements of jazz, particularly the montage-like
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[montagemäßige].”529 Eisler’s discussion of montage in relation to Die Massnahme links this
work to his earlier collaborations with German and Soviet filmmakers as well as the leftist
theatrical revues of Erwin Piscator.530 Both film and revue represent connections to Zeitoper,
which drew on both genres in their construction, composition, and staging. Die Massnahme
partially resembles a revue in its ordering of spoken text and music, but Eisler also uses montage
techniques to construct the individual numbers of Die Massnahme. This macro and micro
application of montage techniques created a Verfremdungseffekt, or distancing effect, that forces
audience and performer to critically engage the work.531 While material limitations meant that
few Communist works on the scale of Die Massnahme could be produced in the final years of
the Weimar Republic, the use of montage techniques in Die Massnahme served as a model to
assemble music theater productions from existing music.

Jazz as Topic in the “Song von Angebot und Nachfrage”
Previous scholarship has taken a narrow view of Eisler’s approach to musical function
and refunctioning, and the influence of jazz on Eisler’s proletarian music has been limited to
those songs where jazz is not approached as a set of musical materials, but rather as what we
might call a musical topic. In these songs, Eisler writes music that is intended to be heard as jazz
– wrong-headed, popular, real, decadent jazz – evoked parodistically.532 In the “Ballade vom
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Nigger Jim” or “Lied der Baumwollpflücker,” for example, jazz is used as a topic to accompany
texts on the oppression of African Americans in the United States.533 In other songs, this
understanding of jazz and the blues as the expression of a specific oppressed class is widened to
include all oppressed people. In the “Anrede an den Kran, ‘Karl’” or “Ballade vom §218,”
commercial forms of jazz, like the foxtrot, are used as a topic to symbolize capitalist oppression
of the working class, and the blues is used as a topic to represent the oppressed.534
If we understand a kind of quotational parody as the limit of Eisler’s “jazz,” then it is not
surprising that the sole oft-cited jazz example in Die Massnahme is the one place where Eisler
uses jazz explicitly as a topic: in Act V, especially its main musical numbers, the “Song von der
Ware.” Albrecht Dümling’s observations are typical in this regard:
“There are echoes of jazz in only one single scene, in the conversation of the Young
Comrade with his adversary, the merchant. The ‘Song of the Merchant’ is the only [song]
that dispenses with the otherwise mandatory tense rhythmic song style. … As musical
symbol for this mechanism of exploration and oppression, Eisler selected jazz, or rather
the dance music that fell under this rubric at the time. Like the other commodities they
sing about, it is a product acquired by capitalists, a modern form of slave labor.”535
In this act, the Young Comrade dines with a wealthy local merchant. His task is to convince the
merchant to arm the workers for a supposedly anti-colonial insurrection. The Young Comrade,
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however, is so repulsed by the merchant’s attitude towards his workers – for example, that it is
cheaper to let a worker you already employ starve to death and hire a new one than to adequately
feed one you’ve got – that he is unable to finish the dinner and seal the deal. Eisler’s musical
style in this scene also clearly references Kurt Weill’s jazz-inflected music in the
Dreigroschenoper.536 This connection heightens the association of the merchant with a
capitalism that revels in its bottom-line driven amorality.
Eisler’s use of jazz in this scene resembles a frequent trope in Zeitoper: on-stage jazz
bands providing diegetic jazz music at a club or other locale, although Eisler’s approach is
parody as opposed to the straightforward imitation typical in Zeitoper. As in many numbers of
the Dreigroschenoper, the merchant in Die Massnahme announces his intention to sing a song
before beginning the number, giving the music a diegetic quality. While the instruments do not
appear on stage (this is not magic realism), this scene’s instrumentation stands in stark contrast to
the rest of the work. It is the only scene that uses piano, and it also features atypically florid,
even flashy, writing for solo trumpet and trombone.

Jazz and March as Sonic Signifiers of Social Class
In the other numbers of Die Massnahme, Eisler eschews the jazz topic. We do not hear
the music as jazz (or a parody of it), but jazz rhythms are refunctioned and integrated into
Eisler’s Kampfmusik idiom. As we will explore later, the association of these rhythms with jazz
is underscored by other elements, like timbre. The way Eisler refunctioned the rhythms of jazz
reflected the idiosyncratic reception of jazz in the Weimar Republic. Both the sound of the
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music, and its class associations, differed significantly from today’s associations with early jazz
in the United States or in Western Europe. In the Weimar Republic, jazz was not a collection of
fixed or established styles, but rather a title, a descriptive shorthand that could be applied to a
very wide variety of musical styles and, in the early years of the republic, as an adjective, a word
that could be applied to almost anything to signify its modernity and trendiness.
A certain stability in the acoustic implications of the term began to emerge in the middle
years of the republic, and a fairly consistent description of the sound that was ‘jazz’ (as opposed
to Radaukapellen (“racket bands” that irreverently mixed recognizable source material, usually
military marches, with cowbells, sirens, car horns, etc.) or generic popular song [Schlager]) can
be found in pedagogical and musicological writing beginning around 1925. Jazz was also closely
tied to class in the Weimar Republic, and the style of jazz listened and danced to by the wealthy
was very different from that of the working class. A review of specialist and journalistic
literature of the time on jazz provides a lens through which to interpret Eisler’s statements on
jazz as well as a framework within which to analyze Eisler’s repurposing of jazz’s rhythms.
Before WWI, Germany actively participated in the pre-history of jazz. Numerous African
American musicians toured Germany, and sheet music and early recordings of ragtime and Tin
Pan Alley songs were widely available. While the Great War has long been recognized as a
caesura in this reception, the situation afterwards has been less clear. In the first years after the
war, almost no American or Western European jazz was available live, in print, or on record in
Germany. Political instability and worthless currency deterred both touring musicians and record
companies from exploiting the German market.537
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Nevertheless, Germany experienced a wave of interest in jazz, led by the upper and
upper-middle classes as well as artists and intellectuals, all of whom were drawn to this
mysterious new music they heard rumors of from beyond their borders. Faced with a demand for
jazz, German musicians created a home-grown style of dance music that blended military
marches, light salon music, and Radaukapellen with what they could glean from images of jazz
musicians, written descriptions of jazz’s sounds, and close study of prewar Tin Pan Alley and
ragtime sheet music.
Outside of avant-garde circles like Dada, jazz was associated almost exclusively with the
upper class and served as a marker of class boundaries, as Weimar dance critic Heinz Pollack
noted in 1922:
“Social dancing [i.e. the new dance forms from America] is held to be an affair of the socalled upper ten-thousand. Fortunately, things are slightly different today. Dancing is at
least as much an affair of the lower one-hundred-thousand. But it is not an affair of the
lowest millions. [...] From the very outset one encounters their violent resistance because
(thanks to the brisk propaganda of our glorious mondaines) they can only regard dancing
as a luxury, as the private entertainment of wealthy racketeers, capitalist youths and
affluent ladies-of-the-night; because every day they walk past salons, wine locales and
hotel lounges which they are forbidden to enter for the sole reason that they lack
appropriate attire; and because they are obliged for this very reason to turn their backs on
the cultural attainments of a few idlers who are at a loss to know how best to kill their
days and nights.”538
Over the course of the decade, jazz gradually expanded its audience “downward through the
strata of Weimar society, subduing all but the peasantry,”539 but even as jazz opened up new
audiences, class divisions endured.
1994), and “The jazz essays of Theodor Adorno: Some thoughts on jazz reception in Weimar Germany” Popular
Music 13, no. 1 (Jan. 1994).
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As jazz expanded its audience, the political and economic situation stabilized. In 1925,
the first American jazz musicians toured Germany, and gradually the record market was opened
to American LPs. On stage and shellac, Paul Whiteman’s style of symphonic jazz dominated.
Germans were divided in their reception of this new music. For the upper classes, a more
American style of jazz became the ideal. For the middle and working classes, however, a blended
style of jazz in which elements of Whiteman’s playing were integrated into preexisting practices
became dominant. For these mainstream consumers, class divisions were expressed by how
much of Whiteman’s style was blended into earlier Weimar jazz practices. As J. Bradley
Robinson writes:
High-quality [American] jazz… remained the domain of the upper classes, while the
lower classes had to make do with a music that progressively shed its syncopations and
timbral effects, returning almost phylogenetically to its 'reactionary' roots in salon music
and the march.540
A class based division of jazz styles became a trope in Weimar arts and culture. One thinks of
Otto Dix’s famous 1928 triptych painting “Metropolis (Großstadt)” (Image 4.1) in which the
upper class dances and drinks to jazz music in the center panel while the unemployed and
disabled war veterans beg in the outer panels amongst prostitutes (left) and apathetic rich women
(right).
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Ibid.
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Image 4.1: Otto Dix: Großstadt (Metropolis), 1927/28

This division was also represented in Zeitoper. Max Brand exploits this division in Machinist
Hopkins: In Act Two, symphonic-style jazz is played for executives at the theater, while a jazz
band with sparser instrumentation playing in a clumsier style marks the bar in Act Three as a
seedy locale.
The fault lines of this division can already be seen in the venues and repertoires of two of
the first American bands to travel to Germany: the Sam Wooding Orchestra in 1925 and the Paul
Whiteman Orchestra in 1926. The Wooding Orchestra came to Berlin as part of the Chocolate
Kiddies Revue on a tour that would take them throughout Europe, even as far as the USSR.
Berlin was the first of many stops in Germany. As part of a revue show at the Admiralspalast,
the Wooding Orchestra’s performance was a distinctly mixed class affair. The Admiralspalast
was one of the most popular revue venues in Berlin, with reasonably priced tickets and plenty of
naked girls.541 While the Wooding Orchestra’s performance was staged as a kind of concert
within a show, it was still part of the revue, and the audience was not bound by the formalities of
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concert comportment. The massive success of the band (which led to numerous repeat visits over
the next five years) is certainly due in part to their status as the first American jazz orchestra to
come to Germany after the war, and by their race, which was seen as a marker of musical
authenticity. Their success is also likely due to their (knowing or unknowing) negotiation of the
particularities of Weimar jazz in their choice of repertoire and performance style.
Surviving recordings and contemporary accounts indicate that Wooding’s style was quite
similar to the symphonic jazz of Paul Whiteman, and Wooding is sometimes even referred to as
the “Black Whiteman.”542 However, the orchestra’s performance in Berlin also included musical
and extra-musical elements quite foreign to Whiteman’s style that reinforced some of the more
idiosyncratic and lower brow aspects of Weimar jazz, including wild antics and noise devises
like a car horn. Although the orchestra played a few straight Beethoven arrangements to prove
their artistic mettle, they also played jazzed up arrangements of military marches, as well as
German popular and folk songs, another popular practice in Weimar jazz.543
The Paul Whiteman Orchestra also came to Berlin as part of a European tour, but Berlin
was their only stop in Germany. Whiteman’s orchestra played at the Grosses Schauspielhaus, the
classiest and most expensive revue venue in Berlin, associated with particularly spectacular
revues with greater artistry, tending towards the operetta, and with less reliance on naked girls to
attract an audience (although neither Whiteman’s nor Wooding’s show featured naked girls).544
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Reviews of Whiteman’s concert highlighted the social class of those in attendance, and their
association with jazz:
“The audience is already jazz. Already the arrival of the infinitely many private
automobiles with the strangest and most bizarre female forms of the old and new world.
Through a fine layer of lacquer, their hair has lost anything resembling hair and looks like
rubber or plaster of Paris. … Jazz are those uniformed men, money earners … .”545
The class implications of the venue were also reflected in the performance. The Whiteman
Orchestra gave a concert, not a revue show, and thus the audience, even the less well-to-do in the
cheaper upper balconies, would have been expected to respect traditional concert behavior.
Whiteman’s concert has been noted for its polite but cool reception; in comparison with
the orchestra’s spectacular success elsewhere, the orchestra management considered the Berlin
concert a flop. Nevertheless, Robinson has documented Whiteman and his imitators’ domination
of the German recording industry in the late 1920s. Whiteman seems caught in an odd bind:
while his overall musical language (both his own and his imitators) would be assimilated as
‘authentic’ American jazz, his orchestra struggled to succeed at a live performance. At least
some of this struggle was likely caused by Whiteman’s repertoire, which was all Whiteman’s
trademark symphonic jazz and included Gershwin’s Rhapsody in Blue. Germans, however, still
valued certain elements of their homegrown style of jazz that played little to no role in
Whiteman’s style. Arising from Weimar jazz’s partial origins in the military march, one of these
elements was a steady, driving beat.
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Setting the Masses in Motion with Jazz and the March
The importance of this beat to Weimar conceptions of jazz can be found throughout the
pedagogical and culture-critical discourse on jazz in the Weimar Republic.546 The most
influential of the period’s jazz pedagogues was Alfred Baresel.547 His first pedagogical book on
jazz, Das Jazzbuch, was published in 1925 and sold out seven editions in three years. In 1929, he
published the substantially expanded and revised eighth edition as Das neue Jazzbuch. Published
reviews of both books indicate the authority they were considered to carry. In addition to
numerous articles in scholarly and professional journals, Baresel also wrote or co-wrote manuals
on jazz performance for individual instruments including percussion, banjo, and piano.
Beginning with the first edition of the Jazzbuch in 1925 and remaining constant through his final
publication on jazz in the Weimar period (the 1932 Jazz-Klavierschule [Jazz Piano Method]),
Baresel described a steady beat as the defining feature of jazz.
Baresel’s early descriptions make clear that this beat was understood to be a link between
jazz and the step dances danced to military marches in the period before and during World War
I.548 In the first edition of the Jazzbuch from 1925, just around the same time as the Wooding and
Whiteman concerts, Baresel describes the Foxtrot, One-step, and Blues as “march-like dances”549
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and later as “members of the march family.”550 In the Neue Jazzbuch four years later, Baresel
continues to draw parallels between duple meter jazz dances and military marches:
“Drawing on the music of the person in step, march music, which has established a tempo
division of parade march, swift march, [and] attack march, we can create three groups of
the modern duple meter dances: a slow, middle, and fast group.”551
This connection of jazz to the march is reflected in other writings from the time. In his 1927
book, Jazz: Eine musikalische Zeitfrage [Jazz: A musical question of the time], Paul Bernhard
identifies the rhythms of jazz with both the march and modernity:
“The old rhythms are dead. A single, simple, familiar rhythm that unites all people,
primitive and highly civilized, lives: that of the swift march. … The entire European
youth knows only one rhythm, the duple meter of the forward drive, the pounding, the
‘Step’.”552
In article simply titled “Rhythm,” in the Socialist Deutsche Arbeitersängerzeitung, RichardHoogestraat Cohn linked march and dance through the energizing, bodily appeal of a steady
beat:
“The traveler feels his fatigue disappear as soon as march music synchronizes with the
rhythm of his steps. Any mechanical work goes easier from the beginning when it is
accompanied rhythmically. Rhythmic movement of the body in dance represents the
greatest expression of pure sensual enjoyment since the beginning of time. Neither from
harmony nor from melody alone does this invigorating power flow; for the rhythmic beat
of the drum is enough for the marcher, and the gong for the dancer.”553
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While Baresel describes jazz’s duple meter dances as “march-like,” he nevertheless
emphasizes that jazz and the march represent two separate genres. Once again, the beat plays a
central role. The steady beat of jazz and the march are similar, but differences in accent define
the two genres as separate. While the military march emphasizes strong beats, creating an oompah effect, jazz accents all four (or two) beats evenly. (See example 4.1.)

Example 4.1: Left: “Army March Accompaniment.” Right: “Blues Accompaniment.”554

This is perhaps most striking in Baresel’s discussion of stride piano accompaniment patterns,
where the alternation of high and low in the left hand might suggest an oom-pah effect, in his
1932 Jazz-Klavierschule [Jazz Piano Method]. (See example 4.2)

Example 4.2: The text reads: “Jazz accompaniment differs here fundamentally from the accompaniment of
a military march, which [in the military march] strongly accents the strongly beats as opposed to the weak
beats. This is not the case in jazz accompaniment; rather, all four beats of a measure are equally strong.”555

Although Eisler’s statements on jazz’s rhythmic energy are not specific about which
specific figures or techniques he saw potential for refunctioning, there are indications that he also
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understood this driving, steady rhythm to be a defining feature of the genre. For example, in
1927 (around the time that he was beginning to write his first proletarian music), Eisler
published, together with Hans Heinz Stuckenschmidt, a list of quips, aphorisms, and puns about
music. In one of them, Eisler and Stuckenschmidt comment on the driving beat underneath jazz:
“As far as jazz rhythm goes, we just want to say that we could live a long time without a strong
beat.”556
For Eisler, the similarity of the beat of the march to the beat of jazz would have extended
into the realm of musical function as well. Eisler wrote positively of the march as a genre that
organized and activated, as opposed to the usual passive function of bourgeois music:
“Music is used by bourgeois society above all as recreation for the reproduction of the
ability to work. It therefore plays a passive role. We must except military music from
this, which, for example, organizes marching, and thus has an active function.”557
By organizing dancing, jazz could also play an active role. This resonance between the two
genres, jazz and the march, as means of bringing masses of people into unison motion has been
widely remarked upon.558
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This specific dual resonance can be found throughout Eisler’s proletarian music.
Following a study of Eisler songs in which jazz is used as a topic to portray the oppression of
workers (“Anrede an den Kran, ‘Karl’”) and women (“Ballade vom §218”), Albrecht Dümling
concludes that for Eisler, “the foxtrot was the civilian version of the march, just as antisubjective [subjektfeindlich] and disciplinary.”559 Here, we might understand Eisler’s
exploitation of this dual resonance against one of Carl Dahlhaus’s examples of the inherent
inexactitude of all political music, especially Eisler’s: “A march, composed with revolutionary
intentions, is primarily still a march and participates in the fatal tradition of the genre.”560 Here,
Eisler seems, in part, to escape this trap. Proletarian music had a “march-like” quality, but its
associations with jazz tempered associations with the military marches of the imperial period that
were so beloved by the far right.561
This dual resonance of the march and jazz also permeates Die Massnahme. As P.H., critic
for the communist newspaper Berlin am Morgen, wrote in his review of the premiere: “Eisler
knows how to make use of the pounding rhythms with which jazz convinced our spineless time

559

Dümling, “Musikalische Verfahrensweise und gesellschaftliche Funktion,” 127-28; “Der Foxtrott ist - das zeigte
der beschriebene Zusammenhang der beiden Brecht-Eisler-Balladen - die zivile Variante des Marschs,
subjektfeindlich und disziplinierend wie dieser.”
560

Carl Dahlhaus, “Politische und ästhetische Kriterien der Kompositionskritik,” in Gesammelte Schriften 8, ed.
Hermann Danuser (Laaber: Laaber, 2005), 264; “Ein Marsch, komponiert in revolutionärer Absicht, ist zunächst
einmal ein Marsch und partizipiert an der fatalen Tradition der Gattung.”
561

Of course this did not stop the Nazis from changing the texts to a number of Eisler’s songs and promoting them
as Nazi music (another one of Dahlhaus’s frequent examples in discussions of the limits of political music). During
the postwar period, Eisler also returned to much of his proletarian music (although not Die Massnahme) to prepare it
for publication, some of it for the first time. Eisler also arranged many songs and ballades previously written for
voice and small ensemble for voice and piano. Eisler used this opportunity to revise some of these works. Perhaps
the most well known example of this is the “Einheitsfrontlied,” whose march-like character he sought to downplay
as the genre of the march had become, in his mind, too associated with the Nazis. C.f. Thomas Phelps, “Music
Content and Speech Content in the Political Compositions of Eisler, Wolpe, and Vogel,” in On the Music of Stefan
Wolpe: Essays and Recollections, ed. Austin Clarkson (Hillsdale: Pendragon Press, 2003), 71: “In arranging his best
known fighting songs for chamber orchestra, Eisler removed their march-like basis by means of a subtle
accompaniment.”
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that it has a beat.”562 This jazz-march connection can be seen especially strongly in the
“Streiklied,” Nr. 7a from Act IV of Die Massnahme. In this scene the Young Comrade is tasked
with distributing flyers at a factory where only some of the workers are participating in strike the
Communists have organized. The song is sung in unison by the full chorus, representing the
striking workers singing together, a function Eisler’s proletarian songs frequently fulfilled. The
song is in 2/4 with the tempo indication “energetic march tempo,” but the music contains
rhythmic elements that point to Weimar jazz.
The song is strophic, with two verses and a brief instrumental introduction before each
verse. There are three distinct musical themes, one for the introduction (A), one for the verse (B),
and one for the chorus (C), but the division between introduction and verse is blurred. Although
the introduction and verse are always clearly demarcated by a general pause, these two sections
also have some overlap; the music of the first four bars of the introduction is also used for the
first four bars of the verse.
The “march-like” beat described by Baresel is most evident in the trumpets in the musical
B material. For all but the last two measures of this section, the trumpets play evenly-accented,
block f-minor triads on a steady eighth-note pulse, supported by the snare drum playing the same
figure underneath. (See example 4.3.)
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F.C.W. und P.H. “Das Oratorium von Morgen. Die Maßnahme,” Berlin am Morgen (16 Dec. 1930): 7; “Die
stampfenden Rhythmen, mit denen der Jazz eine rückgratlose Zeit von ihrem eigenen Pulsschlag überzeugte, weiß er
als kunstgerechtes Ausdrucksmittel zu verwerten.“
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Example 4.3: “Streiklied,” mm. 14-18.563

The melodic phrases of this section are punctuated by a pattern in the trombones (or the French
horns in its final iteration) that reinforces the steady beat while also providing variety. (See
example 4.4.)

Example 4.4: “Streiklied,” m. 17.564

This technique of dividing one or more beat within the steady beat pattern is another
consistent component of Baresel’s discussion of the march-like beat in Weimar jazz, which he
describes as “an important means to liven up the accompaniment during simultaneously strong
emphasis of the meter.”565 While Baresel emphasizes that these divisions can come on any beat
and even more than once in a measure, he describes the division of the first beat of the measure
into two eighths as the most common practice in foxtrots, and J. Bradford Robinson has traced

563

Hanns Eisler and Bertolt Brecht, Die Massnahme, 57 (accessed online November 20, 2014,
http://search.alexanderstreet.com.ezp-prod1.hul.harvard.edu/shmu/view/work/535544)
564

Ibid., 57.

565

Baresel, Das Jazzbuch, 16; “Ein wichtiges Hilfsmittel zur Belebung der Begleitung bei gleichzeitig starker
Betonung der Zählzeit sind rhythmische Unterteilungen.”
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this figure’s particularly influential role in the development of Weimar Era Kunstjazz. Eisler also
frequently uses a modified version of this figure in his proletarian music in which the initial
subdivided beat of this figure (the two eighth notes) is liquidated from the subsequent quarters.566
This effect (with sixteenth notes instead of eights because of the 2/4 meter) can be found in the
Recitative Nr. 12a in Die Massnahme. (See example 4.5)

Example 4.5: Nummer 12a Recitative, mm. 3-4.567

This recitative leads into the song “Wir sind der Abschaum der Welt.” Both are labeled
“Marschtempo” but make extensive use of an underlying evenly accented beat.
These elements also come into play in the musical A material of the “Streiklied.” A is
made up of two four bar phrases, unified by a straight eighth note Db-C-Db-Bb pattern in the
trumpets. In the first four measures, this steady pattern with even accents, reinforced by the snare
drum, suggests Baresel’s march-like jazz beat, and this connection to jazz is reinforced by the
muted trumpets and trombones.568 (See example 4.6.)

566

Dietrich Stern has commented on the frequency of this figure in both Eisler’s and Weill’s music from this period
and identified it as “ein sehr allgemeine Floskel aus der Tanzmusik.” Dietrich Stern, “Soziale Bestimmtheit des
musikalischen Materials. Hanns Eislers Balladen für Gesang und kleines Orchester und ihre Beziehung zur Musik
Kurt Weills,” 110.
567

Hanns Eisler and Bertolt Brecht, Die Massnahme. Klavierauszug, piano reduction by Erwin Ratz (Vienna:
Universal Edition, 1930), 87.
568

Baresel, Das neue Jazzbuch, 60; “Von besonderer Wichtigkeit sind die Dämpfer für Blechinstrumente (Stopfer).”
See also, Bernhard, Jazz, 53
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Example 4.6: “Streiklied,” mm. 1-6. (Trumpets are in Bb.)569

The trombones also reinforce the jazz connection by playing with flutter tongue; however, the
trombones, horn, cymbal, and bass drum create an alternating on- and off- beat effect more
consistent with an actual march. In the second four bar phrase, jazz elements come to the
forefront. The march-like jazz beat solidifies, the actual march falls away, and the first trumpet
plays a series of rhythms based on the ‘shimmy’-like figure discussed above.
In the A material, measures 5 and 42 (in the 2nd ending, measures 7 and 44 are also
closely related), the use of this ‘shimmy’-like figure in the first trumpet is also one of the most
prominent examples of syncopation in the song. For listeners today, syncopation is likely one of
the main rhythmic markers of jazz, much more so than a steady, march-like beat. In the jazz
literature of the Weimar Republic, syncopation also plays a prominent role, but its position in the
overall understanding of jazz was in flux throughout the mid- to late-1920s. In 1925, Baresel
described syncopation as a key element of jazz, and the contrast between syncopated melody and

569

Eisler and Brecht, Die Massnahme, 56.
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the steady beat in the bass as the defining feature of jazz,570 the element that “stirs up our
blood.”571 While Paul Bernhard was still labeling syncopation the primary marker of the genre in
1927,572 other authors, such as Bernhard Egg in the introduction to his Jazz-Fremdwörterbuch
[Jazz Dictionary] were beginning to wrestle with American distinctions between jazz, ragtime,
and “syncopated music.”573
By 1929, Baresel had revised his approach to reflect this new understanding. Beginning
in the Neue Jazzbuch, he distinguishes between “Straight time” [he uses the English words],
which creates rhythmic energy and interest primarily through running triplets or dotted eighthsixteenth patterns, and “ragtime.” Ragtime is “the true jazz music,”574 the appeal of which “lies
in the rhythmic struggle between melody and accompaniment that plays out before our eyes and
ears. … Syncopation offers the best means to create this rhythmic and metrical confusion.”575
Syncopation thus remained an important part of the Weimar understanding of jazz, but always in
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Baresel, Das Jazzbuch, 15; “Der Rhythmus der Melodie ist vom Grundrhythmus vollständig losgelöst, was als
prinzipielles Merkmal des Jazz bezeichnet werden muß.”
571

Ibid., 6; “Der synkopierte Rhythmus entfernt sich von der Gleichmäßigkeit unserer Pulsschläge und bringt das
Blut ‘in Wallung.’”
572

Bernhard, Jazz, 34; “Das Hauptmerkmal der neuen Tanzmusik liegt im Rhythmus, und zwar in einer
rhythmischen Form, die den natürlichen rhythmischen Ablauf hemmt oder unterbricht, nämlich der Synkope.”
573

Bernhard Egg, Jazz-Fremdwörterbuch (Leipzig: W. Ehrler & Co., 1927), 5-6; “Das Wort Jazz blieb nur noch in
Deutschland der neuen Musikgattung treu, wohingegen in den englisch sprechenden Ländern sich eine neue
Bezeichnung einbürgerte: syncopated music. Mit diesem Begriff kommen wir weiter als mit dem des Jazz. ... die
Synkope als Ausdrucksform in den Ragtime, Cake Walks, usw. der südamerikanischen Neger etwa ein halbes
Jahrzehnt vor dem Kriege plötzlich ein ausgeprägtes Eigenleben aufwies. Und hier liegen die Wurzeln des Jazz resp.
der synkopierten Musik.”
574

Baresel, Das neue Jazzbuch, 27; “Im Gegensatz dazu [music in straight time] steht ihm [the steady beat] die
eigentliche Jazzmusik, die Musik des Ragtime.”
575

Ibid., 28; “Der Reiz der Jazzmusik liegt gerade darin, dass sich eine rhythmischer Kampf zwischen Melodie und
Begleitung vor unseren Augen bzw. Ohren abspielt. ... Das vorzüglichste Mittel dieser rhythmischen und metrischen
Verwirrungspraxis bietet die Synkope.”
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conjunction with the steady, march-like beat.576 This understanding of jazz, and Baresel’s
explicit labeling of ragtime as “the true jazz music” helps to explain the oft-noted similarities of
Weimar era jazz recordings to earlier American ragtime, a disconnect between German and
American jazz practice that has often been used to label Weimar jazz as behind the times.577
Syncopation is not particularly common in Eisler’s proletarian music outside of those songs that
explicitly use jazz as a topic. This is likely one of the main reasons why recognition of Eisler’s
use of jazz has been limited to these songs.578 In the muted first trumpet at measures 5 and 42 of
the “Streiklied”, however, this element of jazz is notable. (See example 4.7.)

Example 4.7: Trumpets in “Streiklied,” mm. 5-6. (Trumpets are in Bb.)579

Baresel additionally describes a number of ways that a confusion of beat can be created
without using syncopation. Many of these techniques can be found throughout Eisler’s
proletarian music, where they contribute to often-noted moments of metric instability. Baresel
begins with juxtapositions of duple and triple divisions of the beat (hemiola effects). This effect
is particularly potent in Die Massnahme in the music played while the agitators put on their
masks in preparation for crossing the border, where the multiple meters reflect the agitators

576

Ibid. Baresel does note that the underlying beat can temporarily fall away for musical effect: “…oder nur
vorübergehend und dann bewusst verwirrend…”
577

C.f. Frank Tirro, “Jazz Leaves Home: The Dissemination of ‘Hot’ Music to Central Europe,” in Jazz and the
Germans.
578

When Eisler does use syncopation in his other proletarian songs, it tends to be in the melody at the ends of
phrases or leading into cadences, and it can thus be subsumed under rhythmic prolongation/disruption strategies
common in chorale writing, or, as Reinhold Brinkmann has argued, as a Verfremdungseffekt. Reinhold Brinkmann.
"Kompositorische Massnahmen Eislers,” 10.
579

Eisler and Brecht, Die Massnahme, 56.
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multiple identities as they transform from three Russians and a German into four Chinese. (See
example 4.8.)

Example 4.8: Number 3a: Recitative, mm. 37-39.580

Another non-syncopated way of disrupting the sense of beat described by Baresel
involves grouping eighth notes in numbers other than two over steady quarter notes. As he notes,
a grouping of 3 eighth notes followed by 5 eighth notes over a steady four quarters is one way of
explaining the Charleston rhythm (3+5 / 8). A similar effect, known today as ‘secondary rag,’ is
created by placing two groups of three eighth notes followed by one set of two eighth notes over
four quarters (3+3+2 / 8).581 Eisler uses this uneven rhythm (however reversed, that is, 2+3+3) in
the bass of the instrumental interludes of the “Lob der Illegalen Arbeit” [Praise of Illegal Work
(referring to working for the revolution)]. (See example 4.9.)

Example 4.9: “Lob der illegalen Arbeit,” mm. 37-39.582

These passages are labeled “March-like,” but the rhythmic dissonance between the timpani
(playing the secondary rag) and the winds (playing in straight four) makes it difficult to imagine
580

Eisler and Brecht, Die Massnahme. Klavierauszug, 19.

581

Baresel, Das neue Jazzbuch, 32-34.

582

Eisler and Brecht, Die Massnahme. Klavierauszug, 26.
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actually marching to the music. Rather, the jazz-like effect of metrical juxtaposition is designed
to stir up the blood.

Jazz, Motorik, and the Rhythm of Modern Life
This driving beat not only carried associations with the march; it also reminded listeners
in the Weimar Republic of the regular beating of a motor. As Baresel wrote in 1929, “one
speaks, and indeed not incorrectly, of the machine-rhythm of jazz.”583 The technological
innovations of the 1920s brought ever more motors and engines into work and every-day life,
while Fordism and Taylorism sought to rationalize human activity to run with motor-like
precision and regularity. The general fascination with technology that characterized the period
spilled over into the jazz literature, and technology became a lens through which Germans heard
and thought about jazz. As Bernhard wrote in his 1927 Jazz: Eine musikalische Zeitfrage,
“Technology has begun to mean something to us completely different than to any earlier culture.
Our entire being is captured by technical imaginations, models, symbols.”584
The connection of the rhythm of jazz and the rhythm of a motor is reflected in the
German word Motorik, which can refer to any process running at steady, even intervals. The
word appears in writing on music from the Weimar Republic, and looking back from the
perspective of 1961, Eisler used it explicitly to describe this effect in his music from the 1920s
and 30s.585 As the sonic expression of the rhythm of modern life, Motorik was a frequent topic in
583

Baresel, Das neue Jazzbuch, 21; “Man spricht nun aber, und zwar nicht mit Unrecht, vom Maschinenrhythmus
des Jazz.”
584

As Bernhard’s use exemplifies, both ‘technology’ and ‘jazz’ were loose discursive terms that could be applied to
a wide range of phenomena thought to be “modern.” Bernhard, Jazz, 105; “Die Technik hat begonnen, uns etwas
ganz anderes zu bedeuten als jemals einer früheren Kultur. Unser ganzes Dasein ist eingefangen in technische
Vorstellungen, Vorbilder, Symbole.”
585

Akademie der Künste, Berlin, Hanns Eisler Archive, Folder 2841, Typed Transcript of a radio interview with
Hiller and Brennecke, “Bei Prominenten zu Gast. Gespräch mit Hanns Eisler. 16 Oct. 1961.”
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writings on jazz. Bernhard wrote, “the old rhythms are dead,”586 and Motorik was a new rhythm,
for a new era. In his 1925 cultural critical examination of the phenomenon of precision dancing
girls in kick-lines to jazz and jazzy music Girlkultur, Fritz Giese also took up this idea at length:
“And thus we came to a completely different way of seeing things. For when we used to
speak of rhythm, we meant its manifestation in biology. …The modern assembly-line
work of industrial manufacturing, the development of the Taylor system and the related
development of industry, of traffic and business life, indeed, in the end the birth of the
modern metropolis: this all leads to a new kind of concept of rhythm. We hold the
biological-natural rhythm up against the technical-artificial.”587
Despite the universal agreement amongst Weimar authors that this Motorik was a representation
of modern industry and modern life, it simultaneously represented a link back to an equally
romanticized, and by contemporary standards racist, imagination of primitive vitality. The
modern age was thus doubly infused with a new vitality and separated from the backwards and
exhausted legacy of 19th century Europe.
The origins of jazz in African American music making were variously construed to forge
the critical link between an imagined primitive vitality and mechanical drive. For Giese, the
unique historical experience of African Americans made this possible. While he believed
Africans and “other primitive peoples are much too close to the primal rhythms of nature,”588
African Americans had spent several generations in the United States, and they have forgotten
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Bernhard, Jazz, 14; “Die alte Rhythmik ist tot.”
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Fritz Giese, Girlkultur. Vergleiche zwischen amerikanischem und europäischem Rhythmus und Lebendgefühl
(Munich: Delphin-Verlag, 1925), 25; “Und damit kommen wir zu einer ganz und gar anderen Betrachtungsweise.
Denn wenn wir immer von Rhythmus sprachen, meinten wir das Biologische der Erscheinung. ... Die moderne
Fließarbeit der wirtschaftlichen Fertigung, die Entwicklung aus dem Taylorsystem und die damit
zusammenhängende Entwicklung der Industrie, des Verkehrs und Wirtschaftslebens, ja letzten Endes das Entstehen
der modernen Großstadt: das alles führt zu einem neuartigen Rhythmusbegriff. Wir stellen dem biologischnatürlichen den technisch-artifiziellen Rhythmus gegenüber.”
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Ibid., 29; “Das Naturvolk des schwarzen Erdteils, andere Primitivvölker, stehen dem Urrhythmus der Natur viel
zu nahe.”
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“the primal forests of Africa.”589 Nevertheless, their African origin gives them a special intuition,
and the African American “was the first person who found this new rhythm of the metropolis,
the technical, the business-like and the traffic absolutely intuitive. … This grown up child of
nature responded just as un-mediatedly motor-like [motorisch] as rhythmically and thus the
general cultural good that emerges from America was born: jazz bands and Negro dances.”590
For Baresel, the Motorik of jazz represented a key reason for its popularity; an
instinctive, primitive sense of rhythm that he believed remained in everyone, regardless of race,
explained not only the appeal of jazz, but also, in a highly romanticized way, the appeal of
factory work:
“Let us now remember, that our heart ‘beats’ at regular intervals. The human expects this
kind of regularity, an equally regular beat of the sounds of the outer world; he is even
pleased when he finds it. Regularity makes work easier: this can be seen by the stone
cutters, who let their hammers fall on the stone in alternating intervals of equal duration;
an even pace that brings together of all the marching legs in an audible ‘lock step’,
whether created by music or an accompanying [drum beat], brings the exhausted troops
quickly forward; the drudgery of the machine hall becomes more bearable because of the
regularity of the machines’ beats – monotony is better than chaos, than disorder. … Thus
we stand before the beating machine and observe a primal rhythm, a long series of
regular sounds.”591
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Ibid, 30: “Sie sind Bürger dieses neuen Landes und das Urwaldafrika verschwindet den dort Geborenen.”
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Ibid, 32: “Er war der erste Mensch, der diesen Rhythmus der Großstadt, der Technik, des Wirtschaftlichen und
des Verkehrs ganz und gar intuitiv empfand.1 … Dieses erwachsene Kulturkind reagierte ebenso unmittelbar
motorisch wie rhythmisch und so entstand das, was heute von Amerika ausgehend Gemeingut ward: Jazzband und
Negertanz.”
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Baresel, Das neue Jazzbuch, 19-20; “Wir erinnerten bereits daran, dass unser Herz in regelmäßigen Abständen
‘klopft’. Der Mensch erwartet eine nämlich Regelmäßigkeit, ein ebenso regelmäßiges Klopfen von den Geräuschen
der Außenwelt; er freut sich jedenfalls, wenn er es antrifft. Regelmäßigkeit erleichtert die Arbeit: zu beobachten bei
den Steineklopfern, welche ihre Hämmer abwechselnd in gleichmäßigen zeitlichen Abständen klopfend auf die
Steine fallen lassen; der gleichmäßigen Schritt, das Zusammenfassen aller marschierenden Beine im hörbaren, von
der Musik veranlaßten oder begleiteten ‘Gleichschritt’, bringt die ermüdete Truppe schnell vorwärts; die Öde des
Maschinensaals wird erträglicher durch die Gleichmäßigkeit des Maschinenstampfens - die Monotonie ist besser als
Chaos, als Durcheinander. ... Wir stehen also vor der klopfenden Maschine und beobachten einen Ur-Rhythmus,
eine lange Reihe regelmäßiger Geräusche.” Baresel here was almost certainly influenced by Karl Bücher’s Arbeit
und Rhythmus, which had been published in a revised and expanded sixth edition in 1924.
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In his article “Sociology of Jazz,” discussed in Chapter 1, Manfred Bukofzer also described
jazz’s appeal as based in the contrast of a driving beat in the rhythm section and syncopation in
the melodic lines:
Today, people want to forget the everyday through the everyday, in art, they reencounter
the everyday. In music, they detect the rhythm of the machines that they must serve.
Improvised polyrhythm, the strategic destruction of the motor principle, neutralizes the
monotonous stomping with counter motion. It represents the triumph of the spirit over the
machine to whom the person is subjected.592
While Giese and Baresel glorify the new rhythm of modern life and its expression in the
Motorik of jazz, others found this to be a source of anxiety. Paul Bernhard was deeply concerned
that the music was becoming too mechanical and losing its human element:
“But the style remains tied to the mechanical. With a consequence like no other, it denies
the deeper [pathetische] function of introduction and conclusion. Just like flipping an
electrical switch the musical motor begins to sound and it dies exactly in beat and rhythm
when the switch is turned off, seemingly without a soul.”593
This dehumanizing effect is particularly apparent in the role of pianist, who “is simply degraded
to a motor, to a piano machine. … Typical for the instrumentation is the stomping
accompaniment in unshakable machine-piston rhythm.”594 For Eisler, Motorik thus had a
productive potential for his own musical project. Eisler had critiqued Hindemith for his tendency
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Bukofzer, “Soziologie des Jazz,” 391; “Heute will der Mensch den Alltag durch den Alltag vergessen, in der
Kunst findet er den Alltag wieder. Er spürt in der Musik den Rhythmus der Maschinen, dem er dienen muss. Doch
die improvisierte Polyrhythmik, die planvolle Destruktion des motorischen Prinzips, fängt das eintönige Stampfen
mit entgegengeschalteter Bewegung auf. Sie zeigt den Triumph des Geistes über die Maschine, der der Mensch zwar
körperlich unterworfen ist. – Jazz als Erlösungsform von der Maschine hat so seine ursprüngliche Funktion verloren,
– sie hat sich zu einer uns gemäßen gewandelt.”
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Bernhard, Jazz, 49; “Aber der Stil bleibt mechanistisch gefesselt. Mit einer Konsequenz ohnegleichen leugnet er
beispielsweise die pathetische Bedeutung von Einleitung und Schluß. Wie mit der Drehung eines elektrischen
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Ibid., 29; “Es [Das Klavier] ist einfach zum Motor degradiert, zum Klaviermaschine… Typisch für die
Instrumentierung ist die in unerschütterlichem Maschinenkolben-Rhythmus dahinstapfende Begleitung.”
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to “swoon over the machines” but not to “think … about who operates these machines.”595 The
use of this steady, jazz-inflected beat tied his music to the discourses of modernity and modern
life, and specifically to those around machines and factory work as well as African Americans.
Motorik is therefore key to understanding Eisler’s proletarian songs that use jazz as a topic to
comment on African Americans (“Lied der Baumwollpflücker,” “Ballade vom Nigger Jim”) or
labor (“Anrede an den Kran, ‘Karl’”). It is also a central element of Die Massnahme, a work with
a plot about bringing the revolution to factory workers in China and whose performance was
intended to inspire revolution amongst factory workers in Germany.
A significant portion of Die Massnahme is in triple meter, which necessarily detracts from
its march-like character. However, many of the triple meter passages still exhibit jazz-derived
Motorik. In the case of the Prelude and Final Chorus – both of which use the same music –, this
Motorik is provided by the timpani with occasional support from one or more wind instruments,
usually the French horns. The connection of this Motorik to jazz is made explicit by two other
prominent rhythms in other instruments.
Baresel describes two kinds of triple-meter jazz: the first involves playful modification of
duple meter styles to fit a triple meter, and the second is based on the Boston, a jazzed-up version
of the waltz. Examples of both can be found in the Prelude and Final Chorus. With the exception
of a few moments of special dramatic effect, the only times this Motorik falls away, it is replaced
by a modified version of the ‘shimmy’ pattern discussed above. This pattern, primarily in the
trumpets and trombones, not only continues the effect of Motorik but also heightens its
connection to jazz due to its instrumentation and variation. As a jazz dance, the Boston was
another topic in flux during the Weimar Republic. Descriptions of its characteristic rhythm are
595

Eisler, “Hindemith-Matinee in der Volksbühne,” in Gesammelte Schriften, 61; “Er möge nicht nur für Maschinen
schwärmen, sondern auch einmal darüber nachdenken, wer diese Maschinen bedient.”
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not uniform, and authors struggle to reconcile the triple meter of the dance with the general
understanding that jazz dances are in two.596 However, the characteristic rhythm of the dance as
described by Baresel in the original Jazzbuch is featured prominently in the Prelude and Final
Chorus of Die Massnahme, played by the trumpets over the Motorik of the timpani and other
winds. (See example 4.10.)

Example 4.10: Left: “Vorspiel,” m. 10. Right: Baresel’s Model of the “Boston” Rhythm.597

A combination of these elements also appears in the “Lob der Partei” [Praise of the Party],
a chorus in 6/4. The chorus is in a binary form, A-B-A’-B, with transitional material between the
final three sections and one bar resembling A at the very end. In the first A section, measures 118, the chorus begins by exploring the difference between the individual and party. The first
tenors represent the individual, and the unison voices of the chorus represent the party. First
tenors and the chorus alternate lines comparing the qualities of the individual to those of the
party, each with the same musical pattern. Each pattern creates the effect of Motorik with a
specific variation. The first tenors use the Boston rhythm, and the chorus uses the shimmy
rhythm, adapted to 6/4. (See example 4.11.)

596

C.f. Bernhard, Jazz, 50.

597
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Example 4.11: “Lob der Partei,” mm. 7-9.598

This is reinforced by Motorik the orchestra, which plays a modified shimmy rhythm underneath,
alternating between the French horns and the trumpets. The placement of the subdivided beat in
the French horns aligns with the Boston rhythm of the first tenors. (See Example 4.12.)

Example 4.12: “Lob der Partei,” m. 7.599

In the B material, measures 19-33 and 54-68, the song switches into 3/4, and the texture
shifts so that the Motorik comes from nearly continuous straight quarter notes in the now totally
unified chorus and the timpani. In the A’ material, measures 35-49, the chorus returns to 6/4, and
the Motorik returns to the winds, now in the trumpets playing a modified shimmy rhythm with
the snare drum. (See example 4.13)
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Example 4.13: “Lob der Partei,” mm. 19-21.600

In “Lob der Partei,” the driving power of the Motorik throughout the song creates a
powerful impression on the listener. The party takes on the quality of a driving, unstoppable
machine, and its individual members become the mechanized human labor driving it. As in a
rationalized (as in Taylorist) factory, one individual out of sequence can disrupt the entire
assembly line, and as the plot of Die Massnahme teaches, one individual’s lack of discipline can
disrupt (but not completely halt) the progress of the revolution.
This effect made a powerful impact on listeners at the premiere. Alfred Einstein, for
example, lists “the drums” among the highlights of the score and notes positively that everything
is “based on a hammering and aggressive three-four or four-four beat.”601 This connection was
echoed by Eisler in a postwar interview in which he claimed that jazz and its Motorik contributed
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Ibid, 78.
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Alfred Einstein. “Brecht und Eisler. Die Maßnahme.” Berliner Tageblatt (15 Dec 1930).
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to the aggressiveness of his Weimar era music.602 While Einstein does not explicitly link this
Motorik to jazz in his review, he does note the jazz instrumentation of the work, praising the use
of brass instruments with different kinds of mutes. While Motorik was already closely connected
to jazz, additional jazz elements, like instrumentation, would have only served to strengthen this
perceived connection.

Jazz Bands and Workers’ Orchestras
Indeed, several elements of Eisler’s orchestration throughout Die Massnahme would have
reinforced the connection of the Motorik and other rhythmic elements discussed above to the
jazz practices of the time. In addition to the piano and virtuosic trombone writing in Act V in
order to directly reference jazz as a topic, the orchestra contained multiple instruments associated
with jazz bands: trumpets and trombones, which frequently play with mutes, and a battery of
percussion including cymbals, snare drum, and bass drum. The orchestra, however, was
decidedly not a jazz band. In addition to the lack of piano throughout, it was also missing other
key instruments, including saxophones, clarinets, and banjo. Nevertheless, Eisler’s experience
writing for jazz band-like ensembles effected his orchestration.603
At the same time, the orchestra for Die Massnahme also included several instruments that
fell outside the Weimar era jazz band instrumentation: French horn and timpani. Although the
horns also frequently play muted or stopped, their sound was not generally associated with the
jazz band, and they are only included in lists of jazz band instruments from the time bands
associated with an especially Whiteman-esque symphonic sound that also included flutes, oboes,
602

Akademie der Künste, Berlin, Hanns Eisler Archive, Folder 2841, Typed transcript of a radio interview with
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violins, and celesta.604 Eisler seems to have not considered them particularly jazzy instruments.
Although the horns play an important role in the orchestra in most of Die Massnahme, they are
left out of, or play only a very small role in, two of the key numbers dealing with jazz discussed
above: “Wir sind der Abschaum der Welt,” where they play only at the very end, and the
“Streiklied” where they only play during the musical A material and rest during the B and C
material, that is, the vast majority of the song. Additionally, the horns play no role in the use of
jazz as a topic in Act V.
Percussion was considered a key component of jazz in the Weimar Republic. In its early
years, the drum set was notoriously often referred to as “the jazz,” as if its mere presence made
any ensemble into a jazz band. Lists of jazz band instrumentation from the time tend to be vague
and broad as to what specific instruments were included under the label jazz percussion, usually
simply saying “Drums” [“Schlagzeug”]605 or something along the lines of “all kinds of drums”
[“Schlagzeug aller Art”]606 or “drum set” [“Kombinations-Schlagzeug”].607 Although Baresel
would later include xylophone amongst the “Schlagzeug,”608 and Sonner the celesta,
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glockenspiel, chimes, and vibraphone as well,609 the timpani was never part of this battery.
Nevertheless, Eisler uses the timpani throughout Die Massnahme to reinforce the jazz effect of
the Motorik. In this way, it takes over a role usually assigned to key jazz instruments that are
missing in the orchestra: the left hand of the piano610 and tuba/sousaphone.611
Seen within Eisler’s compositional practice at the time, Eisler’s orchestra in Die
Massnahme seems to be a reduction of his usual orchestra. In much of his proletarian music,
Eisler wrote for ensembles clearly modeled on the jazz band, with saxophones, banjos, clarinets,
and either string bass or tuba in addition to trumpets, trombone, and piano.612 Nevertheless, it
would be a stretch to label the orchestra of Die Massnahme as a modified jazz band as so many
key instruments are missing. The orchestra of Die Massnahme points instead more towards the
practice of workers’ orchestras in Weimar Republic. Although not as common as the workers’
choruses, whose interaction with Die Massnahme we shall return to later, workers’ brass and
wind bands were organized by both Social Democrats and Communists.613 In his writings from
the very end of the Weimar period and his early exile years, Eisler discusses collaborations with
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“workers’ orchestras” [“Arbeiterorchestern”], including Die Massnahme. The workers’ orchestra
was a key part of what made Die Massnahme a transformational work for the movement:
“The collaboration of agitprop troupes, workers’ choruses, workers’ orchestras and
projected words offered the technical possibility of the transformation of a concert into a
political meeting.”614
While these orchestras may not have been explicitly jazz bands, many of them also played jazz
or jazz-influenced music.615 The musicians involved in performances of Die Massnahme would
thus not only have recognized Eisler’s borrowings from jazz, but they would also have brought
experience playing jazz to their performance of the music.

Montage as Jazz Technique and Means of Disorientation
In his “Comments on Die Massnahme,” Eisler linked jazz and montage to a series of
elements that he claimed were present in the work:
Opportunities were shown here … to express the gestic, to subordinate the methods of
making music to function, as to change kinds of styles without transition when changing
function, etc.”616
Eisler’s linkage of jazz and montage techniques in his discussion of jazz in Die Massnahme
participated in a discourse as old as the genres themselves. Both were internationally widespread
artistic phenomena in the interwar period, and both attracted artists, intellectuals, and the public
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as genres that seemed to embody something fundamental about their present. Both were
prominent in popular art and advertising as well as serious art, including Dada and the Neue
Sachlichkeit. Jazz and montage, however, were not just parallel, but also overlapping, artistic
responses to their times.
As Jürgen Wilhelm Walter Heinrichs writes in his dissertation on the influence of jazz on
the visual arts of the Weimar Republic:
“Insofar as many artists regarded jazz as the acoustic signal of a rapidly changing world,
they perceived montage as the most adequate visual means to represent a constantly
changing cultural and social environment.”617
Heinrichs relates “the sharp breaks and ruptures between motifs” in montage and “the quick
twists and turns of the popular dances that accompanied jazz,” to the sociological studies of the
frenetic, disorienting experience of the modern metropolis described in the Georg Simmel’s 1903
essay “Metropolis and Modern Life”: “Montage testified to artists’ changing perceptions of
urban life and provided a new avenue of representing the pace of life in the modern age.”618 In
addition to the “twists and turns” of jazz dances, Heinrichs relates Weimar montage practices to
jazz’s “disjointed sequence of harmonies,” “lively, syncopated rhythms,” and “pattern making
and polyrhythms.”619 In as far as montage represented “the pace of life in the modern age,” we
could also add jazz’s Motorik and thus jazz’s connection to the sounds of motors in the factory
and the city, the rationalization of work and life, – bluntly, the pace of life in the modern age.
Eisler’s claim that “bourgeois music was not in the position to further develop” this
“progressive element” of jazz both connects his work to the engagement with montage by
617
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Communist artists and distances it from the engagement with montage by others, including those
associated with the Neue Sachlichkeit. Although Eisler did not write at length about montage
practices in the Weimar Republic, a speech given by Walter Benjamin in Paris in 1934 uses
many of the same themes, above all a concern with function, to critique the photomontages of the
Neue Sachlichkeit. Benjamin claims that rather than challenging their viewers, these works serve
only to provide artistic pleasure. They have “succeeded in turning abject poverty itself, by
handling it in a modish, technically perfect way, into an object of enjoyment.”620
Jazz derived montage techniques are expressed in Die Massnahme on the macro and
micro levels. Eisler describes the ability “to change kinds of styles without transition” as a
montage technique, and throughout Die Massnahme, the alternations between styles – music,
spoken chorus, recitative, and speech – are made abruptly, without transition. Recitatives and
spoken sections are also frequently broken up by the interjection of one or two chords played in
the orchestra. This is especially true in Recitative Number 2a in Act I, the scene in which the
three agitators recruit the younger comrade. These abrupt changes, as well as the rapidly shifting
action, are reminiscent of the revue show. But while the bourgeois revue meant to entertain while
requiring little attention to plot or formal unity, these montage techniques are used in Die
Massnahme to disorient the audience and force them to actively engage with and thus think
critically about the story – the “gestic” that Eisler refers to above.
As the revue had been a key influence on the creation of Zeitoper, a tradition of
specifically leftist and Communist revues exerted a similar influence on the creation of Die
Massnahme. Eisler had extensive experience in these revues, from agitprop shows he
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participated in as pianist and music director of the agitprop troupe “Der rote Sprachrohr” [The
Red Megaphone] to the larger scale (in terms of the show and its audience) productions of Erwin
Piscator. As Erika Funk-Hennigs has documented, while agitprop troupes had begun as
performance groups for individual numbers (mostly spoken choruses), by 1925, they had largely
modified their performance practice to a fuller revue show, mixing speeches, songs, and other
performances in order to create “more focused propaganda for the needs of the KPD.”621 Eisler
praised these productions for laying the foundations of his own work, as he wrote in his “History
of the German workers’ movement since 1848”:
“At this time [mid- to late-1920s] the agitprop troupe movement had made substantial
advances in Germany. These troupes saw an important means of agitation in music,
which, unlike the workers’ choirs they did not draw from concert music, but from
bourgeois entertainment music, from jazz. These attempts, which were often clumsy and
awkward primarily due to the lack of qualified musicians, nevertheless represented a
search for fighting songs and satirical chansons.”622
Recent scholarship has demonstrated that Eisler’s use of jazz as a topic is partially indebted to
the agitprop genre of “Niggersongs” which also used jazz elements to accompany narratives
about the oppression of African Americans.623 This quote might also point to a broader influence
as well. The music and spoken choirs of these troupes was also known for its rhythmic energy,
and their shows were revue-like assemblages of diverse elements. If these first efforts were
clumsy and awkward, Eisler believed that his own music represented a step forward in the
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historical development of a revolutionary proletarian music and that Die Massnahme was a
critical step in this development.
The connection to Piscator is especially noteworthy.624 Piscator’s theater, known as
Zeittheater, is considered groundbreaking in theater history. Piscator’s shows were multi-media,
involving spoken theater, music, projected images, film, recorded sound, and innovative set
designs that allowed for simultaneous action. The shows had an openly leftist and Marxist
perspective and often drew their material from the news of the day. Newspapers were read or
texts from newspapers were projected on screens. Constantly shifting genres, media,
perspectives, and topics encouraged viewers to think critical and draw their own conclusions.
Piscator described these scenes as “montages,”625 and following the work of John Willett, theater
historians have connected experiments with montage to the overall form of Piscator’s revues and
traced that influence into Brecht’s theories and practice of epic theater.626
While Die Massnahme was not a revue, its formal structure bears many montage
techniques. Borrowing directly from Piscator, Brecht, Eisler, and Dudow (who designed the
staging) projected the text of Die Massnahme on a series of slides behind the performers. This
not only contributed to the text understanding Eisler valued so highly, but was also widely
commented on in the reviews as an unusual multimedial element. The plot alternates rapidly and
624
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without transition between times and places, not only between the ‘present’ of the tribunal and
the ‘past’ of the agitator’s work in China, but the agitators tell their story in a montage-like series
of scenes rather than a continuous narrative. At each act break, the actors change roles, with each
one taking a turn as the Young Comrade, and the choir also shifts roles between the party
gathering passing judgment and various masses in the background of the scene.
This effect is also evident on the micro level within Eisler’s musical numbers. Jürgen
Elsner and Reinhold Brinkmann have used the concept of montage to analyze Eisler’s proletarian
music and, in Brinkmann’s case, his pre-proletarian music as well. Eisler’s montage techniques
are both “horizontal and vertical.”627 Eisler constructs song melodies by assembling motivic
units whose similarity may harken back to his teacher Schoenberg and developing variation, but
whose lack of organic development and block-like treatment resembles a montage. Eisler’s
moment through key areas is similarly characterized by “no hierarchical, centralized system of
relations, but rather montaged coexistence of relatively independent units.”628 Eisler similarly
deploys polytonality in a manner reminiscent of the strategies of Hindemith and Weill, which
Stephen Hinton has labeled as “a kind of montage technique.”629 Finally, Eisler’s songs often end
with unsatisfying cadences, “more a breaking off than a conclusion.” These not only serve to
undermine tonality,630 but also make the ending of a number jagged and “without transition” as
Eisler described montage techniques.
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This is especially evident in the “Gesang der Reiskahnschlepper” [Song of the Rice
Barge Draggers] in Die Massnahme. This is the longest number in the work, and it is frequently
interrupted by action. The song is sung by the choir, representing laborers dragging a barge of
rice up the river from the fields to the city. The ground is slick, and the workers don’t have the
right kind of shoes to get traction. The young comrade is tasked with organizing the workers to
strike for correct shoes, but instead sympathizes with the workers and helps each individual
worker back up when he slips. There are five distinct blocks of musical material, A-E. Most of
the song consists of rapid alternations (or a sudden grand pause) between A, slow and dirge-like,
and B, fast and using the Motorik described above. C, D, and E each appear only once, and
similarly feature abrupt transitions: C and D together near the middle of the number, and E at the
end. (See example 4.14.)

Example 4.14: “Gesang der Reiskahnschlepper,” Right: A Material, mm. 109-12, Left: B Material, mm. 126-29631

The sketches and early versions of Die Massnahme in the Eisler collection at the Akademie der
Künste in Berlin reveal Eisler’s montage-based approach to the song. Early sketches show Eisler
working out the order of these sections with no concern for transitions between them. Rather he
simply arranges the first few notes of each section’s melody in a series.632 The “Urfassung” of
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the text also has the material in different order, although similarly arranged as a montage like
series.633 As Eisler revised the original version to the published edition, he could simply cut and
paste existing units.

Beyond Die Massnahme: Jazz, Montage, and Practical Considerations
While Die Massnahme enjoyed numerous performances throughout Germany and Austria
in the first years of the 1930s, its performance count was limited by financial, police, and
practical constraints. The cost of renting the performance materials was a high burden for some
of amateur proletarian performers and proletarian audiences interested in the work, and Eisler
wrote to the Universal Edition on behalf of workers in Düsseldorf and Leipzig to try to secure
discounts.634 Elsewhere, performances took place under police supervision, and the police
sometimes intervened before or even during performances, as in Essen, to ban or stop the
show.635 Finally, Die Massnahme was simply hard to perform by amateurs.636 This was
deliberate, as the work was supposed to require active work and reflection by its performers as
part of its function of revolutionizing them. It was thus clear that other forms of music theater
were also necessary if this burgeoning genre was not to suffer the same limited exposure and
irrelevance as other genres of contemporary opera.
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One solution was what Eisler would later call “choral montages.” Looking back on this
practice, Eisler wrote in 1934:
“As the production of a Lehrstück places the greatest demand not only on the hard work
of the singers, but also on the specialists [Fachleute], and beyond that, the production
requires a large apparatus, one had to find a quickly producible substitute. This substitute
is the choral montage, whose production required no new compositions or texts. Starting
from a political keyword, like ‘solidarity’ or ‘protect the Soviet Union,’ one chose a
selection of choruses and Kampflieder from the already available works, which were
connected by interposed texts.”637
In other writings, Eisler makes clear that despite the label choral montage, these productions
could include “acted scenes, … orchestral works, films, or projected photographs,”638 the final
two of which might be accompanied by live music. Additionally, the interposed texts were to be
delivered by functionary [“Die M.A.SCH. wird gebeten einen Referenten zu stellen…” (Same as
before, but pg. 179)].
Eisler’s writings on this topic came after the practice. At least one such production, titled
“The Song of the Struggle” [“Das Lied vom Kampf], took place in Vienna on 19 March 1933 at
the Grosser Konzerthaussaal under the direction of Anton Webern. Its was one part of a program:
1. Krenek - Kleine Blasmusik
2. Pisk - Campanella
3. Das Lied vom Kampf. “Eine Lied-, Chor- und Sprechmontage nach Dichtungen von
Bert Brecht. Musik von Hanns Eisler.
1. Schön ist es, das Wort zu ergreifen im Klassenkampf[ = Lob der ill. Arbeit]
2. Wie schreibt man: “Klassenkampf”
3. Die Reiskahnschlepper
637
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und ausserdem die Ausfuehrung einen grossen Apparat benoetigte, musste man sich nach einem rasch
herzustellenden Ersatz umsehen. Dieser Ersatz war die Chormontage, zu deren Herstellung keine neuen
Kompositionen und Text noetig waren. Von einem politischen Schlagwort ausgehend, wie Solidaritaet, oder
“Schuetzt die Sowjetunion”, waehlte man sich aus den bereits vorhandenen Stuecken eine Anzahl von Choeren und
Kampflieder aus, die durch Zwischentext montiert wurden.”
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Eisler, “[Über die DAMB],” 180; “…bestehend aus einer losen Folge von Szenen, Kampfliedern, Choeren,
Orchesterstuecken, Schmahlfilm oder projizierten dokumentarischen Fotos.”
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4. Der Song von der Ware
5. Die Arbeit geht weiter [= Lob der UdSSR]
6. Lied des Gefangenen
7. Grabgesang für einen Genossen
8. Die rote Fahne
9. Das Lied von der Solidarität
Four of the nine Eisler songs (“Lob der illegalen Arbeit,” “Die Reiskahnschlepper,” “Song von
der Ware,” and “Lob der UdSSR”) were taken from Die Massnahme. Others came from the stage
music to Die Mutter or were standalone proletarian songs. Eisler’s description of this kind choral
montage leaves ambiguous to what extent the order of the songs is determined by the interposed
texts or dramaturgy – the key distinction between revue and variety show in Jansen’s definition.
The program above preserved in the Eisler archive sheds no light on the texts read between songs
(or if there were interposed texts at all, although Eisler’s writings make is fairly clear he would
have insisted on some remarks to guide the audience’s critical engagement).

Conclusion
Eisler’s use of jazz, both its rhythmic qualities and its montage elements, in Die
Massnahme aligned with the structural topical use of these elements in Zeitoper, but he
refunctioned jazz to revolutionary proletarian ends. To conclude this chapter, we might briefly
consider the efficacy of Eisler’s refunctioned jazz in fulfilling the function of revolutionary
proletarian music: agitation and education. As a Lehrstück, a didactic or learning play, education
would have been especially important here. We cannot say, of course, how much revolutionary
activity Die Massnahme directly agitated or how many minds it changed. We can, however,
consider its success with audiences, and what effect it may have had on those audiences.
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Despite difficulties in performance, Die Massnahme was very successful in the first years
of the 1930s. Brecht and Eisler had hoped to stage the work as part of the festival Neue Musik
Berlin 1930, but the work was rejected by the festival’s organizers.639 Instead, the work was
premiered on December 13, 1930. The premiere was a major event at the leading venue for
classical music in the city, the old Philharmonie, and was attended by critics from all the major
newspapers. The work’s phenomenal success led to a restaging at the Grosses Schauspielhaus (a
much larger venue, and where Paul Whiteman had performed in 1926) a few weeks later on
January 18. The premiere took months of work to prepare, as the choruses were performed by
amateur choirs and the music was, as mentioned above, very difficult. The efforts of the workers
who spent hours and hours of their free time learning their parts – many of whom could not read
music and had to learn their parts by rote – evidence the passionate commitment the work
inspired.
Exact records of productions are lacking, but newspapers report productions in at least
nine cities in Germany as well as Vienna, many with multiple performances, and all organized
by amateur workers’ choruses.640 British composer and conductor Alan Bush attended the second
Berlin performance and conducted at least ten performances in England of a translation titled
“The Expedient” in 1935 and 1936.641 The connection of the work to amateur workers’ choruses
is notable, because it suggests that the work was primarily being performed by and for leftleaning, if not explicitly Communist, working class audiences. What then is the work’s message
for and impact on an audience of initiates?
639

Brecht and Eisler claimed politics motivated the choice, the organizers claimed Brecht and Eisler had not
submitted the full work, with text and music, by the deadline.
640

Dusseldorf, Leipzig, Frankfurt, Chemnitz, Cologne, Erfurt, Dresden, Hanau, and Radolfzell.
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Alan Bush, “Für Hanns Eisler,” in Sinn und Form. Beiträge zur Literatur. Sonderheft Hanns Eisler 1964 (Berlin:
Ratten und Leoning, 1964), 329-33.
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First, let us consider the story. The plot of Die Massnahme was always controversial. The
work predates the later Soviet show trials in which similar tribunals sent scores of Soviet citizens
to their deaths or to years of forced labor in the gulags. Nevertheless, the shadow of these trials
will always hang over Die Massnahme and contributes to the relative inattention this work has
received among scholars and performers, as well as the criticisms of the work on political
grounds.642 Recent events before the composition of Die Massnahme, however, suggest a
different message that the work taught its audience. On the one hand, the work has clear
connections to Soviet-sponsored, Communist activities in China in the 1920s.643 On the other
hand, Die Massnahme’s message of discipline and adherence to the party line over emotional
responses and individual impulses would have had especial relevance for German Communists
in 1930s. For many observers at the time, it was the lack of discipline, order, and unity that
doomed the failed German Revolution of 1918-19.644 Tellingly, Eisler and Brecht worked closely
on the libretto to Die Massnahme during the same period that Eisler was also reading and
discussing major Communist theories and history with Brecht as part of Brecht’s “conversion” to
Communism.
For the majority of the work’s initial audiences, then, one of the key teachings of Die
Massnahme was not that Communism was the only viable political path, but that disciplined
adherence to the party, even to the point of self-sacrifice, was the only way for the revolution to
642

c.f. Richard Taruskin, The Oxford History of Western Music, vol. 4, The Early Twentieth Century (Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 2005), sub-chapter “New Morality Plays,” 541-47. Brecht also later revised the text and
prohibited performances of the earlier version with Eisler’s music, however, even after this ban was lifted, the work
has failed to attract much interest.
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On this connection, see Peter Horn, “Die Wirklichkeit ist konkret. Bertolt Brechts Maßnahme und die Frage der
Parteidisziplin,” Brecht-Jahrbuch (1978). For background on Soviet activities in China in the 1920s, c.f. Conrad
Brandt, Stalin's failure in China, 1924-1927 (Cambridge : Harvard University Press, 1958), and Allen S. Whiting,
Soviet policies in China, 1917-1924 (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1953).
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This belief was dealt with explicitly by artists from the period. C.f. Alfred Döblin’s tetralogy November 1918,
begun in 1933.
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succeed. Indeed, Eisler’s writings from the time frequently repeat the injunction to follow the
lead of the party.645 The ways that Eisler refunctioned jazz contributed well to this goal: Jazz had
popular appeal that could reach audiences, and its similarities to the march and connection to
dance carried implications of unified, coordinated movement. Its sonic connections to machines
and factory work, as we have seen, similarly conveyed the image, as discussed above, of the
party and of revolutionary action as a powerful machine that relies on each individual part or
person doing their assigned task.
This message, with its clear totalitarian implications, is little more palatable to modern
audiences than Stalin’s purges, and the role of Eisler’s refunctioned jazz in this message bears
tantalizing similarities to Adorno’s notorious critique of jazz. Regardless of how we chose to
judge moral of Eisler and Brecht’s work, however, the connection to my thesis is clear. Eisler
and Brecht were never particularly optimistic about the present-day, even during the heyday of
Weimar Republic. In the way he sought to integrate jazz into the music of Die Massnahme,
Eisler pursued a kind of structural topicality, reflected through his historical-materialist critique
of the shortcomings of the present-day. The Lehrstück has long been thought of as an anti-opera,
but seen in this light, we can also see how its creators productively drew on the techniques and
characteristics of Zeitoper. In Eisler’s case, he refunctioned jazz to revolutionary proletarian
ends.
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See, for example, an editorial Eisler penned in the Communist newspaper Die Welt am Abend, printed 21 Feb
1931, in which wrote “The only way out of the crisis is not national, but international: the United Front with the
revolutionary proletariat under the leadership of the Communist Party.” [“Der einzige Ausweg aus der Krise, die
keine nationale, sondern eine internationale ist: die Einheitsfront mit dem revolutionären Proletariat unter Führung
der kommunistischen Partei.”] Reprinted in Gesammelte Schriften, 106.
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Conclusion:
Aktualität after Optimism
In this dissertation, I have argued that Zeitoper endured beyond its supposed expiration
date in 1930, both in modified forms and as an influence on new genres of music theater. In
order to make this argument, I introduced two terms to make sense of the different ways that
topicality was discussed in the discourse of the time. Surface topicality referred to recognizable
elements of everyday life that were used on stage or were necessitated by an opera’s plot, from
cars and trains, to radios and factory machinery, to diegetic jazz bands playing at scenes in night
clubs. In the popular press of the time and in most modern scholarship, this definition of
topicality has tended to dominate discussions of Zeitoper. Structural topicality, on the other hand,
encapsulated the ways that composers and their collaborators sought to capture the experience of
modern life in their use of music and dramaturgy, for example, using collage and montage
techniques and integrating jazz into their overall musical language. Leading composers
associated with Zeitoper advocated for this understanding of topicality in their writings from the
period, and their arguments were echoed by the specialist press. I further argued that Weimar’s
spirit of optimism allowed these two different kinds of topicality to coexist in early Zeitoper, but
that as this optimism faded, composers and their collaborators increasingly found them
irreconcilable.
In Chapter 1, I began by laying out the difference between surface and structural
topicality before turning to the composition and reception of Ernst Toch and Ferdinand Lion’s
Der Fächer to illustrate how surface topical approaches to Zeitoper lost their appeal after spirit
of optimism came crashing down in late 1929. In Chapter 2, I then turned to Ernst Krenek’s
Leben des Orest to demonstrate how composers like Krenek and Weill continued to pursue the
same structural topicality in their later works as they had in their earlier, prototypical Zeitopern.
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As Krenek and Weill argued, surface topicality had only ever been a side effect of structural
topicality. As their optimism in the present-day faded, their structural-topical approach to opera
led them in directions that either no longer necessitated surface topical elements, or even made
them impossible.
In Chapters 3 and 4, I then considered some of the ways that Zeitoper influenced other
genres of opera and music theater. In Chapter 3, I examined two works by composer Erwin
Schulhoff, the expressionist opera Flammen and the jazz-oratorio H.M.S. Royal Oak, to
demonstrate the influence of surface topical elements of Zeitoper. I argued that while Schulhoff
hoped these surface-topical elements would increase his works’ popular appeal, his optimistic
treatment of surface topicality instead contributed to these works’ difficulties post-1930. Finally,
in Chapter 4, I argued that the structural topicality of Zeitoper exerted a significant but
unrecognized influence on the didactic genre of the Lehrstück using the example of Hanns Eisler
and Bertolt Brecht’s Die Massnahme. I specifically focused on the ways that Eisler refunctioned
and integrated jazz into his musical language throughout the work.
***
By distinguishing between surface and structural topicality in the discourse around
Zeitoper up to and around its supposed end, ca. 1930, we can better understand what happened
afterwards. While historical observers and modern scholars have argued that the appeal of
Zeitoper’s Aktualität evaporated as present-day social conditions worsened, we can now clarify
that the element that lost its luster was Zeitoper’s surface topicality. Structural topicality, on the
other hand, remained a key element in the discourse around modern opera, and composers
continued to pursue their ideas about surface topicality, but in ways that no longer generated
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surface topicality as a side effect. This development divided composers critics who previously
had championed topicality in Zeitoper.
Some embraced the reconfigured idea of structural topicality that now explicitly sought to
connect the present-day to eternal human conflicts via historical allegory. That is, as their
outlook on the times worsened, they turned to historical and religious allegories both to critique
the shortcomings of the present and to look for ways forward in the lessons of history and
religion. But as composers looked for links between the present and the past, they increasingly
emphasized the timeless or universal aspect of their material, at the expense of the selfconscious, intense cultural preoccupation with the present-day that had defined Zeitoper. This
development has been influentially described by Hermann Danuser as the rise of Bekenntnisoper
or confessional opera, whose primary examples include Krenek’s Karl V, Schoenberg’s Moses
und Aron, and Hindemith’s Mathis der Maler, with Schreker’s Der Schmied von Gent (which has
also has some elements of Zeitoper) as a border-line work.646
The critical justification for this development can clearly be seen in an article by Heinrich
Strobel in 1932 about Darius Milhaud’s new opera Maximilian. This work continued a new style
of historical operas by Milhaud inaugurated with his 1930 work, Christoph Colombe. Milhaud’s
work was closely tied to the development of Bekenntnisoper in Germany. Chistoph Colombe was
premiered in Berlin and cited by Krenek as a major influence on his paradigmatic
Bekenntnisoper, Karl V. Maximilian was similarly slated for a premiere in Berlin in 1933, until
the Nazi seizure of power made the performance of an opera by a Jewish composer impossible.
Strobel described Maximilian as typical of a desirable development in modern opera. “Topicality
on the opera stage is no longer the dernier cri,” he writes. “On the contrary, topicality is
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Hermann Danuser, Die Musik des 20. Jahrhunderts (Laaber: Laaber Verlag, 1984), 234.
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deliberately avoided. Historical criticism appears to provide new inspirations. History no longer
means opera based on decoration and spectacle, as Meyerbeer exemplifies in the recent past, no,
history as a symbol of eternal human conflicts.”647
Strobel’s argument displays certain key continuities between his new outlook and that of
the late 1920s. He maintains, for example, his distinction from 1929 between Aktualität and
Gegenwärtigkeit (discussed in Chapter 1), criticizing surface topicality as a false path and Jonny
spielt auf as “the typical example” of this.648 Now, however, he expands his critique to also
include the operas of Kurt Weill, beginning with his collaborations with Bertolt Brecht. In these
works “literature broke into music,” and “the conflict of emotions was replaces with the posing
of political or social questions.” While Strobel continues to praise these works for being “from
the standpoint of the theater the most interesting” of the operatic output of the time, and for using
“props of the time” in merely “circumstantial” way, he criticizes Weill for “setting … music
once again in the chains of literature,” and thus undermining the postwar anti-Wagnerian project.
Nevertheless, in Die Bürgschaft, he sees Weill moving back towards this new “humanistic” ideal
whose leading figure is once again Hindemith, this time with his oratorio Die Unaufhörliche.649
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Heinrich Strobel, “Wiedergeburt der historischen Oper? Zu Milhauds Maximilian,” Scheinwerfer 5/9-10
(Jan./Feb. 1932): 9; “Die Aktualität ist auf der Opernbühne nicht mehr dernier cri. Im Gegenteil: die Aktualität wird
absichtlich vermieden. Der historische Vorwurf scheint neue Anregung zu bieten. Nicht mehr die Historie als Prunkund Schauoper, wie sie Meyerbeer in jüngster Vergangenheit repräsentiert, nein, die Historie als Symbol ewiger
menschlicher Konflikte.”
648

“For a time, one believed oneself to see the salvation of all opera’s problems in topical [aktuell] plots. But in
doing so one made the mistake of overestimating the topical prop [das aktuelle Requisit]. One believed an opera to
be near the times, to be contemporary [gegenwärtig], if a car or a jazz band appeared in it. The typical example:
Krenek’s Jonny spielt auf.” Strobel, “Wiedergeburt der historischen Oper? Zu Milhauds Maximilian,” 8; “Eine
Zeitlang glaubte man auch für die Opernbühne alles Heil in den aktuellen Stoffen zu sehen. Aber man beging
sogleich den Fehler, das aktuelle Requisit zu überschätzen. Man hielt eine Oper für zeitnah, für gegenwärtig, wenn
ein Auto oder eine Jazzband drin vorkam. Das typische Beispiel: Kreneks Jonny spielt auf.”
649

Strobel, “Wiedergeburt der historischen Oper? Zu Milhauds Maximilian,” 8-9; “Dann brach die Literatur in die
Musik ein. Das war der Fall bei Kurt Weill. Er schuf mit Brecht einen neuen Typ der Oper, der … die
Gefühlskonflikte durch politische oder soziologische Fragestellungen ersetzte. Ohne Zweifel ist dieser Typ vom
Standpunkt des Theaters aus der interessanteste … . Das Zeitrequisit war in diesen didaktischen Opernversuchen
durchaus nebensächlich. … Legte die lehrhafte Oper nicht der Musik gerade die literarischen Fesseln wieder an, die
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Weill’s recent work, about which Strobel is so ambivalent, represents the other major
trend in how composers continued to pursue structural topicality in their works as they
increasingly avoided surface topicality. While Strobel seems happy to have relegated the whole
issue of Aktualität to the past, in an article on modern opera published six months after Strobel’s,
critic Herbert Fleischer continues to focus his attention on the question of contemporaneity in
modern opera. Fleischer distinguishes between topicality and contemporaneity in recent postZeitoper opera, associating operas on the model of Cocteau with topicality and operas on the
model of Brecht with contemporaneity. In operas on the model of Cocteau, “one seeks to
revitalize the romantic, historical opera … to bring it near the present-day.” His example of this
trend is Milhaud’s Columbus, notable in this context for its role in the development of
Bekenntnisoper, but also for its use of Zeitoper-like elements like a large chorus that comments
on the action, integrated film, and a film-like, scenic dramaturgy. Fleischer writes that while
these latter elements seem to bring the historical material nearer to the present, the opera never
rises above trite philosophy, “romantic music for commonplaces, [and] … platitudes.” In ways
further typical of older criticisms of topicality in Zeitoper, Fleischer criticizes the way that
“technical means” including “projected images and film” are used to make this “action which is
far from the present” more “palatable for the public.”650

sie mit der Überwindung der Musikdramatik eben erst abgeworfen hatte? … Und selbst ein so konsequenter
Verfechter der ideologischen Thesenoper wie Weill stellt in seinem neuesten Werk, in der “Bürgschaft”, das
Menschliche viel mehr in der Vordergrund, als dies in Mahagonny geschehen war. Die Wiedergewinnung reiner
Ausdruckssphären ist das wichtigste Ergebnis der jüngsten, evolutionären Phase der neuen Musik. Das sichtbarste
Zeichen dafür: Hindemiths neues Oratorium.”
650

Herbert Fleischer, “Romantische und aktuelle Oper. Zur Ideologie der Oper,” Scheinwerfer 5/18-19 (Jun. 1932):
11: “Columbus wird von der Bühne aus in ein aktuelles Forum - vorgebautes Proszenium - berufen, um sein eigenes
Schicksal von heute aus nochmals zu durchleben (Claudel). … Auch Chöre ‘singen’ Diskussion oder Philosophie:
romantische Musik zu Gemeinplätzen, zu sprachlichen Plattitüden. Eine solche Amalgamierung von Wort und Ton
hat Brecht gewiss nicht erstrebt. Die illusionistische, gegenwartsfremde Handlung soll, unter Ausnützung aller
technischen Möglichkeit, dem Publikum schmackhaft bereitet werden. Auch Lichtbild- und Filmprojektionen
müssen herhalten, meist gänzlich unbegründet.”
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Fleischer uses the term Aktualität almost exclusively to describe surface topicality, and
although he uses other terms to describe the Brechtian approach to modern opera, it is clear that
he associates Brecht’s work with structural topicality. This is evident in the way that Fleischer
points to the way it embodies the efficient, fast-paced, and unsentimental nature of the present:
“jazz, recitative, more spoken than sung words, agitated tempo.” As he summarizes, “all
obfuscation [Benebelung: clouding of meaning, the senses, etc., as in Romanticism or Wagner]
by means of music falls away.” In this “fight against obfuscated music [Nebelmusik], Bert Brecht
stands in the central position.”651
These divisions highlight how some of the trends in late Zeitoper identified in this
dissertation further developed. As Krenek moved in the direction of Bekenntnisoper, he
continued to develop a concept of structural topicality that had gone largely unnoticed behind
Jonny spielt auf and Leben des Orest. After acquainting himself with the score of Karl V in 1934,
Willi Reich retrospectively began to appreciate the arguments Krenek had been making about
contemporaneity in Jonny all along:
“The ‘Aktualität’ of a work of art [can] only be understood as its material or idealist
connection to certain foundational questions of the present and not the time-dependent
expression …. It was therefore a mistake, for example, in Krenek’s opera Jonny spielt auf
to identify the references to the worldly present-day sphere with the content of the work
itself, when this was in fact in the enduring opposition between reflective spirituality
[Geistigkeit] and the libidinous search for pleasure.”652
651

Fleischer, “Romantische und aktuelle Oper. Zur Ideologie der Oper,” 10; “Die gegenwärtige Oper erstrebt zu
einem großen Teil Erneuerung aus dem Geiste der Spieloper, des Singspiels. … dies geschieht in einer spielerischen,
fast verspielten Form: Jazz, rezitativischer Gesang, eher gesprochenes, als gesungenes Wort, gehetztes Tempo
zeichnen heutiges Empfinden in nüchterner, klarer Linie ab. Alle Benebelung durch Musik fällt weg;” 10: “Kampf
gegen Nebelmusik in der Oper - im Mittelpunk steht Bert Brecht.”
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Willi Reich, “Ernst Kreneks neues Bühnenwerk Karl V.” Auftakt 14/3-4 (Mar.-Apr. 1934): 52; “Da der wahre
Künstler als Künder von wesentlich Neuem seiner Zeit immer um ein Beträchtliches voraus ist, kann unter
“Aktualität” eines Kunstwerkes nur seine stoffliche oder ideelle Bezogenheit auf gewisse Grundfragen der
Gegenwart verstanden werden und nicht der zeitgebundene Ausdruck, den das Kunstwerk in dem Material der
betreffenden Kunstgattung gefunden hat. Es war daher ein Irrtum, dass man z.B. in Ernst Kreneks Oper “Jonny
spielt auf” den Bezug auf eine mondäne Gegenwartssphäre mit dem Inhalt des Werkes selbst identifizierte, während
dieser doch in dem überzeitlichen Gegensatz zwischen reflektierender Geistigkeit und triebhafter Genusssucht
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Already, however, Orest was falling out of the historiography. In the same article cited above,
Strobel actively excised Orest from the history of developing historical Bekenntnisoper: “that
was simply a return to ‘Grand Opera’ of the old style, enriched by modern harmonies and a few
stylish bits of jazz.”653
These arguments show that the debates over surface and structural topicality remained
topical as opera began to take on forms seemingly far removed from the Zeitoper of the 1920s.
To call all these later developments that continue to pursue structural topicality Zeitoper would
necessarily expand the term to the point of meaninglessness. As a term, Zeitoper remains useful
when limited to those operas of the mid-Weimar era where surface and structural topicality
coexisted and of the late-Weimar era when that unity was beginning to break down.654 We can,
however, revise the historiographic tendency to treat Zeitoper as an isolated blip in the history of
20th century opera. As my dissertation has shown, Zeitoper was an important stage in artists’ ever
shifting negotiation of how to create work of the present day. These concerns endured in
Bekenntnisoper and other genres of opera and music theater that followed. Zeitoper actively
participated in modernism’s self-conscious negotiation of what it means to be modern, through
the specifically Weimarian concerns of topicality.

gelegen ist, der durch den Komponisten Max und den Geiger Jonny verkörpert und durch die den beiden Gestalten
zugeordnete Musik deutlich zum Ausdruck gebracht ist.”
653

Strobel, Heinrich. “Wiedergeburt der historischen Oper? Zu Milhauds Maximilian,” 9; “Das war einfach eine
Rückkehr zur “Großen Oper” alten Stils, bereichert durch die moderne Harmonik und durch einige Keßheiten des
Jazz. Immerhin: Orest war aus einer theatralischen Anschauung entstanden.”
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It may also be useful when applied with scare quotes to later works that also make prominent use of surface
topicality with structural-topical music and dramaturgy, like Boris Blacher’s immediate postwar operas, (C.f. Martin
Willenbrink, “Opern mit einkomponiertem Verfallsdatum: Der Zeitopernkomponist Boris Blacher,” in Boris
Blacher 1903-1975: Dokumente zu Leben und Werk, edited by Heribert Henrich, 27-37 [Berlin: Henschel, 1993]) or
more recent operas like those of John Adams, Anna Nicole by Mark-Anthony Turnage, or Two Boys by Nico Muhly.
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